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Abstract
This history of Mount Desert Island, Maine and Acadia National Park examines the
issues and conflicts that arose as Mount Desert Island and the town of Bar Harbor grew
from a quiet coastal village into a resort community. By tracing the developmental
history of the island, this work places the creation of the national park within the context
of decades of preceding development of the community as a tourist attraction. This
region, now known for its beauty and the wealthy visitors it draws, hosted competing
factions of local citizens and summer residents who often held disparate views regarding
the island’s place as a summer resort community and the management of the area’s
development. By examining creation of Acadia National Park and the conflicts and issues
related to its formation, this work highlights the consequences of governmental action to
preserve the land, and it illustrates the importance of public involvement in the decisionmaking process regarding uses of the land and natural resources.
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Introduction
Far from the metropolitan centers of the East Coast, in the woods of northern
Maine, a fierce battle of words and wills erupted that would pit neighbor against neighbor
and dominate the political discourse of the region and the state through much of 2010s.
When Roxanne Quimby announced she was going to donate 70,000 acres to the National
Park Service, it created a firestorm of protests from local people who feared an increase
in government control over their lives. Eugene Conlogue, the town manager of
Millinocket, the largest town nearest to the proposed park, succinctly laid out his people’s
concerns in a letter to then-Secretary of the Interior, Kenneth Salazar, stating, “Maine’s
vast forest is mostly privately owned. That private ownership has allowed people to have
almost unlimited access over the past 400 years…. [Quimby] wants to create a national
park on some of her holdings without much regard for traditional uses…. Do you
understand how important our traditions, history, and culture are to us…?”1 The debate
over the proposed park intensified in the proceeding years, becoming a statewide political
issue. The Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument was created in 2016, but the
controversy continued as opinions hardened. The following year, for instance, thenGovernor Paul LePage refused to allow signs for the national monument to be placed
along state roads “pending the outcome of a federal review.”2
Around the same time at the other end of the country a similarly fiery debate
raged over another national monument in Utah. When the Bears Ears National Monument

1

Letter Eugene J. Conlogue to Kenneth Salazar August 24, 2011, in Department of Interior
Tasking Profile https://www.nps.gov (accessed May 25, 2020), 2.
Nick Sambides, Jr., “LePage Refuses to Put Up Road Signs for North Woods National
Monument,” Bangor Daily News (May 20, 2017).
2
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was created in 2016, the reaction from the people of Utah ranged from “‘deepest
gratitude’” to “‘very sad’” with a myriad of opinions in between.3 In both cases, the
proponents of the newly made public lands and opponents expressed familiar views. The
lands would be protected from development for the benefit and enjoyment of future
generations. The federal government was overreaching, removing perfectly useful land
from the tax rolls. The new monuments would attract tourists, creating a net gain for local
economies. The new monuments would destroy local businesses that relied on the land
for activities and uses that would soon be prohibited under federal jurisdiction. These
arguments are not new, but they have expressed in many localized variations where local
citizens have found themselves at the center of efforts by the federal government to
impose its will for the greater good. The process of creating a national park or monument
is a complicated task fraught with conflicts between those who stand to gain from
government control of the land and those who stand to lose from it. The preservation of
the landscape and its flora and fauna are just one aspect that is considered. The people
with economic and cultural interests in the land present another facet of a complex and
intertwining puzzle, and it is their involvement in the process that warrants consideration
and greater scrutiny. While Katahdin Woods and Waters is the latest addition to the
National Park System in the state of Maine, it likely will not be the last, and it certainly
was not the first. A century before, another park was created in Maine, and the competing
interests and reactions of the people to the evolution of the idea of land conservation

“Reactions to Utah’s New Bears Ears National Monument, From Scathing to Celebratory,” Salt
Lake Tribune (December 29, 2016).
3
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which culminated in the creation of Acadia National Park provide insight into the
ongoing issues that plagued and continue to plague the conservation efforts.4
Situated on the island of Mount Desert on the Downeast coast of Maine, the town
of Bar Harbor, originally named Eden, has long billed itself as a gateway to Acadia
National Park. Long before the creation of the park, Bar Harbor had been the epicenter of
eastern Maine’s tourism industry, attracting visitors seeking to escape the hot, crowded,
and polluted cities of industrialized America with its cool summer climate and rural
scenery. But before Mount Desert Island (MDI) was discovered by travelers seeking a
respite from America’s burgeoning cities, by fun loving socialites looking to see and be
seen, and by wayfarers searching for their personal Arcadian idyll, Mount Desert was a
remote, inconsequential place populated by farmers and fishermen who lived off the land
and sea like the Native Americans before them.
The island’s first European settlers established permanent outposts on the island
in the eighteenth century, and these modest villages subsisted on farming and fishing and
some extractive industries such as lumber and, later, granite quarrying. When visitors in
the mid-nineteenth century came to the island to appreciate the area’s natural scenery,
islanders began to appreciate the monetary value of the natural landscape and devised
ways to take advantage of the scenery. While still trying to maintain the traditional
economy, Bar Harbor and its surrounding areas were quickly transformed to
accommodate a nascent tourist industry.

4

While this work focuses on Acadia National Park, for a side-by-side comparison of the legal and
political issues of the creation of Acadia and Katahdin Woods and Waters, see Sean Flaherty and
Anthony L. Moffa, “Conserving a Vision: Acadia, Katahdin, and the Pathway from Private Lands
to Park Lands,” Maine Law Review, 71 (January 2019): 34 – 70,
https://digitalcommons.mainelaw.maine.edu/mlr/vol71/iss1/3 (accessed May 20, 2020).
3

Managers of natural and cultural resources have long struggled with the
contradictory nature of popular tourist attractions. The spectacular and special
significance of a tourist attraction is what lends a site value and encourages protection
from damage and destruction, but the features that give it significance also contribute to
the site’s popularity. This, in turn, places stress upon the site as an increasing number of
people seek to visit, experience, and enjoy the very thing that makes a particular site
worthy of attention. This vicious contradiction has played out in the nation’s national
parks5. The National Park Service has struggled to balance visitation and development of
tourism supporting infrastructure with the need to protect the natural resources from such
development. Acadia National Park is no exception. However, the conflicts and public
discussions regarding development of the island, particularly in and around Bar Harbor
occurred long before the creation of the park.

5

The National Park Service began taking the negative impact of overcrowding seriously in the
1980s. For instance, the National Park Service Advisory Board released report on overcrowding
and its effects in 1987, and was sharply contested by at least one park superintendent. See George
Barley, S. J. DiMeglio and Priscilla R. Baker, “National Park System Advisory Board Report on
‘Overcrowding’ in the National Parks,” The George Wright Forum Vol. 5 (1987): 23-25,
https://ww.jstor.org/stable43598773 (accessed May 24, 2020) and Steven H. DiBenedetti, “Letter
to the Editor,” Park Science (Spring 1987): 6,
https://irma.nps.gov/Datastore/Reference/Profile/2201883 (accessed May 25, 2020). Visitor use
and visitor capacity studies have since then become more sophisticated, with parks across the
nation producing regular studies and making conservation and managerial decisions based on
their findings. In 2019, the federal government released interagency guidebooks for identifying,
monitoring, handling, and mitigating overcrowding within parks and other entities. See
Interagency Visitor Use Management Council, Visitor Capacity Guidebook: Managing the
Amounts and Types of Visitor Use to Achieve Desired Conditions, Edition One (Lakewood, CO:
Interagency Visitor Use Management Council, 2019),
https://vistorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework (accessed May 5, 2020) and Interagency
Visitor Use Management Council, Monitoring Guidebook: Evaluating Effectiveness of Visitor
Use Management, Edition One (Denver, CO: Interagency Visitor Use Management Council,
2019), https://vistorusemanagement.nps.gov/VUM/Framework (accessed May 5, 2020). In
reference to Acadia National Park, in particular, Acadia was listed by the NPS as one of the top
ten most visited parks. U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, A Guide’s Guide
to Acadia National Park (Bar Harbor, ME: Acadia National Park, 2012), 11.
4

Before there was a national park, men and women with a vested interest in the
island’s future participated in efforts to shape the island in a manner in keeping with their
own, often competing, values, interests, and ideals. Both locals and outsiders sought to
capitalize on the island’s popularity, establishing businesses that catered to visitors or
carving out pieces of the land for the construction of their mansions in their own private
Edens, a pattern of development familiar to tourist industry dominated communities
today. The decisions made during the pivotal years of Bar Harbor’s Gilded Age
determined who would control much of the island and what the island would look like for
generations to come. A perceived marriage of interests between the park and summer
visitors at the expense of local people marred relations between the groups and cast a
shadow of suspicion over the intentions of the park and its wealthy patrons in future
interactions.
Many of the arguments and disagreements that helped shape the future of the
island are relevant today. The role that National Park System played as a dominant
landowner on the island cannot be understated, and the extent to which the presence of
the park shaped the surrounding communities remains as an ongoing process. Tasked
with the preservation of a wide and disparate array of America’s natural and cultural
treasures, the job of the National Park Service appears monumental. Today, threats to the
nation’s parks are many and varied, from pollution to budget cuts to mismanagement and
misplaced priorities. Contrary to a common public perception, the existence of a park or
other protected land does not in and of itself guarantee that the land is forever shielded
from all threats. Conservation and the management of the nation’s parks are ongoing and
ever evolving. Likewise, the problems that arise with balancing the needs of nature with

5

the desires of people persist with no discernable end in sight.6 Issues of governance,
accessibility, use, and ownership of the land in relation to the nation’s parks that persist
today may be traced back to the earliest days of the park system. How people dealt with
these issues and how the conflicts centered around public lands have evolved over the
decades since the creation of the first national parks are informative to those seeking to
understand the complex relationships American citizens have with their parks and
government. Many of the issues that plague the park system and its interactions with the
public remain pertinent today. A 2005 congressional hearing on the state of the national
parks, for instance, discussed some of the paradoxical problems faced by the National
Park Service, such as persistent funding issues and heavy-handed interactions with citizen
landowners that has led to one witness to describe the NPS as a “bad neighbor.”7
In the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, Bar Harbor and Mount
Desert Island occupied a unique space in the history of conservation. The local people
embraced tourism as a means of economic opportunity at a time when the nation’s
rapidly industrializing cities created both an interest in the natural environment as a
means of escape and the ability to support tourism through improved means of

6

For an overview of the history of some of the arguments against the national parks, see H.
Duane Hampton, “Opposition to National Parks,” Journal of Forest History, Vol. 25 (Jan. 1981):
36 – 45, https://www-jstor-org.ezproxy.memphis.edu/stable/4004651 (accessed May 20, 2020).
More recently, a debate erupted over the proposed creation of a national park in northern Maine.
Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument, created in 2016, was met with vocal opposition
by both state politicians and some segments of the local population. See “The Day After: The
Response to the Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument,” Mainebiz (August 25, 2016)
https://www.mainebiz.biz/article/the-day-after-the-response-to-the-katahdin-woods-and-watersnational-monument (accessed May 20, 2020).
7

U.S. Congress, House Committee on Government Reform, The National Parks: Will They
Survive for Future Generations? 109th Congress, 1st session, 2005, No. 109-66, 74.
6

transportation.8 Many of the locals tried to exploit the natural appeal of the island even as
they discovered the esoteric value of pristine landscapes. Industrialization created a class
of people with both the leisure time and the disposable income to pursue idle
amusements. In Bar Harbor, some of the nation’s wealthiest individuals founded an
exclusive enclave. And so the town developed from a humble fishing village into an elite
resort whose most important asset was found in the aesthetic appeal of the surrounding
mountains and sea, but the coupling of islanders and summer visitors was always an easy
fit. The island communities of the Maine coast had a reputation of independent
mindedness and individualism, while the class of summer visitor that soon descended on
Bar Harbor was accustomed to always being in control and being served obediently by
the lower classes. As the island’s communities grew, control over the landscape at times
became a contest between those who were used to doing things their way versus those
who were used to getting their way.
As the town grew and word spread that the island possessed the quiet beauty so
desired by the nation’s pleasure seekers, the people of Bar Harbor had to ask themselves
what kind of a tourist resort they wanted their town to be. Was Bar Harbor going to be
another Newport, Rhode Island, with its reserved and stately mansions and exclusive
seasonal society, or was the town destined to emulate more democratic watering holes

8

For an in-depth discuss of the relationship between parks and tourism and the modern, industrial
economy, see Alexander Wilson, The Culture of Nature: North American Landscape from Disney
to the Exxon Valdez (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1992). For a more recent overview of the
development of tourism, including the importance of transportation innovations, see Eric G. E.
Zuelow, A History of Modern Tourism (New York: Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2016).
7

like Saratoga Springs, with their broad appeal to the middle classes, day trippers, and
other transient pleasure seekers?9
In similar fashion, landowners who only spent summers there sought to maintain
their vision of the ideal retreat. The elite summer cottagers’ idyll soon ran up against the
tide of the modern world, rushing in through fast transportation and a growing middle
class with disposable income. Yet as the modern amenities that the elites desired and
ensured came to fruition to make the island pleasurable to summer sojourners, they also
became obvious marketing points for businesspeople to advertise the island as an
attractive vacation destination.
Mount Desert Island was not a remote, wilderness destination; it was the elites’
backyard. It was a playground for the wealthy. And it was a laboratory for some
conservation-minded individuals--a place where those with the money and political
connections could mold their own island Eden in the image of their progressive ideals,
and a place where others might find fortunes by selling not just the mountains and trees
and water, but the beauty and experience of the island itself. This confluence of local
residents, businessmen and women, and summer cottagers vying for control over the
future of a relatively small space (the entire island is only “about 108 square miles”)

9

See Jon Sterngass, First Resorts: Pursuing Pleasure at Saratoga Springs, Newport & Coney
Island (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001). Sterngass explicitly compares three
resorts that drew markedly different classes of clientele. For more information about the
development of the oldest of the three resorts, Saratoga Springs, see Richard H. Gassan, The
Birth of American Tourism: New York, the Hudson Valley, and American Culture, 1790-1830
(Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 2008). Although a study of the culture of the
working class, Kathy Peiss offers a case study of Coney Island in her work, Kathy Peiss, Cheap
Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Turn of the Century New York (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1986).
8

occurred at a time when interest in environmental preservation was just gaining
bureaucratic and public legitimacy.10
This intersection of tourism and preservation, locals and sojourners, and public
and private makes the development of Bar Harbor and the subsequent establishment of
the adjacent national park a key site in which to explore the conflicts of modernization,
place-making, and local identity.11 In the years leading up to the creation of Acadia
National Park, conversations and questions regarding the control and use of the area’s
resources and landscape played out in public displays of civic pride and conflict. The
creation of Acadia National Park did not begin and end with a bill in Congress but was
the result of decades of interactions between many people who led very different lives,
had differing interests and priorities, and differing visions for the future of the island. The

U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Asticou’s Island Domain: Wabanaki
Peoples at Mount Desert Island, 1500-2000, Harald E. L. Prins and Bunny McBride (Boston,
MA: Northeast Region Ethnography Program, 2007), 1: 8. For a detailed history of the evolution
of the ideals that governed the management of the National Park Service, see Richard West
Sellars, Preserving Nature in the National Parks: A History (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1997). For a work that examines Americans’ changing view of wilderness and the place of Native
Americans in the creation of several of the large, western parks, see Mark David Spence,
Dispossessing the Wilderness: Indian Removal and the Making of the National Parks (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1999).
For works that take a transnational approach to the examination of the founding principles of
conservation and national park creation, see Adrian Howkings, Jared Orsi, and Mark Fiege, eds.,
National Parks Beyond the Nation: Global Perspectives on “America’s Best Idea” (Norman, OK:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2016) and Ian R. Tyrrell, True Gardens of the Gods: CalifornianAustralian Environmental Reform, 1860 – 1930 (Oakland, CA: University of California Press,
1999). Both works challenge the idea that wilderness preservation began strictly as an American
idea and take aim at the Ken Burns documentary series that promotes the exceptionalism of
America’s national parks. See Ken Burns, The National Parks: America’s Best Idea, April 30,
2016 [originally aired on PBS September 27 – October 2, 2009]. For another international
perspective, see also Berhnhard Gissibl, Sabine Höhler, and Patrick Kupper, eds., Civilizing
Nature: National Parks in Global Historical Perspective (New York: Berghahn Books 2012).
10

Richard A. Gilman et al., The Geology of Mount Desert Island: A Visitor’s Guide to the
Geology of Acadia National Park (Augusta, ME: Maine Geological Survey, Department of
Conservation, 1988), i.
11
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conflicts and discussions that shaped Acadia helped set a precedent for the federal
government as the National Park Service in the proceeding years grew to encompass
more lands, creating more parks and interacting with more people. The complicated
relationship between the people who lived in the vicinity of the park and the federal
government is on display in this work. The love/hate relationship that some people have
the park system and federal government is seen in stark detail when one examines
people’s relationships with the National Park System, and Mount Desert Island illustrates
this dichotomy. At once acknowledging the usefulness of government intervention in
some area’s of the country to preserve the land’s aesthetic and ecological value, people
have also balked at the notion of government control of such vast expanses of land,
sometimes viewing governmental land acquisitions, even in the benign name of
conservation, as an example of governmental overreach or as pet projects created for the
benefit of the few. Shades of these arguments are seen in this work as the people of Bar
Harbor, at once striving to manage how best to capitalize on the local landscape, also
struggled with how it would be managed and preserved amid tourist-driven economic
growth and a wealthy population of summer residents who expressed their own opinions
for the future of the island and possessed the political connections and deep pockets that
enabled them to force their will on the island’s landscape.
Varied and often contradictory forces spurred the development of Bar Harbor and
resulted in the creation of Acadia. Many different people came to the island and many left
their mark: summer visitors and locals, cottagers who built palatial mansions and stayed
for months at a time, and transient hotel dwellers who measured their stays in days, if not
hours, businessmen and women who saw opportunity in catering to the whims of pleasure

10

seekers, and businesspeople who set to extract as much of the natural resources as they
possibly could from the land. There were those who sold the island experience as it had
been depicted in landscape paintings and postcards and those who, in fact, sold the island.
Even today, Mount Desert Island is one of the most picturesque sites in America, but
belying the island’s iconic shore is a tumultuous social and economic history.
This work contributes to the body of historical knowledge of the island, the
national parks, and the development of tourism and conservation in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. This work will add to contemporary scholarship’s understanding of
the relationship between tourism and conservation by examining the people, issues, and
arguments that arose during the critical years of Bar Harbor’s development, which
culminated in the federal government taking control of large tracts of the island, thereby
forever moving a significant portion of the island beyond the reach of developers. The
conservation idea did not appear in American bureaucracy fully formed like Athena from
the head of Zeus. The concept of preservation of the natural landscape emerged over
many years during which time competing forces shaped and reshaped the country’s
understanding of conservation. Consequently, the outcomes of the conflicts between the
various parties involved int eh creation of Americans’ notions of conservation and the
resulting bureaucratic apparatus established to manage America’s park lands have
relevance today. The laws and regulations set down to govern the nation’s parks and
wildness lands are not static. Laws are constantly being written and rewritten. Funding
for the management of these lands is under constant scrutiny, and threats to our nation’s
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natural wonders persist despite the overall positive image of the National Park Service
and its mission.12
The first two chapters of “Selling Eden” focus on the region’s early development
to illustrate the island’s dramatic transformation from a collection of small, unassuming
coastal villages to one of the nation’s exclusive resort communities. Chapter 1 provides
an early history of Bar Harbor as the town rose to prominence. To understand the
dramatic changes that tourism brought to the island one must first understand the island’s
pre-tourism character. This chapter discusses the early European settlement of the island
and details its humble beginnings. The settlers on the island differed little from the
settlers up and down the Maine coast, eking out a living by subsisting on the land and the
sea. Yet, by the mid-nineteenth century, there were glimmers of a form of commerce that
traded money for experiences of the natural world rather than mere material goods.
Chapter 2 details the town’s efforts to modernize and establish itself as one of the
nation’s premier resorts. Along the journey from rural New England village to a famous
center of outdoor recreation, Bar Harbor needed to establish the infrastructure to handle
the masses of people who flocked to the village during the short summer season.
Improvements in transportation such as new railroads and roads and new water and
sewage systems aided the tourist industry and provided the residents with the improved
standard of living. These changes also provided an opportunity for businesses to exploit

In a Pew Research poll in 2019 rating Americans’ views of sixteen government agencies,
Americans gave the NPS 86% favorability rating, making it the second highest rated agency
behind only the U.S. Postal Service which was given a 90% favorability rating. Pew Research
Center. Public Expresses Favorable Views of a Number of Federal Agencies. Pew Research
Center: U.S. Politics and Policy, Oct. 1, 2019. https://people-press.org/2019/10/01/publicexpresses-favorable-views-of-federal-agencies/ (accessed May 23, 2020).
12
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and an arena for local residents, outside entrepreneurs, and summer visitors to enforce
their ideas of how the village should be managed and developed.
Next, chapters 3 and 4 examine the effects of development to reveal the conflicts
and contentions that helped shape the future of the island. Chapter 3 deals with the
resulting growing pains that the island experienced as it matured and as Bar Harbor
became an established resort town. While tourism brought wealth to some, the new
economy did not benefit everyone. Among the people who benefitted from tourism and
the cottage land boom, there were also people whose fortunes did not meet expectations
and those who met with ruin rather than riches. This chapter looks at a number of
failures: failed hotels, failed transportation projects, failed merchants and land
speculators. As Bar Harbor navigated the murky, sometimes treacherous waters of the
tourist industry, many of those who sought capitalize on the increasing interest in leisure
and landscape discovered just how tenuous tourism-based prosperity could be. Chapter 4
examines some of the criticism that resulted from the area’s growth and examines the
efforts of residents to mitigate some of its worst effects. In this chapter, local people
come to terms with the double-edged sword of the tourist economy. Here, one sees how
the people recognize the dangers inherent in the reliance of tourism as the community’s
sole means of support and their efforts to diversify Bar Harbor’s economy or otherwise
mitigate the effects of disappointing tourist seasons. In this chapter, lessons are learned
about the town’s economic development and new approaches to tourism are tested.
Chapters 5 and 6 discuss how these efforts to control and direct the development
of the tourist resort shaped local and summer residents’ concerns for the natural
environment around them. Chapter 5 looks at the development of the conservation
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movement nationally and how Mount Desert Island fits into this development, and the
resulting conflicts that arose from the results of Bar Harbor’s development. In this
chapter, the conservation ethic of the island’s people begins to coalesce. An appreciation
for the preservation of nature gradually formulated among the local and summer
residents, but not without conflict. The meaning of conservation and issues regarding
access to the land’s resources proved contentious, and the efforts to protect Mount Desert
Island exacerbated underlying discord between locals and summer residents and visitors.
Issues of ownership and rights of access and use provided flashpoints in the ongoing
debates regarding the “proper” management of a landscape which so many people
enjoyed and upon which so many livelihoods depended. Chapter 6 analyzes the creation
of Acadia National Park and the aftermath of this permanent change on the island, its
inhabitants, and its meaning for the future of the national parks. Once the natural
landscape had become an important asset for the village and an integral part of the local
economy, the question of how to protect this resource came to the forefront of public
discourse. Finally, with the establishment of the national park, both locals and summer
visitors adapted, in some cases grudgingly, to the reality of having large tracts of public
land adjacent to the village.
It is here amidst rugged mountains, thundering shore, and small villages that the
grand idea of national parks, once symbolized by the luxury and purview of the vast open
lands of the west, was superimposed on a populated and busy island on the Atlantic coast.
It is here that progressive ideas of conservation met the realities of the human economy,
and it was here that several ideas and people, conservationism, tourism, millionaires,
fishermen, farmers, businesspeople, and the traditional downeast way of life mixed and

14

clashed together to create the famed tourist destination of the twentieth century. The
entrepreneurial spirit of the local people adapted with the changing economy and many
learned to exploit the great asset nature had bestowed upon their community.
While the park came to fruition only with the force of the rich and powerful
behind it, others in Eden, many of them permanent residents, some boasting island
pedigrees, exerted and refined their views of the park, the best use of the land, and how it
should be preserved and managed. This work seeks to examine how the people,
permanent residents, seasonal residents, visitors, and businessowners, were affected by
the transformation and growth of Eden into a premiere summer resort and the results of
their efforts to build a community whose vitality was inextricably linked to the natural
landscape.

15

Chapter 1: Settling the Mount Desert Island Region
European settlers of Downeast Maine came to Mount Desert Island in the late
eighteenth century. With the establishment of European communities in the area, settlers
arrived on the island and established the town of Mount Desert, which was incorporated
in 1789.1 A portion of this town split off on the north and eastern side of the island to
incorporate as Eden in 1796.2 On the west side of the island, the town of Tremont was
incorporated in 1848.3 Although it evokes the idea of paradise, the town of Eden was
“named probably for Richard Eden, an early English author.”4 In reference to the Bar
Island sandbar that connects nearby Bar Island to Mount Desert during low tide, it was
renamed Bar Harbor in 1918, which is home to the Village of Bar Harbor, the island’s
most famed resort community.5 The villages of Hull’s Cove, Salisbury Cove, and half of
the village of Otter Creek make up the remaining communities of this town. The town of
Mount Desert is home to Northeast Harbor while the town of Tremont was for years the
location of the village of Southwest Harbor which was incorporated in 1905, among other
quiet communities.6
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Prior to the arrival of Europeans, there was no significant year-round settlement
of the island, and “MDI was seasonally occupied by a highly mobile Wabanaki band of a
few dozen families,” a way of life that the Wabanaki endeavored to maintain long after
Europeans established settlements on the island.7 Although Mount Desert is one of the
largest islands in Maine, its landscape, particularly its eastern half, is dominated by
formidable mountains, which discouraged farming and permanent settlement. The
island’s rocky cliffs and exposed mountaintops offered little to recommend it to potential
settlers viewing it from the sea.
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Image 1. H. F. Walling, Topographical Map of Hancock County, Maine, 1:70,000
scale (New York: Lee and Marsh, 1860). Image available from Library of
Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2011588006/. Accessed April 9, 2020.
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Image 2. TractsNet AGOL Public, Map of Mount Desert Island, Maine and surrounding
area with Acadia National Park boundaries highlighted in green
https://nps.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=43bc9db4736140e88e66
1c67460936e6 (accessed May 20, 2020).
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Image 3. View of Mount Desert Island from nearby Baker Island, with Little Cranberry
Island visible in the mid-ground. Photograph by Christina Arflack, 2011.

Image 4. View of the village of Bar Harbor, ME and Frenchman’s Bay from the summit
of Cadillac Mountain looking north. Photograph by Christina Arflack, 2011.
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Image 5. View of Otter Point and Otter Cove from the summit of Cadillac Mountain
looking south. Photograph by Christina Arflack, 2011.
Settling the Land
The early history of Mount Desert Island was not much different than the rest of
coastal Maine. Many of the lands of upper New England were held by grantees of large
land holdings, but some settlers were too “individualistic” to settle on lands owned by the
large proprietors and so were attracted to the lands farther east on Mount Desert Island,
Gouldsboro, and other Downeast locales.8 Early settlers eked out a living from
subsistence farming and fishing. Life on the coast “during the colonial era and beyond …
was a utilitarian place. Along its inlets, coves, and shorelines, people built ships, hauled
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cargo—including fish and lumber—around the Atlantic world, harvested salt hay, and
mucked for clams.”9 White settlers on MDI, as in much of the Downeast area, survived
through a combination of fishing, farming, and taking advantage of the region’s natural
resources, including the island’s bountiful supply of lumber and granite.
The remoteness of these coastal villages combined with the inhabitants’ instilled
belief of self-reliance meant that settlers valued their independence and paid only cursory
attention to the laws and regulation of the distant governing authorities. Not concerning
themselves with the formalities of legal land ownership, many settlers were technically
squatters, but in the remote reaches of the northeast, most built lives and communities
largely unnoticed and unbothered by the rest of the world. A smattering of settlers made
their homes on scattered homesteads around the island where practicable, as “[t]he first
settlers took up land and built their first houses according to their occupations; those who
followed the sea settling near the shore and those who were lumbermen or farmers
selecting sites near the forest or where the land was especially fertile.”10 This pattern of
settlement saw MDI grow until its coastlines were dotted with villages as were a few
valleys away from the shore, as in the case of Otter Creek and Town Hill, in the town of
Mount Desert.
Mount Desert’s rugged terrain was shaped by glaciation as “[t]hick glacial ice
flowed southward across Mount Desert Island a number of times during the last few
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hundred thousand years, sculpting the landscape.”11 Glacial movement over what is today
Mount Desert Island “produce[ed] deep valleys with a distinctive U-shape….called dorrs
after George B. Dorr,” the first superintendent of Acadia National Park.12 The distinctive
narrow valleys and steep mountains of MDI discouraged farming but provided the unique
landscape for which it would be famed. Furthermore, as a geologic survey of the island
notes, “[t]here is not a great deal of modern sediment accumulation on Mount Desert
Island, partly because there are no major rivers to erode and re-deposit the glacial
materials.”13 Consequently, the island has a wealth of exposed granite but relatively little
soil suitable for farming. A map of the surficial geology of the island reveals that besides
granite, the island does possess areas of salt marsh and freshwater wetlands, most of
which are concentrated in the northern and western parts of the island.14 The mountains
and hills that cover a significant portion of the island make much of the land unsuitable
for agriculture other than the harvesting of timber. Cleared land could support hardy
grazing animals such as sheep, and indeed “there used to be a good deal of sheep raising”
on the island. However, like the rest of New England, the island suffered its share of
abandoned farms in the nineteenth century.15
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The first recorded reference to the island by Europeans came from the French
explorer Samuel de Champlain, who visited the island in 1604 and left for posterity his
moniker for the rugged, barren-topped mountain island, “’L’isle des Monts-Deserts.’”16
After the English destroyed a short-lived Jesuit colony in 1613, few Europeans bothered
with the isle.17 The first permanent settler on the island was a Massachusetts man named
Abraham Somes who came to this remote corner of Massachusetts in the early 1760s.
Many others soon followed.18
Most of the early settlers were squatters; Mount Desert was far from any sort of
governmental authority. Emerson W. Baker’s research of deeds in the state of Maine
mentions that “many settlers never made the long trip to the courthouse to record their
conveyances” while “other deeds were entered in the courthouses of Massachusetts
ports” and the “disruptions created by the colonial wars in the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries further magnified the recording problem.”19
Nevertheless, there were those who quickly tried to impose the constraints of the
law upon this landscape. On paper, the island belonged to Marie Therese De Gregoire,
granddaughter of the Sieur de Cadillac, and to Sir Francis Bernard. De Gregoire’s claim
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derived from the land grant her grandfather obtained in April 1691 from the French
monarch Louis XIV.20 In 1762, the governor of the Province of Massachusetts Bay, Sir
Francis Bernard, “was granted ownership of the island by the English General Court.”21
In the grant, Bernard was given “All that Island lying North Eastward of Penobscot Bay
within the bounds of the Territory of Sagadehock aforesaid, commonly called and known
by the name of the Island of Mount Desart[sic].”22
Claims to the Land and Claiming the Landscape
These conflicting claims to the island were not settled until 1785; in that year, the
island was divided nearly down the middle into two large land grants, one belonging to
the son of Francis Bernard, John Bernard, and the other to the descendent of Sieur de
Cadillac, Madame de Gregoire.23 At the time, the lands claimed “in 1786, M.
Bartholomy De Gregoire and Maria Theresa…. at the eastward were of little value.” 24
The issue was settled in 1787, when “upon petition of Madame de Gregoire for a
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division, a north and south line through Somes Sound formed the boundary between the
two grants.”25 Meanwhile, settlers slowly drifted up the coast to make permanent
residence around Frenchman’s Bay. The “first settler in…Eden was probably John
Hamor” who settled in 1768 with his wife Mary Hamor, nee Rodick, at the site of what
became Hull’s Cove.26
It did not take long for the residents of Mount Desert Island to develop a sense of
protective ownership of the island’s natural resources in opposition to the mainlanders. In
1765, the islanders and their neighbors on the mainland began a long feud over access to
the marsh grass that grew at the head of the island, near the Mount Desert Narrows.27 The
salt marshes provided nutrient-rich hay, a practical necessity for anyone trying to keep a
farm in a land in which farming was, at best, a hard proposition. Two years later, ten
residents “petitioned the Royal Governor… asking for legal assistance in protecting the
[island’s] marsh grass and timber from outsiders.”28 The petition “To his Exelency
Governor Bernard” asked the governor to intervene to protect the rights of the islanders
to Mount Desert’s salt hay from poaching by mainlanders. As the petitioners stated: “We
the inhabitants of mount desart Humbly Craves your Exelency’s Proteccon against the InCrossins of the Naboring inhabents made upon us Consarning hay for we cannot git hay
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on ye island to keep our Stoks, other People Cut the hay before it gits its Growth so that
they Spoil the marsh & if we Cut & hay stak it for Sleding it is Stole.”29 The settlers who
relied on shipbuilding and subsistence farming unsurprisingly and swiftly sought to
defend and assert their exclusive rights over the island and its resources. The petition
serves as a textual reminder that the colonial inhabitants of the island considered
themselves the sole custodians and beneficiaries of the island and its natural resources.
For the islanders, survival depended on the salt hay and whatever else they could
gather or grow on the island and from the sea. Like most of the rest of Maine, the island
was blessed with timber which sustained a modest shipbuilding industry. Ship building
was such an important industry that the local paper went so far as to claim that “[u]ntil
1855 ship building was the chief industry at Bar Harbor. … In that year the Agamont…
was erected by Tobias Roberts…. In 1858 the Deering House was built, and in 1868 the
first non-resident cottage was built on Birch Point by Mr. Alpheus Hardy, of Boston.”30
The founding of Roberts’ establishment marked the beginning of an irreversible and
monumental transformation of the island and its inhabitants’ way of life. Roberts
operated the Agamont House for several years until, according to a write up from the
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Bangor Commercial published in The New York Times, he sold his business to the
Eastern Railroad for “the handsome sum of $30,000.”31
With the erection of the Agamont, a new chapter in the history of Bar Harbor
began. With it, Roberts ushered in a new age of economic development, and though few
may have realized it at the time, Hardy’s decision to build a summer residence nearby
marked the beginning of a trajectory of development that would rise in competition with
the nascent hotel business and serve as the foundation that would grow into a new
community. It was this summer community that would come to dominate the area’s
development and provide the force that would compete with and compliment the island’s
other inhabitants and businesses.
In the early years of the tourist business, accommodations for travelers were
primitive. One adventurous visitor, Robert Carter, in 1858 chronicled his journey from
Southwest Harbor to Bar Harbor, describing a dense forest and rough road. “We passed
no house, nor sign of human handiwork, except a ruined mill.”32 Carter described an
island of “sublime and romantic appearance” of “native wildness” at least in its
southeastern portion.33 Carter’s assessment of Bar Harbor and environs was thus: “Mount
Desert has become a favorite resort for artists and for sea-side summer loungers. But it
needs the hand of cultivated taste for the full development of its matchless natural
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beauties, which, at present, are to a great degree hidden by the monotonous covering of
an American forest of secondary growth.”34
The first Rodick hotel was built in 1866 by David Rodick Jr. Later on, as business
improved, his sons constructed the largest hotel in the area in 1873.35 For many summers,
the Rodick Hotel would become a fixture of the Bar Harbor summer scene, and it would
share with its owners the highs and lows of the tumultuous resort business.
Remembering a Land That Might Have Been
As the old way of life slipped away amid technological and economic change and
progress, some began to look back on yesteryear with a nostalgic gaze and marvel at Bar
Harbor’s transformation. Retrospectives and reminiscences of old Eden appeared in the
local papers to the amusements of visitors and the younger generation of residents alike.
The local scribes published the reflections of some of the village elders, including one
Stephen Higgins. Higgins, a member of one of the island’s old stock families, offered a
vivid picture of an Eden forever lost to time. His reminiscence of Bar Harbor prior to the
1860s describes a modest coastal village. The Bar Harbor Record paints a picture of a
sleepy coastal village where “[s]hip building was the chief industry prior to 1855.... In
1825 the only store in town was situated on West street.... The principal families were the
Higgins, Wasgatts, Rodicks and Hamors…. A few Bangor people and artists used to
board there. There were only six houses in view then from this point…. There were only
two houses between Eddy's brook and Duck Brook. The woods extended to Kebo
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Street….”36 Sparsely populated and largely unbothered by the rest of the world, this Bar
Harbor, remembered so fondly by those old enough to have experienced it and glorified
by those who were not, seemed to possess all of the makings of the perfect retreat for
those with the will and the means. The impression that Mount Desert Island’s natural
landscape left on those who ventured there would inspire many people to put their
experiences and reactions into paintings and prose, and this attention would prove crucial
to the island’s future.
Painting a picture steeped in nostalgia, Mrs. Burton Harrison detailed her
impressions of the island during her visit in 1871. Harrison’s literary work advertised the
island to a small, though brilliantly targeted, population; her readers were the wealthy and
middle-class women who would provide the backbone of the summer tourist population.
She described an island where “land…could then have been bought for a song” in a
“virtual wilderness” but criticizes the fact that cottages are built on such small lots.37 It
was this “virtual wilderness” that attracted people to MDI, but before people could arrive
in large numbers, they had to know MDI existed and that it was indeed worth the journey.
Bar Harbor provided fertile ground for Mrs. Burton Harrison’s keen imagination, and she
took advantage of her visits to Mount Desert Island. Harrison soaked in the local
atmosphere and put her observations in writing. Author of tales such as “On Frenchman’s
Bay,” Golden Rod: An Idyl of Mount Desert, and Bar Harbor Days, she provided readers
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with enticing descriptions of a summer playground for the wealthy. 38 Romantic tales set
upon a romantic backdrop, Harrison’s work provides descriptions of local landmarks and
the delightful activities the reader could imagine enjoying upon a visit to the island.
Constance Cary Burton Harrison was well-known in her time as a “society chronicler,”
with a long bibliography of novels and short stories examining life of the era’s elite.39
Her writings, which provide painstaking details of the social protocol of the elite, earned
her works comparisons to Thackery and Austen.40 Harrison was far from the only
creative mind to draw inspiration from the island and not the only one to use one’s works
to promote the island’s attractions.
Early Visitors and the Romanticization of the Coast
Among the first men to travel to Mount Desert Island for the purpose of enjoying
the natural landscape were the artists of the Hudson River School. Searching for inspiring
landscapes to pique their creativity, artists such as Thomas Cole and his student and
colleague Frederic Edwin Church found Mount Desert Island both wild and impressive
enough to fulfill their need for a suitable subject for their paintings.41 These “midnineteenth century …Romantic artists…aestheticize the Maine coast” so that “Maine was
reimagined as an awe-inspiring maritime wilderness.”42 The Maine coast provided these
38
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artists with enough unique landscapes to spark their imaginations and create depictions of
the coast exaggerated enough to elicit curiosity from audiences yet their work was still
rooted in the fundamental reality of the rugged, sparsely populated coast.
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Image 6.
The most prominent of the Hudson River school artists, Cole’s landscape

paintings typified the Romantic notions of the sublime and exotic in the natural world.
His works, many of which focused on the Hudson River valley, “may have combined the
natural drama of the panoramic view with the widely held notion that America was a new
Eden, which, in its unspoiled and pristine virtue, might avoid the fateful cycle of
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European decay and decadence.”44 The Hudson River artists who produced works
emphasizing the unspoiled nature of America’s landscapes reinforced the notion that the
landscape was an integral part of the nation’s character.
Thomas Cole first visited the island in 1844, staying with the Lynam family near
Schooner Head.45 Other artists associated with the Hudson River school, such as Fitz
Hugh Lane and William Stanley Haseltine, followed. 46 Cole sketched and painted an
island abounding in picturesque vistas and savage nature, employing the juxtaposition of
the rawness and the beauty of nature. His House, Mt. Desert, Maine, for instance, depicts
a quaint log cabin nestled among the trees at the foot of a mountain. The work
“comment[s] on man’s humble presence in the wilderness: deer graze nearby the human
dwelling, while the large blasted tree trunk in the foreground reminds us of nature’s great
cyclical forces.”47 During his visit to Mount Desert, Cole sketched the island and
surrounding environs, exploring the island from east and west and north and south,
providing others with a glimpse of the island that would spark the imagination of future
artists. Cole’s work forged a path for those artists who came after him, for his
“inspiration and work resulting from this visit were factors in [Frederic] Church himself
traveling to Maine more than once in the following decade.”48 Frederic Church made
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rural Maine the subject of many of his works, and the lands surrounding Bar Harbor
offered the ideal setting for his work. Mount Desert Island “combined the preferred
cultural and environmental symbols of American national identity, and Church
represented it as a mountainous wilderness.”49 The island of Church’s paintings was
portrayed as beautiful, possibly dangerous yet tamable and accessible. Paintings of
landmarks such as Newport Mountain and Otter Creek depict not only the bright scenes
but also the humans interacting with the dynamic landscape. 50
The juxtaposition of the wild with the tame provided an alluring mystique to the
island and piqued the interest of audiences. The potential visitor was promised wild,
invigorating scenery, but within the constraints of a land already inhabited but not too
dangerous. This combination benefitted the island and added to its allure and potential as
a tourist attraction. The nascent tourist industry on the island was further stimulated by a
new “tourist culture…[that]was promoted on the idea that proper appreciation of island
scenery necessitated seeing it as an artist might.”51
What the works of Albert Bierstadt did to romanticize the west, the works of
Church and Cole did to (or for) Mount Desert. Hundreds, if not thousands, of people
viewed their paintings, which portrayed the Maine coast as both menacingly wild and
almost fantastically beautiful, and saw land presented as a spectacular wonder on a par
with the Rocky Mountains or the ruins of ancient Rome (and the artists of the Hudson
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River School were just as notable for their paintings of Mediterranean and other nonAmerican sites as they were for scenes of the American landscape), and that just
happened to be within reach of many Americans.
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Chapter 2: Building the Resort Community
Far from the beaten path, islanders knew that if they were to sustain a summer
population of leisure excursionists, the island’s towns would require infrastructure
improvements. They would also have to provide accommodations to suit the needs and
wants of visitors. In the proceeding decades, many islanders saw opportunities to create
businesses and to find employment beyond the farming, fishing, logging, and shipping
industries that had heretofore sustained them and their families. Foremost among these
improvements were an expansion of transportation services including improved roads and
steamboat and railroad lines. The construction of expanded utility services soon followed.
Infrastructure
One of the first priorities among the leaders of Eden was the construction of
infrastructure improvements, including improved transportation structures.
Transportation infrastructure took priority due to its use by both locals and visitors and its
integral role in bringing visitors to the island. Town leaders realized that first impressions
mattered, even when it came to islands. And the town needed to make the end of a long
journey from New York, Boston, or Portland as easy and pleasant as possible.
Furthermore, as tourism grew as a sustained industry, round the island excursions and,
more frequent daytrips from Bar Harbor to adjacent island attractions required
infrastructure upgrades and construction. A favorite tourist pastime, the buckboard ride
through the island’s most scenic stretches, required miles of roads. Roads had to be not
only built but maintained well enough to provide enough comfort for riders so that they
became a mainstay of the tourist’s quintessential “Bar Harbor experience.”
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A publication by the Grand Trunk Railway featured the resort towns accessible
from its rail system in New England and Canada. Bar Harbor’s write-up boasted not only
its landscape but its modern amenities, including “a system of water works, supplied by
Eagle Lake, abundant marts of trade, electric lights, a good newspaper, and other
conveniences of city life.”1 The railway understood that the visitors arriving on the island
came partly because of its ease of access and with the relatively easily journey came the
expectation of finding all of the same creature comforts of the cities. As Bar Harbor’s
tourist industry grew, the days of the rusticators who tolerated, even sought out, the rough
living in the remote coastal islands gave way to a different and more demanding breed of
visitor. The greater the number of visitors to the island, the more the islanders would
have to alter their villages to accommodate the masses. And to accommodate the new
arrivals, the island needed proper infrastructure.
A modern infrastructure was integral to the success of the town and both
townspeople and cottagers alike worked to realize the goal of infrastructure
improvements that would provide for a safer, more convenient town. Among the
improvements demanded by locals and visitors alike were improved sanitation and better
transportation infrastructure. The pressure to improve upon existing transportation is seen
in the agitation of some locals for the town to address the problem of an antiquated town
wharf. The Mount Desert Herald reported “[t]hat the wharf accommodations of Bar
Harbor are entirely insufficient is perhaps the most noticeable feature of the village.”2
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Clearly, first impressions meant a lot, and locals realized the importance of making a
good first impression upon visitors who arrived at the village wharf.
Other improvements indicated that Mount Desert Island, and Bar Harbor in
particular, had entered the modern age. Next to transportation improvements, the latest
methods of communication, the telegraph and telephone, arrived on the island,
establishing a marked increase in convenience. These communication improvements
included a new telephone exchange which was established by 1881.3 Other signs of the
encroaching modern era included the proposal for electrification. Although “voters turn
down proposal at town meeting” for a charter for a municipal light plant, a charter was
granted a few months later for the “Town of Eden to own, maintain and operate an
electric lighting plant.”4 Despite issues regarding the rates charged for electricity and who
precisely would supply the town with power, the electrification of MDI garnered less
controversy than the establishment of another utility that today is taken for granted.5
Water Works
If modern infrastructure made a town more attractive, a modern system of water
distribution was an invaluable asset to any community. A system of modern water works
not only provided the convenience of running water, it promised health benefits as well.
Owned almost exclusively by the Rodick brothers, Fountain and Serenus, sons of hotelier
David Rodick, the Bar Harbor Water Company demonstrated the vested interest local
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business had in the health and welfare of the village and the interest they had in molding
Bar Harbor into a form most suitable for wide scale visitation.6
The Bar Harbor Water Company was founded in 1874, in part as a response to a
1873 outbreak of typhoid and scarlatina. The concern that disease would frighten people
away from Bar Harbor and the potential loss of tourist dollars instigated the creation of
the company.7 On the outskirts of the village, the water company constructed “wooden
flumes extending from Duck Brook to a 190,000 reservoir.”8 In time pipes replaced the
flumes, and over the course of the next few decades, the company enacted other
improvements such as widening and replacing pipes.9
The Bar Harbor Water Company promoted efforts for cleaner water concurrent
with contemporary knowledge of cleanliness and disease, even if these efforts ran against
some popular pastimes. The company, for instance, released a notice that people should
not bathe in Eagle Lake, from which Duck Brook flowed, even though tourists and locals
often swam there.10 One of the most visible examples of the rift between local and
summer people surrounded the operation of the village’s water works. This restriction on
the use of the town’s famous lake demonstrated a need and willingness to proscribe
boundaries around the area’s natural resources in the name of the public good. This
restriction on people’s behavior, at least, came with the support of the modern
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understanding of the necessity of improved public hygiene. When the Rodicks’ control of
the water system, however, did meet the disapproval of residents, it was not the
company’s imposed restrictions on old habits that caused a loud outcry, but rather the
company’s perceived poor service among segments of the summer population, in
particular.
The power struggle between the wealthy summer residents and the local
entrepreneurs played out in the legal battle between the Bar Harbor Water Company, the
creation of the local entrepreneurial family, the Rodicks, and the Eden Water Company,
the brainchild of James Blaine and other, mostly affluent summer residents. When the
local paper proclaimed that “It does not look as though Bar Harbor is on the decline when
a company, composed of summer visitors, is willing to put $200,000 into a new system of
water works when there is one already in operation,” it glossed over the strife created by
the contesting interests of summer and permanent residents with regard to the locally
owned company.11 The desire and willingness of some cottagers to invest hundreds of
thousands of dollars in the water works revealed the depth of their commitment to their
summer retreat as well as the lengths some would go to ensure that the resort’s
development proceeded on their terms. The birth of the Eden Water Company was the
result of the existing company’s inability to address the grievances of some of the
summer residents. These took it upon themselves to create a competitor in order to place
pressure on the Bar Harbor Water Company’s management. Chief among the instigators
of this plan for a new company was a well-known politician named James G. Blaine. The
plan was set in motion “in 1887” when, an editor’s footnote in Mrs. Blaine’s papers
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explains, “the citizens of Bar Harbor applied to the Maine Legislature for a charter for a
new water company, as the Rodick company, which then controlled the water system,
was unable adequately to supply the town.”12 This unassuming footnote, though, explains
only part of the story. Blaine used his political power to make this happen. Mrs. Blaine
proudly described his involvement: “If the cottagers get unRodick water at Bar Harbor,
they will owe it to him.”13
Blaine, although a native of Pennsylvania, began his political career in Maine,
after marrying the native Mainer, Harriet Stanwood and moving to Augusta in 1853.14
By the end of the 1860s, he was Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives and a
formidable force both within the Republican party and Washington. 15 Assessing Blaine’s
career, biographer David Healy surmised that “while it was never established that Blaine
did anything illegal, it was clear that not all of his actions were ethical,” but within the
context of Gilded Age politics, Blaine was “no worse than many others.”16 Although
practically forgotten today, Blaine loomed large in American politics. His influence was
felt in both D.C. and Maine and his contributions to foreign policy cast a shadow over
foreign relations for years after he left office. Enormously ambitious and politically
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astute, Blaine ran for president three times and served as the nation’s secretary of state
under Benjamin Harrison, a man for whom “the Blaines harbored a contempt.”17
Although a force to be reckoned with in his time, Blaine never attained the highest office
in the land even though he was what one biographer described as a “perennial
presidential prospect.”18 His presence in Bar Harbor, though, made his design against the
existing water company a serious issue affecting the company and the town at large by
raising the public’s consciousness of the asymmetrical power held by certain summer
residents. These residents could, theoretically, possess the power to reshape the village
infrastructure and affect the daily lives of all residents should they choose to wield it.
Blaine, like many of his peers, was attracted to the island by its soothing
atmosphere and picturesque setting. After visiting the island in 1884, he found his time
there was well-spent relaxing and recuperating from the stresses of political life. One
biographer, David Muzzey, described the effects of the visit to Mount Desert, claiming
that, “Blaine returned to Augusta and to the strenuous campaign trip of the autumn of
1884 with the picture of the beautiful waters and the wooded drives of Mount Desert
indelibly impressed upon his mind.”19 A “confirmed hypochondriac,” Blaine found
refuge from the anxiety and pressure of the confines of the Washington during his
sojourns on the Maine coast.20 MDI offered a remote, picturesque idyll, the ideal place
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for him to sojourn during the summer. Frequent summer visitors, the Blaines finally
decided to purchase a lot for themselves and build a cottage on the outskirts of Bar
Harbor. Muzzey says, “though the price of lots on the bay front was prohibitive, a
charming piece of ground was found, sloping from the woods to the ‘lower road,’ with a
superb view of Frenchman’s Bay.”21 The Blaines built their mansion called Stanwood in
1886. It stood on the outskirts of the village overlooking Frenchman’s Bay and
approximately a mile from downtown Bar Harbor and less than a mile from the mouth of
Duck Brook (according to maps.google.com).22 Besides the solitude that his island retreat
offered, Blaine found the island’s landscape particularly inviting. A visiting reporter once
remarked that of the pastimes available at Bar Harbor, Blaine “spoke with much
enthusiasm of the driving…especially of the road leading…from Schooner Head to Otter
Creek.”23 The Blaines enjoyed their time at Stanwood, but it was their complaints about
the water pressure in their hilltop mansion that precipitated the ensuing conflict between
the water company and a cadre of summer cottagers.
An 1887 hearing before the Judiciary Committee of the state legislature regarding
the establishment of the Eden Water Company elicited strong feelings among the people
of the Bar Harbor. The Mount Desert Herald asserted that “the citizens of Bar Harbor
generally…feel somewhat aggrieved” at the prospect of a cadre of summer residents
putting the Bar Harbor Water Company out of business, particularly since the owners of
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the company, Fountain and Serenus Rodick, would suffer as a result.24 Witnesses at the
hearing described two marked different views of the service rendered by the Rodicks’
company. While some locals contended that they had noticed no particular lapse in
service, others such as Albion P. Alley, the manager of the St. Saveur hotel admitted that
there were problems obtaining adequate water pressure on the hotel’s upper floor. John E.
Clark, a local contractor who had built the Blaine cottage, testified that he “never knew
anyone to go away or stay away from Bar Harbor on account of insufficient water
supply.”25 While plumber Hiram M. Newton suggested that despite problems with the
Blaine cottage attributable to its high elevation the state of Bar Harbor’s water works was
comparable to that of other cities, summer resident of Northeast Harbor and owner of the
Northeast Harbor water company James T. Gardiner warned of problems with the system
especially in time of drought.26 A parade of local business owners testified that they had
personally experienced no problems with the Rodicks’ water company.27 It was clear that
without the force of Blaine’s stature fueling the efforts of the Eden Water Company, the
proposal would not have gotten the consideration and attention it did. In his own
testimony, James G. Blaine argued that the Rodicks held a “complete…monpoly [sic]”
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over the town’s water.28 The Herald shot back at this claim by observing that Blaine was
“invested quite heavily in land” on the island.29
The New York Times bluntly declared the proposal for the creation of the Eden
Water Company “a scheme laid by a large syndicate to raise the value of certain higher
tracts of land, which need only this condition to make them exceedingly valuable—a
system of water works capable of elevating water to a height of 300 feet. Every available
foot of land is held by this syndicate.”30 Apocryphally, Blaine perhaps had lamented not
seeing the potential monetary value that lay in the aestheticism of the island and so
cashing in on the land boom. A biographer relates: “A tradition goes that he [Blaine] had,
during the larger part of his life, had his eye upon Mount Desert Island as a possible
summer resort and home for himself and family. He was wont to tell visitors of a time
when he might have purchased the island for five hundred dollars! That was in 1856.”31
A month after the Times article, the paper reported that the Rodicks had begun work on
improvements and as such the Eden Bar Harbor Water Company “may not be of much
value to its stockholders” as a result.32
Anonymous editorials from local residents noted that the summer residents who
bristled at the Rodicks’ monopoly said nothing about the new wealth generated for out of
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towners by trading in island real estate. An opinion column in the Herald fumed, “how
about the profits of such gentlemen as Mr. How, and Mr. Fox, and numerous other
petitioners for a new company[?]…. The plain and ‘unscientific’ people Eastern
Maine…believe that even two Maine men have some rights that the legislature of our
state should protect….even if held by mere ‘natives’ of Mount Desert, and opposed by a
half dozen millionaires from other sections of our common country.”33 Conversely,
others noted that the summer residents would have shunned Bar Harbor and its
unhealthful atmosphere riddled with diseases if not for the Rodicks’ water works.34
Within a short span of time, Bar Harbor had become a symbol of Maine’s natural beauty
and its intrinsic value, and also a product of out of state investment.
The fight over the water company was not just a local matter, for when such a
heated and unusual issue arose at a famous locale, many eyes watched as the drama
unfolded. Bar Harbor billed itself and was known nationally as a place of pure water and
healthy conditions. Blaine and his peers’ complaints undermined that image.
Furthermore, the Bar Harbor vs. Eden water works issue drew attention of business
interests statewide. The water issue soon became not just a power struggle between
residents of one island, but a statement on the future of business investments throughout
the state. After Blaine and the other summer residents prevailed in obtaining a charter for
the rival water company, others in the state looked on the decision with concern. As the
Springfield Republican warned, “The influence of Mr. Blaine and his wealthy friends,
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who have an extensive land speculation combined with their water company,
prevailed…. The result will probably be that the Rodicks will have to sell out their
system to the new company. There will be little encouragement for the citizens of Maine
to expend their money and enterprise in developing her delightful coast resorts if
outsiders are to be permitted to step in and desposing [sic] them of vested rights, reap the
harvest.”35 In August of 1887, the papers noted that the Bar Harbor Water Co. had “spent
about $150,000 this season” on improvements.36
Some people described the following power struggle as a battle between “David
and Goliath,” a position embraced by one of the first historians of Bar Harbor, Richard
Hale, Jr.37 Yet the Rodicks and their allies were not entirely overwhelmed by the Blaine
and other elites’ force. Some in Bar Harbor had come to the conclusion that “either Bar
Harbor would own itself, or outsiders would own it.”38 Though they could not claim
influence on the order of magnitude of Blaine, the Rodicks did have a mouthpiece of their
very own in the Mount Desert Herald, though quite short-lived. A retrospective article in
the Bar Harbor Times reflecting on the town’s history of the printed word, commented
that “[I]n the early eighties Fountain Rodick established the Mount Desert Herald with
Joseph Wood as editor.” According to the paper’s surviving competitor, at least, the
Mount Desert Herald’s credibility took a hit when “the management refused to publish
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the notice for the application of the charter of the Eden Water Co.” Not long after the
water company controversy, the paper changed hands.39
Recounting the establishment of the new water company, George Grant wrote, “In
1887 I was asked by some of the principal summer visitors who needed this improved
service to apply for a charter for a new water company. After a very hot fight at Augusta,
a conditional charter was granted to the Eden Water Company, providing that if Mr.
Rodick would provide the necessary improvements his company might continue
unmolested. Otherwise the Eden Water Company might acquire the rights of the Bar
Harbor Water Co. and proceed with the new development sufficient to the new demands
required.”40 As the backers of the Eden Water Company increased their pressure on the
Rodicks, the owners of the Bar Harbor Water Company struggled to keep the Eden Water
people at bay. In 1893, the Eden Water company petitioned the legislature for “additional
privileges,” which the Bar Harbor Water Company protested with “remonstrants,
Fountain Rodick, Russell Dorr, Frank Young, George Karst, L.P. Haynes, Milton Jordan,
William Clark and others.”
As the conflict between the two groups continued, the critics of the existing water
company were forced to admit that “[a]bout one half of these petitioners” were summer
people and all were property owners. However, they countered the criticism that the Eden
Water Company stood as a symbol of wealthy cottagers’ determination to undermine the
prosperity of local interests. They asserted that their “charter is asked not chiefly for the
benefit of the summer residents, but chiefly for the benefit of that not unimportant portion
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of our people whose employment and support depends upon the summer resort
industry.”41 Proponents of the Eden Water Company tried to portray themselves as a
coalition of residents and non-residents (rather than wealthy outsiders) who were acting
out of concern for the welfare of the town’s continued attractiveness as a vacation
destination and the people employed in the tourist industry. However, by pursuing this
tactic, they risked alienating some of their peers, neighbors, and the people they
purportedly wished to aid.
Tourism on Mount Desert Island was partly built on the notion that the brisk
seaside air, clear water, and pretentions of wilderness that so intrigued city dwellers
provided a restorative effect upon one’s health and general wellbeing. As much as the
activities and enjoyment of the landscape offered visitors a chance to relax and play,
advertisers recounted the healthful benefits of the island to further attract visitors. An
article from the New York Times reported a summer resident of Newport complaining
that “’the water is not fit to drink,’” and the Florida resort town of St. Augustine likewise
“’frightened’” people away with its potentially deadly water.42 Newport’s water supply
remained volatile for some time as a two-year drought placed a strain on the water
supply.43 The article did not go without notice in Bar Harbor, and the Record offered Bar
Harbor as a suitable alternative for those seeking the peace of mind of sojourning in a
place without the threat of water-borne disease. The article further praised Bar Harbor for
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its “purest water and most improved drainage.”44 It made sense for Bar Harbor to bill
itself as healthier than Newport and Florida winter pleasure destinations; promoting itself
over the its competitors seemed like common sense and something with which most
residents, permanent and summer alike, could agree. However, by continuing to pursue
their claim against the Bar Harbor Water Company, the proponents of the new Eden
company threatened to undermine their own argument. Furthermore, the more attention
the issue garnered, the more that the town’s claims to fresh, clean water appeared as
simply unsubstantiated claims meant to fool ignorant first-time visitors.
The prediction that the demanded improvements would eventually ruin the Bar
Harbor Water Company’s owners nearly came to fruition. In 1893, the Bar Harbor Water
Co. was sold. Fountain Rodick “found himself unable to raise the money to make the
necessary improvements without sacrificing some of his valuable real estate,” and so,
Fountain Rodick turned to his brother-in-law Charles Pineo. Rodick “put the waterworks
into Mr. Pineo’s hands to sell….the syndicate to whom he finally sold represents the
cottage element here; among its members are Messrs. Livingston, Kennedy, Vanderbilt,
Ogden, Robbins and Morrill, who are among the largest property owners….Their idea is
to have as perfect a system of waterworks as possible.”45 In this way, the critics of the
water company, among them prominent cottagers, eventual got what they wanted.
Ironically, one of the primary instigators of the entire affair, James Blaine, died in
January of the same year.46
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Sewerage
A system of conveying clean water into the homes and businesses of Bar Harbor
was essential to the health, cleanliness, and prosperity of the village. By the end of the
nineteenth century, progressive reformers throughout the nation agitated across the nation
for improved methods of bringing safe water to the public. However, the progressive zeal
for improving public health did not end there. A clean water supply was requisite for
every town and village in America, but reformers realized that while clean drinking water
aided the reduction of some illnesses, water accounted for only a part of the wider issue
of public health concerns. Reformers realized that a healthful environment was a clean
environment, and if they were to reduce the public hazards posed by many communicable
diseases, they would have to tackle the issue of public waste as well. To embark on this
monumental task, reformers engaged in a quest for improved sewerage in communities
and advocated for the regimented and orderly disposal of garbage.
The nineteenth century saw unprecedented improvements in methods of city
sanitation. Progressives pushed for better sanitation and clearer water and by the turn of
the century, many realized that city governments were in a better place to take control of
sanitation services as various government bureaucracies became established. 47 Reformers
met with resistance in some communities, In Bar Harbor, however, the progressive
agenda and its advocates gained traction easily, partly because the way in which these
reforms developed and were implemented reflected Bar Harbor’s unique situation and
residential composition.
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Nationwide, municipalities struggled to improve their sewage to reduce deadly
diseases and to provide a general improvement in the standard of living of town and city
residents. In Bar Harbor, a place dependent upon visitors and made attractive to the
nation as an oasis of clean water, the need for proper sewage removal took on an even
more urgent tone. As William H. Wilson, author of The City Beautiful Movement, notes,
the City Beautiful Movement, the widespread progressive reform movement to improve
the aesthetic conditions of urban centers by constructing parks and gardens, planting
trees, and creating green spaces amidst the city environment, intersected with other
progressive reform measures including sanitation improvements.48 For reformers, the
construction of new gardens and monuments went hand in hand with the establishment of
healthy living conditions. In Bar Harbor, the impetus for reform included a third facet,
creating and maintaining an environment that was attractive to tourists. The thousands of
dollars invested into bringing to Bar Harbor the most modern sewerage system at the time
also was used to promote the town as a healthful retreat from the dirty cities festering
with contagion.49 In Bar Harbor, a modern sewer system was one facet of a plan to
combat periods of disease like the 1873 outbreak.
Further impetus for keeping and maintaining a modern sanitation system came
from a reminder of the potential health risk in 1887. That summer the New York Times
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reported a typhoid epidemic in “a large seaside hotel” in Newport, RI which was
attributed to contaminated drinking water.50 As towns like Bar Harbor began to rely more
and more on tourist dollars as a critical part of their economies, epidemics became a
liability no resort town wanted to weather. Even the hint of a health risk could tarnish a
town’s reputation and damage a summer season beyond repair. Resort towns like Bar
Harbor learned quickly that their public image mattered as much as their real amenities.
As with most projects that required dipping into the city coffers, increasing taxes,
or otherwise raising funds, some people opposed immediate action on the sewage issue.
During one town meeting, the “subject of the sewerage [was discussed and] …. Some of
the speakers were in favor of prompt action at town meeting, while others were opposed
to it.”51 Once work on the sewers began, the people could look forward to Bar Harbor
having some of the same modern infrastructure enjoyed by many of the nation’s urban
centers.
However, construction did not proceed entirely smoothly. When construction on
the Cottage St. sewers hit a snag, Fountain Rodick, the chairman of the sewer
commission, defended the work of the commission along with selectmen’s spokesman
J.E. Hamor at a public meeting. They “came in for their share of criticism, being blamed
in some quarters for continuing the work by the day, after the original contractors,
Messrs. Whidden & Hill had given up the contract.” At the meeting, it was generally
agreed that the commission had badly underestimated the cost of the project, but the
townspeople were determined to see the project through to the end. After all, they knew
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that a modern sewer system was needed despite the cost, and they were determined not to
repeat this mistake when they expanded the system.52
The proposed sewer system for the village was to have an outlet at Ogden Point, a
feature of the system objected to by the nearby landowners. It had been chosen by
planners due to the Point’s distance from the harbor. As part of the construction of a
sewer system for the village, one priority was to route the sewers to fewer outlets to the
sea, eliminating the several sewers outlets that dotted the shoreline around Bar Harbor.53
This was despite the fact that “in about 1885, George Washington
Vanderbilt…acquired…Ogden Cottage on Ogden Point and renamed it Pointe D’Acadie.
In 1887, Vanderbilt asked DeGrasse Fox to transform the existing cottage into a large
…residence and …[hired] Olmsted to landscape the grounds.”54 The local paper mentions
that the transfer of ownership of Ogden Point was “one of the most important real estate
sales that has ever been made in Bar Harbor” when it was purchased by the Vanderbilts.55
Although not mentioned by name, the Bar Harbor Record does note that the “gentlemen
who had cottages in the neighborhood of Ogden’s Point strenuously objected to the sewer
crossing their land,” going so far as to hire their own civil engineers to create an alternate
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plan for the village sewer system, a plan which was ultimately rejected by the
townspeople.56
Once substantial work had been completed on the new sewers, some people
wasted no time referencing the new, improved system in their praises of the town. In an
article, L.C. Bateman raved about how the new system had improved the quality of life in
the town, saying “a stay here… [is] pleasing and healthful. This could not be said of the
place a few years ago. Then there was no drainage or system of water works. The result
was a large amount of sickness, and many of the more timid were frightened away….
Now, a splendid system of water works has been constructed, at a cost of $100,000, by
which an abundance of the purest water is brought from Eagle Lake. A complete system
of sewers, at a cost of $150,000 gives the most perfect drainage and increased health to
the people.”57
To many Bar Harbor residents and boosters the new sewer system came to be
seen not only as an essential improvement to residents’ quality of life and health, but as a
selling point to potential visitors. Infrastructure improvements were investments in which
the town could take pride as well as use and from which it could directly benefit. In this
respect, the town’s creation of a modern sewer system exemplified some of the
progressive movement’s most closely held ideals. The willingness of Bar Harbor’s
leaders and citizens to build and maintain the sewer system addressed public health
issues, provided for a better quality of life for the citizenry (and cottagers and visitors),
and contributed to the improvement of the town’s aesthetic assets. Even though it was a
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town that was set apart from its neighbors through its prestige and summer residents, Bar
Harbor served as a positive example of the combined success of civic- and aestheticminded reformers and business-minded town leaders.
Steamboat Lines
With all of the attention focused on the construction of an attractive village
suitable for catering to a large summer population, another form of infrastructure
improvement demanded attention. If the landscape enticed people to leave their homes
and venture to the island and the new water works and sewerage ensured a healthy and
clean stay for visitors once they arrived, town leaders had to consider the comfort and
safety of visitors during their journeys to and around the island. Marketed as a distant
retreat from the nation’s urban centers, Bar Harbor’s remoteness served as both an
attractive feature and an obstacle many people sought to overcome.
For most of its history MDI was far off the beaten path and not easily accessible.
Until the mid-nineteenth century, access to the island from the outside world meant either
a long journey overland or travelling by ship. In fact, “it wasn’t until 1857, when the
steamer Rockland went into regularly scheduled service between Rockland and Bar
Harbor…that reliable transportation was established.”58 In 1866, the steamer “City of
Richmond” began stopping at Southwest Harbor on its trek between Portland and
Machiasport, and in 1868 it expanded its service to include a stop at Bar Harbor as well.59
When the “Boston and Bangor Steamship Line was established in 1868 with a local
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steamer serving Southwest Harbor,” this led to “summer visitation…[of] significant
proportions.”60
The Bar Harbor and Lamoine Ferry, founded in 1889, operated from East
Lamoine on the mainland to Sand Point, near “the Ovens,” a popular and well-advertised
section of shoreline on the northern shore of Mount Desert Island featuring unique rock
formations.61 The company billed the ferry service as a “much-needed want [that] will
open up to the residents, not only of Bar Harbor, but to those living in its near
neighborhood, enlarged facilities and opportunities for visiting and enjoying the beauties
of their surroundings, hitherto unattainable.”62 The company’s statement continued by
suggesting that “farmers will be enabled to supply cottagers, hotels, restaurants and all
classes of consumers with produce of all kinds at greatly reduced prices” due to a
reduction in freight costs by using the ferry.63
The new location of this ferry was situated closer to the mainland, near one of the
most popular and famous landmarks on the island, “The Ovens,” as well as the rapidly
developing portion of the island, the northern shore. The developers of the ferry counted
on its proximity to the popular attractions as the company’s most lucrative feature, noting
that “it will open up new and attractive resorts for driving and recreation on the
mainland…and bring under the eye new scenes and new views of sea and shores…of
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Mount Desert … which in the past it has been extremely difficult, and at times impossible
to reach.” The company’s eleven directors included “three…Bar Harbor natives (Daniel
Brewer, Elihu Hamor, and S. H. Rodick) and one was from East Lamoine, Ellsworth and
Boston men making up the remainder.”64
The founders of the company envisioned that the ferry terminus at East Lamoine
would also be the site of a railroad terminus, meant to compete with Maine Central
Railroad’s existing line and terminus at Mount Desert Ferry. When established by
incorporation by the state legislature, they stated, “The object of this company is to effect
communication between Mount Desert Island and the main land by means of a steam
ferry plying between Sand Point on the island and the steamboat wharf at East
Lamoine.”65 Sand Point, located on the northern shore of the island near Salisbury Cove,
is in close proximity to the then-popular geological curiosity called “the Ovens,” but is
approximately five miles from the heart of Bar Harbor and only a little more than a mile
from the even less developed Salisbury Cove (according to maps.google.com).
While the remoteness of the island was partly what attracted visitors, some feared
that the long and difficult journey to MDI also discouraged people from coming. The
efforts to mitigate the inconvenience of travel to the island continued. By 1889, a “new
steamboat line, whose boats are to run from New York to St. John, N.B., touching at
Cottage City, Rockland, Bar Harbor, and Machiasport, will start operations soon.”66 As
more ships sailed up and down the coast, more ports of call were added to ships’
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itineraries, and Bar Harbor soon became an essential stop for passenger ships. The
geography of MDI and the position of Bar Harbor, being situated on the northern side of
the island and protected by the Schoodic Peninsula, made the area well positioned as a
port. An article about Maine’s development says because of Ellsworth’s natural port and
MDI with it, “Mount Desert is located at the very gate-way of an important coast-wise
and country centre.”67 Soon, Bar Harbor became a destination unto itself and not just a
stopover on the way to more populated and important places. Among the Downeast
coastal communities, it became a hub of not only tourism but goods as well. As other
communities near Frenchman’s Bay came to rely more on Bar Harbor’s merchants, the
local paper declared, “Bar Harbor is the shopping centre for all of the resorts about the
bay especially after the summer stores are open. Bar Harbor merchants gladly welcome
this trade as it is always cash.”68
Improved transportation opened the island to larger throngs of visitors and
provided more convenience to the residents of the island, but to the island’s detriment,
easier, cheaper, and faster transportation also opened the island to throngs of visitors.
Higher populations go hand in hand with environmental degradation, and some nature
lovers must have been alarmed to see the island’s natural landscape give way bit by bit to
newly constructed houses, roads, and railroads.
Railroads
As railroads spread westward across the country, lines were also laid down in the
far north, and before long, rail travel supplanted ships as the preferred mode of
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transportation to the island. The “first steam railroad in Maine was built in 1836,” from
Bangor to “Oldtown, 12 miles north.”69 Other rail lines soon followed, and most of these
early lines transported lumber from the dense forests of Maine’s east and north.70 For
passenger transportation to and from Mount Desert Island, though, visitors’ journeys
consisted of a myriad of ways to travel. As the railroads along the coast developed, land
passage by road gave way to much quicker railroads with the construction of the Maine
Central Railroad, but with an island as a final destination, it could only carry passengers
so far.71 The railroad relied then on the services of a ferry to complete the journey. Early
tourists to MDI often arrived by “Maine Central Railroad’s coastal route [which] brought
passenger trains as far as Rockland, requiring steamboats to complete the journey.”72
With time the distance traversed by ferry grew shorter as the Maine Central built more
lines eastward. The railway eventually opened a spur as close to Bar Harbor as it could
get. With a line directly to Bar Harbor being geographically and financially impractical,
the railroad terminus on Crabtree’s Neck, on the mainland, sufficed. With the line
completed in 1884, the Maine Central Railroad terminus at Mount Desert Ferry “operated
a fleet of steamboats…five boats in summer and two in winter” to ferry disembarked
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passengers across the bay to Bar Harbor.73 In 1888, a passenger could leave Boston and
be in Bar Harbor after only a nine-hour journey.74
As railroads shortened travel times and made traversing greater distances more
manageable, permanent residents came to rely on the mode of transportation so heavily
used by summer visitors. Local residents continually urged the railway to make
improvements so as to better service the year-round population. There were complaints
that the railroad and ferry stopped in winter and travel for locals became more difficult,
“on a boat that can scarcely give its passengers standing room.”75 Additionally, some
began to complain about the power the railroad now lorded over the permanent
population and summer people alike who came to rely on its services. The Board of
Trade lamented the lack of competition of the railroad, that “the place now is at the
mercy of a railroad which does as it pleases.”76
The great western parks would not exist if it had not been for the unceasing
promotion of their beauty by the railroads. In the most rural corner of New England, the
Maine Central Railroad did its part. The railroads are credited with spurring growth in the
western states and attracting visitors to the great western parks with sophisticated
advertisements of the natural beauty of the grand, remote wilderness. The Maine Central
Railroad repeated this pattern with numerous advertisements of Maine’s coastal resorts,
including Mount Desert Island. Year after year the Maine Central advertised comfortable
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and affordable transport to Maine’s choice spots. By 1915, for instance, the railroad’s
“Vacationland” pamphlet advertised hotels in towns all along the Maine coast. Promoting
Bar Harbor and the area in and around Mount Desert Island, the pamphlet highlighted
more than a dozen hotels and inns, promising “Hotels for Every Purse; Good Roads” and
“Pure and adequate water supply, perfect system of drainage, electric lighting…[and]
good stores.”77 The town’s investment in infrastructure and other improvements helped
set it apart from other towns and villages along the coast. The Maine Central Railroad
relied on Bar Harbor’s attractions to lure passengers to the coast, and the railroad did not
hesitate to trumpet the benefits the town had to offer.
The relationship between the Maine Central and the resorts of the coast proved
mutually beneficial. With the claim that the “Mount Desert branch [of the Maine Central
Railroad]….has considerably increased the earnings of the road proper, and…fully
seventy-five per cent of the entire travel to that famous watering place now goes by this
route,” the railroad profited from the development of tourism in Bar Harbor.78 By the last
decade of the nineteenth century, railroads searched for ways to continue to expand and
increase their profits. The Boston & Maine and Maine Central railroads, for instance,
eyed the possibility of connecting the coastal towns with “a grand coast line from
Sullivan down to the St. Croix” near Maine’s border with Canada.79
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The Bar Harbor spur of the Maine Central Railroad was 41.13 miles long.80 The
spur provided a well-used and lucrative addition to the company’s route, becoming, for a
time, the most popular means by which visitors to make their way up the Maine coast and
to Bar Harbor. The Maine Central Railroad’s gross earnings 1901-02 were reportedly
$6,194,304, with a surplus of $390,037. For the year 1906-07, the gross earnings had
increased to $8,348,139, with a surplus of $522,903.81
The state government soon saw the potential for growth coincided with the
prosperity of the railways. “State Treasurer Burleigh, who was recently at Bar Harbor
with the Augusta gentlemen who have been investing here, is reported as saying that few
people in Maine have an idea of” the real estate investment in coastal Downeast Maine.
“Hundreds of thousands of dollars are going into Mount Desert alone.” And it’s going “to
be taxed.” Frankly stating that real estate development was a “benefit to the Maine
Central railroad, whose prosperity is linked with the prosperity of the State, and to the
farmers and traders in the places adjacent to Bar Harbor,” the implication was clear that,
to many, the future prosperity of the region would greatly hinge on and be propelled by
the railroads.82
An official for the Maine Central recalled that the company opened its spur to
MDI in February, 1884, and credits the “’phenomenal growth of Bar Harbor…to the
extensive advertising which we have given it, combined with its great scenic
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beauties….’”83 The role of Maine Central railroad in advertising the state of Maine was
similar to that of railroads across the country advertising distant locales to eager travelers.
In 1892, the railroad spent $17,336.55 on advertising and distributed a 100-page book on
Maine. Advertisements were not limited to just mailings. The company also had agents
go to places such as Hot Springs and Florida.84
In 1902, Frederic E. Boothby of the Maine Central railroad discussed the
prominent role that his company had played in advertising and thereby developing the
Maine coast and inland villages. On the subject of the many abandoned farms of New
England, he mentions the suggestion of advertising these farms as viable summer homes.
“‘The farms were not abandoned because they were not productive, but because of the
alluring cry of the cities and of…the west.’”85 Railroads shaped the development of the
country, region by region, and a small corner of northern New England was no exception.
While western railroads contributed to the founding and development of towns across the
country and later to the development of tourism there, the eastern railroads in their own
way did the same. Long a promoter of the Maine tourist industry, the Maine Central went
a step further and in 1911 “expanded into the hospitality business when it purchased” the
SamOset[sic] hotel in Rockland.86 In 1915, the Maine Central Railroad drew up plans to
build a large hotel in Bar Harbor.87
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The railroad continued to improve its services, devising ever faster routes and
more comfortable amenities for its passengers. In time, the demand for a direct route
from the population centers on the east coast to Bar Harbor grew so great, especially
among the wealthier patrons, that a direct New York to Bar Harbor route was added.
Called the Bar Harbor Express, “[b]etween 1902 and the 1930s, [it] provided the fastest
train service from New York City to Mount Desert Ferry.”88 The year 1929 was the “high
point” of the Maine Central Railroad, in that year it “operated 1,101 miles of road
compared with 847 in 1978.” Maine Central’s shoreline spur to Mount Desert Ferry “was
abandoned” in 1938.89 As automobile and road technology improved, the days of the
passenger trains were numbered. Once automobiles were legally allowed on the island
and a decent bridge between the island and the mainland could be maintained, tourists
and residents opted more and more for the privacy and convenience of road travel, and
the days of arriving at the pleasure destination by luxury railcar and boat became a faded
memory of the resort’s opulent past.
Roads
The first permanent, non-seafaring connection to the mainland was made in the
1830s with the completion of a bridge across the Mount Desert Narrows to the
mainland.90 However, travel by road remained slow and tedious well into the first
decades of the twentieth century. The people of Bar Harbor valued good roads as they
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valued other improvements, and the topic of road construction and maintenance was a
perennial topic at town meetings.
Initially, only the main arteries between towns on the island held any importance.
But as the towns grew and the number of visitors climbed, the island’s road network
expanded to accommodate them. A large part of the allure of the island lay in its views,
many of which were best reached by vehicle. Bar Harbor set about opening up miles of
shoreline and other drives for visitation. One of the top priorities was the creation and
maintenance of a passable drive connecting Bar Harbor to the premier attractions of the
island’s eastern shoreline.
People in the town recognized that “the financial prosperity of Eden depends
almost wholly on summer visitors…. the town will make all necessary improvements as
fast as it is possible to do so….one of the most important things to be done … is to have
good roads.” Claiming that it cost $4,000-8,000 to maintain 65-70 miles of roads and a
need to “appropriate money to finish the road from Sand Beach to Otter Creek,” further
suggests that scenic routes took precedent over other routes on the island.91 A couple of
months later, the Bar Harbor Record commented that having a good road from Bar
Harbor to Hull’s Cove had raised property values of Hull’s Cove, resulting in
development, especially high-end development, concentrated on the west and north
outskirts of Bar Harbor.92
Another article about streets and roads discussed which roads should be extended,
improved, or built, noting that “chief factors in the prosperity of the community which
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looks to the patronage of the wealthier classes of the traveling public for its support are
…conveniences and attractions which it offers. Among the principal of these may be
classed its streets and roads.”93 Priority and development were self-reinforcing. Wealthy
visitors and summer residents were driving forces behind better roads (determining which
roads received attention) and better roads translated into more desirable properties along
the way.
Harsh winters and regular summer traffic meant that keeping the roads in good
shape was a daunting task. At town meetings the condition of the roads was often a topic
of discussion, and the town logged many complaints against the condition of the roads
and the expense of maintaining them. For instance, “so much complaint is made about the
condition of our roads, so much money is annually expended on them, and there is still so
little improvement to show for that money.”94 Yet, road maintenance was a necessary
expense to keep summer visitors for a large part of attracting visitors was buckboard
rides. The most popular attractions were miles apart on the island necessitating decent
travel. For instance, the Ovens were approximately ten miles from Sand Beach, and Sand
Beach itself was nearly two miles for Otter Point, by today’s roads (according to
maps.google.com).
However, despite improvements, the Bar Harbor infrastructure still seemed
lacking as evidenced by an 1895 claim that “in comparison with the roads of Newport
and Lenox, Bar Harbor’s roads were poor.”95 The town regularly allocated time and
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funding for road maintenance. The local papers regularly carried advertisements of “good
road days,” and scheduled volunteer days dedicated to encouraging citizens to assist with
road maintenance and construction.96 The town also dedicated funds for regular watering
of dirt roads in the dry summer months so as to keep the dust to a minimum, a task
designed to cater to the comfort of visitors who spent their time traversing the town’s
thoroughfares.97
The town saw its investment in roadworks repaid in time. As Bar Harbor
expanded its road system and tried to maintain upkeep of its existing roads, the town
established a special road commission with the purpose of ensuring that visitors,
cottagers, and locals enjoyed the best infrastructure possible. As the road system
expanded, the financial burden of its upkeep meant the town would have to carefully
manage its road works. The road commission seemed to have taken the task to heart for
along with regular meetings and updates on the condition and work necessary for the
roads, commissioners and other town leaders were eager to manage the roads in a way
that allowed them to spend public funds frugally but still pursue necessary upgrades and
general maintenance. For instance, in 1890 members of the road commission traveled to
Newport, Rhode Island to investigate alternative methods of management and
construction. They arrived with “the purpose of learning the cost of construction and
maintenance of such roads and the expense necessary to purchase a stone crusher.”98 If
Bar Harbor was to become a rival to resorts such as Newport, it was willing to learn from
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these resorts how to attract and please visitors. Furthermore, not only would Bar Harbor
have to attend to its roads, the roads leading into Bar Harbor also had to be kept in
serviceable shape to make the investment in road maintenance worthwhile. Fortunately,
neighboring towns and villages, although not as storied as Bar Harbor, also relied on
tourist dollars and so the impetus existed among Bar Harbor’s neighbors to likewise
invest in road infrastructure. By 1906, the Interstate Automobile Tourists’ Guide from
1906 had this to say about the roads between Bangor and Bar Harbor: “Roads very good,
hard dirt, rolling.”99
The town’s road work paid off and in time Bar Harbor added roads to its list of
amenities that recommended it as a resort able to accommodate its guests in luxury.
Before long, advertisements began to call attention to the state of its roads just as they
had their other infrastructure projects. By 1918, an advertisement proclaimed, “The roads
from all great cities to Maine’s Most Famous Seashore Resort are in excellent shape this
season. Motor to Bar Harbor and save high transportation rates.”100 As automobile travel
became a more fashionable and practical alternative to rail or ship, attention turned
toward road routes to the island from Bangor, Portland, and other Maine cities. Road
travel could only be as good as the worst sections of road motorists and other drivers had
to traverse and attention turned toward agitating for more consistently maintained roads
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throughout the region. Leaders on the island discussed the efficacy of plans to construct a
“permanent road from Bar Harbor and Southwest Harbor.”101 Others promoted the
creation of an “all-the-year automobile road from Bar Harbor to Ellsworth….With no
steamer running from Rockland and the Ferry steamer broken down and crippled by the
heavy ice the whole of Mt. Desert Island and adjacent islands have had to depend on the
bridge road for mail and supplies.”102 During such a crisis, islanders no doubt realized the
utility of a decent road connection to the mainland, and it was during such crises that
people’s attitudes toward infrastructure, automobiles, and other modes of transportation
evolved. While road maintenance would be a perennial concern, the first and greatest test
of people’s acceptance of the change from horse carriages and railway cars to automobile
travel came to the island in what sensationally became known as the “auto war.”
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Image 7. View of Otter Cove, near Otter Point, including view of Park Loop Road.
Photograph by Christina Arflack, 2011.

The Auto War
As horses and buckboards gave way to automobiles the issue of good roads for
wagons gave way to an even more contentious issue, whether automobiles should be
allowed on the island at all. Residents and non-residents alike were to weigh the benefits
of convenient travel against the possibility that these mechanical wonders would despoil
the idyllic landscape with their intrusive noise and swift dominance of the roadways.
Thus, laws were crafted, disobeyed, and challenged as people took sides on the issue. At
stake were immediate profits and travel arrangements but also intangible issues that some
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may not have noticed in the face of convenience versus quietness. These issues dealt with
the long-term development of the island and the consequences of allowing or banning
automobile traffic. These were serious issues for the islanders’ decision would shape the
way the island’s people and economy would adapt to the new world of modern tourism. It
would also shape how people came to value nature and the island’s landscape. The
consequences of the auto war would force people to reflect on the type of future then
envisioned for the island.
Not long after the public power struggle over the village water works, another
conflict arose that pitted the island’s summer residents against those who called the island
home year-round. Like the water works debate, this one also arose from the changes
brought by new technological innovations. The so-called “auto war” emerged as a public
debate over the admittance of automobiles to the island. On one side there were those
who believed that the presence of automobiles on the island would spoil the atmosphere
of the resort. On the other side were those who embraced the new mode of transportation
as a practical step forward for society. Furthermore, some saw the potential of the motor
car to attract more visitors to the island by making some of the island’s scenic roads more
easily accessible. The resulting battle between these conflicting visions of the ideal resort
hardened resident and non-resident views of what the island’s future, its accessibility, and
as a result its conservation, ought to be.
The argument over autos played out in public. Critics and supporters of autos
aired their opinions and reasons for their positions. One supporter drew attention to the
fact that one of Bar Harbor’s main attractions was its drives, therefore cars should be
allowed. Since horses are not scared of cars in the cities it followed that horses on the
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island could become equally acclimated to their presence, and so this excuse should be
considered a weak justification to keep the island free of the machines. 103 A critic of
automobiles countered this point by suggesting that cars should continue to be banned
from the island for the island’s premier attraction is its quiet atmosphere, and roads on
MDI are not fit for automobile traffic.104 A letter signed simply “A Resident” offered a
rebuttal of a previous letter and a different take on the issue: “The Village Improvement
association in its almost frantic efforts to keep the automobile out of Bar Harbor has
evidently lost sight of the fact that it is advertising to the world that our roads are no
better than than[sic] the lumbermen’s tote roads.”105 This public conversation continued
thus. The president of the VIA at the time replied, “We are convinced that the best way to
make Bar Harbor more prosperous is to advertise…the fact that its beautiful drives are
free from the motor car and the trolley,” remarking that roads that are good for carriages
are not necessarily good for cars.106
A meeting in 1906 called by the Village Improvement Association to settle the
issue ended with the ban still in place despite that, as the New York Times reported, “the
majority of the permanent residents declare that the law against automobiles has ruined
the business of the town.” The Times article further noted that “demands were made that
the automobilists argue their side of the case, but no one was anxious to speak,” leaving
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the issue “unsettled.”107 Believing the matter settled at least for the time being, the Bar
Harbor Property Owners’ Association having agitated for the ban then “turned its
attention…to motorboats in the harbor, which” some summer residents claimed caused
“considerable annoyance.”108 A few years later, the Treasurer of the Bar Harbor Property
Owners’ Association, L.E. Opdyeke, claimed that the ban was “’primarily a movement
by the permanent residents….petitions praying the Legislature to exclude autos…have
been signed by a large majority of the voting population, and that in the case of the
township in which Bar Harbor lies the voter-petitioners own more than 77 per cent of all
the taxable property” in comparison to “similar petitions…signed by the owners of more
than 75 per cent of all the taxable property” of non-residents. 109
Speaking from the anti-automobile position, one critic, Arthur Train, penned an
alarmist article in the local paper predicting the future of the island if autos were allowed.
In a hypothetical future 1926 “much of the surrounding scenery has suffered in
appearance owing to the extensive conflagrations occasioned by the explosion of
gasoliene[sic] tanks.” In this future, Bass Harbor is the largest resort town, summer
cottagers have fled, and only auto and train excursionists remain. Train further painted a
disturbing picture for his readers, warning that MDI would become “a regular Coney
Island.” His choice of words is rather telling of the sort of development and visitation he
(and presumably many in his intended audience) abhorred. Coney Island, the famous
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carnival-like land of amusement and favorite attraction of New Yorkers of all classes, but
especially the working class, conjured images of throngs of laborers and immigrants
crowding the shores of the Maine coast and amusement rides and carnival barkers around
every corner. As if this descent into low-brow entertainment were not enough, Train
hammered the danger home with an apocalyptic vision of abandoned towns amid a
charred, decimated landscape.110
Unsurprisingly, in little time the anti-auto movement gained traction as several
auto owners wrote in saying they were for a ban on autos on the island. Among them
were cottage owners, hotel guests, and cottage tenants.111 However, as the anti-auto
sentiment grew louder, the opposition began to voice their concerns as well. The
following year, the paper reported a claim that a majority of people were in favor of
automobiles being allowed on the island.112 Among the pro-automobile crowd were some
of the local hack drivers who voiced their displeasure at the ban, as did the cottage
population in general. The Washington Post reported that “carriage drivers, indignant
over the restrictions, have determined to…vot[e] in a body for the admission of
automobiles.” One driver explained, “‘They’ll [the summer people] set up there an’
preach that it’s for our best interest to keep them automobiles out, an’ all the time all they
want is jest their own selfish ends. There ain’t no money in these cottagers, anyhow.
They bring their own team an’ their own coachman, an’ everything else….’”113
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The anti-auto movement, though, was not just about a small cadre of elites
wanting to keep their exclusive summer retreat exclusive. The next year, 1909, the
Record ran an article from The Bangor Commercial which reported that “anti-auto
agitation is spreading to other towns in the state, following Eden’s example.”114 It
appeared for the moment that Eden would take the lead in the region in an effort to
determine the future of the area’s transportation and by extension economic development.
Eden was setting an example that placed the value of preserving a traditional, rustic, quiet
atmosphere above technological progress. That is not to say that the coalescing anti-auto
coalition wanted an Eden frozen in time, but they saw an imminent danger in the
admittance of noisy and dirty automobiles and were willing to take measures to preserve
an island under threat.
However, as the anti-auto movement gained traction, more and more local people
began to voice their concern that rather than preserving the island in a state desirable for
tourism, summer cottagers were using the issue to enforce their dominance over the
island. As one concerned citizen put it, the auto ban seemed to be a “move…made by the
city millionaires who own cottages here, and who are endeavoring…to make Bar Harbor
a quiet, exclusive resort where their little clique can have full away and where no state of
Maine man is welcome.”115 The issue was “essentially a referendum on road building on
the island; the year-round residents saw the roads as a pipeline for economic opportunity,
by accommodating tourists and summer residents, while the summer residents viewed the
roads as a threat to the reasons they came here in the first place, which was the island’s
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isolated natural beauty.”116 Visitors could easily arrive by train, and the wealthiest among
them could travel by private train car; therefore, many of the cottagers viewed the
expansion of transportation options as unnecessary and, in fact, as a potential liability.
Travel by train was convenient and inexpensive enough for the upper classes. If travel by
automobile was made easier, though, it would expand access to the island to a wider, and
lower class, population.
Many advocates for the admittance of automobiles recognized that cars would
provide transportation for the growing working- and middle-class excursionists who in
turn would “help to rejuvenate the hotel life which has been ebbing away for many
years.” Furthermore, some advocates expressed fear that Eden’s precedent would be
repeated in towns up and down the coast as bans on cars could spread to other towns.117
While Bar Harbor was perhaps the most well-known resort in Maine, it was far from the
only one. As the premiere resort, though, other towns and villages in the state may have
looked to Bar Harbor to set the standards in the tourist business, hoping to emulate Bar
Harbor’s success. A successful automobile ban, opposed by the local people but
supported by summer cottagers, could theoretically pose a threat to the quality of life of
local residents in towns throughout the state.
Thus, began the heated debate that would come to be called the “auto war” on
Mount Desert Island. Both sides on the issue expressed their positions in terms of
economic prosperity and the preservation of the quality of life on the island. Among local
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people, some feared that the anti-auto summer people would leave island and take their
tax money with them if autos were allowed.118 What followed was years of bans and
court cases contesting the legality of the prohibition on motorized vehicles.
To complicate matters, the three towns of MDI, Eden, Mount Desert, and
Tremont, each had their own laws governing auto traffic and the towns were not all in
agreement regarding the ban. However, the status of the town of Mount Desert was
particularly important to the town of Southwest Harbor since motorists had to pass
through Mount Desert on their way to Southwest Harbor and the rest of the town of
Tremont. Significantly, the town of Mount Desert was dominated by the village of
Northeast Harbor, a haven for summer cottagers.
The issue in Bar Harbor again came to a vote, with residents voting 542 to 47 to
ban automobiles from the town.119 Late in 1909, the state ruled that the Bar Harbor ban
on autos was constitutional and the following year, the State Supreme Court ruled the
auto ban constitutional as well.120 Proponents of automobiles sought ways to circumvent
the ban, and some floated the idea of constructing a private road on the island, not subject
to local ordinances. The private road idea garnered enough attention to have reports of
the scheme reprinted in papers as far away as Boston. A Boston Globe article (reprinted
in the Bar Harbor Record) wrote of the “plan to build a private road from the mainland
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into Bar Harbor, for the use of automobiles.”121 The plan seemed to offer a reasonable
compromise between the two sides, and it garnered support from some influential
individuals on the island, including George Dorr.122 The following year the town voted
for the construction of one road for autos.123 Around the same time another bill was
introduced to permit automobiles. “In Mt. Desert and Tremont sentiment seems to be in
favor of keeping the present restrictions, as far as those towns are concerned. Seal
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, and the resorts on the other side of the island have enjoyed
good summers for the last few years,” reported the Kennebec (Augusta) Journal.
However, the paper continued, “Various firms have been getting in readiness for the
admission of the cars.”124
If some residents were apprehensive of auto travel around the island, the same
mindset was not reflected in visitation numbers. On the Fourth of July, one of the busiest
days in the summer season, 41 cars passed over MDI bridge according to the toll keeper.
The town of Mount Desert, wedged between the other two towns (Eden and Tremont) on
the island, was the only town that still banned automobiles. Mount Desert had several
influential advocates for the auto ban, including Charles Eliot who voiced his approval of
the continued ban.125 By 1915, the Bar Harbor Record claimed that several of the
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“multimillionaires, who have since died” were for auto ban and that only a few wealthy
summer people from Seal Harbor and Northeast Harbor were keeping the auto ban
alive.126 At the start of 1915, Senator Aaron B. Cole of York introduced a bill to end the
prohibition against automobiles in the Town of Mt. Desert, acting “in behalf of the
motoring public of the state” while “claiming that it was not a local issue but affected the
whole State of Maine.”127 Cole articulated the importance of the island to the state’s
economy and the importance of the island to tourists and other visitors who desired to
come to the island for their holidays. The senator’s bill addressed the thought that what
decisions made by the people of Mount Desert Island would be observed, emulated, and
endorsed by others across the nation.
The debate over the allowance of autos on the island was depicted as a conflict
between the wealthy cottagers and the locals, however, feelings among locals were
mixed. An advocate for allowing autos asserted that the ban “practically amounted to
slavery.” Among other things, he argued, the ban prevented tourists from experiencing
the island’s scenic drives. However, some local proprietors as well as summer cottagers
worried about the changing character of the island should automobiles be allowed. Local
proprietors noted that the lack of autos served as a draw for visitors wishing to escape the
cities.128
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The state senate voted for the auto bill March 11, 1915.129 The New York Times
declared the auto war finally over after the issue “was decided upon at a special town
meeting” in Mount Desert.130 Around the same time, there was talk of building a new
road from Bangor to MDI, and some businessmen took no time to try to profit from the
arrival of the machines.131 In Bar Harbor, “Hamor & Stanley are prepared to furnish auto
owners with gasoline, having installed a tank and pump at their place of business on Main
street,” and Lymburner & Hodgkins of Bar Harbor offered the “automobile storage
battery service” to motorists.132 Also, the Bar Harbor Motor Sales Company, optimistic
of its future, opened a new show room and “sales of automobiles have been excellent
locally.”133 By 1915, Eden boasted more than half a dozen businesses directly supported
by the automobile including garages and supplies merchants.134
Besides the money to be had in the sale of automobiles and services, many
islanders generally accepted the introduction of the machines enthusiastically. For
instance, when the town needed laborers to assist with the maintenance of the town’s
roads, more than 400 people volunteered their labor and services for the “Good Roads
Day” to work on improving a section of road.135 By the end of the summer of 1915,
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locals and visitors alike had taken full advantage of the new situation, leaving one person
to declare “Main street is choked with automobiles on every fair day.”136
Automobiles were not only a drain on the town’s coffers; the town received some
money back in the form of license and registration fees. By the end of the year 1916, the
island had taken in $10,805.75 in automobile registration fees and licenses. 137
Furthermore, the great exodus of summer cottagers did not materialize as predicted, and
summer residents adjusted to the end of the auto prohibition like the rest of the town. By
1916, “more than 225 summer residents from this town have taken out automobile license
plates.”138 The popularity of autos continued with no end in sight. In the summer of 1919,
the police tallied the number of automobiles traversing Bar Harbor’s streets on an August
Monday and counted 2,782 vehicles, and “between 1913 and 1920, the Bar Harbor
Record noted the construction of six garages.”139 Despite the best efforts of some of
residents, Bar Harbor and the rest of Mount Desert Island were opened to the noisy,
pollution spewing machines, and to the cheers of many and the consternation of a few,
the symbol of twentieth century technological progress had finally arrived.
Cottage Building and Land Boom
As word spread that Bar Harbor offered beautiful landscapes and restful reprieves
from the hectic life and summer heat of the cities to the south, more and more visitors of
means decided to make the island their seasonal residence. Desiring to escape the
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constraints of the hotels, several of the wealthiest visitors purchased land and built large
summer mansions, their “cottages.” The earliest summer residents purchased shore front
properties, and as this turn away from months’ long hotel sojourns gained speed, cottages
soon dotted the nearby hillsides. The choicest building lots soon commanded higher and
higher prices as the summer colony constructed larger and more opulent mansions.
The rapidity of cottage building alarmed some people as they saw the very
scenery which they loved being devoured by development. This presented a quandary—
many of the people who had been drawn to Bar Harbor because of its landscape in the
first place were participants in its destruction, bit by bit. Anyone interested in maintaining
the island’s landscape would have had cause for concern considering the pace at which
land was being devoured for building lots. Initially, the dizzying speed of land sales
intrigued those watching and provided some residents with a positive view of the town’s
future development. For instance, Charles T. How was one of the most conspicuous
investors in land on the island. A local paper notes that How was buying land around Bar
Harbor, and the paper says “the more land Mr. How acquires the better for Bar
Harbor.”140 How’s speculations extended from Hulls Cove on the northern end of the
island to Jordan Pond in the town of Mount Desert.141 How’s mark on Bar Harbor was
recognized by several prominent residents, for after his death a group of summer
residents devised plans to memorialize him as someone who “was prominently identified
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with the development of the resort, who built many miles of roads” and donated land for
public parks.142
Before long, there was concern that the prosperity and popularity of Bar Harbor
was as fleeting as spring rain. The newspapers contained whispers of an economic
bubble, prosperous endeavors haunted by the specter of a looming crash, spurred on by
the island’s property boom. Summer visitors, drawn to the island’s beauty, sought to buy
lots and make little pieces of the island their own. A tourist opined on his experiences
touring the island noting that, “At Bar Harbor, a great deal is done… trying to improve
upon nature….” Warning potential visitors, though, the critic continued, “hotel
accommodations are far too limited…. Prominent men and capitalists, from the eastern
cities, are coming here and buying property, private cottages are being built, soon a fine
hotel will raise its proportions seaward.”143 By 1887, the town sported 116 cottages
valued at approximately “$1,160,000 in non-resident buildings alone,” with “the total
amount of valuation of the town of Eden in 1886 was nearly 81,700,000, an increase of
over half a million on that of 1885.”144 The price of real estate on the island “nearly
doubled.”145 Island properties continued to be in high demand for several years. As prices
continued to climb, some claimed that “land which twenty years ago was not worth $100
an acre is now sold at the enormous price of over $100,000 an acre.” In a short time, this
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sudden increase in values created opportunities for investors, and soon Maine land
companies were listed on the Boston and New York stock exchanges.146
News quickly spread of the investment potential in the island’s real estate. An
1887 newspaper article noted “that the place to make money now is in Hancock County.
Bar Harbor is booming, and the boom is spreading out all over the island of Mount
Desert. This spring, land has been sold in the village of Bar Harbor, at the rate $130,000
an acre. … The Bar Harbor Land Company bought a tract of land on Eden street this
spring for $24,000, cut it up into lots and sold it right off for $48,000.”147 The Bar Harbor
Record summed up the situation, noting “[t]hat there is money in Bar Harbor real
estate…has been abundantly proven,” and the newspaper went on to assert that the claim
that the growth there was not fictitious.148 The New York Times noted that “lots in
certain parts of the village have doubled in value since last Spring; while buyers have
sought lands in remote sections of the island which nobody supposed would come into
the market for 10 years at least.”149 Moreover, without tourism and the land boom, many
residents would not have been able to capitalize on their real estate holdings. When the
question of improving the road between Eagle Lake and Seal Harbor came to the public
forefront, it was noted that many once poor residents “can count their income by the
thousands, where formerly hundreds were the utmost limits of their pocketbook. ….
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principally the result of bargains in real estate on the island…. They are therefore bound,
not only in gratitude but in self defence[sic] to see that the island still retains its
popularity as a summer resort.”150
Fueling the demand was not only the newfound desire for a secluded place
beyond the city, but the geographic layout of the area as well. Imbued with a sense of
urgency, this new land rush was exacerbated by the sense that the small area bounded by
the mountains and steep hills and the sea limited the number of viable building lots. As
was noted, “the plateau upon which ‘this city by the sea’ is built comprises at the most
not more than 1500 acres; that three-fourths of this is already in the hands of those who
will not part with it at any price, and that the other fourth is being rapidly bought up and
occupied…at no distant day not an acre of land in Bar Harbor will be offered for sale at
such prices as it can now be bought for.”151 With prime seaside building locations quickly
purchased by the wealthiest summer visitors, competition for other desirable lots was
fierce. Furthermore, the realization that the land on the island retreat was indeed limited
contributed to the realization that in this limited space every acre should be used and
managed so as to extract the most gain. This new scarcity did not escape the attention of
the conservation minded Charles Eliot, who noted that “[t]he finest parts of the coast are
already controlled by land companies and speculators, while the natives’ minds are
inflamed by the high prices which the once worthless shore lands are now supposed to
command.”152
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The frenzied pace of the land boom enriched a shrewd and lucky few but also laid
the seeds of concern about how the land was used and exploited. So came the realization
that the island’s land was not only extremely valuable but a finite resource as well. A
newspaper article from July 7, 1887 describes the atmosphere surrounding this business:
“the chief topic of conversation is land, land. The term often used is boom.” However,
the writer went to great pains to contradict any naysayers. 153 Among the locals trying to
cash in on the land boom were the Rodicks, the Hamors, and several other prominent
businessmen. Among the new companies that sprung up to service the demand for real
estate were the Mount Desert Island Real Estate Co., the Bar Harbor Land Co., Hamor &
Richardson, E. B. Richards, A.D. Addison, De Grasse Fox, Victor Cushman, Edward B.
Mears, and others.154 While some of these men were locals (Rodick and Hamor for
instance), others such as De Grasse Fox were not, and those hoping to cash in on the real
estate boom included summer residents from Bangor and other Maine cities, and from
locales farther afield. The Bar Harbor Land Company, when it was organized, consisted
of officers from Bar Harbor, Ellsworth, Augusta, and as far as Portland. Among these
were the company’s vice president, E.T. Hamor and director S. H. Rodick.155 The Mount
Desert Island Real Estate Company in 1887 increased the number of its directors, adding
men from Boston, Hallowell, August, and Bar Harbor.156
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Encouraged by the precedent set by the Bar Harbor scene, investors and buyers
looked to the remainder of the island. On the quiet side of Mount Desert Island, land
speculation was also booming, with the local newspaper noting the special interest in the
Pretty Marsh community on the far western side of the island. Ten miles from the
mountains and Eagle Lake (according to maps.google.com), this community sat on the
relatively flat and marshy western shore of the island. “Quite a lot of real estate has
changed hands in this neighborhood lately,” the Bar Harbor Record noted.157 The same
paper went on to note a month later that “business is rather dull on this side of the island,
although land is booming.”158 Similarly, Hamor & Richardson reportedly sold several of
their lots on both sides of the island to “Western parties.”159
To emphasize the relatively sudden and dramatic increase in land prices, one
paper offered the example of one G. P. Dodge of nearby Seal Harbor, who, “offered his
place for sale for $350 [ten years ago, i.e. 1877]: since then he has sold enough to bring
$4,700 and has about six acres left worth not less than one thousand dollars an acre.”160
The late nineteenth century proved a busy time for real estate transfers. As more and
more locals discovered that their modest farmland could be much more profitable if sold
as residential real estate, many locals divided and sold off their land for high prices to
land developers and prospective cottagers.
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As Bar Harbor became an established resort community and the demand for
building lots reached a frenzied peak, realization set in for some that not everyone on the
island was benefitting from the rapidly inflating property values. The cottagers and hotel
boarders came to Bar Harbor to be served and treated in the manner to which they were
accustomed, and this meant the employment of servants and workers. The wealthiest of
Bar Harbor society often brought with them their armies of help while the hotels and
smaller businesses were left to draw their employees from the pool of working-class
Mainers and outsiders attracted to the island by the promise of work. While most focused
on the potential riches to be made from buying and selling little plots of Eden, a few
raised concerns about the effect souring land prices and a perceived shortage of housing
had on a wider range of people. “As property increases in value, the question arises:
Where are our working-classes going to live? The tenement house, so familiar in cities, is
a thing unknown in Bar Harbor…. Rent is very high in the village….” This author further
suggests that building tenements around Bar Harbor would be good business investment
since the town suffered a housing shortage during both summer and winter, and therefore,
any effort to alleviate this problem would have in turn have a positive effect on economic
growth.161
With the rapid exchange of lots on the island, even the casual observer must have
been cognizant of the financial dangers of this land boom. Unbridled land speculation
was nothing new, and Maine residents had the benefit of the experience and knowledge
of a previous boom in the state that had occurred in the 1820s and 1830s. During this land
boom “wild speculation in Maine timber lands” resulted in “some townships…[being]
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bought at the minimum price one day, and resold at an advance of 25 per cent the
next.”162 Bar Harbor had some of the wealthiest men in the nation, captains of industry
praised nationally for their business acumen, and the naked land speculation should not
have caught them by surprise. Concern grew that the land boom was merely a bubble that
would soon burst.
This rapid change lent itself to speculation as to the town’s fate. The town’s
newspaper acknowledged concerns that the boom would be short-lived, but rather
dismissively stated, “Since the late increase in the value of real estate …, there have not
been wanting those who sneer at its popularity, and prophesy… its downfall…. with
those who are largely interested in property at rival summer resorts…."163 One did have
to possess interest in other resort towns to recognize that it would be prudent for potential
buyers to proceed with caution. Yet, lots continued through the 1880s to garner large
profits for the landowners, and even a decade later, properties, cottages and land,
continued their rapid sales.164
One writer expressed his worries that Bar Harbor would lose visitors as it became
passé, but the author noted that, “Everyone knows that the value of Bar Harbor land is
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fictitious, depending upon the pleasure that summer visitors derive; that pleasure has
been perceptibly less this year owing doubtless to the lack of common interests and the
scant enjoyment held out to transients.”165 Even as prices continued to soar, many waited
for the inevitable fall. An insightful observation not only commented on the land boom,
but spoke, perhaps unintentionally, to the deeper issue of the uncertainty of an economy
based upon the mercurial desires of tourists as well as the town’s continued struggle to
appeal to increasingly disparate groups.
Nevertheless, the land boom resulted in the sudden rise of the town’s fortunes.
The rapidly increasing property values translated into more money for the town’s coffers
in the form of property taxes. By 1882, the “Town of Eden rank[ed] third highest in the
county on valuation of real estate, Ellsworth and Bucksport being first and second.”166
Ellsworth in 1880 boasted a population of a little more than 5,000 while Bucksport had
around 3,000 people compared to Eden’s 1,600.167 For a town of its size, Eden possessed
a disproportionate number of highly valuable real estate properties. A retrospective of the
development of Bar Harbor mentions the land boom of the 1880s, noting that it:
…created considerable interest all over the state …. Thousands of dollars
changed hands. Land companies were organized, and persons with
money to invest rushed to Bar Harbor to secure stock in the best
companies or a lot in some favorable location. The boom was soon over
like all such booms, but … good real estate on Mount Desert Island
continued to sell at high prices…. In 1890 the valuation of Eden was
about five millions. In 1910 the valuation had increased to seven
millions.168
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Another commentator in the Bar Harbor Record provided his reasoning for the
land boom, crediting the ingenuity of a few businessmen to build and make wise
decisions to create a desirable and profitable real estate development, he notes, that “if
the people still held the land they did twenty-five years ago it would be as valueless as it
was at that time….. the holders of land have gradually dealt it out to influential people,
and it has gradually risen in value.”169 This line of thinking assumes that, without the
benefits of the talents of a handful of entrepreneurs, Bar Harbor would have remained an
unremarkable coastal village, and indeed a few real estate developers and ambitious
businessmen appeared to have molded the shape of the successful Bar Harbor. But this
reshaping of Bar Harbor was not without contention. As the commenter himself
acknowledges, the people who “held the land…twenty-five years ago” sometimes
disagreed with the way in which the “influential people” managed the land.
DeGrasse Fox, from Philadelphia, summered on MDI from 1871 to 1904, and
while on MDI he partook in the booming tourist trade.170 DeGrasse Fox was the subject
of another episode in the struggle between local and outside interests developing the
island. The Bar Harbor Record reported that, “Some years ago the town acquired by
purchase, for the purpose of erecting a pound, a lot,” and over the years “Mr. DeGrasse
Fox has bought all the surrounding land, some twenty acres or more, and has covered it
with a hotel, a church, with cottages and other buildings.” In 1887, the town voted to sell
the “pound lot” to Fox for $300 hundred, a move that was “severely criticized” by some
townspeople who believed the town could have gotten much more for the lot. The
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selectmen replied by saying “they considered it for the better interest of the town to sell it
for a fair price than to be a party to any blackmailing process, and so they sold it to Mr.
Fox for somewhat more than $10,000 an acre, a larger price than had ever before been
paid for land in the vicinity.” During the same meeting, “Mr. Fountain
Rodick…denounced the selectmen as ‘either knaves or fools,’ a vigorous attempt was
made to defeat Messrs. J.E. Hamor and Charles F. Paine…but they were re-elected.”171
Before long, prices in Bar Harbor for the most desirable lots (lots on the shoreline
or with hilltop views and close to downtown) exceeded the budgets of most potential
cottagers, and buyers of slightly more modest means began to look for property in the
surrounding vicinity instead. Papers advertised nearby towns and villages such as
Tremont, Southwest Harbor, and Lamoine as the rush to obtain a prized lot in Eden
priced many out of the market. The local paper advertisements draw attention to these
other locations, claiming, “Summer tourists desiring picturesque locations for summer
residences can find several eligible points along the shores of Tremont at prices and terms
that will be satisfactory to them, …. The new steamboat wharf at Bass Harbor will be
completed and ready for the steamboats early in the spring.”172
Northwest of Bar Harbor lies the village of Hull’s Cove, and land speculators
soon set their eyes on this village. The paper reported that “the land on the southern side
of the cove, to a great extent, belongs or is bonded to the following parties: Mount Desert
Island Real Estate Co.; T.F. Moran; Greely, Dutton et als; D.W. Brewer and Blaine and
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Manley.”173 This land between Hull’s Cove, itself a tourist destination, and Bar Harbor
swiftly became some of the most desirable property on the island. The allure of potential
profits attracted investors from elsewhere in the state and the nation. For instance, it was
widely reported that “Bangor people are going into Mount Desert land investments very
heavily.”174
The following year the number of investors in the land boom expanded. That year
saw the Mount Desert and Eastern Shore Land Company “listed on the New York Stock
Exchange.” With the backing of new investors, the company set to the task of realizing
its ambitions, including, “the building of roads and laying out the property. New York
has but two land stocks, the Brunswick, a Georgia company, and the Canton of
Maryland.…. In addition to 3200 acres on Mount Desert Island, the company owns 300
acres in four or five of the leading summer resorts in Maine.”175 With this, the island’s
real estate speculation officially became a national project. As the Record stated, “Lots
which last year were considered nearly valueless, have made the happy possessors
wealthy, and the poor ‘native’ may ere long be the wealthy capitalist…. Capitalists from
neighboring states and even from the Far West are investing their money in Mount Desert
land….”176 Many investors and buyers had reason to be optimistic about the area’s future,
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as a few months previously, the Bar Harbor Record declared, “There promises to be quite
a ‘boom’ again this spring. Land values are holding up well.”177
The land company’s potential success had serious implications for Bar Harbor
and surrounding communities. In Seal Harbor, approximately eight miles from Bar
Harbor on the south side of the island (according to maps.google.com), the company
formulated a plan to exploit this quiet unassuming corner of the island. Reportedly, in
1888 the company began “work on their property in the lake region lying between Green
Mountain and Seal Harbor. The object of the company is to establish among the
mountains and along the borders of our beautiful lakes an autumn resort which shall
eclipse in scenic grandeur and sanatory effort anything of the kind in the United
States.”178 Determination notwithstanding, the company failed to deliver on its promises
of unparalleled success, but it did manage to alter the area with its ambitious
development.
A month later, the same paper reported that “There has been a good road built
beginning at the road leading from Seal Harbor to Jordan's Pond through what is known
as Wild Wood farm (recently purchased by the above named company).…There is good
authority for the statement that sixty-five lots have been sold in this village [Seal Harbor]
since it was laid out.”179 Efforts to turn Seal Harbor into another Bar Harbor, though,
were stymied as the popularity of Bar Harbor’s social scene continued to pull most
visitors to its vicinity. Seal Harbor, lacking the amusements and numerous hotels and
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other amenities of its neighbor, remained a quiet village miles from the resort town’s
action. This calm and peaceful atmosphere did attract a few cottagers. John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., perhaps Seal Harbor’s most notable resident, bought the cottage “Eyrie”
there in 1910.180 Seal Harbor remained a mostly tranquil hamlet, having escaped with the
more drastic development seen in Bar Harbor. In such a way, the residents of the villages
neighboring Bar Harbor, especially Rockefeller and his peers, viewed Bar Harbor’s
growth with caution. Residents had to remain vigilant lest unbridled, haphazard
development overtake and utter transform their sleepy villages just as it had Bar Harbor.
But Rockefeller was not the only one to ponder the future of the island.
L. C. Bateman, a politically active professor from Auburn and later Lewiston,
Maine shared his keen interest in the direction of the development of the island as he
offered his thoughts on the future course of MDI.181 Bateman noted, “I have no hesitation
in saying that land companies and speculators have injured Bar Harbor more than all
other causes combined.” Sounding the alarm against the adverse effects of popularity,
Bateman cautioned that the very success of the island would be its undoing. As a result of
the land boom and cottage construction, he solemnly declared, “Many wealthy men, who
would have bought land and erected cottages, became disgusted and sought other resorts.
The people have at last awakened to this fact, and the result is that what is known as the
‘boom’ is dead.”182 Bateman further noted that “Nearly all the land suitable for cottages
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is now taken up….the settlers are now pushing back into the mountains and surrounding
hills.”183 The prime real estate in Bar Harbor quickly became scarce. Furthermore, with
the most convenient lots close to the village center taken, as construction moved outward
from the village, cottages began to encroach upon lands that otherwise would not have
borne the brunt of development.
People reading Bateman’s warning were perhaps more inclined to take his
prognostication seriously after experiencing an economically disappointing tourist
season. The Bar Harbor Record, the same paper that had championed the land boom only
a year prior, was by the autumn of 1889 printing dire warnings and ruminations about the
town’s sudden reversal of fortune and cast about for a likely culprit for whom to blame.
While dissecting the faults in the town’s “past two dull seasons,” the paper editorialized
that while some argued “the poor natives and the land companies at once come in for the
entire blame,” the fault lay with the cottagers who first sparked the boom. The paper
declared that land companies were “a result and not the cause of it [the land boom]” for
“the demand by the visitors for cottage lots and the high prices they actually paid to land
owners of their own class was really the incentive. Native landed proprietors could see no
reason why a lot owned by a non-resident should be any more valuable than one of equal
desirability owned by themselves. And so they put up their prices”. This rampant
speculation contributed to the severity of the economic bubble. The paper coyly avoids
addressing the notion that the greed of local property owners played some role in their
own undoing, but the editor does conclude that the lessons learned from the boom and
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subsequent bust would foster caution and encourage “more thought [to be] given to the
present development of the village.”184
With sudden shock in 1889 of the end of the land boom, people, once they had
finished blaming one another, began to ponder where precisely the management of the
local economy went wrong and how best to rectify the situation by bringing visitors and
cottagers back to the island. One of the Rodick brothers, whose hotel business
undoubtedly suffered from the island’s economic malaise, offered his suggestion “that the
town must come back to its normal condition and that the present inflated … value of
things must be changed to accord with facts: that the price of land, and cottages, and
accommodations…must be reduced to a reasonable” amount. For his part, Rodick
disavowed any blame for the land boom: “on the contrary he has always regarded it as a
hurtful and mistaken policy, and held himself entirely aloof from the movement. It has
been stated that he was largely responsible for this ‘boom,’ but” this Rodick categorically
denied.185
If the locals and outside investors and buyers learned anything from the land
boom episode, they did not seem to be deterred from participating in the further
development of the island. Not long after the 1889 land crash, there were signs that the
local real estate economy was on the mend. Although sales and cottage construction were
anemic when compared to the height of the land boom, real estate sales and construction
of new cottages still occurred, if at a more measured pace.
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A fine example of the importance of the cottage construction industry could be
found in the construction of a cottage called the Turrets few years later for Cincinnati
native John J. Emery.186 Announced and celebrated in the Record, the construction of the
“mammoth work …[had] been given to local contractors.” Locals had reason to celebrate
for the paper tallied the impact on Bar Harbor, concluding that construction of the Turrets
would see “At least 100 men…given employment for two years, and a greater part of the
$75,000 or $100,000 which this immense ‘cottage’ is expected to cost will find its way
into Bar Harbor pocketbooks.”187 For a small town like Bar Harbor, the labor and
materials required for a construction project the size of the Turrets and the many other
cottages on the island was significant indeed. By 1903, work on cottages over the winter
totaled more than a half million dollars.188 However, with the limited number of desirable
lots for building and a limited number of people with the means and the inclination to
build a mansion there, the land boom and subsequent cottage boom naturally and
inevitably waned.
By the second decade of the twentieth century, the cottage boom had long passed,
and those who remained who had weathered the town’s economic and real estate
volatility learned to adapt to the changing times. One of the more successful businessmen
involved in real estate was Charles B. Pineo, who, in 1915, reported the local paper,
“seems to be one of the first to make a move as he contemplates the erection of two
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buildings for rental as stores.”189 Pineo had been deeply involved in the real estate
business for several years, having houses and other structures built for sale or rent. The
paper mentioned that “Mr. Pineo has already helped many to own a home and the terms
by which he is willing to help in the present instance are set forth in his big
advertisement.”190 In this manner, Pineo was able to continue his speculation, dabbling in
both residential and commercial ventures as the needs of the market dictated.
The real estate of Bar Harbor, including its opulent mansions, was emblematic of
the Gilded Age, a time of economic volatility and enormous wealth accrued by the
nation’s leading industrialists. However, as Bar Harbor was, to many, synonymous with
the summer cottage, the reliance on these cottagers, at first a blessing, grew increasingly
to represent another era, a prosperous time long past. By 1920, the Bar Harbor real estate
business seemed to be a shadow of its former self. “Recent sales of Bar Harbor summer
residence property have brought to the attention of many of us the fact that properties are
selling here at present at a very low price,” a condition for which there were “many”
reasons. The other reasons cited included the war, lower incomes, and the fact that
“Recent years have seen the passing of some of our oldest summer residents who have
left no heirs who can or will use the properties.” The old Gilded Age lifestyle of the turn
of the century, with mansions operated by a legion of servants, now proved untenable,
labelled by the paper euphemistically as the island’s “servant problem.”191
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By the 1920s, many working-class men and women had more options, and service
was an increasingly unattractive line of work, particularly when more businesses were
agreeing to hire at competitive rates. The 1920s welfare capitalism and improved
working conditions made the service profession, often with its long hours and restrictive
codes of conduct and less privacy, undesirable. Post-war change came to Bar Harbor as it
did the rest of the country. The end of World War I marked a changing of the old guard.
The passage of the 16th Amendment “authorizing a federal income tax” in 1913 sealed
the fate of the last of the Gilded Age cottagers. The Maine legislature ratified the
amendment after debating (though not passing) a bill to institute a state income tax as
well.192 And so, the cottagers’ hold on the destiny of Bar Harbor slackened. The question
for the town, and the rest of the island, then, was this: Could Bar Harbor reinvent itself in
a way that allowed it to appeal to a new type of visitor? And would the developmental
changes of the twentieth century help or harm the landscape on which its pristine image
of Bar Harbor depended to market itself to the rest of the nation and the world?
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Chapter 3: Fighting for Bar Harbor
The wealth concentrated on Mount Desert Island inspired local businessmen to do
their best to separate a bit of that wealth from its owners, and businessmen from
elsewhere soon recognized the potential for moneymaking opportunities as well.
Prominent Bar Harbor businessmen came to the village from Trenton and Cranberry Isle,
from Kennebunkport, from Ellsworth and from farther afield.1 The town’s rapid growth
meant that there seemed to be plenty of room for whatever businesses men could strive to
operate. But the relatively sudden influx of outsiders seeking to profit from the island’s
landscape elicited concern and, at times, consternation from the local population.
The editor of the Bar Harbor Record pondered over this changing world, noting,
“the past of Bar Harbor is irrevocable. Its greatness is assured, but just what share of it
her present local population shall hold of it ten years ahead is yet a problem unsolved.
Are our villagers taking the proper course to hold their own against the enroachments[sic]
of non-resident capital?”2 Another editorial suggests that summer people have done a lot
for the island, but the downside in that locals are too dependent on this charity and not
looking to working or improving themselves on their own. The author claims that “there
is enough able-bodied…[people] on this island to introduce some self-supporting work
here during the winter, fall and spring.”3 The author laments the sense of dependency that
tourist dollars provide and, like many islanders, seems keenly aware of the dangers of the
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growing reliance on a single avenue of wealth. However, few seemed willing or able to
do anything to mitigate the reliance on the tourist business.
The concentration of monied visitors who were eager to spend provided support
for many tradesmen and merchants. Likewise, the providers of goods and commodities
were supported by the summer population. For instance, “by 1901, nine dressmakers and
six milliners offered their services to Bar Harbor’s elite,” and “the construction boom of
the 1880s and ‘90s spurred the formation of many secondary trades, including plasterers,
painters, and finish carpenters.”4 Businesses that catered to the refined tastes of the
cottagers found eager customers. Some out of town merchants saw the opportunity of
having many potential customers clustered in a small village and acted on the potential
for easy sales by opening branch locations of their stores in Bar Harbor. For instance,
Maine businessmen Thornton Lyford and Charles Woodward “In 1890…formed Maine’s
largest fur business in Bangor, and two decades later, they opened…Bar Harbor branch”
on Main street.5
During the summer months, Bar Harbor’s storefronts were filled with merchants
selling everything from rugs to fine dresses to a variety of imported goods, and there
were advertisements for services and goods from house painters to piano tuners to
milliners and jewelers. Mercantile shops catered to the peculiar tastes of the cottagers.
Importers of fine goods provided furnishings and curiosities that appealed to the visitors’
tastes. Furniture, rugs, and fine goods from Europe and Asia crowded the shelves and
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floors of Bar Harbor’s many shops. These businesses were but a few of the many that
thrived in the resort. The area’s hotels and liveries relied almost exclusively on the
throngs of people who arrived at the island between May and September.
The hotel business dominated Bar Harbor, but ancillary supportive industries also
developed to provide for the massive influx of humanity during the summer. Local
liveries benefitted from the summer traffic, and buckboard builder George Tower built a
lucrative business providing the buckboards that carried excursionists over the island’s
rustic dirt roads.6 Likewise, real estate investor Charles B. Pineo owned “one of the
largest” liveries in the village.7
The buckboard swiftly became a symbol of the Bar Harbor summer. Although the
village was the center of gravity for the summer social scene, part of the allure and
excitement of a holiday on Mount Desert Island entailed a ride by buckboard to points of
interest about the island. Excursions to the summit of Green Mountain (later renamed
Cadillac Mountain) or The Ovens or Jordon Pond or to a number of other locations were
requisite for the visitor to capture the full Bar Harbor experience. By 1909, there were in
the village a dozen livery stables owned and operated by local residents. 8
The local paper, a booster of every manner of local business, praised the
buckboard drivers, describing them as “genial, accommodating class of men. They get
more genuine pleasure out of their labors than any other of the working class.”9 It was not
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enough, of course, to offer just goods and services; Bar Harbor’s businesses had to
maintain a reputation for quality and congeniality as well. The visitors were discerning,
and they demanded services that met their expectations of quality, something that was
sometimes difficult for locals to provide as some of the hoteliers discovered.
The cornerstone of the tourist economy, though, was the hotel business. Bar
Harbor may have been known nationally/internationally for its cottages, but its downtown
was dominated by several gigantic hotels. This seemingly lucrative business at one of the
nation’s premiere resort towns attracted entrepreneurs both local and from elsewhere. The
Rodick and the West End hotels better than any other captured the spirit of mass tourism
at prices within reach of more than just the ultra-wealthy. The Rodick, once boasting that
it was the largest hotel in Maine “if not in New England,” stood at the center of Bar
Harbor life, literally, with 500 rooms.10 The Rodick House closed in 1892 and then
reopened in 1893 before closing permanently again shortly thereafter, a victim of the shift
to toward cottage life and the changing tastes of visitors.11 While other hotels cultivated
their reputations among a particular clientele, The Rodick House serviced an eclectic mix
of visitors. For instance, while “the Louisburg is the favorite hotel for Bostonians, but
The Rodick register shows a wider range of localities than any other in town. Nearly
every state is represented on their books.”12
Once the island appeared on the radar of excursionists from the cities, visitation
quickly outstripped Bar Harbor’s accommodations. Even while promoting the awe-
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inspiring scenery, the most generous writers had little positive to write about the town’s
few boarding houses and dearth of hotels. For instance, a traveler in 1867 anguished over
the rough accommodations, complaining about the lack of rooms, good service, decent
meals, and modern conveniences, while grudgingly acknowledging that at “Rodick’s…at
least an attempt is made” to provide visitors with the semblance of adequate
accommodations. As the traveler notes, the biggest hindrance to improvements to the
businesses catering to the growing tourist population was, in fact, its success. The
popularity of Bar Harbor and demand for accommodations was such that a
“landlord…can make as much money as he desires” without altering or investing in his
business.13
Even as the hotels enjoyed the benefits of several good seasons during which Bar
Harbor took its seat as the pinnacle of resort destinations, the hoteliers, kept a ceaseless
vigil over the state of the business climate and monitored any threats and competition to
their establishments. An opinion piece in the Bar Harbor Record took the local hoteliers
and merchants to task for claiming that the Kebo Valley Club was taking patrons from
them. The author chided them for their audacity to complain about slow business as he
listed a litany of complaints against the local hotels and other businesses. 14 However, no
matter how comfortable the hotel rooms and gracious the staff, these temporary rented
lodgings could not surpass the comfort and convenience of one’s own home, at least for
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those who could afford a secondary home in a summer resort town as well as the servants
needed to maintain it.
The New York Times reported the Atlantic House “kept by Mr. Douglas…was
destroyed by fire” in August of 1873.15 That was not the end of the Atlantic House,
however, for it was soon “rebuilt” and later, a couple of enterprising women from
Massachusetts, “the Misses Balch” purchased it and breathed new life into the hotel.16
Hailing from Boston, the ladies turned the Atlantic into the Louisburg Hotel in 1886 and,
according to local reports, somewhat successfully managed to transform the unprofitable
hotel previously owned by Elihu T. Hamor into an excellent business venture. 17 At least
for a short time, the Louisburg stood as a symbol of Bar Harbor’s place at the pinnacle of
the nation’s leisure resorts.
However, despite the Balch’s efforts to update the Louisburg and attract upscale
clientele, it succumbed to the changing times. In 1917, the troubled Louisburg Hotel was
sold to “a corporation of New York parties…. The Louisburg was built by the late John
Douglass and later sold to Miss Mary Balch…. The sale is one of the largest transfers of
real estate made in Bar Harbor for some time.”18 In 1920, the Hotel Louisburg, Inc. filed
for bankruptcy.19
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While the Louisburg struggled, others entered the competitive hotel business. In
1916, the Maine Central Railroad made plans to construct a large hotel on the site of the
old Rockaway Hotel near Bar Harbor’s waterfront. With the headline “Million dollar
hotel begins to look like a certainty: meeting of officials to have been held here Thursday
to decide on its construction—tenants receive notice” plans for the hotel were announced
to the public along with an admission that the new hotel would displace several residents
of nearby smaller buildings.20
Mary Balch was not the only woman to venture into the hotel business. For a
time, another local hotel, the Florence, was owned by a Miss T.E. Martin. In 1917, she
“sold the Florence Hotel to Thomas J. Phelps of Bar Harbor and Boston…. Miss Martin
has owned and managed the Florence Hotel for the past eleven years.” Formerly “known
as the old Porcupine, [it]… was far from the high-class hotel that it is today.” The hotel
“was built about thirty years ago and for some time was run as a first-class hotel by Frank
Wood of Bangor,” and under Martin, it became year-round hotel, something of an oddity
during this time.21 The Florence, though, did not last long under the management of
Phelps for it burned the following year.22
During the volatile times of the late nineteenth century when Bar Harbor’s tourist
business experienced great exhilarating highs and sluggish disappointing lows, local
people continuously searched for ways to maintain the momentum of the tourist trade.
Whenever visitation decreased, the papers inevitably carried suggestions for revitalizing
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business. Though the tourist industry encompassed merchants, liveries, and other
services, the hotel trade was the favorite target of those seeking something or someone to
blame for a slow season, and so, the hotel business also received the most suggestions for
how to improve and attract customers.
Of the array of possible improvements to the hotel business, two ideas
consistently appeared in the public discourse: providing upgraded amenities and offering
a year-round hotel. An editorial from 1919 suggested a meeting of area hotel managers to
determine how and if the operation of a year-round hotel could be economically
feasible.23 But agitation for a hotel open to service visitors through every season was not
a new idea; the notion had been raised several times in the past few decades. For instance,
in 1896, another letter to the editor from a long-time summer visitor lamented that
“unfortunately the accommodations offered by the hotels there [in Bar Harbor] are not
such as appeal to a large class of our wealthiest and best people, who, not wishing the
cares of housekeeping summer prepare to go abroad.”24
As tourism and the town grew, Bar Harbor was placed in an unenviable,
untenable position. As temporary lodging, hotels naturally attracted large numbers of
transient visitors and, given the trend in leisure activities in America during this period,
the future of tourism rested with these short-term visitors. However, the grand hotels had
been created to service the wealthy visitors who sojourned there for entire weeks, even
months at a time, until the large establishments were deemed outmoded by patrons who
moved to construct their private summer homes. The hotels, though, had filled a need,
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provided lodging in a desirable place at a time when no other lodging was available in the
years before summer cottages dotted the hillsides and shoreline.
Now, with many summer cottages built and the wealthiest comfortably ensconced
in their own private getaways, the hotels struggled to maintain their clientele and air of
opulence. Gradually, the patronage of these establishments turned over from the elite to
those aspiring to the loftiest rungs on the social ladder. Eventually, the hotel owners and
management conceded that the customers were no longer from the upper echelons of
society but drawn from the growing upper and middle classes who came to the island on
briefer excursions not lengthy months’ long stays.25
As the hotel business foundered and struggled to gage the future of the industry
and adapt to its changes, some saw that bigger was not always better. In Bar Harbor in
the 1870s “it seemed as if the big hotels were to predominate and supplant the smaller
houses entirely,” but by the end of the century, some hotel owners reinvented their
properties and “building cottages and letting them to guests has been quite generally and
profitably followed by hotel men, but this, after all, is only a revival of the old custom of
entertaining summer visitors which was in vogue here during the old hotel days and not
by any means an innovation.”26
While some guests may have preferred the more private cottages, the idea alone
did not save the industry. A few years later, in 1908, local people were still lamenting the
downturn in the hotel industry that seemed like a downward spiral almost impossible for
the hotels to escape. The paper reported a blunt statement from a Board of Trade meeting
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which stated, “The fact that so many of our hotels have been torn down proves beyond
doubt that at least one source of our income—the hotel business is declining.”27
The decline in the hotel business alarmed not just the hotel keepers, not just
because it attracted visitors with deep pockets who spent their money in the area on a
wide array of goods and services, but also because it and the tourist industry accounted
for a significant portion of the economy in the region and the state. In 1874, the New York
Times noted that “if content with a poor table” a visitor could stay on Mount Desert for
$9 or $10 per week.28 By 1891, it was reported that “the ‘summer boarding interests of
the state’ are now considered important enough to justify consideration in the messages
of New England governors.”29
By 1906, hotel rates had climbed considerably higher. The Louisburg and
Malvern hotels commanded the highest prices at $5-7 and $5-8 a night respectively, well
above the $1.50 to $3 a night customary in most parts of Maine, while the Newport, St.
Saveur, and other establishments charged $3 or $4 a night.30
Workers
The building boom of the 1870s and 1880s attracted not only investors but
laborers from all corners of New England and from across the globe. Most of these
transient laborers were given little consideration in the local papers, but occasionally,
their presence was alluded to. For instance, on a back page of the Bar Harbor Record, it
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was noted that “one of the Italian laborers was taken with pneumonia last week and
died….twenty-five of his countrymen followed the remains to the grave” in Salisbury
Cove.31
Immigrant laborers came to Mount Desert in search of employment, drawn to the
island by the promise of jobs in construction and domestic service. As noted in the
Record, the “new sewers and other valuable and much needed improvements have
brought a large army of workmen into the town. New buildings, summer residences and
business blocks.”32 The many improvements that the town authorized as well as private
investors required extensive manual labor and so the town, unable to field enough ablebodied laborers to fulfill this demand, resorted to the importation of workers.
Large numbers of Italian laborers came to Bar Harbor from Boston and New York
and other cities further south. They found employment with the Maine Central Railroad,
in the area quarries, or with the Bar Harbor Water Company.33 The water company
employed these Italian laborers while the fair weather held; in winter, company stopped
work for the year and the Italian laborers headed for Boston in search of other
prospects.34 Of those who came to Bar Harbor to work for the water company “half a
hundred Italians … are quartered in a rough shanty on Paradise Hill.”35
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The poor living conditions of the workers rarely rated a mention in the papers,
and the dangerous working conditions many of them faced warranted a passing
acknowledgement only when the conditions resulted in an accident or other mishap.
Another article, for instance, reported a blasting accident where quarrying on Bald
Porcupine Island for rock for the breakwater was done by Italian laborers.36 Because the
harbor “[was] entirely open to storms or seas from southerly and southeasterly
directions,” the government allocated funds in 1887 to build a breakwater near Bar
Harbor.37
The influx of working-class laborers, many of whom were of a foreign
background, created its own issues. The Record published a letter from Waterville,
Maine, for instance, decrying the crime associated with the railroad labor camps, going so
far as to suggest “employers ought to investigate the labor market and see whether a
different class of help may be found to take the place of the Italians.”38 Although Italian
laborers were singled out in this particular instance, suspicion fell on non-native transient
workers as a class.
Besides the issue of crime, the large influx of people created logistical problems
as well. While some lived in temporary camps, others, especially workers arriving
without being associated with a particular company and project but simply seeking work,
often found it difficult to arrange accommodations. For instance, in 1886, the Herald
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noted that the “Boarding houses are full to overflowing. Some mechanics who came here
for work could not find a place to board had to return home.”39 In Bar Harbor, the
construction market was preoccupied with building mansions and hotels; little if any
thought was given to building more housing for the army of the working class who
appeared every spring and vanished in winter. The entrepreneurs, local and otherwise,
saw no profit in it. However, workers, including many Mainers, knew how difficult it
could be to find work in the state, and so many were willing to tolerate the disadvantages
of procuring employment in the resort town.
Another side effect of the resort town economy was the pull of the labor pool to
the island and away from other towns and cities. Tourism provided jobs for both men and
women, and while some professions were in more demand than others, the women and
girls who worked in domestic service found that in Bar Harbor, their skills were in high
demand. As the paper reported, the nearest city, Bangor, felt the effects of the draw to the
resort town, mentioning that, “The Bangor Commercial says the demands of Bar Harbor
for female ‘help’ has caused a scarcity of servant girls to be felt there and even in Boston.
A great many young women have come here from Bangor to take situations in cottages
and hotels.”40
During the 1880s, Mainers were all too aware of the limited opportunities for its
citizens and the allure of the west. An 1887 newspaper article encouraged young men to
stay in Maine, warning prospective emigrants of the dangers of striking out for the West
such as flooding, tornadoes, or earthquakes. Efforts to retain its young people meant
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trying to convince them that the state still offered reasonable economic opportunities in
its industries, including tourism. In places where work may have been difficult to find,
the tourist industry provided new opportunities for those willing to work directly in the
tourist trade and in the secondary businesses that benefitted indirectly from tourism. As
the paper noted, the “railroads have opened up the State [of Maine]…summer sees a host
of the wealthiest of the land flock to our shores to enjoy their bracing climate, leave their
money…and provide ample work for many hands during the winter months.”41 Among
the local residents, there were in 1888, at the height of the land and cottage boom, nine
contractors, three masons and plasterers, and eight painters; this in a village with, for
instance, one grist mill, one hardware store, one saw mill, and one local tailor.42
As skilled labor, particularly in the building trades, came into greater demand,
some people began to reassess the traditional standards of employment, including the
hours and wages paid to skilled and unskilled laborers alike. “The prevailing system is to
pay working men by the day. A day is ten hours long in the summer, and nine in the
winter,” reported the paper. Tardiness was cited as a perpetual problem with the
suggestion that employers should pay by the hour, not day as a remedy. Inconsistency in
wages also drew complaints as a problem “most common among carpenters” that
produced situations in which “it is not uncommon to find two men working side by side
for the same, or nearly the same, wages, who are earning vastly different pay.” 43 The
feeling that expertise was not rewarded bred resentment among some workers. Pay
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disputes were a result of the growth experienced with the island’s new economy as
employers and employees alike tried to navigate this new service-based economy to each
one’s advantage.
Along with issues of pay, the problem of the working population finding housing
for their months of employment eventually led to the creation of tenement houses within
Bar Harbor. Large apartment blocks, occupied in the summer by visitors, were
repurposed in the off-season “when the winter population of this village began to
increase, the demands for rooms multiplied to such an extent that these blocks…were
turned into big apartment houses, and tenanted by all classes and conditions of men and
women.”44
While some repurposed buildings may have provided adequate accommodations,
before long, the workers’ tenements garnered a reputation for being cramped, miserable
places for the poorest of the village and places that festered with crime and disease. The
notion that the island’s bucolic splendor immunized its communities from the harsh
realities of the modern world soon evaporated. If anyone, as the paper might suggest, had
been under the impression that life in Bar Harbor for the working class was free of the
worries and trials of the world, they were swiftly disillusioned.
The papers reported in disbelief, on at least one sad case, noting that “few people
would have believed such a case of poverty and destitution….There is a great deal of
poverty and distress at Bar Harbor….poverty is bad enough, but we have always noticed
that vice and degradation follow close in the trail of destitution.”45 The well to do
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discovered Bar Harbor’s well-hidden poverty and gradually came to the realization that
they could not escape the same labor issues that confronted the nation’s cities and
industrial towns.
National news of labor strife must have been on the minds of at least some Bar
Harbor people. The local paper, though, called attention to the quiet anomaly that was
Bar Harbor. The paper reassured the townspeople of the island’s immunity to the
problems that plagued the more populated cities and town by noting that “Nearly every
day we are reading in the columns of the press accounts of labor riots and strikes and of
the sufferings of a large majority…but we, who are removed from all these scenes, and
dwelling amid peaceful surroundings, are apt to give but little heed to these ‘signs of the
times.’”46 Complaints of disgruntled workers unsatisfied with their income made no
mention of the years of volatility in the U.S. economy during the latter quarter of the
nineteenth century. Anecdotally, the paper noted that fifty years ago, farm laborers made
“nine to twelve dollars a month, and then there was no complaint of hard times. Today
the average wages paid for farm labor is seventy-five per cent better than it was then; but
at eighteen to twenty dollars a month, laborers are hardly satisfied.”47
In 1919, laborers working for the town petitioned for a pay raise from $3.00 per
day to $4.00. The petition was met with much discussion and, among some in town,
consternation. The issue was put to a vote and passed 85 to 72, but many in town warned
that such an increase in wages would jeopardize funding for road maintenance. 48 An
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editorial on the issue stated that the road commission needed to ensure it gets full day’s
work out of laborers now that they are making more. 49 Several property owners in town
responded with an injunction to halt the increase, and before long the laborers went on
strike.50 Eventually, the workers returned to their jobs, but the episode highlighted the
precariousness of a stable, passive labor pool.
The following month, the town addressed the wage issue again, this time voting
for a $4.00 wage including firemen by a vote of 226 to 125. Among those who opposed
the wage increase was “Philip Livingston, a well-known summer resident who owns
considerable property here and who votes here,” who while speaking at the meeting “said
that if the men had requested a more moderate raise, say to $3.50, he would have voted
for it, but he thought that $4.00 was too much for the men regularly employed.”51 The
sum of $3.50 seemed a suitable compromise, and in August, the Town of Mt. Desert
voted to pay its town laborers $3.50.52 However, the agitation for better wages left the
townspeople wondering if they had left the worst labor troubles behind them.
Labor agitation, for many, was synonymous with foreign agents and concepts. At
the height of the Red Scare in 1919, one islander remarked that “when we read so much
of the Bolsheviki, the IWW, and other undesirable elements, do we ever consider how
remarkably free we, in Maine, are from such…. Nearly our whole population [on the
island] is native born…. Our foreign born citizens are in many instances our very best
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and most public-spirited citizens.”53 While the island was largely insulated from the era’s
labor unrest and rapid social change brought about by the influx of the huge numbers of
immigrants who poured into the nation’s coastal cities, some islanders perhaps viewed
the quality of life on the island for the villages’ many laborers with dismissive optimism.
Acknowledging the importance of the island’s pool of manual laborers, one local paper
idealized their presence by thusly stating, “the most important constituent of Bar Harbor
life in the winter is the small army of working men who come here to build homes for our
summer people to enjoy life in and incidentally to earn their daily bread.”54 Indeed,
without these laborers, the town and its residents, particularly the summer people, could
hardly function, and without the tradesmen, craftsmen, and unskilled laborers employed
in construction, the town and its cottagers would never have been able to build the hotels,
mansions, and infrastructure that made Bar Harbor the attraction that it boasted to be.
Many cottagers were responsible for employing large numbers of workmen for
their construction projects, both new construction and renovating existing structures to
make them more suitable to their tastes and needs. Many among the summer population
were compelled to rely on the unstable transient workforce. George W. Vanderbilt, for
example, made “extensive” improvements to his cottage property on Ogden Point in
which “Fred L. Savage has general charge of all the work, providing material and
employing men. The larger portion of the work is being done by day labor.”55
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The construction and expansion of summer cottages provided employment for a
transient army of skilled laborers. Inevitably, the large number of workmen on the island
would lead to disagreements regarding compensation where work for even the wealthiest
was “done by day labor.”56 As summer visitors purchased more and more land to build
their seasonal retreats, the demand for construction workers and craftsmen continued.
The building of cottages, though, could only go on for so long. There was a limit
to the number of cottages that could be built and a limit to the amount of construction
work that could be had in the town. However, once built, the grand cottages needed to be
maintained, and the “maintenance of the elegant summer homes of the non-residents
necessitates the employment of a large number of men.”57 While the cottagers continued
to employ laborers to perform regular maintenance on their opulent mansions, the
demand for skilled laborers in the construction trade waned as the construction of
summer homes was completed and the interest in building new cottages slowed. No
longer needing large numbers of builders, the demand for labor shifted to gardeners,
service workers, and others who kept the cottages in top shape and met their residents’
needs. Like the builders before them, the legions of domestic staff comprised a
significant part of the local economy, so much so that the state of Maine eventually took
notice. The state’s bureau of labor statistics reported in 1893 that the cottages of Bar
Harbor employed 583 individuals, and with 41 non-residents renting cottages from
residents, locals gained $26,650 with their hospitality.58
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Nevertheless, not all Bar Harbor local people were dependent on the cottagers.
Some cottagers brought their servants with them from their other residences, and many
locals either rejected the notion of working for cottagers, could not find adequate
sustainable employment in the service of the summer people, or simply desired to pursue
other paths of employment that took them far away from the island.59 By the second
decade of the twentieth century, the Bar Harbor Times routinely published lists where
many Bar Harbor local people were living, working, or attending school beyond Mount
Desert and Maine.60
For the local people who stayed, their livelihoods increasingly became dependent
on the whims of visitors. Dependency on tourists’ dollars amid a relatively short summer
season meant that the merchants often tried to capture as much business as possible
within the narrow window of opportunity. Consequently, labor issues abounded. Retail
businesses in Bar Harbor often remained open from “eight in the morning” to “ten in the
evening” with employees working long hours, with women, for example, clocking fiftyfour hours a week and the men sometimes more.61
While the summer months with the influx of visitors provided ample employment
for many locals, the slow winter season offered fewer opportunities for those who
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remained on the island throughout the long off season. As one observer explained, “Bar
Harbor, a summer resort, faces a shortage of labor during the summer and has an oversupply…in winter…. In the years when there was much building here, large numbers of
men were employed throughout the winter months. This building and remodeling of
summer cottages and hotels was our principal winter industry.”62 Working in the tourist
industry, workers implicitly accepted the sporadic nature of the industry. However, while
in the early days of Bar Harbor’s life as a tourist town, workers had an opportunity in the
winter months to maintain a steady income in the construction business, as the tourist
industry in Bar Harbor matured and construction slowed, this option became available to
fewer and fewer people. In this more grown-up Bar Harbor, there lived “a large
population composed of men skilled in law and medicine, merchants and tradesmen of
keen ability and manufacturers with their quota of employees, who reside here the year
round.”63
Besides the workmen who found employment, the elites who spent their summers
in Maine required domestic laborers to maintain the same level of comfort to which they
were accustomed. This meant employment for women and girls. But as the Maine Bureau
of Labor Statistics noted in a statement on the shortage of servants, many young women
choose not to go into household service, for such work was seen as lower status and more
demanding of one’s time than other jobs.64
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An editorial fretted over the need to protect girls who came to Bar Harbor for
work in summer, saying, “The summer brings those who come for various moneymaking purposes. They have no interest in the town or its people, and no regard for law
or order. Thrown with them in various public places are good girls.”65 Within the author’s
letter was the observation that the presence of a large itinerant population who came to
Bar Harbor seasonally for work could be seen as a credible strain on the community.
Temporary work did not lend itself to the formation of strong community or familial ties,
and few of the island’s itinerant workers could be expected to integrate into the
community permanently or hold a vested interest in the long-term welfare of the island’s
communities. For the sake of community stability, among other reasons, residents
worried over the trend toward large numbers of non-native, non-local workers descending
upon the island every summer only to quickly leave in autumn with the first snow.
As the town grew, so too did the issues of managing a larger population. With the
large numbers of people came congestion, crime, and all of the other afflictions of a
modern population center. Bar Harbor was no longer just a quiet fishing village, and as
new technological advances made the world seem smaller and more connected, the island
lost some of its isolated mystique. The large number of seasonal workers who descended
on the town brought with them concerns for crime and overcrowding. As if to stave off
an appearance of a village that did not conform to the ideal, a letter to the local paper
grudging acknowledged that, like everywhere else in the nation, Bar Harbor was not
completely immune to social problems, but the author was quick to claim that Bar Harbor
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was not as crime ridden as some think, despite the fact that “there [was] a few cases here
of genuine poverty.”66
While large cottages dominated the construction business, and land prices
continued to climb, the working class discovered that there was not the same incentive to
build more modest dwellings and tenements for the army of laborers that found its way to
the island. In a place catering to the tastes and pocketbooks of the elite, average workers
with average incomes felt the financial strain of living in Eden. By 1905, even the local
paper was forced to acknowledge that “the problem of living in Bar Harbor is a serious
one for the average salaried or laboring man” living a place where there were admittedly
“comparatively few well-to-do storekeepers. The cost of doing business in Bar Harbor is
as great as in a city….The cost of labor, (for in Bar Harbor, there is no cheap help,) the
high rents, and the large amount of credit, are responsible for the high prices of every day
necessities.”67
Once acknowledging the financial difficulties faced by those whose labor kept the
coastal resort operational and drove the engine of the town’s prosperous economy, Bar
Harbor’s leaders pondered the causes and potential solutions to the problem. They
realized that the high cost of living discouraged workers from accepting employment on
the island and simultaneously drove local laborers away. By 1908, some leaders
suggested remedies to the situation. The accusation of high prices prompted David B.
Ogden to pen a letter to the paper in which he mentions that among some in the town
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there had been raised the suggestion of forming a co-operative store, saying there was a
problem of high cost of goods in Bar Harbor, but the problem rested with servants of the
wealthy demanding commissions from merchants, a practice he urged summer people
and locals to reject.68 A few years earlier, a New York Times article in describing Bar
Harbor, advised readers to be on guard when visiting for the locals had taken advantage
of the summer residents and visitors.69
In response to Ogden, another letter to the editor by island historian Richard Hale
brought to the public’s attention the practice among some employees of the summer
residents to charge commissions on their services. Hale asserts that the problem of
commissions as they acted as intermediaries between the cottagers and local merchants is
the fault of summer people who let servants get away with it.70 While Ogden and Hale
brought the issue of high prices to the public’s attention, their concerns rested with the
complaints issued by summer cottagers and visitors, rather than the struggle of local
people to afford to live amidst the hotels and mansions.
Before long the situation grew untenable, and civic leaders finally acknowledged
the detrimental effects the high cost of living exacted upon the average resident. The
town’s Board of Trade, for instance, noted the “great lack” of “comfortable houses to rent
at reasonable prices” for year-round residents and urged building of rental houses.71 The
board’s concern revealed the real threat that a prolonged shortage of affordable
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accommodations could negatively impact the economy by discouraging much needed
laborers from accepting positions on the island. The Record estimated that in the summer
months the town’s population exploded, with “a summer population…of at least ten
thousand people.”72 While the cottagers contributed to the annual increase in population,
the army of workers drawn to the island accounted for much of this influx of people.
Concern for the working class and poor housing extended beyond concern for
attracting laborers and the unsightly appearance of some tenements. A report of the
Village Improvement Association’s sanitary committee regarding disease said, “The
question of tenements and bad localities in Bar Harbor, your committee has investigated
and finds better than in other summer resorts. There are back alleys which the poor
people need to be taught to clean up and helped in respect to the removal of refuse.”73
Although well-meaning and offering concrete improvements to residents’ quality of life,
the efforts of the VIA and other elites did little to address working people’s grievances
which centered on high living costs and low wages. To add insult to perceived injury, the
local “tradesmen and artisans” further felt put upon by late or non-payments for work
conducted as “delinquency shown by a number of the summer residents in paying bills
contracted during the summer….we did not dream how wide spread this…was.”74
Unsurprisingly, before long, Bar Harbor discovered that it was not immune to the labor
strife that had plagued the rest of the nation.
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Strikes and Unions
In early 1893, a curious chapter in the village’s labor history played out in the
weekly newspaper. People came to the island to escape the noise and stress and conflicts
of daily life in the cities, but some real-world issues penetrated the idyllic bubble. The
nation’s ongoing tensions between organized labor and employers, often associated with
grimy factories and urban sweatshops, surfaced on Mount Desert Island. Although at first
glance, the island, so far away from the industrial centers of the eastern seaboard, seemed
an unlikely place for labor unrest, the conditions of the island’s newest industry, the
lucrative building construction industry, created an avenue for union sentiment.
Labor disputes on the island were not entirely new. In 1890, for instance, there
was a work stoppage by granite cutters at Somes Sound quarry as workers protested the
company’s failure to recognize the union as well as the understanding that the area’s
stone cutters were paid less than similar men farther west.75 Two years prior, the Bar
Harbor Record reported, “Fifty Italians have lately been brought here to work in the
quarries and the inhabitants are just a little indignant.”76
Mrs. Seth Thornton, in her Traditions and Records of Southwest Harbor and
Somesville, documents how the entrepreneur Cyrus Hall established MDI’s granite
business at Halls Quarry. Because the granite of the island possessed a “texture” that was
“very fine,” it easily “[took] a high and lasting polish,” and therefore was much in
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demand.77 The island, noted for its unique and striking pink granite, hosted quarries along
Somes Sound.
However, Bar Harbor, a village not known for large-scale industry, lacked the
quarries and other large employers necessary for any sort of union effort to materialize.
Bar Harbor had long relied on fishing, farming, and shop keeping. That changed,
however, as Bar Harbor’s popularity grew as a resort. The demand for new construction,
hotels and cottages and all of the peripheral supporting industries, required a large
number of construction workers to complete these construction projects.
According to the Maine Bureau of Industrial and Labor Statistics in 1910, issues
such as immigration and labor unrest took center stage. 78 One reporter from Bangor,
offering his assessment of the island’s labor situation, declared that while there is work to
be had for skilled laborers, unskilled workers find it difficult to obtain positions, and the
skilled labor market was highly competitive for the summer people demanded the best.
Likewise, there was also a lot of competition among merchants and others who catered to
the cottagers.79
When in 1893, F.L. Savage was hired as an architect to build one of the island’s
cottages, he soon had to cope with the reality that the island’s workers were growing
increasingly disgruntled with their situation. He would have to acknowledge the presence
of the labor unions that were gaining support among the working population and,
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eventually, address some of the issues raised by union agitation. Unwilling to bend to the
demands of an increasingly militant workforce and in the wake of a labor strike the
previous year, Savage penned a letter to the editor, in which he frankly stated his position
that “Union labor is not wanted and need not apply at any of my works.”80
Over the following weeks a drama played out in the papers as workmen on the
project and Savage and his foreman, B. W. Candage, traded accusations and expressed
their grievances. After several workmen accused Candage of encouraging them to strike,
Candage wrote, “I positively deny the assertion of having anything to do with the strike
or making any promise to the men any more than to give them the going wages and
assuring them that Mr. Savage would use them squarely as long as they should be kept in
his employ.”81 In another letter to the editor, several workmen (Z.F. Callahan, F.S.
Wallace, Charles Farrell, H.B Wallace) responded, vehemently denying Candage’s
account, stating, “to reply to FL. Savage’s messenger, viz., Mr. Candage. He denies the
assertion of having anything to do with the strike of December last. In reply we are
prepared to state that he tells an absolute falsehood. He urged the men to strike…. Mr.
Candage also states that he is ready to give oath that Mr. Savage used his men squarely.
We are ready to give oath that he did not.”82 A few days later, in yet another letter to the
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editor, the men expressed their wish to retract last week’s complaint against Mr. Candage
that he “dishonestly used any funds.”83
The dispute between Savage and the men he employed was not the only labor
dispute on the island in 1893. Not long after the start of the Candage drama, carpenters
and masons went on strike, wanting a nine hour rather than ten-hour work day, in what
was described as “a quiet, orderly laying down of tools and a refusal to work until their
terms are met.” Bar Harbor was not alone in these strikes for the movement has been
somewhat general in the eastern part of the state and there are strikes at Rockland and at
some other places.” Nevertheless, “contractors are firm in their determination to hold
out.”84 Once the strikes had taken hold, in a few communities, contractors knew that
labor unrest could easily spread up and down the coast, and soon even Bar Harbor could
face the same labor tensions found elsewhere in the nation.
For its part, the Bar Harbor carpenters’ union outlined its grievances in a letter to
the editor, as it tried to garner sympathy for its cause. “Do you not notice that the wages
of carpenters are lower than those of other mechanics,” the union activist asked, “In our
daily labor we are exposed to the heat of summer and the frost of winter and to danger of
life and limb. Many an idle day is forced upon us through bad weather and short
jobs….”85
Another letter to the paper’s editor from a union laborer further elucidated the
laborers’ position. At the crux of this grievance was not only stagnant wages, but the
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invariably temporary and uncertain nature of employment dependent upon the seasons
and the whims and desires of property owners. Success in the capricious resort business
depended on Bar Harbor’s popularity, something difficult to predict even in a place with
a summer community willing to maintain its ties to the island year after year. The
laborer’s letter stated that “contractors claim that wages were never better in Bar Harbor
than this winter. Now, for the last five years, wages have been from 20 to 22 ½ cents per
hour, and no more, for six months in the year, and have been the same this winter until
very lately.” “Now,” the letter continued, “when we were cut down last fall, our loving
friend Mr. [name intentionally omitted] went around to his brother contractors, and …he
did not give us three weeks notice” but, the union member claimed that the workers were
in a better position than when the labor troubles began.86
As the masons’ and carpenters’ strike continued, contractors countered the strike
by hiring “quite a number of new men…. The contractors say that they will not take back
any Union men….employment offices at Bangor are advertising for carpenters to work at
Bar Harbor.”87 While workers were in demand at Bar Harbor, employers, fearing that any
capitulation to union demands would invite more labor unrest, retaliated by blacklisting
strikers and importing fresh laborers. As the strike wore on, the strikers reiterated their
demand for a nine-hour work day.88 Eventually, the desire of a nine-hour workday came
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to fruition for some workers. The town finally adopted a nine-hour work day for “its
employees.”89
Surely to the displeasure of some in Bar Harbor, the idea of the power of laborers
had come to MDI and there was now no way to extinguish it. Some of the local people
involved in the construction trade took steps to mitigate potential labor problems by
forming an organization called the Builders’ Association of Bar Harbor in 1903 with the
expressed purpose of “promot[ing] harmony between employers and workmen” in
addition to promoting standards and competencies in the trade.90
By 1903, the state of Maine reported that Eden was home to four labor unions,
and in this report the state noted the turmoil caused by the rift between the town’s
carpenters who demanded a shorter workday and their employers.91By 1907, Eden had
five unions with 367 members, and neighboring Mount Desert had 3 unions with 137
members. Eden’s unions were: Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers’ Union; Brotherhood
of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of America; Federal Labor Union; United
Association of Journeymen Plumbers, Gasfitters, Steamfitters and Steamfitters’ Helpers
of the United States and Canada; and the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
of America, all of which formed within the past seven years. The three Mount Desert
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unions represented workers associated with the quarry industry.92 Three years later,
Eden’s unions had grown to six.93 In that year, the painter’s union in Eden went on strike
for higher wages.94 The quarries on MDI were “some of the largest” in the region and
“operated more or less continuously from the 1890s to World War II.”95 Unsurprisingly,
the quarry workers’ unions were among the most vocal on the island and labor strife (and
counter measures) often centered around the quarry. At Southwest Harbor, Italian
immigrants were brought in to work as strike breakers at the quarry.96
Before long, the labor strife alarmed many summer residents who were distressed
to find their summer retreat increasingly plagued by the same social unrest that affected
the rest of the country. Summer resident David B. Ogden in a letter to the editor decried
union agitation, asserting that “there are two classes of laborers at Bar Harbor,” locals
and temporary workers, and he suggests that labor unions will hurt permanent resident
laborers, and says union agitation is coming from temporary workers.97 Of the large
number of temporary workers, many came from immigrant backgrounds. The fact that
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the number of unions in Eden increased by the end of the decade suggests that his claim
was overly optimistic, from an anti-union point of view. 98
David B. Ogden publicly released a letter, which he describes as a “circular letter
addressed to the summer residents” by Building Trades Council Secretary H.M. Clark in
which he says: That there was “‘petition is being circulated among the summer visitors
ask them to assist in a movement that is intended to disorganize the labor unions in the
place,’” referring to a statement, which if signed by employers, they would agree to
prefer hiring open shop labor. He reassured readers that the statement was “simply a
protest against discrimination by employers either against or in favor of non-union men,
and a declaration in favor of non-discrimination, or what is termed the ‘open shop’.”
Ogden furthermore references a 1903 committee report on unions dealing with arbitrating
a dispute, concluding that unions should let men work with non-union men. In his letter,
Ogden rather cynically reaffirms his belief that there would be no problem if unions
followed committee recommendations and did not discriminate against non-union men.99
Ogden’s family “were among the first of those who made their summer home” on Mount
Desert Island, and he took it upon himself to express the views of the summer colony
regarding this issue. Ogden and local resident Charles Paine served as representatives of
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the employers on the committee to settle the labor dispute between employers and the
mason’s union.100 The committee also consisted of “A.D. Addison of Washington, D.C.,
and the Rev. S. L. Hanscom of Bar Harbor for the union men, with Bishop Lawrence as
the neutral member.” The New York Times reported that the “committee dissolved as a
board of arbitration when the opposing factions could not agree upon the grounds of
arbitration.”101
Despite the strikes and efforts to mediate the tensions between laborers and
employers, little progress was made to alleviate the source of much of the labor strife—
the unaffordability of life for average workers in the town. The high price of goods had
long been a complaint. Local people, in particular, felt the sting of high prices as many
merchants catered to the summer visitors with deep pockets. For many locals the solution
was to spurn shops in Bar Harbor in favor of shopping in towns and cities on the
mainland. This sort of seasonal shopping, however, lacked the convenience of local trade.
In an effort to improve their members’ standard of living, in 1906, the labor unions
“voted unanimously to establish a co-operative union grocery store.” In this challenge to
established merchants, these laborers were taking control of their economic situation, or
at least endeavoring to. The Record claimed, “500 family men expected to support it”
including “the Carpenter’s Union 125 men, in the Painter’s Union 75 men, in the
Mason’s Union 75 men, and in the Federal Union 300 men.”102
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Perhaps to dispel complaints about the high cost of living, the newspaper listed
the prices of goods from T.L. Roberts’ store in 1868 and 1887. The comparison shows,
for instance, the price of meal in 1868 at $1.60 per bushel and in 1887 at $0.65 per bushel
and beans at $0.22 per quart in 1868 and $0.07 per quart in 1887 while flour was $16.50
per barrel in 1868 and $5.50 and $6.50 per barrel in 1887. Other items such as pork and
sugar show a similar decline.103 None of the newspaper’s assurances did anything to
alleviate people’s sense that Bar Harbor was becoming unaffordable despite the promise
of good work.
The situation faced by average workers on the island and the enmity fomented
between union workers and employers and strikebreakers exposed the negative results
(and limits) of Bar Harbor’s prosperity. However, conflicts over who got to benefit from
the new economy and how much were not limited to laborers and employers.
Competition, and outright animosity, between business owners for control of the lucrative
tourist market also occurred and tensions exploded (sometimes literally) over the future
of Bar Harbor’s most famous trade.
Green Mountain and Mount Desert Extension
Tourists and cottagers enjoyed the most popular sites on MDI, not least of which
was the Green Mountain summit. The highest mountain on the island, and at 1,530 feet,
the “highest point along the North Atlantic seaboard,” Green Mountain (later renamed
Cadillac Mountain) was a prominent attraction.104 Excursionists carved paths to the
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summit, and “paths to the highest summits were well trodden.”105 In 1866, “Daniel
Webster Brewer built a small hotel atop Green Mountain” to accommodate the increasing
number of visitors who came to one of the island’s most recognizable features.106 The
summit of Green Mountain had been in the Brewer family since 1847, and some islanders
used the steep terrain of the island’s summits for logging or sheep grazing for it was
worth little else.107 An article in the Herald in 1886, for instance, mentions that the
landward slope of Green Mountain, “two thousand acres, comprising substantially all of
the tract thus claimed, was offered for sale a few years ago at $3,500, and no purchasers
were to be found….the whole property, with a clear title, not counting the railway and
hotel, would not be worth over $10,000, in open market today, according to the estimate
of good judges.”108 Green Mountain at least held special interest as the tallest mountain,
and therefore some value because of its novelty. A couple of decades later, as Bar Harbor
grew from a quiet curiosity to a full-fledged tourist resort town, businessmen who sought
to profit from the booming tourist industry turned their eyes to this prominent attraction.
A product of the entrepreneurial rush of the late nineteenth century, Francis
Clergue was emblematic of the contingent of Bangor businessmen who tried to cash in on
the tourist boom taking place in his backyard. In November, 1882, “Clergue formed the
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Green Mountain Railway Company” and among its investors were “prominent Maine
businesspeople”, many of whom hailed from Bangor.109 Shortly thereafter, Clergue
“negotiated a 20-year lease with Daniel Brewer, Perry Brewer, and Orient W. Carpenter
for 200 acres atop Green Mountain.”110 Clergue’s vision sought to bring the latest of
nineteenth century industrial technology to the mountain slopes of the remote seaside
town prized for its natural beauty. Before long, Clergue realized part of his vision with
the construction of the Green Mountain Railway, a cog rail that transported tourists from
Eagle Lake, and up a steep incline to the mountain’s summit.
With Clergue’s plans came many jobs in the construction trade. Among those
who benefited were Richard Hamor & Sons who “gained the bid to clear the proposed
route” as well as many Bangor men.111 Another Hamor, “Elihu… employed stout crews
and more than a dozen teams of horses to drag the hefty cargoes some two and one-half
miles overland, to the north end of Eagle Lake.”112 The railway seemed to exemplify the
spirit of late nineteenth century progress; it provided both a novel spectacle to visitors
and employment, however temporary, for construction workers. Most of the investors in
the company and Clergue himself were not locals, but Bangor men hoping to exploit the
area’s natural attraction before other businessmen with even deeper pockets from even
farther away managed to dominate the island’s tourist industry. The railway also reflected
prevailing attitudes toward the natural landscape. When the officers of the Green
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Mountain Railway looked at Green Mountain, they likely saw the potential of the
landscape to draw visitors with the spectacle of its natural beauty. The railway sought to
incorporate the novelty of train ride to the summit with visitors’ natural inclination to
visit the site with such a spectacular vista, but with little regard for how the rail would
alter the landscape and mar the experience they were essentially trying to sell.
The Green Mountain Railway was heralded for its uniqueness as a technological
curiosity. An 1884 article in Science describes the mechanical improvements employed
by the Green Mountain cog-rail in comparison to its inspiration, the cog-rail of Mount
Washington, New Hampshire. A contemporary article noted that at the railroad’s
opening, it was one of only three rails of such type, the other two being Mount
Washington’s rail and a rail in Switzerland.113 Clergue and the other owners of the
company likely believed the rail, as a rival to the Mount Washington rail, could use an
appeal to people’s curiosity about technological marvels to promote trips to the top of the
mountain as part of the spectacle of Bar Harbor, a town not only possessed of natural
beauty but one also willing to embrace mechanical innovations to further cater to the
whims and desires of tourists seeking new thrills and spectacles.
Defenders of the railway could also point to the fact that some local people in the
construction trade benefitted from its construction. Richard Hamor & Sons’ contract “to
do the grubbing and clearing” as part of construction work on the railway entailed
carving away the mountain slope’s vegetation from the base to the summit wide enough
for the train and the several feet of clearance on either side needed for its construction
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and maintenance.114 The summit also received a renovation and “by 1883, Clergue had
replaced a modest hotel…with… [an] inn offering twenty-six rooms…. Ironically, the
ultimate result of the inn atop Green Mountain was to convince many summer visitors
that the mountaintops should be preserved in their natural state.”115
Whether or not local people and summer residents knew precisely to what extent
construction of the railway would alter the mountainside, they certainly understood the
ramifications of allowing the railway once the steam-powered trains began making their
daily treks. If residents came to believe the railway was an overall negative addition to
the area’s landscape, there was little they could do to mitigate it. However, they were
given the opportunity to air their grievances a short time later when Clergue announced
he would press on with the next phase of his plan for Bar Harbor with the creation of a
railway extension from the mountain to downtown. Clergue’s broader plan “to build a
narrow gauge railroad between the GMR terminal, at the foot of Green Mountain, and
Bar Harbor village,” the Mount Desert Railway, created a firestorm of controversy and
galvanized residents against him. Clergue had unwittingly proven to the residents of the
island the fragility of their rural paradise and the potential threat to the natural landscape
posed by unchecked development.116 Clergue’s railway exposed the need to establish
limits or guidelines for development. For the first time, it became clear in stark terms the
need to moderate the competing interests of tourism development and the preservation of
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the land. The issue further reinforced the value of the land for its intrinsic beauty and the
need to preserve it.
However ambitious, the Bangor men faced fierce competition from the wealthier,
more well-connected businessmen who made MDI their summer home. Well-heeled
entrepreneurs, magnates, and investors, many summer residents who hailed from Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, and other eastern metropolises, with the most famous and
established families of America’s elite among them, were determined to dictate the terms
of the town’s growth. Bar Harbor was an attractive place to vacationers and as such was
attractive to business venturers both in Maine and elsewhere. As a result, land
speculators, merchants, and other businessmen came to the island from other Maine cities
and elsewhere in the U.S., challenging local businesses. The state of Maine encouraged
investment in the island, a potentially lucrative source of income for the state government
in a part of the state otherwise considered poor and inconsequential.
The Mount Desert Railway issue caused consternation from the islanders and
rankled opponents whose protests were dismissed “‘on the ground that they came only
from Mount Desert people.’”117 As a result, opponents, particularly non-residents,
discovered the importance of appearances when framing the debate over the railway.
With this sensitive issue, opponents risked turning local opinion against them as some
realized the danger if Clergue or his supporters were able to fashion the debate in terms
of privileged summer people verses industrious Mainers. If the permanent residents of
Bar Harbor saw in the railway the opportunity to create jobs for locals and further
increase tourism, opponents could, conversely, be seen as elitist protectionists who
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valued the scenery and their own comfort and pleasure above the needs of the town.
Consequently, opponents took pains to insist and emphasize permanent residents’
displeasure with the Mount Desert Railway’s proposal. The claim that the Mount Desert
railway “has been opposed by nearly every tax payer on the island, and by nearly all the
non-resident tax payers,” while hyperbolic, does lend a clue about how heated this topic
became.118
A meeting held in August of 1884 for the “purpose of giving the non-resident
property holders and visitors…an opportunity to express their opposition to the building
of the proposed branch” provided them with the platform for them to reiterate their
concern that the steam engines would be a serious fire hazard as well as their “[interest]
in preserving and maintaining its attractions as a summer resort.” In addition to the
possibility of forest fires, the protestors also argued that the rail would ruin the island’s
quiet atmosphere, that it would not be profitable considering the lands needed to be
purchased for the right of way, and, perhaps most importantly, that the railroad “would be
detrimental to [the island’s property owners’] interests.” 119
As a strategy to oppose the rail, one of the men at the meeting, A. Lowden
Snowden of Philadelphia, suggested that “the only thing that would intimidate these
railroad men was the fear of damages claimed by persons over whose land they would
pass.” Another summer visitor, “Geo. S. Hale, of Boston, a railroad man, said that
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nothing could be more fatal to the growth of the island, as a summer resort, than to have a
railroad built through it.”120
The meeting also drew the attention of other prominent island residents including
Pres. Eliot, E. M. Hamor and one of the Rodicks. Opponents further emphasized the risk
of forest fires would possibly damage “woodlands which have not yet been burnt over,
these woods are a considerable element in the large money value of these lands” and so if
burned would cost the railroad a considerable amount of money in compensation to the
landowners.121
Concern for the impact of the railway on the island extended well beyond Bar
Harbor. In Northeast Harbor, the Northeast Harbor Association for the Protection of the
Woods from Fires presented a letter signed by Charles Eliot and other Northeast Harbor
residents emphasizing the fire danger that the rail extension would pose to the island’s
scenery, noting that the Green Mountain rail had caused “a succession of fires.”122
Proponents of the railway countered that the extension planned to run over “wild land,
and not very valuable.” This included land owned by Charles T. How and the Rodicks. 123
For his part, Fountain Rodick spoke against the railway, referencing the Green Mountain
Rail which “had been ‘forced upon the people of the island’ before they had a chance to
voice their opinions of it.” He claimed that “Clergue’s MDR petition included … the
right to operate steamships on the navigable waters of the State of Maine and erect hotels
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and restaurants in connection with them. He maintained that approval of the plan would
open the door to creating a monopoly of the area’s points of interest for the benefit of
single individuals or corporations.”124 Rodick argued that Clergue’s railway and
adjoining operations would be in direct competition with the most prominent local
businessmen.
Many of the elite had decidedly different views of how the natural landscape and
resources of the island should (or should not) be exploited. Summer people, fearing
encroachment and despoliation of their views, and local businessmen, fearing
competition, united to keep the Maine businessman Clergue’s vision for the town from
becoming reality. Petitioners for the railroad claimed that it would increase access to
existing Green Mountain Rail, but opponents were not concerned about Green Mountain.
They were concerned about a railway that had the potential to directly impact them and
their quality of life. Opponents were quick to claim that the “a large number of residents
and non-residents” were against the railway’s plans, that “… a railroad in the streets and
on the shores of the village of Bar Harbor ….would destroy in effect, the value of the
residences now erected there, and put an end to the sale of shore lands for such
purposes.” If this argument was not enough, they also raised the specter of uncontrollable
forest fires being sparked by the train’s steam engines. 125 In this battle between
competing interests for the island’s future, Hale cast Clergue as the plucky, if misguided,
Bangor businessman fighting the most powerful men in America. Hale notes that “the
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summer colony swung into action, and showed what it could do to protect the island”
from Clergue’s railways.126
Opponents of the railway mobilized their considerable social network. Papers
reported that “letters of protest pour in upon us from all parts of the country.” They came
from summer residents and interested summer visitors from New York, Massachusetts,
and Ohio. A few letters noted that the writers were encouraged by the fact that local
residents were against the railroad. The paper reprinted the following from the Industrial
Journal:
If the Herald speaks the truth in saying that the property owners are unanimously
opposed to the project, of course the road will not be built and the fifty thousand
dollars or more which it was proposed to expend on the town of Eden the present
winter—the dullest season known there for many years—will remain at home or
go elsewhere. Bangor speculators can find other equally promising fields for the
investment of capital.—Industrial Journal.127

It should be noted, however, that the Industrial Journal seemed to conflate property
owner with permanent resident. “That would undoubtedly be the best plan…for all
concerned,” reasoned one resident, “but as Eden doesn’t deal in railroad iron, cars,
locomotives, or Italian laborers, it is hard to see how any considerable portion of the
‘fifty thousand dollars or more’ could be expended here if the railroad were to be
built.”128
A letter published in the Boston Post announced that, “The proprietors of the
Green Mountain Railway” changed their name to the Mount Desert Railway and
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“organized anew this year, and ask for a charter to build… railways anywhere within the
limits of the towns of Eden and Mount Desert…. This action has been met by the
unanimous protest of nearly every one identified in any manner with the future prosperity
of the island.” Visitors and summer people opposed to it were vocal in their opposition,
making the case against railway by claiming it would be unsightly and unnecessary. 129
A letter in the Herald from “A Resident” rebuked the owners of the railway,
noting that “(no one of whom has the slightest property interest in Mount Desert).” The
“resident” expressed regret and an insinuation of deceit on the part of the railway
company, noting that, “Had we known then as we know now, that the construction of that
road [the Green Mountain Rail] was but the beginning of a system of railroads in this and
the adjoining town of Mount Desert, the condemnation of the whole scheme, by everyone
… would have been so unanimous and emphatic, that this proposed outrage upon our
rights and our property would have perished in its infancy.” The “resident” further
indicates the crux of the conflict, the fact that the “elegant residences” of the island’s
summer residents stood in direct line of danger. 130
However, the incident revealed the complicated, competing, and entwined
interests of all those involved. When the Railway Commissioners of Maine convened a
meeting to discuss the railway controversy, Clergue tried to undermine the effect of the
letter-writing campaign against the company by “object[ing] in advance to the admission
of any and all protests, letters, telegrams, and other evidences of disapproval of his
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project, which might be offered by the remonstrants, and that nothing should be accepted
as evidence save the sworn testimony of such witnesses as the counsel for the
remonstrants might produce. The commissioners made no ruling.” During the meeting,
the outlined plan for the railroad emerged. As envisioned, the railway would:
…start from steamboat wharf near Pendleton & Robert’s boat office…crossing
Roberts’ wharf and traversing the shore property of the Messrs. Rodick…cutting
through the middle of the valuable shore lots…and other property to Eden
street…through Woodbury Park…crossing Eagle Lake road and continuing on the
land of the Messrs. Rodick” to the cog rail. Mr. Hamor testified that he had heard
some of his summer guests object to the proposed road.131
One resident, a “Mr. Dolliver[,] testified that he had been asked to sign a
remonstrance against the road; had signed it without special reading…and had
since…wished he hadn’t signed it.” Clergue’s argument was succinct: “people wished to
go to the mountain; a railway was the most rapid and comfortable way of going…the
aristocratic residents of Bar Harbor cottages did not perhaps need the road, but that the
beauties of Green Mountain should be open to quick and easy access, to even the poorest
visitor from –anywhere.”132 Clergue’s argument was an appeal to democratic tradition,
claiming the cog rail provided a cheap and easy way for all people, rich and poor to
ascend the mountain and so admire and partake in the beauty of the island.
For tourists, the trip from Bar Harbor to the summit via the ferry across Eagle
Lake took, according to the literature from a guided tour company, “about an hour and a
half.”133 Upon reaching the summit, visitors were greeted by a hotel and a spectacular
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view of Bar Harbor and the Maine coast. Unsurprisingly, the trip to the summit was the
focal point of tourist literature and a requisite destination for any visitor. The prominence
of the summit as a tourist attraction meant that the success of Green Mountain tourism
was integral to the success of Bar Harbor. How visitors experienced the summit and the
journey up its steep side informed their experience of Bar Harbor in general. Bar Harbor
people involved in the tourist trade held a stake in ensuring that visitors left with a
positive view of one of the island’s most popular destinations.
On Aug. 2, 1884, Green Mountain House hotel burned down, but it was “replaced
with a larger structure,” suggesting that the company was making enough profit, or at
least seeing positive signs of future profit, from the venture to warrant such
reconstruction.134 It was claimed that up to 6,000 people had used the Green Mountain
Railway in 1884.135 In 1885, the railway boasted of “seventy-five per cent more”
business than the year before, although this was most likely an exaggeration since “[t]he
1886 season proved to be the most successful, when close to 8,000 people rode the
trains.”136
In December of 1887, local residents launched a direct competitor to the railway.
Locals Elihu Hamor, Ralph Hamor and John J. Carr, “organized the Green Mountain
Carriage Road Company (CRC) and raised $25,000 to ‘purchase, lease, and acquire land
from the base of Green Mountain to the summit, on which to locate, construct, and
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operate a toll road.’”137 Even though “for some years the carriage road to the summit of
Green Mountain has been in disuse” because the toll could not cover the cost of
maintenance, Carr and Hamor tried their hand at turning a profit from the scenic drive. A
few months later, Carr expanded his business interests further by leasing the quarry on
Somes Sound.138 In 1893, the Green Mt. Carriage Road Co. “put in a bid to the legislature
authorizing it to maintain a toll carriage road.” 139
Among the local citizens whose ventures, and by extension attitudes toward the
island, had helped shape the development of Bar Harbor, was Elihu T. Hamor. Hamor
was born in 1844, the son of Richard Hamor, a shipmaster. In the 1880 census, Hamor
listed his occupation as hotel keeper. By this time, he had a wife and six children living at
home, including a teenage son, Ralph.140 By 1900, Hamor’s occupation was listed as
farmer, and he was living on a farm that he owned but had mortgaged.141
The Mount Desert Herald reported in July of 1889 on the heated competition
between the railway and the carriage road company. The railway built a gate across the
road “claiming ownership of the land over which the carriage road passes, and proposed
to collect a dollar toll from each person and each team arriving at the summit over the
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rival way.” But the gate was not tolerated for long and was soon destroyed. The paper
notes that “the carriage road…is a very old and very popular institution and has the entire
sympathy of the public.”142 The incident was reported thusly:
The railroad, despite its own assurances to the contrary a couple of years ago, has
discovered that the carriage road is interfering with its business. Consequently,
claiming the right of possession to the summit of the mountain, the railroad
people placed a toll gate on that part of the road Saturday, and charged a dollar
per passenger and a dollar for each vehicle. The carriage road company removed
the gate on Sunday.143
Furthermore, “They are not enforcing their recent order in regard to charging one dollar
for each person.”144
The dispute between the railway and the carriage road turned violent when
unknown persons vandalized the carriage road. Two weeks later, a portion of the carriage
road “was blown up.”145 The local papers carried a fanciful account of six strangers
dynamiting the carriage road up Green Mountain, declaring that this destruction “will
interfere with Bar Harbor’s prosperity.”146 If some local people were concerned that the
incident would reflect poorly on the village and reinforce negative stereotypes of rural
people hostile to industry and innovation, they perhaps had good reason to worry for the
New York Times painted an unflattering picture of Bar Harbor’s permanent residents.
The New York Times referred to the conflict surrounding Green Mountain in an article
lamenting the local people’s attitude toward progress, noting “outside the doings of
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Summer society the village mind still largely controls Bar Harbor, and the result is a
series of petty rivalries that retard the growth of the place more than any one not knowing
it can well imagine.”147
Although the incidents reflected poorly on Bar Harbor, tourism seemed to have
suffered little as a result. In 1890, the railroad reported a prosperous season, with the
paper proclaiming, “Green Mountain Railroad was never better patronized than this
season. Extra buckboards were necessary nearly every day during August. Much of this
season’s success can be attributed to the excellent management of Mr. F. C. Holt.”148
Arriving on the heels of the contentious struggle between the Green Mountain
Railroad and the carriage road operators was another controversy that further pitted
residents against area business. In February of 1891, the Record informed its readers that
“two projects that are now pending before the legislature…. One is an application for a
charter to build and maintain a horse railroad here, and the other a petition to give to the
Mount Desert Railway Company authority to build an electric railroad through Bar
Harbor and thence to Northeast Harbor. These schemes are hostile to the best interests of
Mount Desert and are almost unanimously opposed by our citizens and tax payers.”149
“[A]n Auburn party wants to build a horse railroad through our streets,” the paper
warned. “[T]he people of Bar Harbor are thoroughly awake and at work doing all in their
power to defeat the two railroad schemes.”150
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To many in Bar Harbor, the expanded railway presented a concrete threat to the
existing landscape. Not only was the railway emblematic of a non-native interest
endeavoring to blatantly capitalize on the area landscape, its plan to do so showed, to
many, a flagrant disregard for the impact the rail would have on the very landscape to
which it would owe its existence. The rail threatened to scar the landscape and change the
local scenery in ways that even the most ardent supports of rail construction and
industrial progress feared would tarnish the town’s image as a natural oasis amidst the
frighteningly rapid urban development of the east coast. Some prominent local residents
and summer people vowed to halt the railway’s plans, and the paper soon reported their
efforts, noting the native origin of some of the railway’s opposition:
Among those from Bar Harbor who went to Augusta this week to assist in
defeating the bill granting additional privileges to Mount Desert Railway, were
L.B. Deasy, Esq., E.B. Richards, Charles F. Paine, S.H. Rodick and William
Fennelly…..‘The summer visitors are doing everything in their power to jam us to
the wall’ said a man in town meeting, Tuesday.151
The Green Mountain House burned to the ground in late summer of 1896 and was
soon dismantled.152 Although the hotel was gone, the mountain summit still had plenty to
attract people, for by this time many of the residents and visitors had professed their
desire to interact with nature unimpeded.
The controversy over the creation of a railway from the mountain to the town
forced many residents and long-time visitors to consider the fragility of the vistas and
landscape they held dear. Many came to realize and publicly declare that further
development, although possible and potentially quite profitable, could in fact jeopardize
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the natural aesthetic of the island. Perhaps the residents realized a lesson learned from the
order that development on the island could not continue haphazardly, particularly on the
fashionable east side.
The summer residents had also exerted their will and displayed their power to be
able to halt the rail. If further development jeopardized the summer residents’ properties,
or rather, their enjoyment of their island idyll, opponents would have to face their
formidable opposition. Summer residents while asserting they were not opposed to
development per se, said that future projects would have to meet their standards and be
granted their blessing, preferably with them in control.
In the summer of 1908, liveryman William H. Puffer circulated a petition to have
Green Mountain Road open to the public, but his efforts were for naught.153 Finally, the
Record unceremoniously reported in 1908 that “a syndicate of auto owners purchased the
Green Mountain carriage road.” Because this was a private road, the paper duly noted
that anti-auto laws did not apply.154
Electric Rail Plans
As the war between automobile owners and the anti-auto crowd gained
momentum, plans for an electric railway to be built between Ellsworth and Bar Harbor
gained the attention of some prominent people. Reporting that a “syndicate of wealthy
summer residents associated with several well-known businessmen of Bar Harbor had
expressed its intention of building an electric railroad on Mt. Desert island,” but the move
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came as a “surprise to many.”155 By the beginning of the twentieth century, it seemed that
the summer residents had a well-established vision for what they desired Bar Harbor and
Mount Desert Island to be. Many summer residents had proven themselves to be firmly
against projects that noticeably altered their ideal of a peaceful, quiet, and quaint village
unmarred by the advances of the modern era, and so when several summer people voiced
their support for an electric railway, some explanation was required.
As the Record explained, “While, for the five incorporators of the Mount Desert
Transit Co., three have for years been voters in the town of Eden, four are usually classed
as summer residents. Like practically all the other summer residents, these four men
would prefer to have no railway on this island, because for them and their friends the
Island will be a less pleasant and restful place with a railway than without.” The
supporters believed that by coming out at the forefront of this issue, they could control
the plans for development and work to minimize the perceived negative effects of the
projects. The paper laid out their rationalization, stating, “Why then are they now seeking
to build a railway? For the simple reason that not to do so would, in their judgment,
subject the whole community to irreparable injury in the shape of trolley lines running
along and through many of the most beautiful roads and streets on the Island.”156 For a
time, the construction of the railway seemed like a strong possibility for the plan had the
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support of Senator Luere Deasy in addition to George B. Dorr and other prominent
voices. 157
This new railway plan, while garnering the unlikely support of some summer
people, still met with resistance from some quarters. The Ellsworth American reported
that an electric railway between Ellsworth and Bar Harbor would be good for locals,
asserting that MDI should not be held hostage to a “portion” of summer visitors. One
reader responded that since only tourism, fishing, and quarrying were left on island, there
was a need to consider the fact that summer visitors thought the rail would harm the
island and summer business.158
George B. Dorr, coming out in support of the plan, expressed his reasoning in a
public letter rationalizing his decision. Dorr wrote that the company would take care to
find a route that would have the least impact on the island and avoid summer people’s
properties. He claimed that it was “inevitable” that someone would try to build a
connection to the mainland, but that others might not be as careful. Dorr pointed out that
the fact that the Bangor to Ferry line was “built by a promoter, shows what comes from
leaving the development of a railroad system to those who have no interest in the region
served and it also shows the permanence which a bad line and ill construction obtain
when once a line is built.” But, he warned, summer people needed to support the effort to
build the railway or the Maine Central or another less caring business would.159
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Dorr’s letter marked a distinct shift in the attitudes of some summer residents.
Dorr, well-known for his advocacy for the preservation of the island, joined Eliot in his
assertion that the controlled, well-planned construction of the railway was less
detrimental to the island’s landscape than allowing future development to fall into the
hands of fate. They realized that efforts to stymy development completely were doomed
to failure, and so these noted preservationists embraced a practical approach that
recognized the inevitability of a changing time, but endeavored to maintain control over
future progress.
A letter from Harvard President Charles Eliot asserted his agreement with the auto
ban yet pronounced his approval of the electric railway. Eliot reasoned that “the
gentlemen who are planning that road have been endeavoring to protect the Island, rather
than injure it….So far as the bringing of obnoxious troops of people to the Island goes, I
do not feel that there is any appreciable danger; because there is no large city within 200
miles of Mt. Desert.” However, Eliot castigated residents for their apathy toward the
management of the surrounding woodlands. He said that good stewardship of the woods
could concretely benefit residents, Eliot argued greater involvement of the public would
be beneficial to all. “My next observation concerning the preservation of the beauties of
the Island relates to the habitual attitude towards precautions in that direction of the
people who have already acquired residences here,” Eliot remarked. He continued, “They
do not seem disposed to protect themselves by getting possession of the woodlands of the
Island, or even by guarding the woods from sweeping fires by new road and well-placed
tire guards.” He noted that twenty-five years ago Western Mountain burned for weeks.160
“Letter from President Eliot: On the Railway Situation at Bar Harbor and Other Matters of
Interest,” Bar Harbor Record September 4, 1907.
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Eliot’s exasperation with what he saw as residents’ disregard for the natural world around
them and their failure to protect the lands that they were fortunate enough to own hinted
at a greater sense of urgency in his pleas to safeguard the island’s natural resources.
Although the plans for the railway never came to be, similar plans occasionally surfaced.
“[R]umors” of an “electric railway from Bangor to Bar Harbor” surfaced again in 1914,
but, like the previous plans, did not come to fruition.161
Advertising Bar Harbor
“Bar Harbor almost invariably disappoints the stranger on his first arrival. He
expects to be overwhelmed with the beauty of the island at once. He is disappointed.
Three days generally work the change. He begins to appreciate the wonderful variety of
the scenery, drives and walks, and ten to one, ere the week is out, wants to build.”162 So
said an article extolling the allure of the island and its impact upon new arrivals. Bar
Harbor papers in the summer season were bursting with promotional material, accounts
of lovely afternoon jaunts along the shoreline, buckboard daytrips to nearby attractions
such as Green Mountain or Southwest Harbor, and numerous details regarding the state
of Bar Harbor accommodations.
Local papers promoted not only the island’s natural landscapes but its benefits to
visitors, such as the healthy atmosphere. An article promoting the “medicinal virtues” of
the Maine coast, said that romantic views of MDI’s “Laurentian hills….a home at the
seaside for summering has nearly become a necessity,” promoting, with poetic flourish,
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the island’s landscape, with its “over varying hues of light and shade.”163 While giving so
much space in a local newspaper to the benefits of the same place served a purpose, for
the papers had a wide readership, including many summer residents. Businesses knew
that visitors would read their advertisements, and many of them had deep pockets.
Advertisers could reasonably count on some of the visitors spreading not only the papers
but their thoughts about the island far and wide. Bar Harbor’s businesses and attractions
thus potentially had exposure to not only the local readers but to people in Boston, New
York, and farther afield.
Coming on the heels of the disappointing 1889 season, the Bar Harbor Record
declared “for years the people of this town have recognized the fact that it has never been
properly advertised. … While other summer resorts…have been forging ahead and
making money, Bar Harbor has been standing still as far as hotel business is
concerned.”164 Among some people, particularly those who directly benefited from
advertising, there was a sense that the town could always do more to promote business
and tourism. A disappointing tourist season brought cries for city leaders and
businessmen to advertise more aggressively.
As the papers suggested that Bar Harborites should “let people know that we have
the grandest summer resort in the world, that it does not cost a fortune to spend a summer
here, that we have fifteen hotels instead of one as many are led to believe,” a trend began
to emerge.165 However, the hotels which had catered to months-long sojourners were
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finding the tradition and clientele for these grand hotels in sharp decline. It slowly
became clear that the type of visitor was changing, and the hotels would have to change
with them or perish. Even by 1890, there appeared to be some effort to attract the lessthan-elite summer tourist to MDI’s shores.
Advertisers looked to the Maine Central Railway, newspapers, and word of mouth
to spread favorable opinions and information about the island just as the paintings of
Frederic Church and Thomas Cole had in earlier decades. Even the World’s Columbian
Exposition in Chicago in 1893 was seen by some as an opportunity to address large
crowds, and a few Maine fairgoers were not afraid to grouse when they believed Bar
Harbor was slighted by its poor representation at the exhibition. “At the Maine building
we saw a picture of Blaine’s cottage and the St. Sauveur hotel. That was the extent of Bar
Harbor’s exhibit as far as I saw,” reported a disappointed attendee.166
By the 1910s, Bar Harborites had fully embraced advertising, and by 1915, Bar
Harbor was “being advertised by the New York vacation bureau…New Haven &
Hartford; the Boston & Maine and the Maine Central Railroads.”167 The First World War
dampened some of the enthusiasm for long, extravagant holidays as the nation’s thoughts
turned toward support for the war effort. As soon as the war ended, Bar Harbor men
renewed their efforts to advertise the town. The town “appointed a large committee
representing all the different business interests in town, whose duty it should be to devise
the best means of spending whatever sum of money the town should decide to
appropriate for advertising,” with individuals “representing real
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estate…hotels…garages…water front…agriculture…[and] general business.” The report
of the meeting suggested that “sentiment of the meeting seemed to be that a good-sized
sum should be raised and a big effort put forth to widely advertise the town” but since
there were only about fifty people at the meeting, another session would be held.168
Although advertisers and some hotel men had come to terms with the fact that
tourism would not and could not be sustained by catering to a few elites, some residents
feared that too much advertising would draw large numbers of the wrong sort of visitors.
The advocates of advertising sought to assuage these fears by reassuring everyone that
these ads would be targeted toward the right clientele. Addressing the concern, one
advocate for advertising wrote, “There are a certain few conservative citizens who have a
fear…that the advocates of advertising Bar Harbor want to turn the resort into a sort of
Coney Island or Nantucket. Bar Harbor can never be that sort of overgrown amusement
park.” The advocate reasoned that Bar Harbor’s station was secure because, “her
geographical location is not one that would make her such a resort. No intelligently
managed publicity would be directed toward the patronage received by such resorts as the
above. Their place is near the larger cities and they supply a very real demand in their
localities.”169 While unwilling to state explicitly that Coney Island was a phrase that
conjured in the minds of the readers vivid images of a noisy, chaotic playground of the
immigrant and working class, it was clear that many feared that the overbuilt amusements
of places like Coney Island could mar the landscape of MDI and, more pressingly, a great
influx of lower class visitors would change the character of the summer community.
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Those who favored advertising gave the distinct impression they were trying to reap all of
the benefits of increased visitation without contemplating any of the possible drawbacks.
Herein lay a contradiction, although some advertising advocates stubbornly refused to
face it. They sought to increase visitation greatly (“by the thousands”) but only by
attracting the “right sort” of visitors. The unspoken truth that the right sort of visitor was
from the “better” classes, if not wealthy, at least from the ambitious middle classes,
American, English speaking, and, certainly, white.
As the voice of the village, the Bar Harbor Times openly stated it favored
advertising, of course. The paper explained the need to advertise that there were plenty of
hotels on this affordable island. By the end of the decade, the island possessed a new
attraction, one that appealed to a uniquely American sense of egalitarian leisure, a
government-owned park. Once Congress had established the park, it took little time for
advertisers to recognize that it could easily become the island’s greatest asset. The papers
rushed to proclaim that “The Lafayette National Park [later renamed Acadia National
Park] is a great asset. It is receiving much well-deserved publicity of late. Let Bar Harbor
add to this publicity and by a systematic effort tell the country that one does not
necessarily have to be a multi-millionaire in order to breathe its air.”170
By 1920, public sentiment seemed to favor the embrace of the “new tourist,” who
was middle or working class, more transient, and prone to brief excursions before moving
on. As a Bar Harbor businessman stated, “we, who do business on Mt. Desert Island, are
coming more and more to realize that if the business of the various resorts is to grow to
any considerable extent, we must sell our product—which includes all the assets of an
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ideal summer resort—to a larger market than that portion of ‘Society’ which is free and
willing to come here.” Catering to this larger market, the writer envisioned, meant “the
whole shore of this island of ours should be dotted with summer homes of varying sizes
and costs. Hotels…from the smallest and least expensive to the largest and most
expensive should be scattered from one end of the island to the other.”171 With this, the
writer encapsulated the dilemma faced by Bar Harbor promoters.
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Chapter 4: Reinventing Bar Harbor
Criticisms and Concerns
The new industrial age created millionaires and a demand among this new elite
for ways to spend their wealth. As cities grew, so too did the desire to escape them, and
the nation’s nouveau riche found remote spots on the East Coast to establish their
summer havens. Up and down the east coast, men and women escaped to seaside
enclaves to find a reprieve from the frenetic life in America’s growing urban centers. Bar
Harbor was not the only New England town to catch the eye of the nation’s rich. Farther
down the coast, in the depressed town of Newport, Rhode Island, the nation’s elite
established an exclusive summer enclave in which soon arose opulent estates.1
Just as Newport gradually morphed into a resort comprised of elite cottages, far
from the spectacle and crowds of grand hotels and mass entertainment, Bar Harbor found
itself at a similar crossroads. Community leaders and businessmen would have to decide
if the town would be a playground for a wealthy and generous, yet aloof, elite, or if it
would follow a more egalitarian trajectory and nakedly appeal to a wider, though more
down market, visitor base. The 1880s marked a pivotal time in Bar Harbor’s history.
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Firmly in the grips of the cottage and land boom, Bar Harbor’s rapid expansion inspired
some residents and long-time visitors to pause and reflect on the town’s progress and
what this progress created as well as what it was destroying. While some rejoiced at the
economic opportunities brought about by the transformation of the town, others lamented
the loss of the quiet coastal village that had so enamored the previous generation of
rusticators. For instance, “In the Philadelphia North American, an old Mount Desert
rusticator mourns the rapid increase of cottage life in his favorite haunt…. He sees how
imperceptibly the cottage life grows to be the formal one of the city in winter and
Newport in summer.”2
The hotel scene and the cottage boom that came on its heels left some to ponder
which form of visitor would win out. The delineation of the differences between the two
types of visitors—hotel sojourners and cottage dwellers—seemed clear (even though
some cottagers had been introduced to Bar Harbor through their hotel stays), and people
understood that whichever type of visitor dominated the summer scene would determine
the economic prospects and the future character of the town. In an effort to explain why
the increase in wealth nationally had not led to a corresponding increase in the number of
hotel visitors, an article expounds on the state of the economy and the good fortune and
prosperity of the nation’s few captains of industry while noting that the middle class “find
it difficult to hold their own…. Another reason for the lack of visitors at hotels may be
found in the fact that the rich are buying or building cottages for their own occupation at
the most healthful and beautiful places by the seashore and in the mountains.” Once the
island became a fashionable and accessible spot, those with the means quickly carved out
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their own little private corner. Soon the wealthiest visitors monopolized the landscape.
Commenting on the town’s rapid rise, one observer reassured skeptics that the changes to
the town were for the best, asserting, “Let us confidently hope that those who have made,
or are to make our…island their summer home, will avoid the bad examples of Newport
and Elberon.”3
Long time summer visitor and self-appointed expert on summer places, L.C.
Bateman declared that what constituted an attractive and successful resort is not only
scenery but its amenities that attracted people to a fashionable watering hole. Bateman, in
a long screed published in the Record, stated, “Neither Saratoga, nor Newport can boast
the magnificent and bracing air of Bar Harbor, but yet they are more largely patronized.
This fact is due to the lavishness of the citizens in making artificial improvements.”
Bateman argued that Bar Harbor could make itself more desirable to visitors by
launching a series of improvement projects, and he had a few ideas for how to improve
the town, stating, “the miserable rookeries of the West End, should be swept away” and a
new boulevard constructed all the way to Blaine’s cottage. Otherwise, there was the
threat of the ultra-rich abandoning Bar Harbor for Sorrento, Gouldsboro, and other towns
around Frenchman’s Bay.4 The ”rookeries of the West End” encompassed land owned by
the Rodicks on which sat “miserable shanties” that offended the eyes of some of the
town’s regular visitors. As several summer residents and members of the VIA and Board
of Managers began to look more closely at the visual impression this little neighborhood
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gave visitors, there was unsurprisingly agitation for the sale and removal of these
dwellings. In the name of village improvement, a plan was devised to purchase the
property and convert it into a public park. To the great consternation of those civic
minded individuals, the Times reported that the Rodicks were uncooperative; the brothers
“can hardly be got to part with it at any price.”5
Bateman framed the summer cottagers’ desire for development and improvements
as a sound business decision of the local entrepreneurs to entertain. As Bar Harbor
worked to build its reputation as a resort rivaled only by the likes of Newport, civic
leaders paid more attention to the image of the town that was disseminated by visitors
and advertisements to the public near and abroad. Some locals and summer residents
jealously guarded the town’s reputation, and they sought ways to improve and maintain
the island’s atmosphere and, in the case of cottagers, their real estate investments.
Although Newport soon became synonymous with wealth and opulence, some
looked at the Rhode Island town with a wary eye. Puzzling over the results of Newport’s
development, with apprehension, some cautioned that should Bar Harbor follow a similar
path, the town’s tourist industry, namely the hotel industry, would suffer serious, possibly
insurmountable, setbacks. As one unfavorable comparison stated, “too much wealth has
ruined” Newport, and “it is to be hoped that the conventional ways of Newport will never
get a firm hold upon Bar Harbor. The downfall of our hotel business would mean ruin to
our business men.” The author clarified his position, noting that, “We are glad to
welcome the millionaire, but if every one of those in the City of New York…should
make Bar Harbor their summer home, our people would not derive as much benefit from
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them as they would from having the Rodick and Grand Central hotels crowded with less
wealthy visitors.”6 The warnings and efforts to promote the hotels of Bar Harbor by the
locals likely encouraged the gradual shift of the elite visitors away from the hotels and to
the privacy of their own cottages.
Local newspapers published second and third hand accounts, printing the latest
gossip that offered a mere mention of the island town. One issue reported that “a writer in
the New York World, speaking of Bar Harbor, says: ‘…it is plainly evident that hotel life
is almost at its end, and now the question is whether the cottage life at so remote a place
can be indulged in by a sufficiently large number of persons to retain the position in the
front rank of watering-places which Mount Desert gained some five years ago.’” The
paper, swift to defend the town, countered that “all this talk of cottage life ruining the
hotel business is so much nonsense…. The same attractions which draw hither the cottage
element, exercise a like influence on those who frequent the hotels.”7 While a dismal
1889 season fueled much of the introspection in some quarters, the local papers continued
their role as some of the town’s chief boosters, and some continued to insist that the
hotels and cottages could thrive side by side. Nevertheless, a few months later, people
publicly asked, “What are the hotel proprietors doing to attract guests…next season?....
the idea prevails through-out the United States, that Bar Harbor is a village of cottages
and that, like Newport, the hotels are few and far between. Unless something is done to
dispel this erroneous idea the hotel business of Bar Harbor is doomed to destruction.”8
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The exodus from the hotels to the private cottages not only alarmed the hoteliers;
for some, it threatened the character of the town. Hotels, at least, possessed the veneer of
a (sort of) egalitarian sociability. With the summer social scene withdrawing to behind
closed doors of a few cottagers, this openness as a resort town was under threat of
extinction and with it, the ability of local businesses to draw in new visitors. If Bar
Harbor became, or was just seen as becoming, another Newport, with a small, elite
summer population that kept to their mansions, some locals feared other visitors, be they
wealthy or upper-middle class, would be deterred and give Bar Harbor little consideration
in their holiday plans.
Some Bar Harbor officials looked to emulate at least part of Newport’s success by
replicating its infrastructure improvements. The paper reported that “our Selectmen and
Road Commissioners…visit some cities … with the purpose of learning the cost of
construction and maintenance of such roads,” and to visit Newport for the purpose of
visiting Newport’s Ocean Drive.9 Some in the village may have had pretenses of Bar
Harbor following in Newport’s footsteps, but such a trajectory for Bar Harbor’s future
was not embraced without reservations. For instance, one article in the local paper
matter-of-factly declared Bar Harbor had become a rival to Newport.10
A village’s stint as a resort catering to the seasonal boarder may, journalist Edwin
L. Godkin asserted, last for many years:
But it may be brought to a close, and is now being brought to a close in scores of
American watering- places, by the appearance of the cottager, who has become to
the boarder what the red squirrel is to the gray, a ruthless invader and
exterminator. The first cottager is almost always a boarder, so that there is no
9
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means of discovering his approach and resisting his advances. In nine cases out of
ten he is a simple guest at the farm-house or the hotel, without any discoverable
airs or pretensions, on whom the scenery has made such an impression that he
quietly buys a lot with a fine view. The next year he builds a cottage on it, and
gradually, and it may be at first imperceptibly, separates himself in feeling and in
standards from his fellow- boarders…. Caste has been established, with all its
attendant evils. The community, once so simple and homogeneous, is now divided
into two classes, one of which looks down on the other.11
Godkin’s observations and predictions of doom and gloom succinctly cut to the
anxiety facing some area residents and long-time hotel lodgers. By the time Godkin had
written his missive against cottagers, Bar Harbor and its perennial visitors had already
experienced the transition from the era of nascent tourism symbolized by the rusticator to
the regimented and systematic travel of the tourist. However, the shift from large hotels
to private mansions was more dramatic than the previous changes the village had
experienced. The shift to cottages meant that the Bar Harbor summer scene moved from
public and commercial space to behind the gates and walls of the private properties.
While most of the hotels were concentrated in the village near the epicenter of Bar
Harbor, the cottages staked out acres upon acres of real estate along the shoreline and in
the hills and valleys surrounding Bar Harbor. Some of the most coveted views and sights
fell into private hands and were then forbidden to visitors and residents alike. “The
progress made by the cottager in driving the boarder away from some of the most
attractive places, both in the hills and on the seaboard, is very steady,” Godkin notes,
dating the beginning of this change as occurring around 1860.12
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While the transition from hotel guest to cottage owner accounted for some of the
decline in hotel business, so too did the changing social scene. With the increased
popularity of cottage life, the pronouncement “’nobody who is anybody goes to the
hotels’” presented the hotel with a problem that even the most modern of improvements
could not alleviate: hotel life had become outmoded.13
The cottagers, by the turn of the century, controlled the social scene. The
“Swimming Club, the Kebo Club, the Reading Room” and other organizations that
dominated the summer Bar Harbor scene were “restricted in membership to the cottage
colony, and the intimate friends of members,” making Bar Harbor a place where “hotel
guests [were] not wanted.”14 With cottagers controlling both the social life and the real
estate, there were fewer and fewer unrestricted attractions available to the transient visitor
and fewer reasons for people outside of the social realm of the elite to venture to the
island.
As Godkin explained, the cottager “has now got possession of all the desirable
sites…and has surrounded himself with all the luxuries, just as at Newport. … the
boarder is no longer happy. He finds himself relegated to a secondary position. …He
finds that the cottagers, who are the permanent residents, have a society of their own, in
which he is either not welcome or is a mere outsider.”15 One historian, Judith Goldstein,
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claims that at Bar Harbor, “boarders…soon felt unwelcome…excursionists…were
discouraged; and the local population was transformed into a service class.”16
For a place that advertised itself as a tourist destination, the marginalization of
hotel patrons or, at least the perception that hotel visitors and others outside of the clique
composed of the extremely wealthy would not find a place or amusement in Bar Harbor,
worked against the interests of locals who sought tourist dollars. Given the choice
between catering to a few elites or a larger number of less wealth customers, many could
see the advantage of the latter, especially when the elite cottagers failed to spend their
money as freely as some merchants believed was appropriate. The division of visitors to
Bar Harbor along class lines complicated the townspeople’s efforts to provide services to
visitors. It complicated their efforts to target advertising to potential visitors and hindered
their ability to plan for future seasons within an already capricious industry.
Godkin articulated the evolution of the tourist industry with some hoteliers and
others in the tourist business apprehensive about the industry’s (and Bar Harbor’s) future.
If Bar Harbor’s prosperity as a resort town was to continue, those involved in the island’s
tourist industry had to ponder certain questions about its character and consider the
direction that reliance on a particular subset of visitors would take them as a community.
Could those who relied on visitors’ dollars satisfactorily provide for both summer
cottagers and hotel guests? And what services could be offered to and required for the
transient, whose time on the island was limited and therefore quite precious? What could
merchants gain from visitors who remained in Bar Harbor for only a matter of days? How
could merchants ensure the island still maintained an air of the exclusivity that attracted
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the elite while encouraging transient visitors as well? Would they be able to tailor their
service to both kinds of visitors?
Most prescient of all was Godkin’s description of the modern tourist, something
that seems familiar today. He explains, “Worse than all, he finds himself confounded
with a still lower class, known at Bar Harbor as ‘the tourist’ elsewhere called the
excursionist who comes by the hundred on the steamers in linen dusters, and is compelled
by force of circumstances to ‘do’ Mount Desert in twenty-four hours….”17 These hurried
visitors may have earned the disdain of cottagers and hotel boarders like Godkin, but
their existence, made possible by the invention of swifter transportation, provided Bar
Harbor with an alternative to the cottagers and hotel boarders and helped spread the
island’s reputation as a tourist destination as well as any advertisement. As more and
more boarders became cottager owners, the hotels and other local businesses discovered
that the changing culture of Bar Harbor necessitated their reliance on the dreaded
“tourist” for survival.
As the delineation between cottagers and the rest of the visitor population became
more pronounced, more people began to fret over the social and economic implications of
the changing atmosphere. One visitor, for instance, remarked on the overall health of the
social climate of the resort comparing Bar Harbor to another resort town with which the
author was familiar. The author noted, “‘I have spent forty years of my life in the
…village of Beverly Farms, about twenty-three miles from Boston, which has now
become a very popular and fashionable resort for wealthy Bostonians. …. Every foot of
the shore for seven miles is owned by wealthy people from Boston and vicinity,’”
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concluding that, in contrast, Bar Harbor still enjoyed the benefits of a middle class. Bar
Harbor still drew visitors from the middle class, and it was a warm and welcoming and
enjoyable place, the author concluded, “You will see more of the dashing, rollicking,
jovial good times in Bar Harbor in one day than you would see in Beverly Farms in a
month.”18
A Bostonian asserts that having more classes mingling gives a resort more
character and stability. In other resort towns like Newport, locals “sometimes found it
difficult to reconcile the ideal of republican equality with the provisions of services to a
newly moneyed elite.”19 Those who turned a critical eye to Newport and other resort
towns perhaps saw the detrimental effects of a lopsided tourist population that favored a
small elite.
Some people discussed ways to maintain the town’s appeal to others besides the
wealthiest among the population. An anonymous “Looker On” wrote to the Herald
explaining his (or her) view of the situation in the town and offered suggestions of how to
remedy Bar Harbor’s woes. Noting that “Exorbitant prices will drive visitors away…. In
this as in all other matters of business, the chief dependence must be on the middling
classes…. You can have many guests and long seasons, at low prices, or few guests and
short seasons at high prices, as you choose.” The author explained the source of the
town’s ills resulted from an overreliance on the patronage of the elite class of visitor. In
particular, the inflation of prices that resulted from the influx of well-heeled summer
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people paradoxically contributed to the town’s financial woes. The efforts of some locals
along with a legion of outsiders to profit from speculation in land further exacerbated the
island’s problems. The author continued with the frank assessment that what “Bar Harbor
needs is reasonable prices in the sale of land.…. Some land owners here are asking twice
the cost of equal lots at Newport…. Land companies are a curse to Bar Harbor.”20 A real
fear among locals that the mystique of Bar Harbor and Mount Desert Island that lured so
many wealthy visitors would work against the island’s tourist trade gained legitimacy.
Amid accusations that high prices discouraged all but the richest visitors, the local
papers periodically challenged this narrative, taking pains to remind readers that Bar
Harbor remained an affordable destination. In 1890, for instance, the Record declared,
“The hotel rates at Bar Harbor are not high as many are led to suppose. For two dollars
per day, good board and a fair room can always be had at several of our hotels.”21 Five
years later, the paper admitted with pride, that the transient population of visitors at Bar
Harbor was also rather wealthy, with “wealth…estimated at $42,000,000. This is distinct
from the great number of cottage owners whose combined wealth is many times that
figure. In Newport, at the same time, the transient population represented only
$12,000,000. This proves one fact conclusively, Bar Harbor is more attractive to the
summer tourist.”22
Jon Sterngass’ comparative examination of the development of three American
tourist destinations, Saratoga Springs, Newport, and Coney Island notes that Saratoga had
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by the 1900s “vacationers” who “continued to swarm” while Newport’s “hotel industry,
so prominent before 1860, had completely collapsed, replaced by the private
‘cottages.’”23 Echoing Godkin’s observations, he claims that by 1900 the “quest for social
status through spatial segregation made grand hotels, with their huge public spaces, seem
anachronistic.”24 The time of the summer boarder who sojourned for extended periods in
hotels and boarding houses was swiftly coming to a close, supplanted by cottagers and
more transient visitors.
Bar Harbor, so often compared to Newport, was presumed to suffer the same fate.
Local hotel owners like the Rodicks and others who were dependent upon the seasonal
swarm of tourists for their livelihood must have looked at the cottages of Newport and
the waning hotels there and sensed what the threat of the booming business of cottage
construction could mean for Bar Harbor. As palatial “cottages” sprang up like lupines
along the eastern shore of the island and spread among the hills of Mount Desert, some
might have sensed that time was not on the side of the hotels.
Detailing the fate of the noteworthy resort town, Sterngass notes that
developmental decisions at Saratoga dictated the composition of the future population. At
Saratoga, “residents, entrepreneurs, and village government of Saratoga explicitly
rejected industrial development.”25 As a result, this decision resulted in “an almost
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complete absence of industry…[and] eliminated any organized working class with
interests at variance from those of the transient guests.”26
At Newport, there was little industry and the first large hotel, Ocean House,
opened in 1844.27 Newport in the 1850s experienced a land boom as tourism took off.28
By contrast, hotels went under in the 1860s and 1870s, for as more and more wealthy
built cottages, the hotels had a more difficult time attracting customers.29 With most of
the desirable land tied up in the hands of the wealthy who summered there, the occasional
visitor found his movement in Newport more restrictive. Bar Harbor residents concerned
about the health of the tourist business and the island’s future development faced a
similar dilemma. The town relied on the wealth cottagers to sustain its economy, through
both extensive business patronage and charitable largesse, but the allure of tourist dollars
meant that the local businessmen could not ignore the potential to obtain their business as
well.
The image of Bar Harbor as a remote arcadian getaway went hand in hand with its
image as the playground for the rich. This image, some feared, to be a double-edged
sword. Bar Harbor’s reputation as a more remote Newport enforced the notion that wild,
beautiful nature was the realm of the wealthy, something to be enjoyed by the few. The
shift from hotel boarder to cottager was encouraged, Sterngass claims, by a growing
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desire for privacy that led to the growing popularity of private cottages rather than grand
hotels.30
Where once the wealthiest were forced to tolerate and mingle with the slightly
less wealthy, before long the cottage lifestyle offered them an escape from such
interactions. Although latecomers, the New York Times even eventually noticed the
trend. Commenting on the New England social scene, the Times reported, “cottage life
has been growing in the ascendant…. Hotel life…has of late had a gradually-increasing
hard struggle for existence.” The article also mentions the reversal of fortune of two
prominent local hotel proprietors, Elihu Hamor who had owned the defunct Grand
Central, and Fountain Rodick, whose Rodick hotel also had fallen on hard times. The
article notes that once, not long ago, the Rodick had “for years…’bossed’ the island,
standing out against nearly everything that others thought improvement.”31 A mere two
years later, the same paper declared the transformation from grand hotel life to cottage
sojourns complete. The New York Times reported that the “the two largest [hotels] are
closed, and the hotel business is done largely by the smaller houses.”32
If the Bar Harbor locals were wary of the move toward privately owned mansions
and away from the grand hotels, perhaps the experience of Newport as reported in the
Boston Transcript in 1910 and reprinted in the Bar Harbor Record gave them reason to be
suspicious of the changing scene. That article, “Newport in Transition,” called Newport a
“mausoleum of its former primacy,” a place where the rich no longer patronize local
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stores, but have everything shipped in from New York and where real estate agents pine
for a big hotel filled with “a larger miscellaneous public of better quality than the daytrippers.”33
By 1900 “resorts had become battlefields upon which citizens fought for social
supremacy.”34 L. C. Bateman noted that, “Between these two classes there is a wide
difference and but little fellowship….the cottagers are aristocratic, exclusive, and live
within a little circle of their own. The hotel boarders are those of more moderate means
and less pretentions.”35 Outside observers saw when they looked at Bar Harbor another
Newport, and the same trend that afflicted Newport they saw in Bar Harbor as more
cottages were erected around the island. The pressure on the island’s hotel industry, both
from within and without, raised concerns about the health of the island’s tourist
industry.36 By the dawn of the twentieth century, the fate of Newport seemed clear, but
the fate of Bar Harbor, which appeared to follow in Newport’s footsteps, took a unique
turn as the coming years brought the force of a new idea, the modern conservation ethic,
the island’s shore, transforming Bar Harbor and its environs yet again and in a way
unknown to Newport or any other resort town east of the Mississippi River.
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An article in the local paper provided a pointed rebuttal to assertions critical of
Bar Harbor’s hospitality industry. Beginning with criticism of a negative article critical of
the service received at area hotels, the defense of the hotel industry claimed that some
visitors are upset that staff “did not worship” customers. Responding to the claim that Bar
Harbor lacked sufficient sanitation, the author admitted that “the sanitary arrangements of
the place have undoubtedly been poor. This is because the place has grown beyond all
expectations, but with a system of sewers nearing completion which will cost over
$200,000 we know that no more healthy place can be found within the limits of the Pine
Tree State.”37
The protestations of Bar Harborites seemed to do little to assuage the naysayers,
for two years later the same complaints could still be heard echoing from certain quarters.
An article complains that “some newspapers…persist in maintaining such an unfriendly
attitude towards Bar Harbor,” naming the Boston Globe and the Bangor papers in
particular as critics of Bar Harbor’s hospitality industries. 38
Longtime visitors grew increasingly vocal in their criticism of the new Bar
Harbor. One Mrs. Seth Sprague, for instance, “for so many years a Bar Harbor
visitor…says Bar Harbor is losing its charm for her by becoming so fashionable, though
she intends to resume her visits here.”39 This sentiment was echoed in the New York
Times when it noted that Bar Harbor’s transformation into a resort of the caliber of
Newport made some long-time visitors look back with nostalgia upon the village’s
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rusticator days “when the life was more primitive.”40 Less than a decade earlier Bar
Harbor was billed as a “free-and-easy place” where “everybody acts and dresses without
regard to…fashion.”41
Another field report in the New York Times offered a glimpse of society during a
Bar Harbor summer. The writer remarks on the change of atmosphere precipitated by the
change in clientele, noting that “[f]ormerly the Bar Harbor contingent was composed of
city people who…came here to…climb rocks, go boating and fishing…. Now, however,
there is formal calling, a reception somewhere every day…. The increase of the cottage
class has wrought the change, and the burdensome social duties of wealth cause the
difference,” or, as the writer reports, a local, Stephen Higgins, said, “’Sence they got the
big hotels…’n the cottedges, its all callin’ ‘n receptions, ‘n of course they don’t have no
fun.’”42 These observations echo similar sentiments expressed in 1881 which note that
Bar Harbor was “now the regular summer residence of a large number of rich and
fashionable New Yorkers. Whether the place is made better by this influx of wealth…is a
very vexed question between the old habitués…and the newcomers…. Very much that
contributes to the health and comfort of the community has grown up, however, with this
invasion of the rights and privileges of the primitive minority.”43 By the time the New
York Times published “A Study of Bar Harbor,” in 1895, the town had experienced the
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full effects of the transformation from a retreat for rusticators to a posh summer resort. In
the article, the author muses, “To build roads through forests and up mountains; to create
a water supply; to erect pretty houses…these things cost money. These are the things
which the altruistic millionaire does for the view-hunting ingrate, who is apt, when they
are done, to revile his benefactor for ‘spoiling the place.’”44
A prognosticating letter to the editor by L.C. Bateman predicted that “the time is
rapidly approaching when the entire water front will be lined with residences. An electric
railroad will then encircle the island, with trains constantly running around the circuit.”45
Yet despite this vision of the Bar Harbor that could soon be reality, with lands locked
away in the hands of private interests and the island humming with the sound of trains,
Bateman predicted that this development would not significantly mar the island’s scenery
to the point of ruin, for he reassuringly stated, “its enchanting scenery will yet delight.”46
At the heart of this was the desire to promote a memory of an idyllic pastoral past,
a narrative of the simple life of hardworking farmers and fishermen, but forever altered
and improved by the coming of throngs of tourists. This was a concerted effort to
promote this narrative and encourage visitors to try to see and capture a glimpse of this
idealized past. It was in some ways selling an idea of Bar Harbor not only as it was but as
it had been and how people wished it had been. While some chafed at Charles Eliot’s
portrayal, and the hints of paternalistic concern mixed with a wistful pining for the
romantic seaside, others saw that the increased popularity and newfound notoriety of the
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island had changed the island forever. There was no going back to the time when Bar
Harbor was secluded and distant enough to discourage many visitors. People now knew
of it, knew what it offered, and more and more would come to its shores each summer.
Delivered as an address to the Universalist Club in December of 1889, Charles
Eliot’s paean to rural America as exemplified by Bar Harbor was intended to “mildly
[combat] the growing idea of Socialism.”47 Eliot’s 1890 essay praised the simple life of
MD locals, but with the island’s rapid development, fourteen years later “Eliot presented
a markedly different picture” for “by this time, many local residents had sold much of
their land to summer people. The men and many of the women worked for summer
residents, tending shops, providing food, gardening, doing laundry, working in hotels and
teaching the summer children how to sail. In return, the summer people benefited the
town…they built hew houses, roads, schools, libraries and mountain trails.”48 As local
people learned to navigate the island’s new economy, those who prospered as a result
learned to sell the landscape as one would any other product. Furthermore, they learned
that visitors held specific expectations and residents endeavored to fit into these roles and
provide the experiences visitors sought and expected.
Though well intentioned, Eliot’s assessment of the population sparked an
animated defense of a population coping with the rapid change in their way of life. The
article asserts that the MDI described in President Eliot’s writing no longer exists, that
“the rusticity of the population is exaggerated, while their manners are depreciated.” For
clarification, the author notes that MDI “was suddenly invaded by a horde of fashionable
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pleasure seekers.… real estate rose in value. Summer residences sprang up…hotels were
built…and the hand of progress wrought such changes that it is doubtful if the ‘rude
forefathers of the hamlet’ would now recognize there once quiet island home.”49
Eliot was not the only one to romanticize the island’s inhabitants. Harper’s
Monthly showcased Mount Desert in one of its issues in 1872 and provided readers with
a glimpse of the summer visitor’s experience. Describing the journey by steamboat to the
island, the author takes readers up the Maine coast, remarking on the natural wonders and
character of the people the bold adventurer might encounter. Romanticizing the locals,
the author described a “handy, thrifty, closely scrimped people” whose “life is altogether
peculiar,” consisting of near subsistence farming and fishing.50 Such articles piqued the
interest of the nation’s urban dwellers and made the island seem like the ideal place to
escape the summer heat. Consequently, summer visitors, even in poor years, streamed
into Bar Harbor and other Maine towns, and before long, the summer tourist trade,
despite its highs and lows, was firmly established as a major industry. In the winter,
however, the trade drastically slowed, despite efforts to retain visitors past the end of
summer and to attract new visitors in the autumn and winter months.
Efforts to Attract Winter Visitors
With a steady summer trade established, some locals began to consider how to
stabilize the town’s winter economy. Coming from a long tradition of agriculture and
fishing, the islanders were no strangers to a mercurial economy. Construction employed
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many people in Bar Harbor in the winter months, sustaining a “permanent population of
about four thousand persons, and in addition there is a large floating population of several
hundreds more.” Despite the fact that “[t]here is but little manufacturing done here and
there are no big business enterprises… there is quite enough
industry….Merchants…enjoy a profitable trade during the winter months,” as do the
bank and grist mill, the lumber mill, the buckboard factory, and the quarries.51 As early as
1882, there was agitation for plans to extend the summer season as far as possible. As the
number of short-term visitors increased, the availability of suitable hotel lodgings in the
off season dictated to a large extent the ability of the town to host winter visitors.
The papers included repeated suggestions to extend the tourist season by keeping
the hotels open from May to October at reduced rates during the start and end of the
season.52 To convince the hotels that remaining open longer was a profitable venture,
there had to be a demand for rooms, but since the hotels closed for the winter season,
visitors knew to leave the island or else risk being caught without lodgings. This exodus
at the end of the summer further fueled the impression that the attraction of winter
visitors was an unprofitable folly that the hotels would have no interest in taking. As
though to confirm the rapid change in the character of the town at the end of the season,
some residents remarked on the sudden stillness that descended on the town with the end
of the season. For instance, by late September in 1885, cottager Mrs. Blaine, the wife of
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James Blaine, described Bar Harbor as a “deserted village.”53 A local provided an
anecdote in his reminiscence of the time, saying, “I was looking over my diary for 1882
last night…. The only employment at Bar Harbor that winter, for the male portion of the
town, seemed to be holding down chairs and dry goods boxes in DesIsle & Brewer’s
store.”54 The end of summer marked the end of the fast-paced tourist season but also the
shift to the non-tourist economy, such that it was.
If extending the tourist season was to come to fruition, proponents would have to
convince visitors that the island was worth the stay and the risk of inclement weather.
Proponents looked to the summer cottagers to make their case, noting that cottagers often
remained on the island after other visitors had gone, a sign that Bar Harbor was still a
nice place to visit in the fall despite the risk of early winter storms and boredom. Rather
than a hindrance, Bar Harbor’s New England autumn and winter offered an attraction to
people from the West and Southwest.55 The cool summers gave way to vivid autumn
colors, another attraction that could be used to entice visitors to stay beyond the
prescribed vacation period. Rather than shuttering their establishments for the season,
hotels and other tourist-based businesses should be using the area’s autumn colors and
winter snows to attract more visitors.
Before long, the efforts to the extend the season seemed to gather strength. In
1888, the Maine Central Railroad created plans to try to extend the “summer ‘season’” by
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starting “train service in effect on the second day of April.”56 Proponents of the extended
season pushed to make Bar Harbor into an autumn resort, comparing the region favorably
to “the White Mountains, the Adirondacks,” and similar tourist destinations, noting that
the island’s “combination of scenery and climates” were its “greatest attraction,”57
Proponents of the longer season tried to the identify reasons for the failure of a
winter tourist trade, placing at least part of the blame on the hotel proprietors. “I think a
good deal could be done by the hotel proprietors toward diminishing this exodus,” wrote
one proponent of extending the tourist season, “a goodly number of these might be
induced to stay on, if their quarters at the hotels were comfortable.”58 Complaints that the
season lasted too few weeks or that the season proved disappointing became standard fair
in the local papers. A blurb in the paper in 1890, for instance, lamented that people were
leaving the island too early.59 Another, however, from the same month, claimed that
“there was no lack of employment for the laboring class and no complaining on the part
of the merchant.”60
Those with a vested interest in the continued success of Bar Harbor developed
plans to attract visitors throughout the cold winter months. Naturally, they turned toward
capitalizing on the snowy climate to promote winter activities. Among the efforts to
attract winter visitors were plans to build and offer wintertime amusements. For instance,
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“plans are on foot to make Bar Harbor a winter playground as well as a summer resort.
The Maine Central Railroad Company has conceived the plan,” declared the Bar Harbor
Times, and Superintendent George B. Dorr “proposes building shelter for skaters.”61
Visitors in winter required accommodations and a few hotels eventually remained
open throughout the season. The Florence hotel offered rooms for visitors in winter, and
efforts were made to promote ice boating and fishing on Eagle Lake as well as other
winter attractions.62 The Florence, however, was an anomaly. Despite the agitation for
hotels to try to extend the season, nearly thirty years later little had changed. Old habits
die hard, and the 1919 season ended officially as noted in the September 3 issue of the
Bar Harbor Times. The Automobile Green Book listed seven hotels in Bar Harbor, all of
which were open in the summer only.63 Likewise, the four hotels of Northeast Harbor
were restricted to summer months, while at least one of the four hotels of Southwest
Harbor remained open beyond the summer season.64
If the town was going to prosper in the winter months, it would have to negotiate
and plead with the federal government to maintain its profile. Bar Harbor would have to
move away from its reliance on cottages. If the town was going to continue to pursue
tourism as its primary source of income, it would have to attract more visitors and to do
so, what better way to attract them than to raise the island’s public profile with the
addition of a national park? Furthermore, what better way to announce to the world that
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Bar Harbor was welcoming to visitors of various classes, and not just a retreat for the
ultra-rich than by hosting a federal park, open to all citizens? Before the idea of creating a
park on the island materialized, though, Bar Harbor would have to endure years of
volatility.
Bad Seasons/Good Seasons
As Bar Harbor became a better-known destination, its tourism trade continued to
grow through the 1870s. Both hotels and real estate companies did a brisk business with
seemingly no end in sight. However, the 1880s witnessed a significant change that altered
the trajectory of the development of Bar Harbor and the lucrative real estate and hotel
business faltered. The people of Bar Harbor soon discovered that the tourist dollars
flowing into the village had a limit and even the seemingly sure thing of ever-rising real
estate prices had a ceiling.
The Herald referenced a report in the Rockland Courier which noted that in 1881
“Bar Harbor hasn’t made the money it expected to make this season.”65 A few years later,
in 1884, Bar Harbor’s fortunes had not changed for the better. By the close of the summer
season of 1884, the season was proclaimed a disappointment. Even before the season
truly came to its zenith, the papers dourly reported, “Merchants in the upper part of the
town report business dull and money scarcer than…years past.”66 The New York Times
noted that “the year 1883 was a bad one” and 1884 was worse, with “very few of the
shore resorts…enjoying a profitable season.”67 The article though blamed the hotels for
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increasing their rates without a comparable increase in amenities. The island’s prospects
appear to have rebounded slightly for the paper reported that 1885 was a good season,
even in Northeast Harbor and Southwest Harbor, although there were not as many real
estate transfers.68
In a town that had staked its economic fortunes on the whims of outside pleasure
seekers who, in the fleeting, cool Maine summers made the villages’ hotels and cottages
their homes, a bad season could spell economic ruin for many. The behemoths of hotels
that featured so prominently in the village landscape housed as many as 600 guests at a
time, and among these numbers Bar Harbor’s merchants, artisans, and service providers
found ample customers.69 A report to U.S. Congress in 1887 indicated that between
October 1885 and October 1886, Bar Harbor saw the arrival of more than 3,000 steamer
and sailing vessels, accounting for “nearly 40,000 [passengers] each way.”70
By the end of the 1880s, the tourist trade had become the cornerstone of the local
economy, so important that one observer declared, “We all know what a poor season
means to Bar Harbor a season lost to the village by reason of a large conflagration would
mean utter ruin to nine-tenths of its inhabitants, besides seriously affecting the interests of
the whole of Hancock county and indeed the whole State.”71 Warning of the possible
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catastrophe of a disaster such as a fire in Bar Harbor, one is reminded of how much Bar
Harbor meant not only to the island, but to the economy of Hancock County and Maine
as a whole.
The worry over a bad season and the possibility of a disaster ruining a season and
frightening away customers weighed heavily on the locals. Besides affecting the hoteliers
and local merchants, a poor season could mean disaster for the Native American
merchants who came to Bar Harbor in the summer to sell their wares. In 1886, the Indian
camp reported a dismal season, with the paper reporting, “the Indians say that this has
been one of the poorest seasons for their line of business they have ever experienced
since Bar harbor became Bar Harbor. They attribute this to the great increase of camps,
there being more dealers than the business will warrant.”72
The summer of 1888 was rainy and unseasonably cool, and while people flocked
to the Maine coast to escape the oppressive heat of the cities up and down the eastern
seaboard, the summer proved too dreary for many visitors.73 The bad weather was not
restricted to Bar Harbor. By 1887, New England and the entire northern U.S. and Canada
were in the midst of an almost decade-long cold spell, as the nation experienced a
succession of bitterly cold winters and generally mild summers beginning in 1882.74 As
climatology expert Thomas St. Martin notes, “some climatologists attribute the six year
cold regime to the dust and ash thrown into the upper atmosphere by the massive eruption
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of the Indonesia volcano Krakatoa [in 1883],” a theory that he suggests is “a reasonable
hypothesis,” but he notes that the eruption “was but one of several atmospheric
phenomena” that contributed to the decade’s unusually chill weather.75 On the other side
of the world and far from the minds of the Mount Desert Islanders, the Krakatoa volcano
likely contributed to the succession of miserable winters, not only across the Midwest,
the region that experienced some of the nation’s most brutally cold weather concluding
with the blizzard of 1887-1888, but also the New England and the mid-Atlantic states that
felt the climatic effects of the brutal winter as well.76 Other recent scholarship suggests
that the eruption caused enough of a disruption in atmospheric conditions and circulation
to temporarily alter global temperatures. Climatological research has suggested that the
eruption resulted “[s]urface air temperatures…show[ing] a pronounced winter warming
over Europe during the first winter [winter of 1884] and low temperatures in North
America” with North America also experiencing cooler than normal temperatures in the
winter of 1885 as well.77
As the frigid weather persisted, many in Bar Harbor anxiously studied the number
of arrivals at the hotels and cottages, preparing themselves for the lean profits and yet
another harsh winter. While cottage life, with its parade of fetes and socials, was not as
adversely affected by the weather, the same could not be said for the more transient hotel
patron, the landscape admirer, and the outdoor enthusiast.
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Despite the town’s apparent success and burgeoning development, the
consistently repeated claims and predictions of dismal business, disappointing seasons,
unexpectedly good seasons, and cautious optimism in the town as a future leisure resort
provide some indication that at least some locals realized that Bar Harbor’s prosperity
rested on the tenuous, and at times, thin supply of tourist dollars. Potentially at any
moment, the town’s economy could experience a drastic reversal of fortune due to
unforeseen or remote forces beyond the townspeople’s control.
An article in the local paper claimed that hotels in Bar Harbor complain about the
short tourist seasons but do nothing to extend the season and do not provide comfortable
accommodations. The author also rejected the idea that hotel visitors and cottagers are so
different, by claiming that many cottagers were once hotel patrons.78 However, the
number of hotel guests who possessed both the wealth and desire to become owners of
their own summer estates was limited and before long reached capacity. The people who
were going to build had built. Rebutting the doom and gloom present in the area
broadsheets, the Record declared: “Not Dead Yet: Bar Harbor Still a Lively Corpse” in
an article refuting “last Saturday’s evening edition of the Commercial” which had the
audacity to claim that business in the town was trending downward, with high hotel and
land prices seen as a likely culprit.79 Little more than a month later the same paper
admitted that “the season has not been as bright as usual for the hotel proprietors, and
they will the more readily grasp at any means which will help to prolong it….weather has
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been the principal factor….cold, uncertain…weather.” The article’s writer suggested that
locals should try to prolong the tourist season into October.80
Though the residents and hotel owners of the island could not have imagined that
a geological event on the other side of the planet could have any bearing on their current
economic woes, their experience with the unusually cold summer impressed upon them
the fickleness of nature and the uncertainty of the tourist business. Many longtime locals
had experience with dealing with the ups and downs of fishing and agriculture. Local
people were all too aware and used to suffering through lean years at the hands of nature.
The tourist industry in Bar Harbor and the accompanying land boom had, to some
extent, lessened this burden of uncertainty. However, with the first succession of “bad”
seasons, it became apparent how fragile the new tourist economy could be. Despite town
efforts to cultivate a successful and stable income from the new industry, it became clear
that it, just as the old agrarian economy, was subject to highs and lows that even the most
dedicated town boosts and eager businessmen could not mitigate. The poor weather
lessened profits for the tourism business, and even the most optimistic town promoters
had to admit, “that the season, now fast waning, has not been quite so successful as those
of former years, is due in a great degree to the bad weather which has prevailed. The
same trouble has affected, to a greater or less degree, all summer resorts in the United
States and also in Europe.81
Counting approximately 6,500 guests in various hotels through September 1, and
with an overall estimate of 7,000 guests plus the estimated cottagers and their staff which
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“represents 4000 more,” the numbers presented a stark picture of the health of the tourist
industry. By adding the so called “transient visitors” to the number, the author arrives at
“a grand total of 12,000 visitors to Bar Harbor during the season.” The author asserting
the village had “such a season for seven years,” worries over the dismal numbers,
arriving at the conclusion that the village must do more to “give them their money’s
worth…. We must not trust too much to fine weather and beautiful scenery to attract
them.”82 The cure for the dismal attendance prescribed was the construction of new
sidewalks and similar infrastructure projects.
The newspapers had to admit that 1888 ended a disappointing season for the
tourist trade, due to the “cold and bleak” weather. Yet the town still experienced some
growth as land speculation continued to drive the local economy. “The work of buying,
for improvement and speculation, the coastland at points of peculiar beauty and
eligibility, of making improvements on property, increasing transportation facilities, …
has steadily gone on,” reported the local paper, however, “the Bar Harbor hotels suffered
much from the unfavorable weather…. The cottage population was not so much
reduced.”83 And so it was the construction and associated trades that kept the town afloat
even while the hotel business foundered.
While some lamented the preponderance of cottages, it soon became clear that the
hotel trade was much more at the mercy of the weather than the businesses that catered to
the semi-permanent cottagers. A keen observer of the Bar Harbor scene, L. C. Bateman
mused over the fate of the island’s hotels in an article in which he cautiously predicted
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“Bar Harbor has a glorious future, but her enterprising citizens must learn that the laws of
business are as unerring in their operations as the movements of the planets.” Another
bad season, though, “would send very many of the hotelkeepers and business men to the
wall. The cottagers come and go regardless of the temperature, but this is not the case
with those who board in the hotels.”84
In 1889, after a succession of disappointing seasons, the Record admitted, “The
business outlook for the coming winter is none too bright …. the prospects for any
building being done are very poor. Coming directly after a good year’s work, this aspect
of affairs, though certainly bad enough in itself, would not be so very discouraging; but
coupled with the dull winter of last year the matter begins to look very serious.”85 The
paper suggests that part of problem is that many Bar Harbor merchants let customers pay
in installments or offer credit for the same price as if they buy outright at once. The paper
reports on the suggestion floated about town that the local merchants “form a Protective
Association. Let them adopt a system of say thirty days credit; that is to say they may
allow thirty days where the customer cannot pay ‘spot cash,’” in the hope that such a
system would lower prices of goods and “help to control that extravagance which is a
natural consequence of the state of hope in which we as inhabitants of a watering place
live—the hope of having a good season next year and paying up in the fall for our little
extravagances of the past winter—for, really, a summer resort is a vast lottery.”86 People
of Mount Desert quickly grew accustomed to the benefits of the tourist economy and for
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some, particularly for those who tethered their financial well-being to the new economy,
the volatility of the tourist economy presented new challenges and uncertainties for the
residents.
The 1889 season began early with the West End hotel opening its doors around
June 20 and other hotels following suit.87 By the 1889 season’s end the New York Times
had proclaimed it a successful season even though “the hotel people…will tell you it has
been the worst season they have ever had….. The cottagers will tell you it has been the
most brilliant season they have ever had.”88
At the end of a disappointing year, and an overall volatile, disappointing decade,
the Record took a moment to evaluate the situation and provide encouragement to its
readers, stating, “Let us not stop with bemoaning the scarcity of work and absence of
money. It is true that there is less work here than there has been during the winter for
several years, but the place is not dead by any means. Every one of us can get something
to do.”89 The people of Bar Harbor had come to expect and rely on tourist dollars, and
although the town had grown more prosperous with its embrace of tourism, the resulting
high expectations for success proved a hindrance in some respects. People began to
expect the prosperity of the tourist economy to continue. As the paper, put it, “During the
past ten years the business interests of this place have been cursed by two diseases, a
fever for speculation and a credit craze. Either is disastrous but the two usually appear at
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the same time.”90 In 1890, rallying interested parties, the paper confidently predicted
better times ahead, stating, “Large crowds of visitors are expected at Bar Harbor the
coming summer…. A genuine old-time boom is expected at that ever-growing and
popular resort.”91
Coming on the heels of a succession of poor seasons, Maine’s tourist industry
received more disappointing news upon learning that the 1892 World’s Columbian
Exposition would be held in Chicago rather than New York City. Removing the
international spectacle to the Midwest would result in a loss of business for Maine, for
the eastern towns and villages that relied on tourism. “Bar Harbor will be hundreds of
thousands of dollars poorer when the season of 1892 closes,” predicted a letter to the
editor of the Record. 92As one Bar Harborite explained: “While we do not believe that the
Maine summer resorts will be seriously injured by the fair being held in the city of the
west, it is almost the universal opinion that they will not derive the same benefit from it
that they would if the great show was held in New York.”93
By mid-summer 1890, the paper was reiterating its positive outlook for the year,
claiming, “never at this season of the year have the prospects for a lively summer’s
business looked brighter…. Cottages, which in the early spring were given up, are
continually being re-rented to those who, early in the season, had planned to spend the
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summer at other resorts.”94 Perhaps the paper had a legitimate reason to celebrate the
tourist season for it reported a large number of first-time visitors to the town. However,
the hotels were in the throes of a steep decline and diminishing returns on properties built
ever larger and grander spelled doom for their proprietors.
By the 1890s, some of the town’s most prominent citizens faced financial ruin. In
1893, the papers reported that O.M. Shaw, the proprietor of the West End hotel, faced
financial ruin, which the paper credited as “the first direct result of the financial panic on
our community. The property which at its lowest market value far exceeds the liabilities
of the estate, was placed in the hands of agents for sale and negotiations were almost
completed when this money trouble began.”95 Meanwhile, in 1893, Elihu T. Hamor
received a notice of foreclosure on his property in Mount Desert on north side of road
from Otter Creek to Seal Harbor.96
Disappointing seasons brought with them the familiar calls upon hotel managers
to keep their facilities open later and later in the year, with the hope the availability of
accommodations would encourage visitors to extend their stays into the autumn and
winter. One editorial laid out the position that with accommodations made readily
available, visitors would follow, posing the question, “why is it our hotels are so quickly
vacated, as soon as September arrives?.... Many of the more prominent cottagers remain
until November.”97
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While members of the tourist industry complained, evidence suggests profits were
still being made despite the talk of doom and gloom. For instance, the tour company
Raymond’s offered among its short New England excursions, a trip from Boston to Bar
Harbor (and on to Moosehead Lake) in early September, 1888 for a price of $50 per
ticket and all expenses included. Guests stayed at the West End Hotel and enjoyed a jaunt
to the summit of Green Mountain.98 A year later, the same excursion could be had for
$55.00.99 The demand for tours to Bar Harbor still existed and appeared to have been
quite steady, but the area hotels suffered from the visitors’ transition from grand hotel
stays to cottage life.
Visitation declined from 1895 to 1896, with arrivals of 22,891 in 1895 compared
to 22,156 arrivals in 1896. 100A mediocre season in 1898 was attributed to a war scare yet
business still managed to turn a profit, even though not as great a profit as many people
had hoped.101 Perhaps most troubling for the area’s businesses, the reports of poor
performance of the tourist trade were not relegated to just local newspapers. Publications
beyond Maine and New England reported on Bar Harbor’s state. In 1900, the Washington
Post damningly declared that the village was “in a condition of dilapidation” owing to the
closure of some hotels and the lackluster performance of the village’s remaining
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businesses. 102 The cycle continued; the papers predicted a good season, the season turns
out to fail to meet expectations, and the papers declare the season a poor one.
United States trends favored the tourist industry, but the national shape of the
industry was quite different from the business for which Bar Harbor was famed, for
“tourism continued to grow rapidly in the twentieth century, but…. ‘Summer
people’…were gradually superseded by more transient visitors who traveled by
automobile.”103 And so, the conditions that were pulling against the cottage tourism at the
turn of the century were exacerbated by national trends. As automobiles replaced horse
and train carriages and as leisure time opened to more of the public, Bar Harbor’s days as
an elite watering hole were numbered.
The paper expressed high hopes for the 1902 season, with a high demand for
cottages, especially the “more pretentious” ones.104 In 1905, the same paper predicted yet
again a good season pointing to the fact that new families were renting many of the area
cottages.105 By 1907, the paper was back to lamenting the poor season, this time blaming
the poor showing on “business, and not the unusually disagreeable fall weather. That the
money market has had considerable to do with the mediocre [sic] of the present season is
undisputed, and but for the depression in securities, Bar Harbor would have seen a record
brewing year.”106 A similar narrative appeared a few years later, in 1910, when summer
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businesses, “if they have told the truth a year ago they had a slack summer, and this
season has been less profitable.”107 In nearby Northeast Harbor, the claim floated around
that the season was ending early and many patrons were off to Europe, where US tariffs
made for lower prices in Europe and so contributed to a more economical holiday.108
The dismal news permeated the papers. In the article “What Is the Matter With
Bar Harbor” by J. Madison Taylor of Philadelphia, a summer resident, postulated reasons
why people said that Bar Harbor was “dead” this season. Among the culprits, he
mentions autos, isolation and poor showings at other resorts. “This summer, when only
about one-fourth of the usual influx of golden-egg-layers were here the purveyors of
necessaries were frantically doubling prices,” and most ominously of all, “IT IS EVEN
PROPOSED TO INCREASE TAXES ON REAL ESTATE.”109
Illustrating the volatility of the tourist trade and the economy which depended so
much on it, perceptions of the economy swung wildly between prosperity and utter ruin.
The same paper that forecasted doom in 1913 was back to celebrating the economy in
1915. Economic fortunes shifted once again and by 1915, the hotels predicted another
good year.110 Another disappointing season brought more bad press for the resort town.
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The Boston Herald declared in 1913, “It is thus far a dull summer at the famous resort.
Many cottages are unoccupied.”111
Effects of the First World War
Although used to predicting underperformance of the local economy, the fortunes
of Bar Harbor unexpectedly turned for the better in 1918 and by 1919 proprietors
expected another good season.112 The Times addressed the sudden fortuitous turn, noting
that, “Four months ago the outlook for Maine’s summer tourist business for 1918 was
very poor…. Now, however, all this is changed and there has developed during the past
two or three weeks a decidedly optimistic sentiment.”113 Even prior to 1918, the mood in
Bar Harbor was upbeat for the start of the 1917 season, the real estate business was
“booming… as it has not for a number of years. Practically every desirable cottage is
rented and many more are sought for” and “a number of important real estate transfers
have recently taken place through this office.”114
The reasoning for the expectation of a good season was twofold. It was believed
that city living was increasingly costly and would drive people from the urban centers,
seeking relief. As noted, “In the first place, the cost of living in the cities has advanced
very materially. Rents and apartments are very much higher than they were a few months
ago, and food prices have advanced in the same ratio….” Secondly, the pricing disparity
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was credited to the booming business of freight transportation suggesting that fewer
people would tolerate or afford long journeys by rail. Rather than foregoing vacations
entirely, many people would economize and choose destinations a bit closer to home, and
so Bar Harbor prepared for another influx of visitors form the cities on the eastern
seaboard.
As Bar Harbor proponents rationalized, “There is every reason to believe that
during the coming summer, railroads will be taxed to their capacity handling freight, and
passenger traffic will be but a secondary consideration. This situation will put the burden
of the tourist traffic into the automobile and the trips will be materially shorter,” and as a
result, excursionists, the paper predicted, will seek out destinations closer to home. Since
most of the nation’s population resided east of the Mississippi River with a significant
portion in New England and the Mid-Atlantic states, the state of Maine and Bar Harbor
could expect a steady influx of visitors.115 Mount Desert Island, therefore, was perfectly
situated to take advantage of the growing population of America’s eastern cities.
When America plunged into war in Europe, Bar Harbor people enlisted to do their
patriotic duty. One way in which the war affected the island was with the establishment
of the Otter Cliffs Naval Radio Station south of Bar Harbor. The station was “one of the
principal Navy radio stations on the eastern coast…[and] [i]ts main services were long
distance reception.”116 Situated along the shore amidst some of the island’s most dramatic
scenery, the radio station, while an asset to the war effort, presented a hindrance and an
eyesore to tourists, residents, and cottagers once its usefulness expired.
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During the war, the government placed a significant investment into what was a
valuable military asset. The Bar Harbor Times reported that the construction of barracks
in Otter Creek to house the station’s personnel cost a sum “in the neighborhood of
$100,000” and the site was “to be a permanent part of the government’s army and navy
program even after the close of the war” and would be built to house more than 100
men.117
In the 1930s, the location of the station proved problematic for the newly
established park, and it interfered with Rockefeller’s plans for Otter Cliffs. Rockefeller
planned to “donate a scenic highway along the ocean front” to the park along the same
stretch of coastline but “objected to the presence of the radio station,”118 Eventually, an
alternate site was chosen for the naval station on nearby Schoodic peninsula, and
Rockefeller’s plans for the Otter Cliffs continued apace. The scenic road was built and
donated to the park, and travelers were able to view the dramatic coast along this section
of the island without the blighted image of the radio station.119
Efforts to Develop the Rest of the Island and Bay Communities
Though the well-situated village of Bar Harbor garnered the most attention from
visitors, the other villages and towns on the island and nearby mainland invariably felt
the effects of the resort’s pull. The great hotels, attracting hundreds of visitors a season,
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were required not only to provide comfortable chambers but to feed the multitudes who
descended upon the island as well. The island, so attractive to visitors for its rugged
mountains and rocky coastline and seemingly unspoiled by polluting industries of the
urban east coast, endeavored to cater every visitor’s desire through locally produced and
manufactured food and goods.
The steady supply of visitors in summer created a market for dry goods and
produce. Several local farmers made tidy sums by producing fresh meat, dairy products,
and produce for the area hotels and cottages. An article form the Machias Union
republished in the Herald remarked that, “Bar Harbor will consume all the butter, eggs,
beef, poultry, etc., that can be produced in the two counties [Hancock county and
Washington county]. Farmers ought to consider that a great market is in progress of
building at Bar Harbor.”120 For material goods, Bar Harbor visitors (and locals) could
count on a variety of merchant shops to import whatever the discerning customer fancied.
On the mainland, the town of Lubec was strategically placed to cater to travelers.
For instance, at Lubec, almost 150 miles from Bar Harbor, “There are a good number of
summer guests …at the American House kept by I.E. Rier. Mr. Rier owns, in connection
with his house, an accommodation stage from Lubec to Machiasport connecting with the
Bar Harbor boats to accommodate tourists en route to Mount Desert.”121 Lubec, located
in the easternmost part of the state, offered travelers the last stop on the coast before
crossing into Canada.
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The economies of the coastal towns were increasing dependent on one another as
coastal tourism replaced farming and fishing as the major, if not primary, industry in
many of these towns. With Bar Harbor being the primary attractor in the region, it drove
the engine of the Maine coastal tourist economy, and the fate of the other towns and
villages became tied to Bar Harbor’s success.
Likewise, the town of Lamoine found itself well positioned to take advantage of
the influx of travelers. As railroads opened up the state to travelers, elsewhere in New
England “speculative land syndicates” hoping to create “another ‘less expensive Bar
Harbor,’” vied for control of the choicest lands.122 The Lamoine & Mount Desert Land
Co. sought to build a wharf and make improvements to make Lamoine a successful
summer resort. This included developing a ferry service between Lamoine and Sand
Point on MDI. Among the selling points for such a scheme was the notion that farmers on
the mainland could more easily ship their products to MDI.123
Besides increasing the demand for supporting industries of the neighboring
communities, Bar Harbor’s popularity created a ripple effect among the surrounding
communities’ real estate business as well. Once remote, unremarkable properties on the
mainland saw sudden increases in prices and demand. As one observer commented,
“Three years ago there were no signs of the prosperity which has sprung up on the
beautiful shores of the mainland surrounding the bay, and summer cottages on Mount
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Desert were limited by Duck Brook. Now every foot of shore land from Schooner Head
to Winter Harbor is valuable.”124
Even farther afield was Isle au Haut. Described as being “the outermost large
island of Penobscot Bay. It is five miles long…contains 7,000 acres. There is but little
land susceptible of cultivation, and consequently agriculture can never be carried on to
any great extent.”125 Yet its fate, too, was entwined with Bar Harbor. One landowner,
H.C. Sproul, for instance, had “a large farm on the eastern side of the island, where he
[kept] a large stock of cattle and sheep” and provided goods for Bar Harbor. “From this
farm his store at Bar Harbor receives its supply, in part, of beef, mutton, lamb and
vegetables, of which he raises a large amount.” Sheep were “profitable” and popular,
especially on the rocky and mountainous acreage unsuitable for cattle. The Herald
reported that a “Boston or New York company owns about one-half of the island. The
company has built a club-house on the point and five or six cottages in the vicinity.”126
Coincidentally, portions of Isle au Haut became part of Acadia National Park in 1944.127
Apart from the mainland, the other towns and villages that shared the island with
Bar Harbor benefitted from the arrival of curious visitors. Among the island’s towns
Southwest Harbor was the most notable and it drew visitors seeking to escape the crowds
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of Bar Harbor. Though its tourist trade predated Bar Harbor’s rise to fame, Southwest
Harbor had been eclipsed by the popularity of its more scenic neighbor. At Southwest
Harbor “there are…but few cottages here owned by non-residents,” giving the town less
the atmosphere of a resort than Bar Harbor.128 Nevertheless, Southwest Harbor remained
popular with seafarers, as one observer explained, “South West Harbor…. has one of the
very finest harbors on the coast of Maine, thus affording most excellent facilities for
yacht-racing and anchorage.… That this place will, in the near future, forge ahead of Bar
Harbor there can be but little doubt.”129
The writer was being overly optimistic about Southwest Harbor’s chances of
keeping up with Bar Harbor. Although the village’s tourist trade pre-dated Bar Harbor’s,
Southwest Harbor’s other industry, its canning factory, hindered any chance of
competing with its neighbor. This lobster cannery was one of the principle businesses in
Southwest Harbor. By the dawn of the twentieth century, Maine fisherman near Mount
Desert Island had added scallops to their catches of lobster and fish.130
While some visitors trickled away from the Bar Harbor scene, with many finding
their way to these other locales, Bar Harbor’s proximity to some of the island’s most
striking features kept the town at the forefront of Downeast tourism. As one observer
noted, other areas besides Bar Harbor around the Bay were “phoenix-like,” but “they can
never hope to excel Bar Harbor, for the simple reason that this latter place possesses
features of general interest in the broadest sense of the term…and entirely distinct from
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the surroundings of other spots.” The same observer cautioned, though, that what made
Bar Harbor so popular also worked to its detriment. The prognosticator warned that, “in a
few years Bar Harbor will have become too crowded, too fashionable, and possibly too
noisy to find favor…with those whose aim it is…to seek retirement in privacy. In such
cases the overflow of population will find relief in the adjacent and more modest
localities.” The observer offered Lamoine as a suitable alternative and suggested that
entrepreneurial-minded individuals could build a rail bridge from MDI to Lamoine.131
Bar Harbor’s success and the inevitable changes and strains it brought to the quiet
retreat gave surrounding communities like Lamoine cause for optimism. Communities on
the mainland and the western half of MDI offered options for visitors discouraged by the
Bar Harbor crowds or priced out of its social scene. The eastern half of the island was
home to two quiet communities of a noticeably different character. Smaller and more
reserved than Bar Harbor, Seal Harbor and its neighbor, Northeast Harbor, boasted some
of the island’s wealthiest residents. Though unassuming and quiet, both communities
nurtured their own modest tourist industry. In “Seal Harbor…. [l]ife there is somewhat
less fashionable, more on the informal order, than at Bar Harbor. The hotel element plays
a larger proportional part in the life of the town than it does at Bar Harbor, although in
recent years the cottagers have been steadily coming into the ascendency.”132 Seal
Harbor, though smaller and not as well-known as Bar Harbor, maintained a modest but
steady trade. The village did follow Bar Harbor’s lead by embarking on its own
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improvements. In 1891, for instance, the Seal Harbor and Shore Front Water Company
was incorporated, providing fresh drinking water for the village from Jordan Pond.133
“[T]he growth of many of the places on the mainland about Frenchman’s Bay”
stoked fears of a land boom and bust. New house and cottage construction at Seal Harbor
and Northeast Harbor contributed to this anxiety. Other communities need not have
worried about the land boom for their economies relied on other industries to sustain
them. Somesville, for instance, was “the home of a well-to-do class of people who are not
dependent on summer visitors for a living, although the latter class put many dollars into
the inhabitants’ pockets.” The village offered “several small hotels…but the principal
business of Somesville is the granite industry….the principal quarries are located on the
west side, about two miles down the Sound and the Rodicks have recently opened one on
the east side.” There was ample demand for the island’s granite for the paper reported
that “The Maine Granite and Improvement Co. employs about 150 men and is getting out
stone for the library building in Washington” while “Whiting & Allen, who are engaged
exclusively in the paving business, employ about seventy-five men and W.R. Blaisdell
also has a large crew at work.”134
Bass Harbor, located on the quiet side of Mount Desert Island, though less than
twenty miles from Bar Harbor, was in many respects a world away from the bustling
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summer resort.135 As one person noted, Bass Harbor “not what is generally termed a
summer resort. There are no hotels in the place.”136 Located on the southwestern edge of
the west side of the island, Bass Harbor escaped much of the rush toward a tourist-based
economy. At a time when an excursion from Bar Harbor to the closer west side
community of Southwest Harbor meant either taking to the water or taking a long
buckboard ride over rough dirt roads, the distance and seclusion of Bass Harbor deterred
all but the most tenacious of visitors. Named “Second to Portland in the Fish Trade” in
1889, the primary catch was cod fish.137
In 1858, Robert Carter, a correspondent for the New York Tribune, recorded his
experience on a fishing tour of the coast of New England. When his vessel landed on
MDI, Carter and his company disembarked at Bass Harbor but “not finding the village
very attractive” quickly made their way to Southwest Harbor.138 For its part, Bass Harbor
exemplified the “quiet side” moniker given to the western half of the island. Possessing
coastal scenery that was not significantly different from the other coastal villages in
Maine, Bass Harbor offered little that was unique enough to recommend it to visiting
travelers with limited time. As a result, most visitors skipped over Bass Harbor unless
they were visiting the Bass Harbor head light.
Closer to Bar Harbor than Bass Harbor, and situated on the east side of the island,
Northeast Harbor, much like its closest neighbor, Seal Harbor, retained its character as a
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quiet and exclusive community, drawing on excursionists and attracting cottagers but
without the glamour and publicity of Bar Harbor. The growth of Northeast Harbor,
however modest, sparked concern among some residents, who saw that Northeast
Harbor’s growth and construction of new cottages meant that the area’s “rustic beauty of
nature will partially disappear from our eyes.”139 Concern grew that Northeast Harbor
was on the trajectory to becoming another Bar Harbor, as did the fear that the quiet
community would be overrun with visitors and their treasured scenery would be
despoiled by large hotels and cottages on every viable building lot. In reaction to the
community’s fears, the citizens and summer residents took action. Detailing the
residents’ reaction, one historian remarked that, “The village’s summer residents realized
in the 1880’s that the need for improvements had instantly overreached the wide-spread
town’s ability to provide them. Since their own presence initiated these needs…. In 1898
they formed the Northeast Harbor Village Improvement Society.”140
The residence of locals, many of whom were not directly involved in the island’s
tourist trade, Otter Creek, approximately five miles from Bar Harbor, lacked the dramatic
shoreline of its neighboring communities.141 Many Otter Creek residents maintained their
traditional lifestyle of fishing and farming. But eventually, the pressures of the changing
world around them caught up with its residents. Before long, residents of this small
village became entwined with the Bar Harbor economy, and “A growing number of Otter
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Creek residents sold farm products such as eggs, dairy products, or vegetables to the
summer community of Bar Harbor. Meanwhile, woodcutting in the forests around Otter
Creek became an economic activity of growing importance, supplying the needs of the
summer people and sometimes even supplying wood to the Boston market.”142 Douglas
Deur notes that the “first decades of the 20th century appear to be a time of transition,
when residents began to confront the changes that tourism and the ‘rusticators’ had
brought to their island, and adapted in many ways to a changing social and economic
landscape.”143 To adapt, Deur notes that Eliot and others “promoted roadbuilding on the
island,” and “the development of small-scale farms to provide fresh food to visitors.”144
Development of Mount Desert Ferry
Having successfully established regular service up and down the Maine Coast and
promoting its services as the modern, comfortable, and sensible choice for summer
sojourners, the Maine Central Railroad continued to try to improve its service to MDI. In
an effort to provide nearly uninterrupted service and to ensure passengers made it as close
to their destination as possible without resorting to another service, the railroad devised a
plan to deposit passengers on the mainland shore and then ferry them to their final
destination on the island. In 1884, Mount Desert Ferry became the terminus for the Maine
Central Railroad when “trains started running through” to this endpoint located on the
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mainland on a narrow peninsula called Crabtree’s Neck.145 With the apparent success of
the railroad’s venture to transport visitors from the east coast cities to Bar Harbor’s
doorstep, the entrepreneur and attorney for the Maine Central railroad F. H. Clergue eyed
another potential opportunity.146 In 1885, Clergue expressed interest in “making Mount
Desert Ferry the terminus of a line of trans-Atlantic steamers.” Among the factors
favoring this prospect was the fact that “’its geographical position….is as far east as you
can go for a good port…. the harbor is open all the year, never was known to freeze, and
the islands in Frenchman’s Bay make it practically land-locked.’”147
By 1887, the Ferry boasted the Bluffs hotel, the wharf, and the railroad terminus,
and the Mount Desert Land Company of Bangor planned to construct cottages nearby.148
Clergue, as attorney for the Maine Central railroad “was largely instrumental in building
up the steamboat line from Mount Desert Ferry to Digby, N.S., has been at Halifax, N. S.,
on an important mission, connected with Payson Tucker’s [the General Manager of the
railroad] scheme for making Mount Desert Ferry the terminus of a line of trans-Atlantic
steamers and the winter port of the Canadian Pacific.”149 The connections made sense, for
“the large proportion of trade of Nova Scotia west of Halifax is with the New England
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States. This has hitherto been carried on by small vessels and two or three rival steamboat
lines.”150
Many held great hope that Mount Desert Ferry would flourish, as the established
gateway to Bar Harbor. A great many people betted on the Ferry becoming an invaluable
hub for commerce on the Downeast coast. General Manager Tucker drummed up support
for his scheme on both sides of the Atlantic, and “while he was in Europe he conferred
with the managers of several ocean steamship lines with reference to running a line of
steamers from England to Mount Desert Ferry.” Supporters of the idea emphasized the
“’large commerce with Nova Scotia that has already been built up by the new line from
Mount Desert Ferry, [which] gives us confidence to believe that a European line will be a
success and that Mount Desert Ferry will one day be a big commercial center.’” They
also noted that the Ferry was the transit point for a large amount of flour and “a bill has
been introduced in the United States Senate, by Mr. Hale, providing for the establishment
of a port of entry at Mount Desert Ferry, in the town of Hancock.”151
With the project seemingly off to a promising start, other businesses and
entrepreneurs took heed, and the area around the Ferry experienced a growth spurt of
sorts. Concurrently with the railroad’s plan were “plans for the new hotel to be built at
Mount Desert Ferry, are in town, and work will be commenced on it as soon as
possible.”152 As a result of the newfound interest in the area, real estate prices around
Mount Desert Ferry experienced a sudden surge. The local paper reported that “real estate
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at Mount Desert Ferry has, it is said, become very valuable since the railroad struck that
point, and the lots are selling well.”153 Investors hurried and a few months later work
began on the hotel, with “the contract for building the new hotel at Mount Desert Ferry,
has been gives to J.E. Clark, of Bar Harbor, and work has already been commenced.”154
The success of the Mount Desert Ferry lasted but a short time. The increased
popularity of automobiles hit the railroad’s business hard. In 1899, a ferry accident that
killed twenty people further eroded the ferry’s popularity.155 In January of 1915, the Bar
Harbor Times reported the end of Mount Desert Ferry as a resort, when the Bluffs hotel
was to be finally dismantled for salvage. The paper notes that the “removal of the Bluffs
marks the passing of the last vestige of an attempt to boom the Maine Central terminal as
a summer resort. After a few seasons of fair prosperity, the summer people passed it by
for Bar Harbor and the other island resorts.”156
Mount Desert Ferry suffered a final blow in 1918 when, “the Treasury
Department… arranged to transfer the Customs Port at Mount Desert Ferry to Bar Harbor
and… a large number of representative business men at Bar Harbor have requested” it
with the result that the port at Bar Harbor would be able “to receive any merchandise in
bond that arrives at larger ports on both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.”157
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Efforts to Move Beyond Tourism
To manage the growth and development of the town, some local leaders formed a
local Board of Trade in 1899. The Board of Trade consisted of seventy-five businessmen
and several summer residents. The Bar Harbor Record said “its object…will be a
cooperation of the business men and leading residents to advance the interests of Bar
Harbor as a watering place by securing attractions…better sanitation, extended roads,
better rail and steamboat accommodations, stimulate public spirit and advertise Bar
Harbor as a public watering place, not as a sanitarium.”158 In this statement, it rejected a
focus on industries, but advocated the “betterment of the town as an ideal place of
residence summer and winter.”159
What that entailed precisely remained rather unclear, and the group haphazardly
pursued a variety of potential business ventures. Soon after forming, the Board held
meetings to discuss the village’s future. In one meeting, it was suggested that Bar Harbor
should begin taking “steps…to see if Bar Harbor cannot be made a port of entry.” During
this discussion, it was noted that Mount Desert had a custom house at one time, and some
presented the argument that Bar Harbor should replace it. And so, the Board voted in
favor of making Bar Harbor a port of entry.160
Despite early interest in the Board of Trade, it was not long before it struggled to
maintain its relevance. After a time, it reorganized in the fall of 1907, and according the
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local paper, “Since [then]…many of our non residents[sic] have become members.”161
Despite the interest of a few of the summer residents, the board died from inaction and a
gradual dwindling of members. A few years later, though, the board was resurrected.
Another Board of Trade of Bar Harbor was organized in 1915 with thirty men in
attendance of the first meeting.162 Although the new board had “no legal authority to
execute any measures it may advocate,” it was believed nonetheless that “its opinion
should have great weight in shaping the municipal and local affairs of the community.”163
Among the issues taken up by the board, one of the most visible was the construction and
completion of the Ocean Drive.164 Other schemes included the idea of an automobile
show and the creation of an information bureau.165
By 1916 much of the Board of Trade’s energy was focused on ways to advertise
Bar Harbor. The board realized that to appeal to a broad demographic, the village needed
to improve the ease of access to the island. The Board supported efforts to make the
island’s roads fit for auto travel, promoting “Good Road Days” to have local volunteers
help with road maintenance. The organization also sought to build a new Trenton Bridge,
which was the island’s only bridge to the mainland, one capable of handling auto traffic.
This placed the Board of Trade firmly on the path to promote transient visitors arriving
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by automobile. The Board of Trade contemplated advertising Bar Harbor, and its
members supported efforts to improve the roads around the island, including the Good
Roads days. 166 The board also pushed for a new, improved road to connect Bangor with
nearby Ellsworth.167 Once automobiles were allowed on the island, people accelerated
their agitation for a well-kept road and easy access to the mainland by bridge. In April of
1917, the state legislature passed an act to establish the Mount Desert bridge district with
the purpose of acquiring and making improvements to the bridge and eliminating its
toll.168 A couple months later, the bridge toll was eliminated, providing people with free
and open access to the island from the mainland.169
Among the members of the Board of Trade, Charles Pineo, one of the more
prominent local citizens, advocated the promotion of ship building at Bar Harbor. With
the entrance of the country into the First World War, there was a sudden demand for
ships and shipbuilders, and in this pursuit, the people of the Maine coast possessed the
skills and expertise needed to fulfill this demand. Recognizing an opportunity, “a number
of the business men of Bar Harbor…organiz[ed] a corporation to build wooden vessels a
thing the country very much need[ed]…. The Spratt property on the water front has been
within a few days purchased by the Clark Coal Company and the new owners have
offered to lease for one year to the shipbuilding company land and buildings on this
property at a very low rental.” The entire endeavor was billed as local businessmen
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performing a patriotic duty, one that would “bring prosperity to Bar Harbor…[and] give
employment to our men all the year round.”170 A week later, the paper reported that the
Board of Trade was “very properly considering the building of ships here.”171
The reformed board met with some success and its decisions and endeavors
carried some weight. In 1918, Bar Harbor was selected to host the State Board of Trade.
Capitalizing on this opportunity, members of the town’s board used the presence of
businessmen and officials from around the state to promote Bar Harbor. One board
member, George A. Phillips, declared his intention to use the board’s time to introduce
the rest of the state to the island’s then newly founded Lafayette National Park (renamed
Acadia a decade later). Phillips explained that “I arranged with Mr. George B. Dorr to
have a paper upon the history and needs of the National Park,” in no small part because
Phillips recognized that “the future of Bar Harbor is in a very large measure wrapped in
the future of this park and it behooves every citizen of this town to lend all his help to
interest the members of this coming meeting, in Bar Harbor in general, and in this park in
particular.”172 The board realized the importance of incorporating the park into their plans
to promote the town, and once the park was created, the board tried to capitalize on the
prestige of the town’s new position as the gateway to a national treasure.
The first State Board of Trade meeting was held in Bar Harbor in 1918, and
George B. Dorr was invited as a speaker. Dorr discussed the importance of the park.
Addressing the board members, Dorr said, “Mount Desert National Park is comparable
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with any Park the Nation has in the broad freedom it can offer, while what it offers is
unique in kind and needs only right development to become a source of untold enjoyment
to the people.” Dorr also noted that, “In 1860 the valuation of the town was $158,464. It
is now about seven millions, or one sixtieth of the whole valuation the State. The
valuation of the four towns on Mount Desert Island is one-half of the total valuation of
Hancock county. Bar Harbor pays an annual State tax of $41,000 and a county tax of
$8,000.”173 With the tourist industry dominating the economy in this portion of the state
and providing such an economic stimulus, it stood to reason that the park would attract
more visitors thereby bolstering the tourist industry. The establishment of the park would
ensure that the island and the region as a whole would remain a draw for visitors
regardless of the shifting fortunes of the turbulent tourist industry.
A year later, though, an editorial asked, “Why is it that Bar Harbor cannot have a
live Board of Trade?....It will be said that we have had a Board of Trade and a Business
Association and other organizations and that they all lived for a while and then died a
slow death.”174 Castigating the local businessmen for their ambivalence, the author
pressed the local population to work together to keep the board alive and to work with
one another for the mutual benefit of them all. The lack of civic spirit from the town’s
businesspeople and their failure to keep the board active perhaps reflects that some of the
area businessmen were satisfied with the local economy and saw little need for change.
The following year, another article appeared in the paper lamenting the lack of
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organization among Bar Harbor’s businessmen and their failure to advertise the resort
town properly to attract more visitors.175
In a letter regarding the Board of Trade, it was clear that the reformed board was
swiftly following in the footsteps of its predecessors and was on its way to irrelevance.
The letter mentioned that with the resignation of one of its most prominent members, Dr.
George A. Phillips, the fate of the board seemed it doubt. The letter describes the
situation thusly: “It appears that Dr. Phillips gave up hope of any real action from this
organization more than a year ago and at that time tendered his resignation.”176
Efforts to Buy Locally
The moneyed visitors and part time residents of the island attracted merchants and
entrepreneurs from Bangor, Boston, and beyond. Some merchants set up in the
downtown area, often renting space for a season at a time. This provided locals and
visitors alike with selections and goods they may not have otherwise had the opportunity
or inclination to purchase, provided they could afford these new wares. At the same time,
Bar Harbor’s increasingly mobile population could take advantage of cheaper
transportation costs, and those with the means could, and to the chagrin of some, spend
their hard-earned dollars in Bangor or Portland or Boston or Florida.
An article in the local newspaper promoted the benefits of patronizing local
merchants.177 Among the benefits of local buying, the article’s author claimed that many
who strove to save money by stocking up on out of town purchases in the fall often still
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had to restock their supplies before spring time, necessitating a visit to the local
shopkeeper anyway. Some insisted that Mainers should support local businesses but
conceded that “during the summer, prices at Bar Harbor and neighboring resorts…are
rather inflated; but no sooner do our merchants get settled down to fall and winter trade,
than the prices go down.”178 It was no secret local businesses took advantage of the deep
wallets of many summer visitors. An article in the New York Times describing the
peculiar structure of society on the island, compared the local people to predators taking
advantage of the visitors, their “prey.”179 Yet, these merchants in ostensibly non-tourist
trades were also at the mercy of the volatile tourist trade.
By the twentieth century, catalogs had somewhat lessened the need to orchestrate
major shopping trips to the cities. The Bar Harbor Times lamented how “Bar Harbor
[people]…are addicted to the mail order habit” when there were so many stores in town
where one could spend one’s hard-earned wages.180 Commerce in even a small coastal
village was becoming more cosmopolitan in advertising and the choices available to
consumers. But the catalog craze was minor competition compared to other forces that
threatened the prosperity of local merchants.
Another threat to the local merchants arose in the summer months. The presence
of temporary merchants provided a very visible contingent of competition. These
interlopers, whom the papers identified as “Bangor concerns,” directly competed with
locally owned businesses while maintaining the flexibility of the transient visitor. These
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“concerns have been coming into town, renting a vacant store for a few days, and
displaying an assortment of goods of more or less varied extent for sale.” Local
businesses went so far as to seek legal recourse, claiming that the Bangor businesses
violated itinerant vendors’ act by failing to have proper licensing from the state.181
The town had long boasted shops owned by outsiders, part-time residents, but this
new trend brought new meaning to the practice with such egregious laxity that some
locals took offense. With the boom in the hotel and construction businesses an influx of
merchants and other service-based businesses sprang up in the village to take advantage
of the masses of newcomers. Many of these businesses, like Albert Bee’s stationary store
or the Yamanaka store managed by Paul Hisada, were owned and operated by outsiders
or fair weather, semi-local residents.182
A pamphlet for the exclusive Swimming Club in Bar Harbor teemed with
advertisements aimed at the club’s clientele, who were comprised of many of the town’s
summer cottagers. Within it could be found advertisements for expensive furs and
jewelry and the "New Paris Fashions” next to ads for tires with "'nobby'" treads.
Customers were enticed to visit merchants’ stores on Fifth Avenue or their conveniently
located branch storefronts in Newport and Bar Harbor.183
Many local businessmen, while not native to Bar Harbor or Mount Desert Island,
became locals in a manner in time. Of a local newspaper’s biographical sketches of
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nineteen prominent Bar Harbor businessmen, for instance, eleven had come to Bar
Harbor and made it their home.184 These new locals carved out their own niches in the
community, finding employment opportunities in a variety of fields. For instance,
Stephen L. Kingsley who “came to Bar Harbor a few years since as a poor boy,” was
“now the superintendent of the Water Works Company, one of the managers of the
famous Rodick House, a large land owner, and a leading spirit in many projected
improvements” and “last spring he bought the fine steamboat Silver Star, to run in
Frenchman’s Bay.”185 In addition to these titles, Kingsley was also one of the directors of
the Bar Harbor Land Company.186
Not all outside businesspeople received a warm welcome. Bar Harbor attracted
many merchants who came for the summer to sell their merchandise and then moved on.
These seasonal businessmen earned the ire of locals with whom they competed for
customers. These temporary merchants, especially non-native ones, provoked complaints
from locals and summer people about “foreign peddlers,” many of whom spoke “broken
English.”187
One local person offered an explanation for the animosity toward the Bangor
merchants while also taking the opportunity to criticize their behavior, explaining, "’For
many years Bangor merchants have been decidedly annoyed, to say the least, by the
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practice of Boston and New York houses sending agents here with stocks of high-grade
goods …. But—the Bangor department stores haven't hesitated in the least to do the same
thing at Bar Harbor.” Learning well from their New York competitors, Bangor
merchants “would advertise a three days' special sale, engage a vacant store here at a
nominal rent for a few days, and carry away thousands of dollars that ought to go to the
pockets of the local merchants.”188
Bar Harbor merchants did not sit idly by while outsiders dominated the local
market. “Bar Harbor merchants,” following the precedent set by their Bangor peers,
“secured a conviction and fine against a well-known Bangor firm. …. Bangor merchants
are getting a taste of the same competition that they have been giving Bar Harbor
storekeepers for a number of years.”189
The complaints against non-local merchants setting up shop in town for a month
or two came after decades of civic leaders and merchants encouraging and imploring
residents to spend their money locally. Sounding the refrain “Patronize Home Industry,”
community leaders sought to instill a sense of loyalty into the population while balancing
their desires for healthy local business with the reality that the town as long as it thrived,
would attract outside interests, regardless of their homegrown civic pride. This created
the conditions in which local leaders had to perform a balancing act: promoting the local
businesses and encouraging a healthy economy while placating the locals who chafed at
the thought of foreign parties partaking in the action. As one local put it, “We are glad to
see business coming into the village, as there is plenty of room for all, but we are
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especially glad to see our own storekeepers, the men who supply us with necessaries in
winter.”190 The question of the sincerity of this comment aside, it was important for
merchants to maintain a stream of customers to help them through the winter months.
While some Bar Harbor businesspeople chafed at having to tolerate outside
competition, curiously Maine businesspeople in the neighboring communities likewise
expressed their frustration with Bar Harbor’s apparent monopoly on Downeast resort
business. The Bar Harbor Record reported and dismissed claims that townspeople from
the surrounding communities believed that Bar Harbor’s businesses discouraged visitors
from patronizing businesses elsewhere in the vicinity.191 Years later, some Bar Harbor
businessmen, writing anonymously to the local paper reminded readers of Maine
businessmen’s efforts to maintain control of the consumer market. “Several years ago a
law was introduced and received passage in our State Legislature called the ‘Itinerant
Vendors Act.’ This was a law, fathered by Bangor merchants to protect them in a way,
from the invasion of Boston and other Western houses,” and now, the paper asserted,
needs to protect Bar Harbor merchants from Bangor merchants by buying locally.192
While the influx of visitors and cottagers brought new customers with fat purses
to Bar Harbor’s shore, it also created a quandary for locals, merchants and buyers alike.
Merchants were expected to cater to the wants and needs of summer people, covetous of
their patronage, but were also expected to fulfill the needs of locals as well, particularly
in the off season.
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By the twentieth century, with Bar Harbor’s reputation as the playground of the
wealthy well-known, Bar Harbor faced another problem: average citizens were
discouraged from visiting due to the perceived cost of such a visit and the erroneous view
that the resort town remained an exclusive enclave for the rich where the middle class
was not welcome. As the summer residence of Vanderbilts and Rockefellers and other
famous millionaires, Mount Desert Island, despite efforts to advertise its amenities,
possessed a reputation for high prices that was difficult to dispel. In the public’s mind,
there was “an idea that prices of the ordinary necessities of life are much higher in Bar
Harbor than they are in other places.”
In defense of the community, some tried to compare Bar Harbor’s prices
favorably to other resorts such as those Florida resorts that were gaining in popularity at
the time.193 By 1920, there was concern that Bar Harbor’s reputation as an exclusive
resort would discourage visitors who otherwise were attracted to the island because of the
park. Declaring that “thousands of persons [are] frightened away from Bar Harbor each
year” because they believe Bar Harbor is too expensive, the author stated, “We must in
our advertising tell the people of the country that we are not highway robbers and that
they can come here to Bar Harbor and the Lafayette National Park” for a reasonable
price. 194
Efforts to Diversify the Economy
In Bar Harbor, as well as in Southwest Harbor and Northeast Harbor, many did
rely on the summer season to sustain them for the year. A poor season could be
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devastating, as many were aware, and in the winter months “there [was]much severe
pinching, if not actual want, among some of the inhabitants of this island because of this
entire dependence upon summer business,” leading some to question the town’s lack of
foresight.
The lack of interest or the inability to create a sustaining winter business to rival
the summer season’s lucrative trade puzzled some observers who questioned why
“business thrift and enterprise has not long ago turned its attention toward introducing
into the various resorts on this island some light manufacturing business, in which men
and women alike could take part, and thus insure themselves a winter income.”
Identifying the problem, the paper notes that “the inhabitants have allowed themselves to
drift into the supposition that they could subsist wholly by catering to the wants of
transient visitors.”195
Lydia Vandenbergh notes that “though newspaper editorials raised concerns about
Bar Harbor’s sole dependence on tourism as early as the 1890s, no other options were
pursued. In fact, a group of farsighted summer residents organized the Hancock County
Trustees of Public Reservations to protect land on the island from further
development.”196 Local residents appeared to have abdicated the serious development of
the island to the powerful and influential summer residents, despite concerns for the
economic wellbeing of the permanent residents.
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Diversification was a repeated refrain and periodically the editorials agitating for
a more flexible economy voiced the opinions of those who expressed such sentiments.
One editorial in 1915, for instance, acknowledged that “smoky factories would not be
welcome and bad-smelling fish wharves would seriously effect [sic] our present
business.”197 However, recognizing that the tourist industry limited the town’s options,
the author goes on to suggest an expansion of the Bar Harbor Medical and Surgical
Hospital. Foregoing the “smoky factories” for more advanced, cleaner avenues of
employment, the author foreshadowed the establishment of the town’s only major
employers. The island made headway in this endeavor, but people would have to wait
until well into the twentieth century before new job prospects appeared in Bar Harbor to
replace or supplement the tourist trade.
The Mount Desert Island Biological Laboratory was established in 1921, and
Jackson Laboratory opened in 1929.198 The Mount Desert Island Biological Laboratory
began its life in South Harpswell, Maine in 1898.199 George B. Dorr along with fellow
summer resident Henry Lane Eno and the Director of the laboratory, Ulrich Dahlgren,
conceived of the plan to relocate the laboratory to the island via the transfer of land from
the Wild Gardens of Acadia to provide the laboratory’s new location.200 By 1915, land
was purchased for the establishment of the Mount Desert Biological Laboratory at
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Salisbury Cove, and the laboratory was relocated in 1921.201 Both of these institutions
made their home on the island at a time when the town had already weathered the most
volatile years in the tourist trade and had seen the social, economic, and cultural changes
brought about by the dynamic and ever shifting demands of visitors. By the time Bar
Harbor had established the laboratories its economy had gone through economic booms
and busts, and seen the town and its surroundings irreversibly transformed.
Besides diversifying the economy by luring new employers to the island, islanders
sought other ways to improve their condition by making the area more amenable to jobs
creating schemes. One scheme, for instance, called for the creation of a trolley line to
connect the island’s towns as a means of promoting tourism and providing work for local
people during the winter months.202 Although impractical at the time, the suggestion does
hint at a future that envisioned a more connected island centered around the convenience
of tourists.
Notably, these suggestions eschewed common, profitable industries that
negatively impacted the environment. Fear of pollutants or unsightly factories did not
trouble Bass Harbor, however. On the other side of the island, at Bass Harbor, 1881
welcomed the arrival of a new sardine factory.203 Along with the “Mount Desert
Fertilizing Company” some predicted Bass Harbor would “[w]ith this industry and the
Fish Packing Company…take the lead, in a business point of view, of any place on the
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island.”204 Bass Harbor, never a contender in the race to rival Bar Harbor, ensured with
the placement of the factory that it would eliminate any future opportunity, however
remote, to develop its own tourist industry.
Bar Harbor had been blessed to have a thriving business outside of the traditional
agriculture and fishing economy, for, despite the volatile nature of the tourist industry,
the island’s alternative means of income were fairing no better. Lamenting that “the
oldtime[sic] forests have dwindled, the mill privileges on its many streams are useless,
the early fisheries, once lucrative and sustaining, have shriveled, the outer islands once
the haunt of seal and seafowl are deserted, and the whale which once sported in its waters
is gone,” one observer painted a bleak portrait of the island’s natural resource driven
industries.205 Although the observer was commenting on the depletion of the resources of
extractive industries, he perhaps unwittingly sounded the alarm on the state of island’s
natural resources and the need for conservative measures.
Frustrated by the kowtowing to summer visitors, some locals began to advocate
more forcefully for change. “There is a great deal too much subserviency shown and too
much dependence placed on summer visitors, as a means of support. It would be well to
be able to fall back on our own resources,” noted an observer in the Herald.206 Having
dealt with decades of the ups and downs of the tourist industry, some residents began to
consider the possibility of opening the door to some industry.
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By 1907, the call for light manufacturing in Bar Harbor to provide winter income
had grown louder, with one local stating, “Bar Harbor is now practically dependent on
the building trades for the support of citizens in winter.”207 Some people pushed for
establishing a shoe factory on the outskirts of Bar Harbor as they believed a shoe factory
would not pollute as much as other industries.208 However, the allure of stable income
brought with it the dangers of pollution and the possibility of despoiling the landscape.

Image 9. View of Jackson Laboratory and Frenchman’s Bay from Champlain
Mountain, Acadia National Park. Photograph by Christina Arflack, 2012.
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Non-Tourism Businesses
Although the town economy by the end of the century revolved around the tourist
industry, other businesses not directly catering to visitors still thrived. However, even
these businesses were in some way touched by the tourist industry, and they had to
consider in their operations the impact of their businesses upon tourism. New arrivals and
old patrons alike sought out the island’s many vistas, trails, and picturesque places, and
as visitation increased, more and more people found themselves exploring farther “off the
beaten path” to find the quiet, less traveled paths that many had purposely come to the
island to enjoy. As a consequence, the area’s non-tourist-based industries, many of which
had preceded the advent of the tourist economy by decades, invariably brushed against
the new tourism routine with greater frequency.
For all the agitation to diversify the economy in order to decrease the area’s
dependency on tourism, the island’s few non-tourism related industries persisted much as
they had for decades. Mount Desert Island had long supported its populations through
traditional agriculture and extractive industries such as logging, quarrying, and the ice
business. By the end of the century, the town boasted having a “grist mill, several saw
mills and a few quarries” in addition to the island’s other industries that employed a
“considerable number of…people…in the ice and lumber business.209
Explaining that the island did not shut down in winter, the paper described, for the
benefit of those who only saw it in the summer months, the other side of island life, when
the industries less visible to tourists came to life. As the writer put it, “Gradually the
place assumes a busier appearance; cargoes of lumber are discharged on the wharf, to be
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hauled off by the busy teams to the building-sites of the houses which are to be erected.
Surveyors and master-builders are in general requisition, and strangers arrive in numbers,
seeking and finding ready employment as workmen.”210
In the off season, the town hummed with activity unfamiliar to the summer
visitor, as workers set about preparing the town for the next summer’s assault of visitors.
Laborers constructed cottages and built or upgraded hotels. They worked on the town’s
infrastructure, improving roads and ensuring that the island would be ready for the next
summer’s onslaught. Additionally, the besides the supportive industries for tourism, Bar
Harbor possessed the local services and artisans found in any small town in America. The
island boasted its share of local artisans. For instance, in 1885 the Herald proudly
declared “the industries of Bar Harbor are being appreciated abroad. Messrs. Hapworth &
Starr have orders for some furniture to go to New York city, and Mr. G.E. Frost has made
some very pretty andirons to go to New Jersey.”211
To illustrate the normality of Bar Harbor and “that the business of Bar Harbor is
not behind other towns in winter, although it is a summer resort,” the paper released a list
of “professional and business men of the town,” which included contractors and builders,
gardeners, painters, plumbers, masons, and real estate brokers, among other
professionals.212 The establishment of businesses supportive of the tourist industry
provided supplemental income for a few locals. Some businesses emerged in this new
economy that, without tourism and the hotel trade to sustain them, would have been
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unthinkable to contemplate as viable industries. For instance, an A. Robertoff of Otter
Creek established on a small plot of land a farm of “an acre of land devoted to the raising
of flowers for the Bar Harbor trade.”213
Despite the steady patronage of summer visitors and locals alike, complaints of
merchants still circulated. One article in the Bar Harbor Record claimed to have solved
the mystery as to why so many merchants pleaded poverty. “What is it that many of
business men who have had a flourishing business for years, are still hard pressed to meet
their obligations? The reason is to be found in the house…. Our merchants carry too
many accounts on their books. …. Let us have more frequent settlements in every branch
of business,” declared the paper.214 “Winter is, generally speaking, a dull time for the
livery stables in Bar Harbor, and a poor summer’s work tells on them,” reported the
Record. To illustrate the precariousness of the profession, it noted that the livery Cleaves
Bros. and Gould lost two of its owners, as they “struck out in a new line of work, with the
intention of making up by their industry what they lost last year by the dull season.”215
The editor of the Bar Harbor Record lambasted the Rodicks for their influence in
the town in an 1888 article in the paper. Voicing the gripe against the Rodicks’ supposed
monopoly of the hotel trade, the editor coolly suggested that the brothers wielded enough
power to sway voters to their end through their ability to employ large numbers of staff,
who might be coerced into certain political positions. The editor claims, “they have hired
hundreds from other parts of the county. … [But] as soon as any man who has moved in
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here begins to exert his rights as a citizen, vote as his conscience tells him and not as Mr.
Rodick dictates, he is plotted against.... And there is no use of disputing the fact that Mr.
Rodick controls a large number of votes.”216
The editor continued his complaint against the Rodicks by quoting “a recent letter
to the Belfast Journal, [where] Prof. Bateman says: ‘…Every inch of its soil has attained
almost fabulous value. For this reason, its business men cannot afford to allow the finest
part of the land to be covered with a lot of old rookeries that are an eyesore to every
one….’ …. hundreds are of the opinion that the owners of this property have done more
to injure Bar Harbor as a summer resort than all other causes combined.” Six years ago,
he continues, “the Rodick House was the hotel of the place, the Mount Desert Herald had
2000 subscribers and prosperity was the order of the day with him.” However, Bateman’s
article in the Belfast Republican Journal notes that “the world has been progressing, but
he has failed to keep pace with it. Electric lights, electric bells, elevators, steam heat and
all other modern improvements have been entirely ignored by this lethargic
individual.”217
The Rodick brothers discovered that, while their improvements and their hotel
greatly helped to make Bar Harbor a desirable and famous vacationing destination, the
fame of having the largest hotel in the village also meant that the village’s success
became tied to the hotel’s management. If the reputation of the Rodick House hotel
suffered, then so did the reputation of Bar Harbor as a whole. Not only was there concern
about the types of visitors attracted to the town’s amenities but for the changing character
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of the town brought with the influx of service employees. The criticism proved timely,
for a few months later the New York Times reported that work had begun at the Rodick
to bring the massive hotel up to date with elevators and electricity.218
Supportive industries included merchants and artisans who provided merchandise
and materials for visitors and supplied the laborers who worked to ensure that visitors’
needs and desires were met. For instance, in 1896, there was a new milling and finish
company incorporated, to “carry on a general business in furnishing to the local trade all
kinds of moulding, mantles and stairways beside flooring and other wood-working for the
interior of cottages….Most of the capital…will be furnished by local men.”219 An
example was that of M.T. Kavanagh who reportedly “open[ed] a first class upholstery
and furniture store” to service the summer population.220 For specialty work, Bar Harbor
was too small a town to produce all the skilled labor desired to serve the cottage boom
and outsider labor was sometimes called for. Although “when out-of-town craftsmen
were brought in on cottage jobs, local trades benefited from learning their techniques,”
the town also required large numbers of unskilled workers as well.221
One of the few highly visible non-tourism related businesses to remain active on
the island well after the tourism economy superseded other industries was ice harvesting.
The ice business had a long history in New England, and Maine’s climate combined with
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its many lakes and ponds made the state ideal for supporting the many ice houses that
dotted the landscape. Mount Desert Island with its many ponds and lakes within close
proximity to a harbor provided an ideal location for such an enterprise.
Ice as a commodity began in the early nineteenth century. Boston businessman
Frederick Tudor is credited with the creation of the commercial ice business in Boston in
1805, and “by 1878 thousands of men were employed and at least thirty million dollars
were invested in the business.”222 Maine, with its long, frigid winters and clear waters,
proved ideally suited for this endeavor, and soon, Maine became “the largest ice
producing state.”223
On Mount Desert, the “beginning of the ice industry [in Southwest Harbor] was in
the 1880’s when Capt. John L. Stanley constructed an artificial pond in the swamp at the
back of his house, [and]built an ice house.”224 Before long, several others had ventured
into the ice business. A journey around the island in the 1880s could find men cutting ice
on almost every viable pond. At Bass Harbor, there was plenty of ice for E.B. Clark &
Co. who had “about twelve laborers employed filling their icehouse.” Clark & Company
like other ice harvesters eagerly exploited the results of a harsh winter. The paper noted
that “there has not been so much ice in this vicinity for years as at the present time.”225 In
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Bar Harbor, the Brewer family dominated the ice business while another local
entrepreneur, E.T. Hamor saw an opportunity and chance to try his hand at ice cutting.
The Herald published in the same issue notices that “Messrs. D. W. Brewer & Sons are
building another ice house on Cottage street” and also that “E.T. Hamor has bought of
Mr. James Eddy, five acres of land, including the pond, and is clearing up to enlarging it
by building new dams for the purpose of cutting ice.”226 But while much of the ice from
New England ponds and lakes found its way to the southern and mid-Atlantic states,
Mount Desert’s ice producers did not need to send their crop far, for a steady demand for
ice could be found on the island itself. The Herald notes that “hauling ice is now the
principal business at Bar Harbor. Every hotel and market is laying in a large supply of
this summer luxury for the season of ’84. The road to the ice pond is the most frequented
of any in town.”227
Though locals Brewer and Hamor were among the few who sought to profit from
a seemingly lucrative business, out of state concerns made inroads into the industry as
well. In Northeast Harbor, for instance, the “Mutual Benefit Ice Company, of New York,
have a large crew of men on the pond getting out ice.”228 The Mutual Benefit Ice
Company owned ice houses in towns up and down the Hudson River “where the house
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could hold sixty thousand tons of ice.”229 Also at Northeast Harbor were “Messrs. Sawin
of Mass. and Sawyer of Biddeford [who were] doing an extensive business in ice.” 230
However, the days of the ice harvest were numbered, and technological advances
were making artificial ice both more easily accessible and economical, with prices at “$1
a ton.”231 Suitable ponds and lakes had to be strategically located in order to maximize
profits, and this meant that businesses sought out the most promising locales. Wasson
noted that “[w]ith the present margin of profit, and the close competition, the ice field
must not be remote from the place of shipment,” a practical observation relevant to the
conditions of the industry as they stood in 1878.232 The Brewer Ice Company, for
instance, cut ice from one of its ponds in Phippsburg, near the Kennebec River more than
one hundred miles from MDI.233 Meanwhile, E. T. Hamor expanded his ice venture,
partnering with Asa Hodgkins of Lamoine and in 1890 they were “making arrangements
to cut and ship the ice in Blunt’s Pond, Lamoine.”234 On Mount Desert “the annual ice
crop is estimated at 1,200 tons.”235 The ice business, though lucrative for a few, would
not be profitable for long. Nationally the industry began a permanent downturn when
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“around 1900 retrenchment of the Maine ice industry began.”236 Technological
advancements in refrigeration made the ice harvest obsolete. By 1921 the ice industry
was “essentially dead.”237
While ice was in demand locals found employment cutting and hauling ice as well
as in building the infrastructure necessary to maintain the industry. While Hamor and
others were busy cutting ice, elsewhere on the island, “Messrs. G. W. Mayo and T. B.
Knowles have been employed by the ice company at Somesville. Their work was
constructing ice buildings,” and at Pretty Marsh on the western side of the island, it was
reported that, “business has been very brisk here for the last five weeks the Bar Harbor
Ice Company has put up six thousand tons of ice…. J. T. K. Freeman and A. I. Holmes
are putting up ice from the pond south of where this company is at work and have done a
large business, making work for all the men and horses in this vicinity.”238 1890 was
apparently a good year for the ice business on MDI, for in addition to the work done by
Hamor and Brewer and Freeman and Holmes, the papers reported yet another ice
concern. Somes, Fay & Co., who managed to harvest “some eight or nine hundred tons
already and are putting their building up as fast as they go with their ice.”239
The list of those locals involved in the ice business goes on, involving several
other local prominent businessmen including J. E. Clark, Charles Pineo, and E. B.
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Rodick. The Bar Harbor Record described the ice business as cutting took place on ponds
across the island:
At Hodgdon's pond, Seal Cove, Messrs. J. E. Clark, C. B. Pineo, E. B. Rodick and
Milton Rodick have stored enough to fill the contract which they have for 3000
tons and are still at work. They probably have 5000 tons altogether. D. W. Brewer
& Sons are still at work on Somes' pond in Somesville and will put in about the
same number of tons as the other concerns. Here in Bar Harbor, the local dealers
are hauling in an extra supply of Eagle Lake ice and altogether the Bar Harbor
men will by the time they have finished work have stored about 85,000 tons. It is
safe enough to reckon this worth $3.50 per ton or $122,500.240
The Upper and Lower Hadlock ponds near Northeast Harbor had been used for
ice harvesting throughout much of the nineteenth century. Hugh Dwelley in his article on
the MDI ice business notes that Samuel Hadlock and Capt. Abraham Richardson entered
a contract in 1821 to transport ice to the Caribbean island of Guadeloupe.241 The
Hadlocks continued to produce ice for export well into the twentieth century. For
instance, in 1915, the Bar Harbor Times notes that “Jared Reed of Sound is cutting ice for
Amos Sinclair on Lower Hadlock Pond.”242
On Eagle Lake, the Brewer’s ice business also continued for several years in the
first quarter of the century and the Times also commented on the Brewer ice business,
noting that “[t]he Brewer Ice Co. has a large crew of men at work cutting their ice at
Eagle Lake” in the winter of 1918.243 The passing of the ice business marked the end of
one of the island’s extractive industries and eliminated one of the locals’ uses for the
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area’s bodies of water. With the cessation of the business, human use of the area lakes
and ponds would be further limited.
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Chapter 5: Conserving Mount Desert Island
Origin of the Conservation Effort
Although Americans had long engaged in the preservation of the land, it was not
until the ideas of conservation became codified through the efforts of progressive
reformers to enact legislation setting aside lands for limited use that the public showed
marked interest or concern for the management of lands for the purpose of preservation.
Prior to the nineteenth century, Americas focused their energy on farming and improving
the land for agricultural use.
As Ted Steinberg notes, the “thrust of New England’s history …leading up to the
nineteenth century tended toward the expansion of natural resource use…[the]
commodification of nature.”1 The conservation movement as part of progressive
movement sought to “control private, corporate wealth for public ends.”2
By the time Bar Harbor’s tourist industry had been established, residents had
already been using, altering, and living off the land for generations. With the dawn of the
progressive era, though, came a novel way of interacting with and viewing the land. Bar
Harbor’s ascent as a resort and then slow decline came at a serendipitous time, for the
town’s meteoric rise and then its struggles to maintain its newfound prosperity primed the
community for change.
Experience had taught the community that the natural landscape could be a
lucrative source of economic prosperity, apart from extractive industries or farming,
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activities which were both more labor intensive and scarring of the landscape. By the
time there was public acceptance of the reformist endeavors of the progressive era, the
island community’s experience had made them (and the summer people) receptive to the
notion that the landscape should be and indeed needed to be protected from further
development.
Conservationists thought of “all commercial development as mere materialism”
and conservation as “an attempt to save resources from use rather than to use them
wisely.”3 But this tells only part of the story of Bar Harbor. The island’s proponents for
the conservation of the island looked at the years of development on the island warily, but
they were driven by other factors as well. As individuals their motives for their support
for island conservation varied and were multi-faceted, but they generally were motivated
by the spirit of the era’s notions of noblesse oblige, as well as concern for their personal
welfare, property, and enjoyment.
MDI’s ascendancy as a leisure excursionist haven pre-dated the national
movement toward progressive ideals. Nevertheless, the Progressive movement and its
multi-faceted reformation of society was greatly felt in the changing face of Bar Harbor’s
industry. The island community sat at the forefront of changing progressive ideas, and
those who embraced the movement most vigorously found in Bar Harbor a convenient
laboratory for their grand experiments. It would provide an opportunity to enact the
reforms they desired, in a manner they could control and an opportunity to experiment
with conservation ideas in a setting largely divorced from the elements that shaped the
western parks such as grazing rights, water rights, sparse populations, or establishing
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oversight over vast tracts of wild lands. The land was also removed from the obligations
that informed the development of urban parks as per the City Beautiful movement. One
part wild land, one part developed park yet in actuality neither, Bar Harbor and MDI
offered reformers a unique chance to expand the definition of park land in the public
mind and reaffirm the worthiness of the conservation ethic through the application of
conservation ideals to this “mixed” land that fit the category of neither wildness nor
urban sanctuary.
Samuel Hays’ examination of the early conservation movement described the
movement as a collection of Progressive bureaucrats and administrators in search of
applying progressive ideas of scientific efficiency to the natural world. Much of the
governmental effort to administer public lands grew out of a need to manage western
lands and “the firsthand experience of federal administrators and political leaders with
problems of Western economic growth, and …with Western water development.” The
lessons learned in the process did not necessary translate well to eastern lands.4
This approach served the western parks well and the national park system was in
the minds of many synonymous with large parks. Administration of western parks
reinforced the notion that parks had to meet certain expectations, that is conform to the
ideal model of the western parks. So not only did the preconceived ideas of park lands
run counter to the existence and inclusion of eastern park lands, the governing apparatus
was established to address the needs of the vast western parks and to address issues such
as water and grazing rights, issues that were simply not applicable in other regions of the
country.
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As conservationists established parks, they discovered, often through trial and
error, that what worked best to serve the needs of visitors and to gain support for the
establishment of additional western park lands, could also be applied elsewhere. As more
people became accustomed to the parks, conservationists like George Dorr felt
emboldened to try to pursue new avenues and push the boundaries of conventional
understanding of what parks were.
Amid the expansion of the conservation movement, women, particularly of the
upper and middle classes, came front and center during the conservation debates of the
late nineteenth century. Women’s desire for elaborate fashions endangered many avian
species as milliners sought the most garish plumes for their hats. Ornithologists led the
charge to seek protection for endangered birds, often by appealing to the women’s clubs
to address the issue.5
Even the Bar Harbor press weighed in on this issue, declaring “we are glad to see
that the movement for the protection of American birds…has been very generally taken
up by…[the] press” and that, to make any progress, the matter must be embraced by the
nation’s women, especially the most fashion-conscious.6 Recognition that many bird
species faced an entirely preventable extinction precipitated action.
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The most conspicuous conservation effort inspired by ornithological interest
resulted in the creation of the Everglades National Park.7 Envisioned as a sanctuary for
birds, particularly egrets, against rapacious hunters, the creation of the Everglades was
made possible by the bird lovers’ who realized the critical danger South Florida’s avians
faced.
Following a similar line of thought, hoping to convince people of the island’s
importance, Charles Eliot, Jr. composed a brief report on the occurrence of bird species in
and around the park’s boundaries, noting “excluding the water birds of the winter and the
migrations…160 kinds of birds frequenting or straggling to the area within and
immediately adjoining the Sieur de Monts National Monument.”8
The connection between MDI’s bird population and the movement toward the
preservation of the island provided a further justification for the creation of a park. Park
advocates seized upon an important conservation issue that was, at time, at the forefront
of the public conversation and was relevant to the island. MDI had the good fortune of
having long been an attractive and well-studied location of ornithologists.
Years prior to the establishment of the park, naturalists and biologists, both
professional and amateur, had documented their findings about MDI and the surrounding
area. Interest in the scientific documentation of the island’s wealth of flora and fauna
even drew the interest of the island’s Village Improvement Associations. For instance,
more than a decade before the creation of the national monument, the Joint Path
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Committee of the island’s VIAs issued a preliminary census report on the island’s bird
species. Using data collected from local and visiting amateur ornithologists as well as the
data collected by the Champlain Society (a social group of Ivy League students who for a
succession of summers in the 1880s camped on the island and conducted their own
naturalist observations), the census identifies 104 bird species. 9
The island’s geography made it unfit for supporting any meaningful hunting club.
The island’s peculiar horseshoe shape combined with its many villages meant that there
were no large areas of suitably wild land to sustain large game. That did not deter Maine
pleasure seekers or locals. In the early days of Bar Harbor tourism, only a meager effort
was made to promote deer hunting. Travel writers and advertisers had many other assets
to choose from when describing the area’s leisure options. 10 While the island was not fit
to support a hunting club this did not stop some Bar Harbor residents from participating
in the sport. When “a syndicate of Boston gentlemen” purchased 15,000 acres in
Hancock and nearby Washington counties for the purpose of creating a fish and game
preserve, a few Bar Harbor residents such as Frank O. Alley, Albion P. Alley, and R. H.
Kittredge joined.11
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In New England, as some scholars have claimed, the conservation ethic arose
from the people’s concern for land that had been worked by family members for
generations. Richard W. Judd describes this as “neither uniformly conservationist nor
anticonservations” but as “a complicated mix of Christian theology, practical wisdom,
economic incentive, and secondhand natural history.”12 This school of thought centers the
development of conservation ideals not on Northeastern elites, but on the local people of
New England, those who had worked the land and knew it best. With the premise that
those who lived closest to the land were its best stewards, this view establishes among
local people a long tradition of responsible land management. An article in the Waterville
Mail affirmed this sentiment, noting the precarious position of the state’s forested land
while advocating a return to the management of the land by those who lived on and
worked it. The article notes that nationally, “farmers own but about 38 per cent of the
forest lands…. The rest is held by railroad companies, and other speculators and land
sharks. That the farmer is the desirable owner of our forest area there is but little room to
doubt…of late the farmer has become more thoughtful about the economy of the forest
than any other class.”13
The story of the development of conservation ideas on Mount Desert, however, is
complicated by the unique place it holds among Maine coastal towns. The island and its
town of Eden were at once playgrounds for the Gilded Age and Progressive Era elites,
but also were the homes of people who knew how to scratch a living from the land and
the sea and knew how to exploit the island’s majestic landscape.
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Judd’s article “Reshaping Maine’s Landscape” addresses the convergence in the
1890s in the Maine town of Mount Vernon of competing ideas and interests in the future
of Maine’s landscape development. Farmers, laborers, corporations, and other outside
interests were vying to dominate and redefine the use of the land. Usually historians
“portray the human actors in this landscape as an undifferentiated mass caught between
two irresistible forces: ecological changes…and elite political…developments.”14 Judd
takes a different approach, suggesting that in Northern New England local people helped
shape the region’s “conservation tradition.”15
Judd contends that the “united interests of rural and urban people could be a
powerful catalyst for conservation” where “rural traditions continued to be an important
component of the Progressive-era conservation movement,” but he also notes that in
modern New England “resort owners commodified local natural and cultural features.”16
Inevitably, any conservation efforts embarked upon by the concerned citizens, whether
rural or urban, would have to contend with the reality of the double-edged sword of
modern tourism. Increased tourism provided a wider range of people with the opportunity
to experience and appreciate nature, but this tourism required the support of sometimes
damaging infrastructure.
Judd contends that local people’s “grass-roots concerns about nature and its uses
left a deep imprint on official policy.”17 The people who lived and worked in northern
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New England year-round were determined to maintain control of the land and oversee its
best use and preservation regardless of however much outside bureaucrats or summer
nature enthusiasts endeavored to appoint themselves guardians of New England’s natural
resources. In Maine, the predominance of the lumber industry meant that “by 1908
conservation thought in Maine had split into two camps. Popular conservationists…[and]
industry and state officials” who promoted the management of the forested land for
economic sustainability.18
Alfred Runte suggested that the commercial value of a piece of land is a
determinant factor in whether the land is preserved for posterity. Dubbed the “worthless
land thesis,” he noted that society as a whole supported preservation efforts more
enthusiastically when such lands were perceived unfit for conventional development.19
According to the NPS publication Shaping the System, “National parks, preserved largely
for their aesthetic qualities, demonstrated a greater willingness to forego economic
gain.”20
This reflected a narrow view of the worth of land, referring only to that wealth
that could be generated from the land through raising of crops and livestock and
extraction of valuable resources. It did not consider the revenue generated through
tourism that benefitted the parks and the communities surrounding them. Tourism, at the
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time of the creation of the first national parks (Yellowstone, the first national park, was
created in 1872), was largely limited to the eastern United States and was the purview of
the wealthy.21 It would not be until the advent of cheaper, easier methods of
transportation and the improved fortunes of a wider section of the public that tourism, in
its modern, recognizable form, would coalesce and become a significant part of the
economy.
However, on MDI, the experience of residents and cottagers had proved the
intrinsic worth of the so-called “worthless lands” by demonstrating the economic draw of
the landscape. Rather than having to “forego economic gain” by shutting out grazing and
other uses of the land, the situation on MDI uniquely was such that the restrictions on
land use through private ownership and the ownership by the VIA and HCTPR that
preserved the landscape went hand in hand with the interests of the tourist industry and
the desires of influential summer residents. While efforts to build the national park
system included the acquisition of lands in remote, sparsely populated sections of the
country and including the acquisition of “submarginal lands,” on MDI the lands in
question were quite literally in people’s backyards.22
Until what is now Acadia National Park came into the Department of Interior’s
fold, national parks were synonymous with sweeping vistas of snow-capped, rocky
mountains and miles of untouched wilderness. Adding Sieur de Monts to the nation’s
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park lands forever altered the perception of what could be a park and what park lands
meant to the government and to its people. A park east of the Mississippi River meant
that for the first time, there were park lands within just a few days’ travel of the majority
of the nation’s population.
As the park service documents note, “through the 1920s the National Park System
was really a western park system.… most of the land there was federally owned—subject
to park or monument reservation without purchase. If the System were to benefit more
people and maximize its support in Congress, however, it would have to expand
eastward—a foremost objective of NPS leadership.”23 Mount Desert Island fit the bill: a
park that offered spectacular scenery and was in closer proximity to the majority of the
nation’s population than the western parks.
The Bar Harbor papers were littered with articles both touting the beauty of the
vast western expanses and the advantages of the western parks. In 1887, the Bar Harbor
Record ran an article on its front page about the plight of the buffalo on the plains,
lamenting the animal’s eradication.24 The creation of the western parks seemed to
encourage efforts to preserve the romantic image of the west of a bygone era. On MDI,
the vision of a park with the expressed purpose of preserving the island as it was and had
been depicted in paintings and travel literature in decades past appealed to a growing
number of people.
In a letter to the editor by L.C. Bateman, he mentions that the White Mountains
did not have as great a season as MDI and Maine because Maine is taking their
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customers. “By no possibility can you make your island any larger. The whole territory
will yet be a summer city, and a villa will stand upon every hill top,” Bateman predicted,
“The great forest in the center of the island should be forever set apart for a park….you
cannot too soon take the necessary steps to secure the land for that purpose. Another
improvement that is very much needed is an electric railroad running entirely around the
island.”25 This sentiment was echoed by the Chicago Daily Tribune in a write up about
the wonders of the resort in which it remarked that “the day is not far distant when Mount
Desert Island will be one vast summer resort.”26 Although Prof. Bateman possessed the
foresight and concern for the island’s landscape to understand and, more importantly,
advocate for the preservation of some of the island’s forested land, any insight was
tempered by his contemporary notions of progress. If an educated man, sympathetic to
nature like Bateman could not see the detrimental effects of a railway circumscribing the
island, in all likelihood the notion of protection of the land was even farther from the
minds of other less preservation-minded individuals.
In 1910, the state took note of Maine’s rapid development, noting that “Every foot
of shore from Kittery to Eastport can be sold today for a price that would have astounded
our grandfathers. Every island…is looked upon as the site of a summer home.” 27 Even
before Bateman’s letter, some had been vocal in expressing both their pleasure at the
development of the nation’s industry and the wealth created as a result of enterprising
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Americans and their alarm at the rapid disappearance of the natural resources that fueled
this growth. For instance, in an article in 1882 describing Maine’s development, the
author, identified only as “O.H.F.” expressed his concern that the states “primeval
forests” were under threat and therefore should be protected, not only for their own sake
but for the continued prosperity of the state and the nation.28
Charles Eliot, in his description of the Maine coast, expressed his concern for the
landscape due to the area’s sudden popularity. He noted that Mount Desert’s notoriety
had, in effect, placed the island in danger of loss of that which had made it famous,
stating “there is danger lest this human flood so overflow and occupy the limited stretch
of coast which it invades as to rob it of that flavor of wildness which hitherto has
constituted its most refreshing charm.”29 Eliot proposed that the coast should be
“preserved” in a manner in keeping with the expectations of the nation’s upper classes,
guarding against the “the inescapable presence of a life, an architecture and a landscape
architecture alien to the spirit of the place.”30
Beyond just admiring the scenery, a significant portion of visitors came to MDI
and Maine to engage in sport hunting. Catering to this particular subset of excursionists
became as lucrative as caring for the guests who came to the state for the scenery. Those
whose livelihoods depended on game hunting and those who enjoyed partaking in the
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sport soon added their voices to the mix of those seeking to shape the state’s conservation
policies. On MDI, the hunting of birds and deer came under particular scrutiny. Arguing
for the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association, the association’s secretary, E.C.
Farrington, urged the preservation of Maine’s game, noted that locals who cater to game
hunters benefit from game hunting and so pushing for fees for both residents and nonresidents to hunt large game is logical.31 Some people were against new fish and game
laws, specifically against the ban on hunting sandpipers because other states allowed it
and “boatmen” made money off it. Furthermore, the legislation placed additional
restrictions on excursionists that some people found unnecessary and distasteful to
potential recreational hunters. As one individual described it, “Many of our people are
also strongly opposed to Section 21 which provides that registered guides must
accompany nonresidents who go camping out. One of the chief attractions of this section
for many of our summer visitors, is the opportunity and privilege of camping out in the
woods where they can enjoy the balmy air of the pines and be free from the trammels of
society.”32
As the summer cottagers, at least the most vocal among them, weighed in on
conservation issues, there was a distinct tendency for them to pursue further efforts to
restrict the use of the island’s resources. On the few occasions when local residents made
their positions known, they did not always align with the beliefs of their sometime
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patrons and wealthier neighbors. The legislation surrounding the issue of bird hunting on
the island is illustrative of these diverging opinions.
In 1899, the pro-hunting contingent scored a victory that some people on MDI
celebrated. Declaring that, “The people of this section are indebted to Mr. F. W.
Parkhurst of Bangor, and Mr. John W. Somes of Mount Desert, for the action of the
legislature in removing sandpipers from the list of protected birds, and making it still
possible for sportsmen to go gunning for shore birds without laying themselves liable to a
fine,” the Record reminded readers that there were people on the island who made money
from sportsmen hunting shorebirds.33 Yet, within the pages of the same newspaper were
calls sounding the alarm about the perilous state of the area’s environment and wildlife.
Two months after the reports on the sandpiper issue, the paper published a plea for the
state to do more in forestry because the state’s forests were “in danger.”34
Conservationists continued to push for the legal protection of wildlife. In 1901, they
received encouraging news when Maine’s governor signed a bill for the protection of
birds within the state. Among the most prominent advocates for the protection of birds
was Mrs. J.S. Kennedy, a long-time summer resident on MDI. 35
The management of the deer population also came under the scrutiny of hunters
and conservationists alike. In 1903, a bill to allow deer hunting on MDI made its way to
the state legislature. The most vocal summer cottagers of MDI once again made their
position known. Charles Fry of Boston, a “well known summer resident” wrote that 30
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years ago “there were no industries in its [the island’s] eastern division, no
manufactories, no farms, no minerals, no resources save the small fishing business” but
the island has “two items of capital… [t]he climate and the scenery.” Thanks to tourism
and cottagers, “farms for the raising of small fruits, vegetables, poultry, eggs, milk, etc.,
to supply the great demand of the cottage visitors have so multiplied and increased that
practically the whole northern part of Eden is now engaged in this trade.” Fry credits
cottagers’ demand for the prosperity of the island, noting that many cottagers could not
vote locally but “there are…certain bodies which can be regarded as open to them,
namely” the Village Improvement Associations (VIAs) and Board of Trade. Through
these organizations cottagers are able to make their wishes known and they are all against
lifting the ban on deer hunting, claim that hunting would scare away people because it
would be dangerous.36
At a VIA meeting, University of Michigan professor M. B. Tower gave an
address on the health of MDI’s forests in which he declared that conditions on the island
were “good,” and suggested that for improved water quality, the VIA should “acquire
lands adjacent to their natural reservoirs.” At this meeting, discussion of the future of the
island’s land demonstrated a fully coalesced notion of nature conservation, and VIA
members discussed the philosophical basis of the conservation movement. At the
meeting, members declared, “The notion is growing that such property as trees, and
scenery, is not absolute property but a trust, a stewardship, in which other people, the
public, have Interest, and certain rights.”37 One of the association’s members, L. B.
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Deasy, “expressed his opinion that while there might be certain opposition to forest
protection and conservation at first, on the ground of expense to the tax payer for one
thing, in time there would be nothing but enthusiastic support.”38 Deasy, a state senator
from Bar Harbor who had been active in the community as both a local attorney and a
member of the VIA, was well-positioned to help the VIA’s vision of the island come to
fruition.
Further efforts by the VIA reveal that members embraced a practical approach to
saving the island’s forested lands. Looking to the U. S. Department of Agriculture under
the purview of Gifford Pinchot for guidance, the VIA outlined its intention to pursue a
course of action similar to this advocated by other conservationists such as Pinchot.
Deasy’s remark regarding opposition to the plan suggests that, while the voices of those
opposed to the VIA were not recorded in the public record, they existed, in substantial
enough numbers for the association member to mention them. Evidence of opponents to
the VIA’s conservation efforts appear only in references made by VIA members and are
reflected in efforts of the VIA to address or head off their criticism.
Pinchot’s approach to conservation, rooted in the practical and more pragmatic
strain of progressivism, provided the ideological foundation for groups like Bar Harbor’s
VIA to pursue environmental conservation. Working within this framework, the VIA was
able to broach the subject of forest conservation with the island’s general population.
Conservation (as advocated by Pinchot) seemed a natural fit for a populous who had for
more than a generation lived and labored in an economy built around the marketability of
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the natural environment. This conservation approach set the stage for greater acceptance
of more stringent preservation efforts.
Beyond hunting and the views of the coastline, the forested mountains and ravines
stood as the island’s most visible asset. The area’s forested land hosted numerous trails
that visitors used as they explored the island. Roads cut through the heavy growth to give
excursionists a taste of nature as they traversed the land aboard rented buckboards.
However, beyond its aesthetic value, which was difficult to monetize, the forest had
traditionally provided lumber for those willing and able to cut it. Therefore, when the
VIA began looking for “such lands on the island as an expert may judge to be of
permanent forestry value and not of greater value for other purposes,” they did so with
the idea of limited use in mind. They made a conscious effort to promote a “scientific
forestry treatment for the purpose of business investment under the direction of a
competent expert.”39
The VIA did not state they were opposed to cutting timber but rather to the
“constant disfigurement now caused by cutting in small, scattered areas along the roads
and paths and the danger that exists at [p]resent from fires starting or spreading in the
brush left in them which should be burnt would be avoided under such treatment.”40
Thus, members embraced the use of this resources in a controlled manner under the
oversight of experts.
The VIA published in the local paper the results of their meetings, and the
chairman of the trees committee, George B. Dorr, shared his correspondence with the
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Forest Service regarding this issue. In his rely to the VIA, William T. Cox, Assistant
Forester, announced that the VIA operated with the government’s blessing, stating that
“Mr. Pinchot …is very much interested in your plan for taking care of the forests on
Mount Desert Island. Your scheme for preserving the forests not for purely sentimental or
aesthetical reasons but also for financial considerations is a very sound one.”41 Thus, the
VIA used the approval of the nation’s chief authority on forestry to cement their position
as the island’s caretakers of the forest. Any opposition to their plans would have to
contend with the VIA expert opinions in addition to their wealthy and well-connected
members. The VIA’s position held sway. The idea of the Department of Agriculture’s
approach to land management as forwarded by Pinchot was accepted as the standard by
the VIA.
In 1913, landowners on the island again pushed for conservation legislation, this
time to address perceived deficiencies in the state’s hunting laws. The island’s property
owners, agitating for restrictions on hunting, pushed for “a bill asking for protection for
five years for all game birds and to prohibit all hunting of game except the trapping of
foxes, minks and weasels, on a section of land in the town of Eden” near Hull’s Cove.
This petition…[was] signed by practically all owners of real estate within this
boundary.”42
Besides furthering the state’s hunting ban, preservationists tackled the region’s
lumber industry. In 1915, “The committee on state lands and forest preservation held a
hearing in Augusta…on…bill ‘to make timber lands on Mount Desert Island worthless.’
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The bill required the immediate burning or removal of all ‘slash’ or brush resulting from
lumbering operations and a fine of $10 for each day the brush is allowed to remain on the
ground.” Favoring the bill was L. B. Deasy, who “said that on Mount Desert Island there
is property valued at $9,656,000, of which about $100,000 is in forest lands” and there is
danger of forest fire from brush. Opposition, namely from those “now engaged in
lumbering operations on the island,” countered with the argument that “all parts of the
state should be treated alike” and that bill would make lumbering on MDI unprofitable.43
The impetus behind the more aggressive efforts to preserve the land and wildlife laid with
the members of the island’s Village Improvement Associations, and their efforts left a
mark on the island and Bar Harbor for decades after their dominance had waned.
Village Improvement Associations
The progressive spirit that inspired so many of the upper classes to launch
initiatives to tackle many of society’s ills was manifested among the residents of MDI,
and the Village Improvement Associations (VIAs) of the island. MDI’s VIAs, with the
clout of many of the island summer cottagers behind them, set about remaking and
developing its towns in their image. The VIAs focused on health issues that affected
everyone but also upon issues that were the particular provenance of the upper classes.
Bar Harbor’s Village Improvement Association, incorporated March 11, 1891,
was created “for the purpose of instituting and maintaining public improvements in the
village of Bar Harbor and other parts of Mount Desert Island” and counted among its
founders both cottagers and prominent local people, including Charles T. How, DeGrasse
Fox, Edmund Pendleton, George W. Vanderbilt, Elihu T. Hamor, and Serenus H.
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Rodick.44 The Bar Harbor VIA created committees for trees and roads, devoting much of
their time and energy to projects that improved the town’s aesthetics. Its members also
served as vocal advocates for improved sanitation and the creation of city parks and
recreational improvements.
Bar Harbor’s place as a tourist destination required expenditures on infrastructure.
In discussing the town’s budget and requirements, attendees of the town meeting noted
that Bar Harbor, “with a large floating summer population [was] very different…. Our
roads, sidewalks and sewerage” required the utmost attention of the permanent
population in order to accommodate the influx of people during the summer season. 45
The association saw these improvements as not only necessary to improve the quality of
life of their own resort community, enjoyed by both visitors and locals alike, but also as a
means of attracting new visitors. Large expenditures were justified by their return in
tourist dollars and because they were based in practical, scientific knowledge.
Locals accepted the burden of the additional expense of infrastructure capable of
handling the yearly population explosion as the cost of doing business. At least islanders
were in the envious position of having to incur costs for business that were utilitarian and
ultimately improved the lives all citizens of the island.
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After taking steps to improve the town’s infrastructure, the VIA embraced more
ambitious efforts for the good of the community. Besides supporting projects that had an
immediate impact on the people’s lives, association members began to consider farther
reaching, long term plans. Before long, the association was “convinced that some definite
action should be taken towards the study of the conservation of the Island as a whole,
appointed a committee…who engaged Mr. Charles W. Eliot 2nd …to make… a study” on
the “conservation of the island,” according to its chairman William Lawrence.46
By 1872, Southwest Harbor’s lobster cannery steered visitors toward Bar Harbor due
to its unpleasant smell.47 The lobster cannery achieved such notoriety that Harper’s
Monthly could not fail to mention it in the magazine’s write-up of the island, the
author/adventurer matter-of-factly stating “the objections to landing at Southwest Harbor
present themselves before you have taken the first step. Right at the pier there is an
extensive lobster house.”48 The fate of Southwest Harbor was surely on the mind of the
concerned person who wrote about Bar Harbor’s foul smell. He (or she) noted that it is
common custom for slaughterhouses to be “located beyond the village noses. So with
lobster factories, glue factories and ink factories. And a visitor at Bar Harbor, noticing the
practice of curing fish on the shore near the principal streets of the village, thinks ‘dead
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fish’ are no more fragrant, nor entitled to any better privilege.”49 A visitor to the island in
1857 described Southwest Harbor upon disembarking from the boat as “the least
attractive part of the whole Island.”50 Residents, also concerned for the public safety of its
citizens and visitors, agitated for more public street lights.51
Historian Angela Gugliotta’s work examines the ideological confluence of public
and private spheres in the Progressive Era. In her examination of the formation of public
policies regarding air pollution in this era, she emphasizes the shifting role of women as
their notions of domestic housekeeping regarding cleanliness spilled into the public
sphere. For it was in this public sphere where people experienced the detrimental effects
resulting from pollution and a lack of public sanitation. Gugliotta contends that “the seeds
of this reconceptualization of the relationship of the home to public and private realms
can be found in the 1870s in the growth of domestic sanitary advice literature but
developed further in Progressive-Era municipal housekeeping.”52
With these altered conceptions of the public and private spheres, progressive
reformers felt the obligation to pursue avenues of reform that, at times, contravened
traditional notions of privacy or property ownership. In Bar Harbor, reformers of the
progressive spirit were aided by the era’s newfound understanding of the public and
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private in their quest to shape the town’s public arena as well as the land beyond the
reach of the village streets.
The first permanent board of health in the United States was formed in Boston in
1797. However, as Martin V. Melosi notes, “not until the 1880s and 1890s did Victorians
begin to understand sewage treatment as a biological process.”53 This game changing
revelation in public health and sanitation proceeded with a rush to improve water quality
within communities that could afford these upgrades. Gugliotta, in her examinations of
Progressive-Era environmental reform, notes that, in contrast to the traditionally held
notions of the connectivity of cleanliness and moral fortitude, “later nineteenth-century
public health… emphasized broad based environmental rather than moral reform. It
forged ever stronger links between environmental dirt and disease.” 54 The embrace of
new scientific explanations for disease and progressives’ acceptance of scientific
knowledge as a means to order the world meant that efforts to address environmental
concerns took on, for the first time in history, solutions embedded in scientific assertions.
Because the “proper manner of disposing of garbage has always been a vexed
question in this village,” in 1887, the local paper endorsed the suggestion of the secretary
of the state’s board of health to dispose of garbage in a way “which would not interfere
with the rights of private individuals” by burning it.55 Although government sanctions
against littering and government enforced garbage disposal may not seem to be instances
of bureaucratic overreach to the twenty-first century observer, to many citizens in the late
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nineteenth century, particularly in rural America, it was not taken for granted that the
state should be imbued with the power to control and dictate the manner in which private
citizens used and disposed of their property. If the state, or any association, was to change
people’s attitude toward garbage disposal, they would have to connect the issue to other
seemingly more pertinent issues such as public health or economic growth. Evidence
suggests that the advocates for a cleaner Bar Harbor faced an uphill battle.
Two decades later, members of the VIA fretted over the “habit of property owners
abutting the Shore Path of throwing refuse into the sea.”56 Although the property owners
along this stretch of shoreline had long been protective of their land, especially when it
came to visitors trespassing on it, some apparently were not above committing the same
sins of which they accused the public. That the VIA castigated the landowners for failing
to uphold the association’s standards for cleanliness and stewardship of nature suggests
that the organization was in a position of adequate strength to confront the owners of
some of Bar Harbor’s most recognizable and coveted properties.
The association had continued to push upon the public the standards of a
progressive ethic with a relentlessness that had garnered it much of its legitimacy in the
eyes of locals and non-locals alike. Regarding the issue of littering, the VIA posted a
“notice requesting greater thoughtfulness” from the owners. 57 When confronting the
shore path property owners, the VIA had to tread carefully out of necessity. Law, and as
importantly, public sentiment demanded the association to respect the rights of
landowners and their rights to use and maintain their properties as they saw fit. However,
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persistent littering from the owners jeopardized the visual integrity of the shore path, and
consequent, tarnished the image of the island, if ever so slightly.
The VIA was faced with a delicate balancing act: change the manners and habits
of landowners to conform with the expectations of visitors and do so without challenging
or demanding their owners sacrifice rights and freedom enshrined in the country’s
psyche. The challenge for the VIA was to gain the willing support of residents without
presenting itself as a nagging, elitist club bent on dictating its views to the rest of the
island.
The VIA discovered that it needed to tailor its message depending on its goals and
determine which avenues of discussion were the most persuasive in a particular situation.
For instance, the VIA framed littering as an aesthetic issue with economic implications.
The removal of the Native Americans’ summer encampment, the Wabanaki’s so-called
“Indian camp,” they framed as a health issue. Littering affected all parts of the island and
unsightly litter detracted from the area’s natural beauty. Encouraging the removal of
wayside garbage promised the people a cleaner, more pleasing environment with an
economic benefit with little labor cost in return.
The removal of the Indian camp, the temporary summer encampment of the
Wabanaki craftsmen and traders in Bar Harbor, was a more complex issue that affected a
number of people and required planning and the investment of time before its execution.
Both the removal of litter and the relocation of the camp reflected the VIA’s vision of the
Bar Harbor of their ideals. Its members worked with the goal in mind to reshape the town
as the perfect representation of the summer hideaway they aspired it to be. This translated
into the aggressive pursuit to eliminate any perceived blemish or eyesore. The VIA, for
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instance, “deplored the erection of poles by the electricity, telegraph, and telephone
companies” and went so far as to “lobb[y] for the underground placement of utility
lines.”58 In a village built mostly of stick construction and surrounded by acres of dense
forest, even fire prevention became a cause for the VIAs to rally around and a feature for
town boosters to exploit.
Although the non-local members of the VIA succeeded in beautifying portions of
the town, bit by bit, they also knew that to enact meaningful changes to the town and
island that would long outlast its members, the association needed the willing and
enthusiastic support of the permanent population. Although residents gave willing
support easily enough to projects and ideas that were innocuous enough to garner
widespread support, enthusiasm in the organization, particularly when it came to concrete
efforts, remained elusive.
The Bar Harbor VIA made an effort to recruit as many local citizens as members
as possible. 59 But, from the start, it had difficulty engaging the support of locals. As soon
as the Bar Harbor Village Improvement Association formed, it called for citizens to
attend meetings and hold offices within the organization. Pleading for membership,
enticement to serve the VIA was put thusly: “of course there’s lots of ‘honor,’ and if any
of you want a chance you must be sure to attend the next meeting.”60
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A month later resident Paul Jones, in his letter to the editor, lamented the “lack of
public spirit” in the village, noting that town meetings were often poorly attended and
that “a few have already tried to get enough of our citizens together to organize a society”
for village improvement, but had been met with apathy. Jones suggested that the village
needed, among other things, new sidewalks and a new school. He decried the voters’
apathy, noting that “if you don’t look sharp, you will have a tax on you, and will be
looking over the records to see what it is for.”61 Unacknowledged in these pleas for
increased attendance was the issue of timing. Although promoting a noble cause, the
VIAs non-resident members overlooked a simple fact: for many permanent residents,
work came first. Civic activities, no matter how noble, were still a luxury for those
without the leisure time to spend at club meetings.
The driving will behind the VIA rested in its summer resident members, and as
the months grew cooler and summer people drifted back to the cities, the VIA foundered.
A letter to the Mount Desert Herald suggested that during the winter months enthusiasm
for community efforts to promote improvement projects often withered. The writer called
upon the “Village Improvement Society….[to] get the people of the village together to
talk” about the supposed need for improvements from street crosswalks to a new
cemetery.62 If the VIA fell into hibernation in the winter months, there was enough
enthusiasm from the summer residents to revive it come springtime.
A reprint of an article promoting the progressive tool of communal reform, the
village improvement society or club, extolled the usefulness of VIAs. “The ideal
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American village has been well defined to be…’wholesome, cleanly, tidy, simple, modest
collection of country homes,’” the article stated, adding, “to this should be added a
healthful and controlling moral sentiment…a lively interest in the intellectual life and
social and religious progress…business, honor thrift and prosperity.”63
In addition to the question of clean water, the methods of disposal of sewage and
refuse plagued the town. Bar Harbor disposed of its waste in the same manner as other
coastal villages had since the beginning of civilization—they dumped it in the water and
let the tides do the rest. A longtime summer visitor, complaining about garbage being
dumped in the harbor and expressing concern for the village’s sewerage, noted that “the
rocks along the shore should not be disfigured.” The summer visitor further claimed that,
“Visitors will not come here, if the townspeople are so indifferent to their comfort. The
one great fault with Bar Harbor and its people lies in the fact of their being too lazy or too
indifferent in caring for their summer visitors both on land and water.”64
However, a local editorial describes Bar Harbor as the “ideal resort” town,
complete with finished roads and bridle paths, in which the “poorer classes are well
housed in comfortable quarters in brick tenements [and] [s]tables are located in the
outskirts” of town, conjured an image of a progressive leisure paradise.65 The image the
author presented included amenities that catered to visitors and which such excursionists
and summer residents could easily support.
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Regarding the handling and disposal of garbage waste, someone cared enough
about the issue to voice his or her opinion about it, noting that last season, some unnamed
people complained about the garbage in the harbor, washing ashore and floating about.
The writer opines that “we cannot afford to pollute the waters when so many people
come here simply to enjoy the pleasures of boating.” The author further suggests that
people should think about burning their garbage or dumping it farther away from the
harbor.66 Although the people along the coast had long turned to the water to make a
living through fishing and similar pursuits, now that tourism was the major industry the
very appearance of the water itself was scrutinized and admired for its physical beauty.
The coast’s human-made imperfections, namely the amount of refuse polluting its waters,
presented a problem for the islanders.
A project to extend West Street to intersect with Eden Street provided
convenience and a promise of further development as the extension “opened up a great
deal of desirable property” and “given the dwellers on West street and the patrons of one
of our largest hotels direct connection with the beautiful drives along the shores of
Frenchman’s Bay.”67 But travelers were subjected to the sight of Bar Harbor’s less
prosperous dwellings that stood “at the head of the creek, in the angle formed by West
street and Eden street,… a collection of little shanties somewhat after the style of Squaw
Hollow.” The paper noted that “this unsavory locality is in full view” as well as being an
unsanitary blight on the village.68
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The name Squaw Hollow had grown infamous in Bar Harbor, a code word in
Eden parlance for an area of unchecked poverty, ramshackle temporary housing, and a
congregating point for undesirables and disease. There was a Board of Health meeting
during which “a number of petitions were presented from summer residents asking that
some action be taken toward clearing out the place known as Squaw Hollow, which they
claim as a menace to public safety” and insisting that an effort be made to improve
sanitation at this location as well as at several stables around the village.69
An editorial pointed out that the VIA “was instigated by our summer visitors…
[and] is proof positive that we townspeople have been very remiss in our duty toward
those who come here and leave us their money.”70 Those permanent residents who most
vocally supported the efforts of the VIA unsurprisingly were those who most benefitted
from an increase in tourist visitation. Because of the intersecting interest of summer
residents and locals who catered to the leisure industry, the public face of village
improvement advocacy invariably took the form of those same groups. The VIA and the
Bar Harbor that resulted from their improvements and policies would reflect their values,
priorities, and aesthetic taste. In this way, the desires of the town’s poorer residences
were shunted to the sidelines of public discourse.
Beatrix Farrand, a long-time summer resident and the first female landscape
architect in the nation and the “only woman among the ten founding members of the
American Society of Landscape Architects,” asserted her influence with the VIA and
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offered her expertise to reshape Bar Harbor into a model “City Beautiful.”71 She “took an
active role in village improvement societies” and “in 1919 Farrand prepared a City
Beautiful plan for the town of Bar Harbor.”72 Once completed, Farrand “gave a
lecture…of economical ways to improve the water front and business district.”73
Farrand’s City Beautiful concept came on the heels of a few other efforts by the village to
make it more lush and pleasing to the eye. For instance, the village in 1899 “purchased
the Grand Central Hotel…and razed it to create the Village Green,” thereby eliminating
the eyesore of the defunct hotel and creating a green space in the center of the village.74
The City Beautiful movement of the first decade of the twentieth century
combined a “cultural agenda, a middle-class environmentalism, and aesthetics.”75 This
ideology “blended earlier planning convictions, such as the psychic importance of natural
beauty, with newer notions of evolution and environmentalism. It reinforced the experts’
professional convictions and the leadership aspirations of the urban middle and uppermiddle classes.”76 Its “advocates were committed to a liberal-capitalist, commercial
industrial society…and to …private property.”77 Embraced by the upper classes and
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particularly prevalent among the upper echelons of citizenry in the cities of the Northeast,
the City Beautiful movement sought to bring order to the chaos of the country’s urban
jungles, through purposeful and meticulously planned boulevards and parks. Behind the
movement was not only a desire for and understanding of the importance of greenery for
human wellbeing and better city aesthetics, but also a thoroughly progressive desire for
control over the environment. For the cottagers, there was hardly a better way to fulfill
their class’s altruist duties while providing concrete results that happened to benefit the
area’s property owners.
The process of beautifying and maintaining the village’s public spaces at a
suitable level of hygiene and aesthetics required continuous vigilance and effort on the
part of the VIA and other concerned parties. Only with persistence could the VIA ensure
that their efforts would continue and their achievements would survive the coming years
and decades. Despite the activity and success of the organization, the only way to ensure
that the achievements lasted as the members’ collective legacy was to cultivate an
appreciation of the association’s work among the permanent populous.
Although many of the summer visitors established residences on the island and
continued to occupy their summer cottages year after year, many of the original cottagers
had by the dawn of the twentieth century either died or become too aged to engage in
public activism. The permanent residents, however, by virtue of their unwavering
occupation of the island held the greatest stake in the community’s success and therefore
should have been the natural inheritors of the VIA’s achievements. The VIA, therefore,
had to not only increase its membership among the local population but inculcate the
same values in them as well. Furthermore, they and the rest of the population had to be
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willing to sacrifice either time or money to bring the association’s plans to fruition. This
would require instilling in the people a strong sense that the VIA’s efforts to beautify the
town were a worthy mission.
On the subject of “Community Efficiency,” there were calls for “cleaning up and
beautifying the town” in order to organize and combat disease in the town as well as
make progress in the task of “keeping the buildings and grounds neat and tidy and by the
planting of trees.”78 Wholeheartedly embracing the progressive propensity toward
orderliness, proponents of village improvement stressed the importance of maintaining a
tidy village for public health reasons as well as for the sake of maintaining a town that
was pleasing to the public eye.
There were several efforts to include and encourage locals to attend VIA
meetings. The VIA, for instance held a “Village Improvement Week in Bar Harbor”
which included Beatrix Farrand’s presentation aimed “to explain…the plans of the
Association for making the village of Bar Harbor more truly beautiful…. Resident
members of the committees of the V. I. A. and others …are enthusiastic about the work
and they are urging their friends and business associates to attend the meetings and
conferences during the coming week.”79
While efforts to include the local population in the plans and decisions for the
future of Bar Harbor were met at times with apathy or lackluster approval, the summer
and local residents could at times come together to lend their support for a common
cause. For instance, in 1898, the “summer and year-round residents joined forces to
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establish” the Bar Harbor Medical and Surgical Hospital, thus proving that cooperation
was possible, at least when concerning matters garnered popular support.80 The
establishment of a hospital, though, provided obvious benefits to all members of society.
The preservation of the landscape and beautifying of the town, however, offered less
immediate, less tangible benefits and so the VIA faced more of a challenge as they tried
to promote their cause.
A week later, Farrand reportedly said the “making of a town, and especially a
summer resort, as attractive as possible was nothing more or less than good business.”
Good business drew people to the VIA and its work, and “a meeting of property owners
was held….which was attended by a large number of property owners who almost
without exception were keenly interested in the work”81 By framing these efforts in terms
of business, Farrand ensured that the City Beautiful efforts by the VIA would garner the
support of the town’s businessmen.
After much effort by the VIA, the local paper reported positively on its progress.
Claiming that the paper’s editor had received comments from summer residents who
expressed “appreciation [for] the unusually neat and finished appearance that the town
presents,” favorably comparing the town to Newport, which was itself noted for its
“street scenery.”82 While acknowledging the VIA did a lot of good work, “THE TIMES
want[ed] to see an increased interest from the resident population.”83 While the local
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paper sang the praises of the efforts of the VIA, it also endeavored to rouse the interest of
local people to become more involved in its civic activities. The local paper was a major
booster for the VIA and its staff often presented updates on the VIA’s work, always
detailing its achievements and advocating for its interests. However, the VIA remained
largely a club for the town’s summer residents and was never quite able to shake their
exclusive persona despite some effort to reach out to the permanent population.
While the VIA tried to emphasize that it was open to all, especially local property
owners, it continued to function largely with the support of summer residents, who
approved of work done by the VIA for the sensibilities of the summer population. Efforts
of the VIA reveal the priorities of the summer people, an emphasis on form and function,
making Bar Harbor not only a healthier town but aesthetically more pleasing as well.
A letter to the editor by George A. Phillips decried the town’s lack of public
spirit. Phillips attributed it to the fact that “a large part of our population were not born
here; they came from Bucksport, Machias, Cherryfield, Milbridge, etc.”84 He continued
to suggest “another reason why our resident people take so little interest in the welfare of
Bar Harbor…has even worse results than lack of public interest…. It is the pandering
spirit…. Toadyism, craven subserviency, readiness to yield to any whim of the rich and
great…” Phillips offers as an example of this “toadyism” the local support for the ban on
automobiles. While recognizing that “it is equally foolish to have any spirit of
antagonism against a people who differ from us in most ways,“ Phillips finally arrives at
the crux of his argument, that the local population is in need of “greater self-respect
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among ourselves, greater independence among ourselves.” 85 The heart of his argument
was in no way unique. The people of MDI had long decried the seemingly inordinate
influence of the part-time residents. But Phillips’ complaint struck at the local
community’s sense of complacency and seeming willingness to cede control of the
town’s destiny to the elite few who called the island home for only a few months out of
the year.
By 1893, a local paper was declaring the VIA a success at having won over the
people and made tangible improvements to the quality of life in the town, calling it an
“association which began its work several years ago amid great discouragement and a
disheartening lack of sympathy from the people.” The paper cheerfully declared that now
local people had a different view of VIA.86 Yet, the organization continued to have to
solicit interest from local residents, and it continued to work for the betterment of Bar
Harbor, as the mostly non-resident members envisioned. Even as the association touted
its increased local membership, there were those who continued to caution against the
effects of even the most beneficial reforms being instigated and propagated by a cadre of
largely non-resident people.
By 1896, the VIA had constructed paths and made signs in various parts of the
town to benefit the island’s many hikers.87 Visitors were now in need of a map to guide
them on their treks. In 1896, the VIA published a map of the eastern half of the island
created by botanist Edward Rand and his peers. Rand’s map grew out of the information
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he compiled on his many treks around the island while conducting his biological
research. Tourism benefited from Edward Rand’s map of the eastern half of island, but as
mentioned in the Record, there was now demand for the creation of a full island map.88
Men including Dorr, How, Pendleton, Mears, as well as the Maine Central Railroad and
others contributed funds for such a project.89 How, Pendleton, and Mears had a vested
interest in the area’s real estate and the railroad, like railroads across the nation, saw the
financial benefit of being a benefactor for the tourist industry. Dorr was a proponent of
the importance and conservation of nature, and he and others could not garner support for
their conservation efforts if people did not realize the uniqueness of this spot of nature.
There was no better way to gain an appreciation for the island’s natural landscape and its
flora and fauna than by experiencing it first-hand.
The Josselyn Botanical Society held its annual meeting in Manset in 1908.90 Even
though by 1908, the island was considered to have already been extensively studied and
its flora well-documented, the society still discovered an additional seven plant species.91
Such revelations highlighted the fact that the island still had many scientific secrets yet to
reveal and its continued relevance as a place of scientific interest provided a persistent
necessity to argument for its protection.
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The botanists’ work laid the foundation for MDI’s continued importance to
natural science. In addition to Rand and the VIA’s effort to build upon his work, other
scientists and natural science enthusiasts visited and conducted research on the island.
Their works further added to the island’s cachet as a natural laboratory, a location of
invaluable interest to the scientific community. The botanical society declared, “Mt.
Desert Island has a long history of floristic work…and is one of the most intensely
studied regions of the state.”92 Despite the society’s continued efforts to attract more local
support, Eliot declared that, “The Village Improvement Societies of the Island have long
been a common meeting ground for permanent and summer residents.”93 While
maintaining that the VIA sought close ties between local and summer people, it contained
its pursuit of remaking the island in the summer people’s image. The VIA continued to
try to sway the locals to accept its particular ethic.
By 1907, the paper reported equal numbers of local and summer people at the
meeting, suggesting the VIA recruitment efforts were at least somewhat successful. The
VIA had taken an elitist cause/message and transformed it into a popular one.94 The
demographic composition of the meetings was far more important than anyone would
publicly declare. The VIA needed the support and blessing of the permanent population
to give their works and ideas any sort of legitimacy and permanence. Likewise, the locals
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benefited from the associational improvements to public health as well as the tangential
financial benefits of increased tourism dollars that the VIAs’ beatifying projects drew.
As part of the association’s drive to increase membership, the VIA “has tried and
is still trying to cultivate, among the owners of property in and near the village, a
practical interest in the beauty of the place.”95 Not only developing but establishing a
lasting interest in conservation among the local population, was the only way to ensure
that the VIA’s work would survive beyond the current generation and that some of the
landscape could be set aside and saved from permanent development. As time passed, the
call to prevent further development grew louder. In one letter to the editor, J. Madison
Taylor of Philadelphia explained the necessity and benefits of setting aside land for
preservation:
If the prosperity of the island is to be conserved on purely commercial lines,
industries, manufactures, facilities of transportation and the like, to the extent that
it shall interfere with improvements adapted chiefly to a summer population of
increasing wealth, disaster must follow….the first thing that requires attention is
the subject of a park system suitable for the whole island. The most urgent plan to
be adopted is a system of park and public privileges which shall be acceptable to
all.96
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As Taylor simply put it, parks increase property values.97 The appeal to locals’
pocketbooks may have encouraged some to support the preservationists’ stance, and
experts intensified their calls for the creation of park land. For the vision of the VIA and
later the Hancock County Trustees of Public Reservations to succeed, locals needed to
support not just the conservation of land but its preservation, itself a harder sell for the
organizations.
Two years after Professor Tower had given the island’s forests a favorable
assessment, Merritt L. Fernald of the Gray Herbarium, in 1909, presented to the Josselyn
Botanical Society his dire warnings about the future of New England’s plants and forests.
In his address, he identified the introduction of invasive species, a condition made worse
by the cutting of the forests, as a serious threat to the region’s native flora.98 These same
findings were echoed in a National Geographic article about the island co-authored by
Fernald, George B. Dorr, and Ernest Forbush.99 Fernald and his fellow botanists provided
yet another justification for the preservation of the land.
Agitation against unbridled development of the land grew more urgent as Bar
Harbor’s success translated into growth concretely manifested in the cottages and hotels
and other buildings that occupied the shoreline and hillsides. Chief among those sounding
the alarm against the dangers of unrestricted development was Charles W. Eliot. In an
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article published in the Record, Eliot states, “It is an object, then, for the whole island to
attract summer visitors who remain but a few weeks, and have no establishment of their
own.” Acknowledging that transient visitors “want…access to the shore…. The
occupation of the entire shore by private owners who close their places to the public will,
in time, deprive the hotel and boarding-house population of one of the pleasures which
used to attract them to Mount Desert.”100
Eliot realized how detrimental these closures could be to tourism but also
recognized the cottagers’ rights and concerns. Eliot mentions that “The foot paths about
the hills and valleys of the island have almost all been made by the summer residents,
without any thought on the part of the permanent residents, or any action on the part of
the towns. They constitute an important security for the continued prosperity of the
island.” To resolve this issue, he suggested that the town should “acquire portions of the
shore…for public use.” Per his plan, the Hancock County Trustees of Public Reservations
should be entrusted for this purpose, and it was acceptable and logical for the hotels to
keep shore land for visitors, but he warned that taxes might prevent hotels from holding
such land in the future.101
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Image 10. View of the Shore Path, Bar Harbor, ME. Photograph by Christina
Arflack, 2011.

The Trespassing Issue.
As excursionists and part-time residents descended upon the island in the summer
months, the conflict between public use spaces and the property rights of private citizens
was complicated by the competing groups who all desired and asserted as their right
access to the island’s shores and other points of interest. Islanders expressed their will in
a series of complaints, pleas, and acts of defiance. At the center of this conflict was
nothing other than the centerpiece of Bar Harbor’s fame and attraction, its rugged and
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majestic shoreline. Amidst the land boom of the 1880s, cottagers quickly purchased the
most desirable properties on which to build their palatial summer retreats, and these
cottages, with meticulous landscaping and manicured lawns, soon dotted the shoreline in
and around Bar Harbor.
In 1887, the “scarcity of shore roads” was brought to the public’s attention. “From
Cromwell’s Harbor to Duck Brook,” that is, from one side of Bar Harbor to the other,
“(with the exception of the wharves) visitors cannot approach our beautiful shore without
going on private property. It is true that the owners of the land bordering on the eastern
shore have very kindly laid out a path by which pedestrians can go as far as Cromwell’s
Harbor but a freak [sic] on the part of any of these proprietors may close the path at any
time.”102 Likewise, “”Private way—no thoroughfare’ is a notice which one meets with at
all the lanes leading to the shore along the road to Otter Cove” proclaimed the New York
Times.103 This threat hung heavily over visitors and hotel proprietors considering that in
1881, the state of Maine declared that “the wilfully [sic] trespassing on the land of
another during the summer and fall months, is made a crime; and any constable or other
officer may arrest the offender on the spot.”104
The paper noted property owners’ efforts to exert their rights by barring public
access to the path and admonished the owners for pursuing this tact. “This is in bad taste,
although it may be the legal right of the cottagers so to do. The natural beauties of Mount
Desert are in a measures public property, and no narrow or selfish motives should induce
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the fortunate proprietors of estates fronting on the sea, to shut out from its enjoyment
persons who only ask the privilege of looking at their pleasant homes and beautiful
surroundings.”105
Although some thought to shame residents into keeping pathways open to the
public, some property owners no doubt felt it necessary to restrict access to their land to
prevent destruction of their property at the hands of uninhibited throngs of excursionists.
Although the closure of popular paths in particular would have negative repercussions on
the village’s ability to entertain and would cause tensions between landowners and other
residents, the excursionists were not entirely blameless. The author further seems to take
for granted the notion that the island’s “natural beauties” and public, free access thereto
were rights not to be superseded by private ownership of any property.
Although many property owners of the shoreline real estate did not prevent people
from accessing the shore from their lots, damage done by trespassers was an issue. The
Herald flatly reiterated the rights of property owners, stating that “…it is desired that
private property shall be respected. The building of fires, the cutting down of trees, the
deposit of rubbish and offal, and the trampling down of lawns are greatly objected to.
These things have all been practiced in the past,” the paper confessed, however, the
Herald knew where to place the blame. Vandalism and trespassing was done “not by the
reputable inhabitants of Bar Harbor, or by the better class of summer visitors; but by a
floating, irresponsible and rowdy element.”106
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By 1889, matters had not improved. Cottagers, in their complaints about
trespassers, claimed that “their grounds have been trespassed upon and their flowers and
shrubs stolen or wantonly injured by some evil-disposed persons.” The local paper noted
that “it should be the aim of all who have the interests of Bar Harbor truly at heart to do
all in their power to suppress these depredations,” reasserting that Bar Harborites had a
“duty” to see that the cottagers’ property rights were respected and their goodwill
maintained.107 On the one hand, the integrity of property rights had to be maintained as a
cornerstone of a capitalist society. On the other hand, though, free access to the shoreline
and similar points of aesthetic and recreational interest provided the foundation for the
tourist economy on which so many locals relied for their survival.
To deny access risked fostering resentment toward a handful of landowners.
Complaints against trespassers were often not limited to people just traversing private
lands; vandalism and theft often accompanied trespassing complaints. In 1917, the town
contended with a crime wave targeting area gardens. After “several complaints…. the
municipal officers have warned, all persons that the rights of these patriotic gardeners
must be respected and that offenders will not be lightly dealt with…. if any garden
thieves are caught the full penalty of the law is none too good for them.”108
As parts of the shore in Bar Harbor were closed off to many, there were those
who sought to make Bar Harbor’s loss Hull’s Cove’s gain. Efforts to promote land
development at Hull’s Cove underscored the village’s proximity to Bar Harbor and
shorelines. The paper described Hull’s Cove as “the home of a well-to-do class of people
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whose principal occupation has always been farming” and yet possessed another unique
feature: “as there is no land between the road and the shore the beautiful beach will
always be free to the public.” It was in stark contrast to Bar Harbor, where “shore
privileges… had become almost too much of a luxury and the tide of cottage building
began to flow westward.” Hull’s Cove, in this way, was marketed as a desirable, more
open alternative to Bar Harbor.109
Efforts to alleviate the growing resentment of landowners against the trampling
hordes of tourists focused on channeling the crowds of curious wanderers along
designated paths. The agitation for walking paths as a method for reducing the problem
of trespassers soon gained traction in the local papers. 110 Margaret Coffin Brown and Jim
Vekasi note that as a “growing number of resort hotels and private cottages restricted
access to the shore and surrounding hills[,] [t]he need for a marked trail system became
increasingly important.”111 Foremost among the paths that commanded attention was the
stretch of land along Bar Harbor’s scenic shore.
The Shore Path had long been a part of Bar Harbor, a freely accessible walking
path along the village’s rocky shore from which anyone could admire the bay. Stretching
from the heart of downtown Bar Harbor, the path offers commanding views of the bay
and the convenience of close proximity to the town’s center and hotels. Following the
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shoreline, the path edges southward traversing along the shorefront of several private
properties. Clare B. Martin’s 1874 guidebook describes the Shore Path and several points
of interest to the summer explorer along its winding way. Most notably, she draws the
reader’s attention to the Pulpit, a conspicuous landmark in the form of a large
freestanding rock formation on the beach. Striking and inevitably drawing the attention of
curious visitors, Martin observes that “to bar the casual visitor from it would be a
hardship.”112 In 1891, the Bar Harbor VIA “assume[d] care of [it].”113
An unruly and disrespectful public forced the local papers to remind the public
again of the property owners’ rights. The Record scolded the public, stating that “the
right of the public to the use of the shore walk depends entirely on the courtesy of the
property owners there, and the way can be barred at any time they think fit.”114 Whether
this public admonishment was successful remains unknown, but as more visitors arrived
in Bar Harbor with the intent of only short stays, the likelihood that the influence of the
wishes of the locals and long-time summer residents upon the island’s transient
population would continue seems modest.
Penning an account of his sojourn in Bar Harbor in 1895, Edwin Lawrence
Godkin articulated the plight of the visitor, noting “The worst of it all is, however, that
the boarder finds that the cottager has enclosed some of his favorite walks. He can no
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longer get to them without trespassing or intruding.”115 Visitors who travelled to Bar
Harbor, some arriving from hundreds of miles away, expected to be able to partake in the
activities and amusements so touted by Bar Harbor advertisements, including walks along
the shore.
The trespassing and right to access issue was especially made evident in two
locations at Bar Harbor, the adjacent Bar Island and the Shore Path. The abuses of
trespassers on Bar Island rankled some residents and prompted one to write anonymously
to the paper to argue the issue before the public. The sand bar that connected Bar Island
to Bar Harbor during low tide made the small island accessible to anyone willing to walk
there, but this unimpeded access also allowed some people to misuse the land. The
owners complained of residents using the bar to dump and burn garbage. Anecdotally,
“Guelph” complains in the Herald that when confronting an anonymous litterer, he
“insisted on his right, as a free American citizen, to dump it on The Bar, within two rods
of the shore.” Furthermore, “…they bring their rubbish to the shore at high tide…. They
often dump it on the landowner’s green, high and dry.” “Guelph” pointed out that Bar
Island was one of Bar Harbor’s many attractions. Offering a commanding view of
downtown Bar Harbor and Frenchman’s Bay, the island had long been a favorite for
excursions.116 Bar Island had been owned by the Rodick family since the early nineteenth
century, and by the 1880s had passed to Charles Pineo through his wife Flora Rodick
Pineo. The Rodicks and the Pineos being so heavily invested in the hotel and real estate
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businesses respectively likely saw the advantages of enforcing trespassing laws against
those dumping unsightly and unsanitary waste at a prime tourist spot.
Trespassing and the threat of landowners to act against trespassers became an
urgent and public issue when the landowners along the shore threatened to deny public
access to the Shore Path that runs through several private properties along Bar Harbor’s
eastern shore. The Record called attention the possibility of the village losing access to
the path, asking “Do you realize what Bar Harbor would be without the shore walk…?
Bar Harbor would lose its greatest attraction, and yet there is danger of this being
closed….[the]walk is opened…through the courtesy of the owners” and in return the
paper asked users of the path simply to keep it clean and not venture off the well-worn
path.117 Two years later, the landowners’ patience appeared tried for the Record reports
that in 1895 there was “a decided movement on foot among some of the property
owners,… to close the entrances and exits and thus make it a private way.”118
Efforts to find a suitable compromise by appealing to property owners’ civic spirit
and tourists’ sense of propriety yielded insufficient results to alleviate the problem.
Failing to appeal to people’s conscience, the next step included agitation for “town
authorities” to enforce compliance “by patrolling it [the shore path] with police in
summer.” As one person succinctly put it, “Bar Harbor cannot afford to have her most
attractive walk closed because of the acts of the careless, visiting excursionists.”119
While islanders pondered a suitable solution, one aspect of the trespass issue was
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coalescing into a fast, non-negotiable fact. The ability of the community to maintain its
reputation as a friendly, open, amiable, and, above all, accessible leisure destination had
to be safeguarded, and at the same time, the rights of the subset of tourists who owned the
most desirable lots were required to be upheld, if discreetly. However, it eventually
became clear that as transient tourists outnumbered summer cottagers, it was the class of
landowners who would have to tolerate and adapt to the hordes of tourists who descended
on the island each summer. Or the wealthiest among them would choose to sojourn
elsewhere.
“What is there here today to attract the transient tourist or hotel guest? In those
old days people could…go as they pleased anywhere on this island. Today you can
scarcely walk fifty yards in any direction without running into a sign ‘Private Property’ or
‘Keep off the Grass,’” lamented the Record.120 There was fear that the closure of land to
the public due to private ownership could hinder the hotel business. By the twentieth
century, some of the earliest cottagers had died and their properties had changed hands,
and the continued good will to allow passage along the Shore Path and other locations
seemed more precarious. A new law against “leaving slash or debris by the roadside” was
designed to help prevent forest fires.121
Not only did the trespassing issue reveal contested views of how the land should
be maintained and the right of access among local people, as in the case of Bar Island, but
the issue raised questions about the future of the village’s economy as impacted by the
cottagers’ and other landowners’ displeasure with the visitors’ use of their properties.
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With access to the Shore Path under threat, the creation of publicly held lands open to all
people, transient visitors, hotel guests, cottagers, and local residents alike loomed more
important than ever.
Controversy over access to the shoreline is not just an archaic issue from the early
days of the island’s development as a tourist resort. Disputes over access and trespassing
have continued to occasionally occur. A recent example from 2015 in Northeast Harbor
involved a billionaire property owner who sued his neighbors over access to the shoreline
and use of a wharf. Ironically, according the Bangor Daily News, “All of the properties in
question, according to the lawsuit, once were owned by Charles W. Eliot, president of
Harvard University and one of the founders of Acadia National Park.”122 The lawsuit was
eventually settled out of court.123
The Example of Duck Brook
The conflicts between cottagers and locals over the management of the land was
manifested in the curious struggle for control and development of a small section of MDI
known as Duck Brook. Beyond Somesville, one of the earliest places settled on the island
was the vicinity of what became known as Duck Brook. The brook, a small, picturesque
swift-running stream, flows from Eagle Lake northward into Frenchman’s Bay, and it had
long provided a natural demarcation for the village’s northwesterly limit. A close look at
Duck Brook, one of several small streams on the island, reveals this sliver of land as a
microcosm of Bar Harbor’s transformation from a rustic coastal settlement to a premiere
Gilded Age resort to, finally, the gateway to one of the nation’s majestic national parks.
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The brook was the site of one of the island’s early mills. 124 It became of the center
of conflict between local people who had utilitarian uses for the brook and summer
visitors who built their exclusive cottage enclave nearby. As tourism developed on the
island, Duck Brook became a popular spot for daytime excursionists, and its waters
provided the village’s supply of water. When John Rockefeller built his system of
carriage roads, the bridge over Duck Brook became one of the system’s most
recognizable features. Finally, it came under the protection of the federal government.
And so, with the construction of the bridge and the eventual handover of the bridge to the
federal government, Duck Brook’s history illustrated the island’s journey from early
settlement to Gilded Age cottage life to the modern national park.
According to park documents, Duck Brook is of considerable importance to the
national park’s ecology, for it is “one of the park’s major watershed systems, drains
approximately 1,498 ha (3,700 ac) and is outlet of Eagle Lake, a 436-acre Great Pond,”
and the “wetlands associated with Duck Brook provide” habitat for a variety of
creatures.125
The brook and surrounding area were also of considerable value to the island’s
early settlers. The Peters map of 1795 depicts the development of Duck Brook, placing a
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sawmill and a grist mill at this location.126 A new mill was constructed on Duck Brook in
1843 by John A. Hotchkiss. Ownership passed to Edward Brewer in 1848, to Bethel
Salisbury in 1861, and then to Richard Hamor in 1866.127 H. F. Walling’s 1860 map of
Hancock County places a saw mill near the mouth of the brook, and Colby and Stuart’s
1887 map details the location of a saw mill, Hamor Brothers’ square of property, flanked
on two sides by structures owned by Mary Ellen Haight as well as showing Mrs. Haight’s
large land holding to the west of the brook.128
One local, Rev. O.H. Fernald, wrote a brief history of the early settlers of the
island which places Thomas Wasgatt at Duck Brook by 1770. Fernald states that
“Thomas Wasgatt moved his family to Duck Brook; viz. 1770. Nevertheless, he was
probably there prior to 1774…. [and he] became associated with Mr. Job Stanwood as a
partner in the mill and lumber business. They built the first mill on that stream, and for
many years were associated together in the production and shipment of lumber.”129 In
1796, Wasgatt “was taxed for a gristmill” at that location. 130
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Besides Wasgatt, another local, Ezra Young, also settled in the area sometime
“before 1774. He was the most prominent and influential man on the island” at the
time.131 Ezra Young reportedly built the first mill in Eden.132 Decades later, another
resident, John A. Hotchkiss, reportedly owned a grist mill on Duck Brook that he built in
1843 and sold to Edward Brewer in 1848, then sold again to Bethuel Salisbury in 1861
before Richard Hamor finally came into possession of it in 1866.133 The Hamor mill
remained in operation for some time and did brisk business as evidenced by a note in the
Herald from 1883 that “Messrs. R. Hamor & Sons are hauling large quanties [sic] of logs
to their mill at Duck Brook.”134 By 1887, the village limit of Bar Harbor was a mile and a
half from the brook.135
Close enough to Bar Harbor to be able to take advantage of the village’s amenities
such as the wharf with ease yet far enough away from the village to be situated among
the forested land of the island, the site was an ideal location for the mill, and indeed a saw
mill operated there in some capacity for several decades. The proximity to Bar Harbor
combined with a scenic shoreline also made the narrow strip of land between the brook
and the village highly desirable for building lots. In 1860, two saw mills and three other
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buildings owned by S. Harding, E.P. Cunningham, J. Woodbury, and E. Salsbury
respectively were identified on Walling’s map of Hancock County with twelve structures
between the brook and Bar Harbor.136 By the 1880s, this stretch of Eden street possessed
some of the most coveted lots on the island and with more than two dozen structures
depicted on Colby and Stuart’s map of 1887.137
Tourist literature and local tourism boosters encouraged visitors to add Duck
Brook to their itineraries. One visitor, for instance, described the drive to Hull’s Cove
from Bar Harbor, while commenting on the sights of the area and perhaps unwittingly
acknowledging the two facets of modern Bar Harbor—the island on which residents went
about their daily chores and the Bar Harbor of the visitor. The commenter states that
while “crossing Duck Brook bridge we notice signs of industry and progress. A new mill
is being built near the bridge, evidently of greater capacity than the old one. We pass
many teams on the road. Visitors, in numbers are out enjoying the fresh, balmy air.”138
With its close proximity to Bar Harbor, Duck Brook was well known and in the
mind of the island’s visitors and summer sojourners. Constance Cary Burton Harrison’s
1887 light novel Bar Harbor Days, which relied heavily on the picture-perfect, flowery
description of her setting, opens with its characters enjoying an excursion to the brook.
Harrison describes it as “a deep dell between two wooded hillsides…. Through this
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hollow ran a glorious mountain brook, ice-cold and sparkling from its parent lake
above.”139
The Hamors met with misfortune in 1884 when their saw mill reportedly burned
along “with all its machinery and a large amount of lumber.”140 The Hamors, though,
were undeterred. They rebuilt their business, and two years later the Herald reported they
had “put in a new turbine water wheel and made several other improvements about their
mill on the Duck Brook road.”141 Although, the Hamors overcame the loss of their mill,
the presence of the mill, despite the brook being the historical location for such a
structure, agitated some of the nearby residents. The Mount Desert Herald reported in
May of 1887 that the “Hamor mill property, consisting of two and three fourths acres of
land” was sold to “Messrs. C.D. Stanford, F. P. Wood and Fred. W. Hill, of Bangor, and
Mr. N. B. Manfield, of Boston” in March before being sold to the Mount Desert Land
Company.142A month later the same paper reported that C.D. Stanford “has leased the
Hamor mill property at the foot of Holland avenue.143
Before long, excursionists came to Duck Brook with regularity. Concurrently,
cottagers, coveting the shoreline in and around Bar Harbor, soon bought most shoreline
properties from the village to the brook and beyond. As the area developed, the sawmill
and other industries that operated in the area seemed outdated, almost anachronistic to the
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modern tourist resort, and some cottagers chafed at the presence of industry that failed to
conform to their notions of idyllic splendor. An 1887 editorial encouraged the owners of
the mill property to sell it at a fair market price since it “threatens to make the best drive
on Mt. Desert Island so dangerous.”144 The same issue of the newspaper published an
anonymous letter to the editor from “one of Bar Harbor's wealthiest cottagers,” stating:
I write to call your attention to a steam saw mill building at Duck Brook and to
ask if your paper will not oppose a thing so injurious to all the interests of the
people, as well residents as non-residents. No watering place or summer resort has
so fine a drive as that along Eden Street and beyond, and to spoil it with a steam
saw mill and its noise and danger to horses,-would be most ill-advised. The
damage that would be done to the interests of the town would amount to a very
large sum and would extend to all branches of business—to hotels, to real estate,
and to shops and stores.145
To alleviate some of the criticism directed toward the mill, the owners publicly indicated
that a mill would not be operational during the peak tourist season. The Record reported
that “the steam saw-mill…is only to be operated during the winter months,… In about
three years the supply of timber at Duck Brook will become exhausted and it is the
intention of the owners to then move their machinery to Otter Creek.”146
This was not the only time that a cottager objected to the noise produced by the
locals’ activities. Opposition to automobiles and the Green Mountain Railway painted
both as auditory nuisances, like the area’s saw mills, that impinged upon their enjoyment
of the island’s atmosphere. Thus, even if they did not explicitly state it, the cottagers had
identified and linked the island’s relative quiet and solitude, so contrasting to the cities, to
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their enjoyment. This quiet atmosphere was a requisite part of the summer visitor’s
sojourn and as much a part of the island experience as its vistas and its social scene.
Although the summer residents tried to dictate the conditions of the island that
preserved their serene summer days, even the cottagers discovered that there were limits
to what extent they could control the town. When a “summer resident sought to prevent
by injunction a native of the place from building a house on his own land,” claiming the
construction noise from the project was “a nuisance,” she was unceremoniously thwarted
by a Maine judge who “reminded…[the cottager] that this a free country.”147
Cottagers called upon the local government to protect their investments and
maintain their quality of living. The opponents to the mill conveniently failed to mention
that Duck Brook had been the site of one of the island’s first saw mills and had long been
used by locals for such purpose. The possibility of a modernized, steam powered mill
though reflected a tendency to resist technological modernization in a Luddite manner
when it suited them, amid efforts to keep the island, or at least, their section of it, as close
to their bucolic ideal as possible.
Around the same time E. T. Hamor devised a plan to build a new steam mill along
Duck Brook. During a hearing on the Duck Brook mill, “Chas. Dorr made a few remarks
in regard to the danger of having a steam mill located at this place after which Mr. H.F.
Hamlin, who appeared for several non-residents, questioned Mr. Hamor…. Mr. Hamlin
then made a very able argument against the operation of a mill at that place and showed
that similar establishments had been proven nuisances.” In defense of his mill, Hamor
“said that he had always favored any project that would add to the pleasure of the visitors
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but when it came to giving up his land to them he drew the line there.” Petitions were
circulated both for and against the mill, with some petitioners arguing for the mill by
asserting that it would provide employment for some locals. 148
The conflict over the use of Duck Brook soon came to an end. The Record
reported the following week that “the selectmen have wisely decided not to grant Mr.
Hamor a license to locate a steam mill at Duck Brook.” The paper conceded that “the
refusal to grant a license will cause Mr. Hamor some financial loss,” but justified the
decision by pointing to the number of influential people who launched “strong and
earnest opposition to the mill on the part of a very numerous and important portion of our
population.”149
Hamor’s defeat was followed up by the town’s selectmen’s rejection of another
request by Hamor for a “license to extend their wharf at Duck Brook, into the tidewaters
of Frenchman’s Bay…hearing was held…. Counsel for Mrs. Haight opposed the granting
of the license.”150 The struggle over the use of Duck Brook between the Hamors and
Haight dragged on through the year 1890. Mary Ellen Haight resolved to prohibit the
Hamors from building a wharf along the brook, and she charged that the Hamors
endeavored to trespass on her property. The Hamors defended their proposal by “adverse
possession having used the lot in dispute as a mill-yard for more than 20 years, and also
claim by deed.”151
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The case pitted a couple of local residents against a summer resident, a conflict
that highlighted the longstanding strained relations between the two populations.
Involved was the issue of acceptable use of a coveted piece of Mount Desert and the
compatibility of age-old industry and the resort landscape. The case furthermore
exhibited the rift between some locals and summer cottagers that existed, particularly
regarding the sensitive issues of trespassing and the right of access to the shore.
Eventually, the Haight versus Hamor dispute was settled in court, in favor of Haight.
Mary Ellen Haight won her battle with the Hamors on the grounds that “Messrs. Hamor
do not own the shore in front of their land, and that Mrs. Haight does. Second—That the
proposed addition to the wharf would be an obstruction to navigation. Third—That the
construction of the wharf would be an injury to others.”152 In 1898, Elihu T. Hamor was
again in court, defending his mill, but it was abandoned in 1896.153
In the local paper, someone noted with a hint of bitterness the double standard
under which some in Bar Harbor operated regarding local business versus non-locals,
saying that, “there was a terrible commotion here sometime ago when the Messrs. Hamor
proposed to erect a steam sawmill at Hull’s Cove…. Now we hear that a party of
capitalists from neighboring cities have a charter for an electric railroad…—and we don’t
hear a word. ... Why should this outside capital be allowed to erect and maintain such a
standing menace to life and property?”154 Haight and others were challenged on their
hypocrisy regarding the mill. The writer makes clear that he believed the wealthiest
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residents on the island held locals to a different standard than “outside capitalists” who
were more than welcome. However, this perception would not necessarily prove true as
the furor over the railroad exploded.
Issues regarding the control of Duck Brook did not end with the confrontation
between Haight and the Hamors. A few years later, E. T. Hamor was again in the papers
for a dispute centering around Duck Brook. In 1894. Hamor accused the Bar Harbor
Water Company of interfering with his business by “taking water by Duck Brook.”155
The issue eventually went to court as “action brought by Elihu T. Hamor against the Bar
Harbor Water Company to secure damages for loss of water for milling purposes, due to
lowering water in Eagle Lake.”156 The court finally settled the issue in 1899, ruling in
favor of water company, determining that the company “was authorized to take water
from Eagle Lake, which is eminent domain, for domestic purposes” while Hamor was “a
tenant of a mill on Duck Brook….His rights are those of a riparian owner, entitled to the
regular flow of the stream.”157
While the brook was the epicenter of the court drama between Hamor and the
water company, the properties near the brook along the road between Hull’s Cove and
Bar Harbor changed hands many times and palatial cottages eventually lined the road.
These properties included not just the Haight property but also others owned by some of
the most influential residents in town. These properties eventually came to include some
of the most valuable properties on the island. After Mrs. Haight’s death, her heirs sold her
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estate on Duck Brook in 1908 for a reported “$70,000, a record price for land per acre at
this summer resort.”158 Not far from the mouth of Duck Brook was the estate home of
Henry Lane Eno, Sonogee, built in 1905. Eno sold the home to Lynam Kendall in 1915,
and Sonogee then changed hands from the Kendalls to Frederick Vanderbilt.159
Vanderbilt then sold the home to A. Atwater Kent who “during the 1920s, …remodeled”
the mansion, and it sold again in the 1930s before it was “altered into a nursing home in
1976.”160 Near the mouth of Duck Brook stood another notable property, the cottage of
Brook End. The property was purchased by Dr. Robert Abbe in 1898.161 Brook End had
been “built in 1884 by New York attorney Samuel E. Lyons.”162 The estate stood near the
banks of Duck Brook opposite the Haight’s Sonogee estate, and after Abbe’s death was
sold in the 1920s to A. Atwater Kent.163
Duck Brook and its immediate vicinity played an important role in the
development of Bar Harbor. Early settlers used its waters for their mills. Without it, the
water company would never have been able to bring fresh water to Bar Harbor’s hotels.
And the scenic lands surrounding the brook were coveted parcels for cottagers eager to
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stake out their own small section of the island. Duck Brook was a favored destination of
tourists, and its popularity did not wane after portions of the brook came under
government protection.
Part of Duck Brook’s enduring popularity is credited to the construction of the
Duck Brook bridge. The bridge, constructed at the direction of John D. Rockefeller,
created yet another reason for visitors to travel to this portion of the island. Before the
land passed into the hands of the federal government, Rockefeller oversaw the
construction of the carriage road in this vicinity, a project that included the construction
of the Duck Brook carriage road bridge, the most expensive of the carriage road bridges,
built in 1929 “for nearly $78,000.”164 Rockefeller first built the carriage roads on his own
land around Seal Harbor and gradually expanded the road system to other parts of the
island, much of which was “land owned by either the park or property held in trust for the
park by the Hancock County Trustees for Public Reservations….Rockefeller established
a method of working designed to avoid controversy….[he]provide[ed] the funds for the
engineering and construction…while Superintendent Dorr served as the National Park
official technically in charge of the work.”165
The carriage road system was designed to provide travelers with a scenic drive
through the island’s wooded lands, traversing many of its mountains and valleys. The
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aesthetic of the roads was of utmost importance, and this is evidenced in Rockefeller’s
decision to turn to Beatrix Farrand “for help in restoring his roadsides.”166

Image 11. View of Duck Brook Bridge as seen from the carriage road. Photograph by
Christina Arflack. 2001.
Indian Camp Removal
The Native American population that routinely arrived at Mount Desert Island in
summer also found ways to turn the rising tourist business to their favor. Visitors treated
the Native American summer encampments much like the mountains and ocean drives
and fishing villages, as part and parcel of the island’s rustic mystique, something to view
and experience among the long list of other island attractions. For their part, the Native

Ann Rockefeller Roberts, Mr. Rockefeller’s Roads: The Story of Acadia’s Carriage Roads and
Their Creator (Camden, ME: Down East Books, 2012), 166.
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Americans who arrived every summer, saw opportunity just as the permanent residents
did in catering to the tastes and whims of curious visitors with deep pockets.
Documenting the presence of the Wabanaki in Bar Harbor, McBride and Prins note that
the “first historically described Wabanaki encampment linked to selling crafts to tourists
was established in the early 1860s.”167 It was in these encampments that the Wabanaki
indulged the visitors’ desires and expectations of Maine’s native inhabitants and sold
their handmade baskets and other handicrafts as souvenirs.
As Bar Harbor grew into a resort town for the nation’s well-heeled, the presence
of the encampments began to contradict the image and ideal of Bar Harbor that the area’s
most influential residents wanted to present to the world and experience for themselves.
To Bar Harbor’s VIA, in particular, the encampment, which had become a notable
attraction to many tourists, had become emblematic of a Bar Harbor trapped in the past
and possessing all of the difficulties—lack of proper waste disposal, unsanitary
conditions that propagated communicable disease—that the VIA was striving to
eliminate. For their part, the inhabitants of the encampments were not oblivious to the
changing town around them. Realizing that electricity was becoming part of the wave of
the future, in 1884, to attract customers, they took steps to “arrang[e] for electric lighting
the very same year the town itself began the switch from gas to electricity.”168 However,
some of the primitive aesthetic remained, in part, because the inhabitants of the
encampments realized that visitors had come to expect the inhabitants to conform to a
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particular vision that they held of Native Americans. The encampments possessed their
own character that was as much a part of MDI as the Otter Point or Cadillac Mountain.
“[B]efore 1890, the Bar Harbor encampments featured a range of dwellings—from
birchbark wigwams to canvas tents to wooden shacks,” and it was to these encampments
that tourists flocked to purchase Native American made goods.169 Nevertheless, as the
VIA and others worked to reshape the town, the encampments increasingly seemed out of
place and outmoded.
As the Bar Harbor VIA sought to remake the village with improved streets and
landscaping, they turned to deal with another perceived eyesore, the Wabanaki Indian
Camp along the shore of Bar Harbor. The paper reported much concern for the Indian
camp that had already been moved from The Bar to Cromwell’s Harbor Brook. Although
the paper described the camp inhabitants as “very quiet, peaceable people,” there
remained quite a bit of anxiety regarding the cleanliness of the camp. “The camp last
summer was a blot on the face of nature, an eyesore to all passersby, and a very strong
attraction to any passing epidemic,” the Herald matter-of-factly reported.170 By 1881,
“Bar Harbor town officials tried to push the Wabanakis out of sight.”171 With rising real
estate prices, they required the camp to move to Eddy Brook and then to Ledgelawn
Avenue in 1890.172 The threat of disease was a serious concern, particular in a resort
town where the hint or rumor of the danger of disease could spell disaster for an entire
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summer season. Likewise, in light of the efforts of the VIA and others to improve the
overall sanitary conditions of the town, the encampments’ lack of sewers and waste
disposal created the environment for potential health hazards and these “health issues
were a legitimate public responsibility.”173 After their first removal, The Mount Desert
Herald reported that “the Indians are much pleased with their new location.”174 The
paper, however, fails to discuss the Wabanakis’ view of the move in any more detail.
The Wabanakis who came to Bar Harbor, like other merchants who catered to
visitors, relied on the tourist trade for their income and, as with others in the industry, “a
slow summer season at the coast…spelled financial hardship for reservation families for
the entire year.”175 The tourist trade in Bar Harbor was so lucrative that the Wabanakis
sought to defend their niche of this trade. In 1880, for instance, the Wabanakis petitioned
the state to forbid whites to operate canoe rentals.176 While the tourist trade was a boon to
the Wabanakis who spent the summer season peddling their wares to tourists, the
encampments from which they worked and in which they lived interrupted the visitors’—
and the VIA’s—illusion of the perfect Arcadian idyll. And so, the encampment had to go.
In the end, it was the changing economics of tourism and the Great Depression
that put an end to the encampments that had been a fixture in Bar Harbor for decades.177
The inhabitants of the encampment who had profited from the traffic of rusticators, hotel
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boarders, and cottagers were affected, much like the rest of the island, by the shift to a
form of tourism catering to transient motorists with different desires and expectations of
entertainment and enjoyment. The Great Depression and the steep decline in tourism that
resulted from it further worked to forever alter the landscape of the tourist business on the
island.
Taxes
With infrastructure improvements, Eden became a more attractive place for
potential property owners. The town’s investment in long-term, permanent public works
projects not only improved the quality of life of residents and visitors but provided
concrete evidence of a local government’s ability and willingness to take measures that
modernized the town and increased property values. The low tax rate was seen as a
possible enticement to potential cottagers to come to MDI. The local paper noted that the
press in in Boston “calls attention to the low rate of taxation at Bar Harbor and thinks the
summer residents of…Massachusetts resort may be induced” to relocate to Maine.178
The leaders of Eden faced a delicate balancing act. The town needed to build and
maintain its infrastructure—roads and sewers—to keep and attract visitors and residents.
However, infrastructure being expensive, Eden needed to raise the funds for these
projects without risking the possibility of driving people away with exorbitant taxes. Yet
as the tax base grew, so too did the need for improvements to support Eden’s growing
population. Both locals and summer people could hardly contest the advantages, both
material and aesthetic, of the numerous improvements the village had undertaken, such as
new roads, sewerage systems, streetlights, planted trees, and new sidewalks. These
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investments in the village’s infrastructure paid off by attracting visitors, providing
convenience to all who used these new thoroughfares, and reducing diseases. However,
not everyone could agree on how the town would pay for all of these things.
Eden, like other towns throughout the state, taxed real and personal property. In
previous decades before the island’s rise as a tourist destination, tax valuations were not
significantly different from any other Maine coastal community. The earliest tax records
for Eden reveal, for instance, that the town’s real estate valuation amounted to $27,941
and the valuation of personal taxable property, such as livestock, amounted to $9,434,
bringing the total assessed valuation for the town to $37,375. In 1806, the real estate
valuation was $24,978, with personal property valued at an additional $11,691, totaling
$36,669. In 1816, the real estate valuation was $34,152, with personal property valued at
$15,587, totaling $49,739. In 1826, the real estate valuation was $37,341 and personal
property at $12,425 for a total assessed valuation of $49,702. 1836’s valuations were
$47,280 for real estate and $11,013 for personal property, with a total of $58,452. The tax
rolls of 1841 list the town’s real estate valuation at $91,774, with the town’s total
assessed valuation at $117,204. These increases reflect the modest but steady increase in
population during this period. For instance, the 1796 roll lists only seventy-three
individuals with taxable property, but by 1841, the records show that number had grown
to 240.179
However, with the unprecedented boom in real estate in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, taxes on real estate accounted for the vast majority of revenue for the
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government. In the lead up to the annual town meeting, for instance, E. M. Hamor noted
the conundrum the town faced, remarking that “the prosperity of this town depends
almost entirely upon our summer visitors. Our farmers depend upon them for a market
for their produce; carpenters, buckboard drivers, traders, carriage manufacturers, owners
of livery stables, blacksmiths, jewelers, hotel keepers, bankers, and in fact every person
who has to work…is dependent for employment either directly or indirectly upon the”
summer visitors, yet “non-resident owners of real estate in this town pay more than one
half of its taxes.”180
The burden placed on non-resident owners was the result of both the sudden
increase in popularity of the resort town that precipitated a real estate frenzy for the real
estate lots with the best views and the summer residents’ penchant for building massive
estates on said lots. The great disparity between what resident and non-residents were
taxed reflected the disparity in wealth between the summer cottagers and the local
residents. However reasonable the tax burden may have seemed on paper, the stark
contrast of taxes paid between the two groups raised eyebrows. Some non-resident
owners began to question the fairness of the tax structure.
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Table 1. Eden Real Estate Valuations for Residents, 1796-1841. Data from: Eden Tax
Records 1796-1841, Transcribed and Alphabetized from the Originals by Robert E.
Suminsby, 1997, Jesup Memorial Library, Bar Harbor, Maine.
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Table 2. Eden Real Estate Valuations for Residents and Non-residents, 1906-1921. Data
from: Annual Report of the Municipal Officers of the Town of Eden, Hancock County,
Maine for the Year Ending February 1st, 1906 (Bar Harbor, ME: The Record Print Shop,
1906), 3; Annual Report of the Municipal Officers of the Town of Eden, Hancock
County, Maine for the Year Ending February 1st, 1907 (Bar Harbor, ME: The Record
Print Shop, 1907), 40; Annual Report of the Municipal Officers of the Town of Bar
Harbor, State of Maine, for the Year Ending December 31, 1918 (Bar Harbor, ME:
Sherman Publishing Company, 1919), 3; Annual Report of the Municipal Officers of the
Town of Bar Harbor, State of Maine, for the Year Ending December 31, 1919 (Bar
Harbor, ME: Sherman Publishing Company, 1920), 3; Annual Report of the Municipal
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Officers of the Town of Bar Harbor, State of Maine for the Year Ending December 31,
1920 (Bar Harbor, ME: Sherman Publishing Company, 1921), 3; and Annual Report of
the Municipal Officers of the Town of Bar Harbor, State of Maine for the Year Ending
December 31, 1921 (Bar Harbor, ME: Sherman Publishing Company, 1922), 3.

As a result of concerns that non-resident property owners were bearing a
disproportionate part of the tax burden, great effort was put forth by local papers to assure
readers that the town’s tax rate was both low and fair to all who resided within its
borders. Declaring that, of the town’s population, the “vast majority are residents all the
year round. Many…are light tax payers, while a large portion of our heavy tax payers are
non-residents. The interests of these two classes may seem to clash, but in reality they are
in entire harmony,” and to ensure continued cooperation and the elimination of any
enmity between the “heavy tax payers” and the “light tax payers,” the paper encouraged
all to exercise their rights and perform their civic duties by attending the regularly held
town meetings.181
Efforts to justify tax increases emphasized the enormous efforts the town placed
in improvements and the necessity of these improvements to safeguard the economic
future of the town. However, the debt incurred to fund these improvements provided both
a justification for the area taxes and a cause for concern. Further adding to the anxiety
concerning the town’s finances was the fact that Eden was unique in comparison to other
Maine coastal towns. It, like few other municipalities, possessed both sources of income
in form of tourism and summer cottagers that other towns lacked and the added burden of
the responsibility of shaping the town in a way that attracted visitors.
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Furthermore, the popularity of Eden as a summer destination meant that it was
responsible for building and maintaining infrastructure that would receive heavy use only
during the summer months. The sewer construction project and other improvements of
the town meant that within a few years “Eden [was] one of the very few Maine towns
where the public debt [had] increased…its indebtedness being $89,234.97 more than a
year ago.” Yet, the town could justify such spending since its “valuation…during the
same period [had] increased nearly two million, considerably over half of the whole
property being owned by non-residents.”182 Others looked to the valuations of
neighboring communities and noticed a great contrast between these neighbors and Eden.
This prompted some to claim that state valuation of towns for taxing will/is valuating
Eden too high, noting that “land on the Eden side of the channel is valued from $30 to
$60 per acre, and that on the Trenton side from $8 to $10.”183
A list of Eden taxpayers who paid $100 or more in taxes at a “rate of taxation, $25
on $1000,” listed a mixture of summer residents and well-to-do permanent residents as
among the largest payers. Among them were summer residents George W. Vanderbilt,
Charles Dorr, and the Malvern Hotel & Lamp Imp Co as well as local hoteliers F & S.H.
Rodick, D. Rodick & Sons, and T.L. Roberts.184 Regarding state valuations, “it is well
known to all our readers that the valuation of the town of Eden as fixed two years ago
was very excessive….According to the old valuation Eden paid one-third of the county
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tax. The valuation in this report is reduced from $5,034,918 to $3,747,098.”185 To
illustrate the rapid change in the town’s tax burden, the paper notes that “in 1870 the
property valuation of the town of Eden was $196,499….in 1890 … the town of Eden was
rated that year at $5,034,958.”186
In 1906, the real estate valuations for resident and non-resident property owners
were $2,199,755 and $3,329,861. Property valuations increased for both groups in the
following decade, but the valuations for 1920 reported a marked decline for area resident,
from $2,358,937 in 1919 to $2,210,495. During the same period non-resident valuations
continued to increase from $3,754,036 to $3898,542. In 1921, resident property owners’
valuations were reported at $2,158,002 while non-resident valuations continued to
increase, at $3,943,860.187 Part of the reason for this decline could have been a
correction in valuations that had long been deemed excessive. Also, one may consider
that with the creation of national park in 1916, real estate that was donated to the federal
government for the creation of the park would have been removed from the tax rolls.
Summer residents were not the only people who complained about their tax
burden. Permanent residents also smarted at having to pay more. George W. Mayo’s
letter addressing the issue of taxes aired the grievances of some town residents, stating
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that “we in the rural part of the town have, year after year, paid our taxes to help build
sidewalks in Bar Harbor while we have walked in the mud in the middle of the
roads…we have paid our taxes to help pay for sewers, but we have to dig our own
drains.” Mayo’s observations reveal the plight of the otherwise overlooked constituency,
the rural residents of the island. The residents who dwelled beyond the village centers
bore a grievance common to their position, being governed and taxed by the population
center to support projects that benefitted primarily the urban center. Mayo further
claimed residents were being overtaxed, often taxed for more acreage than they own.188
By the turn of the century, distrust of local government grew among the resident and nonresident population alike.
Rural residents were not the only people dissatisfied with their tax burden. The
rapid increase in property valuations meant large landowners particularly felt the burden
and this helped foster resentment in some quarters toward the local government. The
local Board of Trade discussed the town’s tax increases, raising concern over the
“growing a feeling of distrust with reference to the ease with which appropriations are
voted at the annual and special meetings of the town,” lamenting that taxes increased
every year.189 This suggests that some townspeople looked at the local government,
which had for years approved of expenditures on projects deemed necessary for the
betterment of the town, as continuing this tradition with little regard for the town’s
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changing circumstances. Some had grown accustomed to the town’s rate of spending, and
now it appeared a more townspeople were beginning to question the necessity of it.190
Before long, the area’s taxpayers agitated for change. A meeting of taxpayers in
1911 was held with the purpose of coordinating their efforts with a similar movement
already begun by certain vocal summer residents.191 The meeting held by non-resident
taxpayers expressed an increased frustration with the climbing tax rate with supposedly
little to show for it. This tax revolt also forwarded the argument that future would-be
cottagers who had expressed interest in making Bar Harbor their summer home were
“deterred by the high tax rate.”192
By 1915, complaints that taxpayers were receiving very little in exchange for ever
increasingly burdensome taxes were endemic to the area papers. Some people sought
more creative means of raising revenue and easing the tax burden for property owners.
One cottager, for instance, “suggested to the editor of the Record that the money for
repairing roads should be raised by levying a tax on the automobiles rather than to lay the
entire burden on the real estate owners.”193 Another editorial continued with the assertion
that people pay so much in state, inheritance, and auto taxes that they should demand
more from the state in return, particularly in regards to road maintenance and repair.194
According to Glenn W. Fisher, “History of Property Taxes in the United States,” Economic
History Association, https://eh.net/encyclopedia/history-of-property-taxes-in-the-united-states/
(accessed January 14, 2020), efforts to pass legislation to create a standard for “uniform” method
of taxation were of issue throughout the United States during the 19th century. In Maine, the state
constitution was first amended to enact this tax reform in 1875.
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Another editorial in May of the same year reiterated the assertion that Eden pays a lot in
taxes, but gets little in return.195 The tax issue was further exacerbated by the institution
of the federal income tax in 1913.196
In 1915, non-permanent resident property owners voiced the same concerns as
they had for decades. In 1915, George B. Dorr and Ernesto G. Fabbri were “two members
of the summer colony…elected to the board in the hope that they would do much to
convince the non-resident taxpayers that they are not being over-taxed and that the affairs
of the town are conducted as efficiently and economically as conditions will permit.”197
Others tried to assuage resentment toward the tax burden by rationalizing that the town’s
“valuation is very low…. In nearly all towns and cities the abutting land owners have to
pay a large part of the cost of all permanent improvements, and also the expense of
removing snow. Here one tax pays for everything, and as we have all modern
improvements the expense is light compared with other towns and cities with similar
improvements.”198 This seems to have had little effect on the residents who continued to
voice their displeasure.
In addition to summer residents’ complaints of excessive real estate taxation, once
automobiles were allowed on the island, municipalities discovered another potential
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source of revenue in the form of licensing fees and tolls. While locals also embraced the
automobile, it was the wealthy summer residents who were most likely to possess autos
on the island, even multiple vehicles, and the non-resident summer excursionists who
increasing chose automobile travel over train could provide even more additional income
for state and local governments in the form of tolls. With the condition of the roads being
among the most pressing matters for Mainers, the expense of maintaining roads in good
working order took on a particularly divisive tone on Mount Desert. With the tax burden
shared between residents and non-residents alike, there soon came claims that nonresidents were being put upon. Taxes on non-residents for their automobiles provided a
tidy sum for the state. Examining the amount of taxes paid by non-resident versus
resident automobile owners, the Bar Harbor Times notes that the “receipts for Mt. Desert
Island in the first nine months of the year amounted to $4,824 and more than half of this
sum was received from the 213 non-resident cars that have paid licenses because of their
stay beyond 30 days on the island” compared to the $1,840 that residents had to pay.199
The Bar Harbor tax rate for 1919 “will be 36 mills on a dollar, or $36 per thousand,”
claimed to be the “highest rate yet.”200
As resentment among residents grew, some summer residents took matters into
their own hands with a proposal for the creation of the Summer Residents’ Association,
“the object and purpose of which shall be to secure as far as possible concerted action
among ourselves and cooperation with the local authorities in all matters relating to the
protection of our property rights, the enforcement of law and order, and the promotion of
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the general welfare of Bar Harbor.”201 This association was formed, in part, to fight “any
discrimination in charges for electric light or water” and “a more just and equitable
assessment of taxes,” and for more oversight on expenditures. 202 These grievances
continued for several years, and the Summer Residents’ Association raised the same
issues in 1906 concerning claims of unfair tax valuations.203 In 1911, summer residents
gathered to “voice a protest against the present high tax rate of $34.50 per thousand
dollars. There were perhaps twenty-five year-round residents present,” among them,
Henry Lane Eno, who specifically pointed to the high taxes as one disincentive for people
to reside in Eden.204
Around the same time there emerged more vocal hints of disgruntled citizens who
found the rapid changes to Bar Harbor alarming. An editorial in the paper remarks how
“Bar Harbor is dull,” complaining of how it is built up by the rich, resulting in the “falsity
of the life at Bar Harbor.” The author further laments how taxes have increased to pay for
all the amenities so favored by the wealthy and designed to cater to their tastes and
comfort.205 During poor tourist seasons, increased conservation efforts also triggered
more anti-tax sentiment. The town had for years encouraged the construction and
implementation of civic improvements, believing that only with modernization of
amenities could Bar Harbor continue to attract visitors. Townspeople gambled that future
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prosperity hinged on the creation of a healthier, more attractive, more convenient island
retreat. They and summer cottagers worked tirelessly to create the Bar Harbor that fit this
image. The cost of these improvements initially was spread out, with funds coming from
taxes but from private sources as well. Civic organizations like the VIA raised money and
labor for their projects, the town experimented with various licenses and fees, and late
nineteenth century Bar Harbor experimented with privately owned waterworks and roads.
Their efforts were met with limited success. The town grew, and people built summer
homes along Bar Harbor’s shore and among the pine-covered hills. Property values
increased as had been promised, and people celebrated the town’s affluence, at least until
the bills came due.
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Chapter 6: Creating Acadia National Park
Writing about the history of landscape development, Kent C. Ryden proclaims
that “the decision not to interfere with a piece of the landscape is as culturally informed
as the decision to cover it with fields and houses.”1 On MDI, the shape of the landscape
took form through a complicated and intertwined series of decisions by its people
working in combination with the geography and climate. The rocky terrain and short
growing seasons made fishing, lumbering, and the raising of sheep the only practical uses
of the land and sea.
Technological innovation that went hand in hand with economic changes gave
rise to a new culture of tourism. Navigating a dynamic economic landscape, the people of
MDI, both permanent residents and summer people, shaped and reshaped the island to
suit their needs. Land was cleared to make way for hotels and palatial cottages. The earth
was moved to create new roads. And the most scenic, the most peculiar features of the
landscape were identified, commodified, and, paradoxically, both protected and
trammeled, saved from development yet still exploited and always vulnerable.
Decades of development into a summer resort occurred through cycles of
economic booms and busts, amidst competing business and personal interests over the
fate of the island. Amidst this social and economic climate, the island’s inhabitants
formulated a shared concern for the island’s most valuable asset, its landscape, as they
sought ways to affix the island and their personal and business interests to a path of
development that yielded mutual benefit. This awakened understanding of the value of
the natural, preserved landscape happened gradually, shaping and being also shaped by
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the island residents’ business interests, personal desires, and the greater economic and
cultural forces that brought hordes of visitors to its shores. The culmination of all of this
was the creation of Acadia National Park.
Past works detailing the creation of Acadia National Park show that its existence
is due entirely to the efforts of George B. Dorr, aided by his support from summer
residents, most notably John D. Rockefeller and Charles Eliot. A 1955 report from the
park states, for instance, “it was through the dedicated interest of the people who had
established summer residences on the Island…that Acadia National Park was established.
These people enjoyed the Island…and when this…was in danger of becoming lost
through too great an influx of summer residents they banded together” to create the
Hancock County Trustees of Public Reservations for the purpose of saving the land from
further development.2
The great partnership of Dorr, Rockefeller, and Eliot, three long-time summer
residents, undoubtedly shaped the future of the island and guided the trajectory of the
conservation effort and ethic among the island’s residents. By providing the money, the
administrative know-how, and the political connections necessary to make the national
park a reality, Rockefeller, Dorr, and Eliot precipitated actions that culminated in the
creation of the park, altering not only the economic, natural, and social dynamics of Bar
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Harbor and MDI but also changing the National Park System. Conventional wisdom
dictated that national parks were remote western lands offering spectacular scenery. The
inclusion of Acadia made both the officials of the NPS and other governing officials as
well as the public reconsider what a park is and could be. The work of Dorr and the
others bore fruit in 1916 with the establishment as Sieur de Monts National Monument.3
In 1918, at the urging of Dorr and Stephen Mather, the first Director of the National Park
Service, “Senator Hale and Representative Peters of Maine…brought up bills in
Congress” to raise the monument to national park status and to rechristen it Lafayette
National Park. The bill was signed by President Wilson the following year.4 The name
change was chosen as an “expression of national regard and amity” between the United
States and France at a time when Franco-American relations were high.5
As John Ise notes, “The act creating Lafayette had none of the familiar and
unfortunate concessions to commercial interests. There were no railroads, reclamation
promoters, cattle and sheep men and mining prospectors pressing for concessions.”6
Indeed, the park’s unique location made it an administrative oddity among the nation’s
park lands. Governance of the large western parks dominated department and park
service policies and interest. The years of managing the parks of the west provided the
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Department of the Interior with the experience and expertise needed to create and
maintain the parks’ resources for conservation and as tourist attractions. Officials for the
parks learned to deal with issues and interests pertaining to Yellowstone, Yosemite, and
other vast wilderness areas. This often meant dealing with railroads and cattlemen, as Ise
stated, but also with the burden of attracting visitors to remote locations and managing,
for instance, vast tracts of forests and large migratory and predatory fauna. Lafayette
(Acadia), by contrast, had neither large mammals nor vast forests. Rather than being
situated miles from the nearest town, hotel, or train station, it was bounded by several
well-established communities, with numerous small landowners abutting the park
boundaries. The commercial interests that threatened the western parks were substituted
on MDI by a collection of independent businesses and landowners with a vested interest
of their own in the welfare of the park. By the time the federal government had taken
control of the land on MDI, a deep concern for and interest in the use and care for the
land had been well-established among the landowners, businessmen, and local citizenry.7
National Park Service Director Horace Albright credited George Dorr as the
primary motivator in the creation of Acadia National Park. In his history of the National
Park Service, he writes that “in 1901, a small band of these [wealthy] home owners had
become so disturbed by the growing development of Bar Harbor and other towns on the
island that they formed a non-profit public corporation ‘for the purpose of acquiring and
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preserving for the perpetual use of the public key scenic areas and points of interest.’”8
By adding the Acadian jewel to the NPS’s crown, the federal government was taking an
unprecedented step in the evolution of the country’s stewardship of public lands. As
Albright mentioned, “there was thus no precedent for Congress establishing a national
park on privately donated land.”9 Indeed, “the growth of the Park has come largely
through individual donations….The largest single contributor has been John D.
Rockefeller, Jr.”10 The creation of a park from formerly private lands opened the door for
future acquisitions of a similar type. Furthermore, the acquisition of lands through private
donation opened the way for a closer relationship between the American people and the
chief government apparatus for land preservation. The creation of a park from what was
primarily donated land differed dramatically from the birth of other national parks which
were created from lands already held by the government or, as in the case of sections of
some of the other eastern parks like Shenandoah, Great Smoky Mountains, or Mammoth
Cave, through eminent domain.11
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Simultaneously, Eliot organized the likeminded summer population after “it
became apparent to some of the long-time residents that the early freedom of the Island
was in danger of being lost. In view of this Charles W. Elliott [sic]…called a meeting of
interested residents” in 1901 and organized the Hancock County Trustees, becoming a
chartered organization in 1903.12 The meeting brought together “interested Northeast
Harbor and Seal Harbor Village Improvement Society members.”13 And so, with this
meeting, the bridge between the VIAs and the park was built. Once organized, Charles
W. Eliot was made its president.14
The Hancock County Trustees of Public Reservations began unassumingly. On
August 12, 1901, “Eliot wrote to Mr. George B. Dorr of Bar Harbor, inviting him to join
interested Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor Village Improvement Society members in a
meeting to promote the creation of an organization which would become the Hancock
County Trustees of Public Reservations.”15 The meeting marked the beginning of a
decades-spanning scheme to create what had never before been done in the eastern
United States: the creation of a national park. Once the organization had been created, the
trustees wasted little time in their pursuit to acquire land on the island with the intent of
saving the parcels from development. One historian notes that “the first deeds of land the
trustees accepted were in Seal Harbor” and bit by bit, parcels were added to the trustees’
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holdings. Adding to the acquisitions near Seal Harbor, further to the east and south of Bar
Harbor, the trustees acquired some of the most striking scenery on the island, and “in
1908 the Beehive and its little mountain top pond called the Bowl were donated. The top
of Cadillac Mountain and its small dilapidated building known as the Green Mountain
Inn soon followed.”16
A historical sketch of the work of the HCTPR notes that “in 1910 Mr. George L.
Stebbins…discovered that a good title could be obtained to some large tracts in the centre
of the eastern half of the island.” This proved beneficial for members of the HCTPR who
feared it was only a matter of time before lumber companies stripped the island’s
mountains bare. Adding further urgency to the issue was the invention of the portable
saw mill, which would allow loggers to extend their reach into previously untouched,
difficult to access parts of the forest.17
In 1916, Dorr and the HCTPR made their case to the public and to legislators for
the creation of the park, justifying it “with the idea of preserving characteristic New
England flora and fauna, particularly bird life.” Influential trustees included Dorr, Eliot,
“Lea McIlvaine Luquer of New York, [and] Former President of the Maine Senate L.B.
Deasy of Bar Harbor.” By this time, the organization boasted having “a large tract of
land…. It includes the greater part of the mountainous center of the island, including the
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tops and sides of rugged hills of no value except for their scenery and lumber, but of
wonderful beauty.”18
Public sentiment was at the time still far from wholeheartedly embracing the ideas
of conservation that would come to define modern environmental policies.19 Through the
persistence of Dorr and his peers, a new precedent and a new park were created, paving
the way for additional lands to be added to the National Park System for preservation that
otherwise would not be held in consideration. Dorr’s connections in Washington helped
put the land on the track for federal government protection. Winsor notes, for instance,
that Dorr contacted his “good friend Gifford Pinchot,” the former chief of the U.S. Forest
Service, and hobnobbed with relatives of Woodrow Wilson. 20 According to an interview
with long-time resident Charles Savage, Dorr and others thought of the park “in terms of
local preservation” just as the Hancock County Trustees of Public Preservation was
“copied from” another organization, the Massachusetts Trustees of Public Preservation,
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with which Eliot and Dorr would have been familiar.21 Winsor notes that, in 1913, “a bill
introduced in Maine Legislature to revoke its [HCTPR] charter” failed after Dorr
persuaded legislators against it, Dorr and the other trustees were further convinced that it
“would be safer if it [the land] were held by the Federal Government” rather than held at
the mercy of the whims of the state and local leaders and private entities.22
Botanist Merrit Fernald, in a publication for the Wild Gardens of Acadia
advocating for the protection of Mount Desert, asserted that the island afforded an ideal
location for the creation of a preserve due its geologic and biodiversity, occupying a
transition zone in which could be found both northern and some southern plants.23
Adding to the growing chorus of voices that expressed concern for the future of the island
was botanist Edward Rand. In his write-up of Mount Desert, Rand, the secretary of the
New England Botanical Society, explained the situation: “The forests of Mount Desert
Island were once full of wealth, and full of wealth they still would be if the lumbermen
had not done their work so well.”24
Published in the Record, Rev. O. H. Fernald’s history of MDI emphasized the
importance of the island’s forests to the development of its communities. He
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acknowledges the perils of the loss of the area’s forested land, noting that with the loss of
the forests, the character of the island’s communities was also affected. He laments that
“it seems a great pity that the old forests should all be destroyed…. On Mount Desert, a
century ago, stood a forest chiefly of tall pines, of which all that remains is a dead
stub.”25
A couple of years later, the Record published an article from Garden and Forest
magazine about the state of the island’s forests by Cecilia Warren. Warren begins by
declaring “there is much to sadden the heart of the lover of garden and forest on Mount
Desert Island. The sight of the woods is lamentable…. airless woods, filled with falling
trees and rotting rubbish…. Good forestry takes landscape beauty into account.”26 While
shaming the people of Mount Desert into doing more to manage their forests, Warren
also exemplified the prevailing view that care for the aesthetic qualities of the natural
world took precedent over other aspects of care for natural resources.
Attesting to the importance of the island from an ornithological perspective,
Henry Lane Eno suggested that MDI was an ideal location for a bird sanctuary because of
its geographical position, lying along the edge of the range of several bird species. 27
Another article in the local paper argued for the creation of a bird sanctuary by appealing
to the economic interests of the locals, stating, “The claim of the birds to such an
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undisturbed haven may also be based upon economic reasons,” as tourism and the desire
to view wildlife was gaining popularity.28
Accompanying Dorr’s presentation of the HCTPR lands to the government for
monument status were letters from notable experts testifying to the island’s uniqueness.
Among these were letters from the Secretary of Commerce, the American Scenic and
Historic Preservation Society, the U.S. Geological Survey, the Smithsonian, Harvard
University’s chairman of the department of botany, and the curator of the Boston Society
of Natural History.29
After some discussion, Dorr pursued gaining monument status on the advice of a
friend with whom he discussed the Antiquities Act of 1906.30 In Dorr’s letter to the
Secretary of the Interior presenting the land for consideration for national monument
status, he argued for its preservation based on the fact that “‘“the tract offered is rich in
historic association, scientific interest and in landscaped beauty.”’”31 The Antiquities Act
of 1906 was a landmark piece of legislation that was instrumental in shaping the nation’s
ability to preserve its natural and cultural resources. Because “the Act gives the president
the power to unilaterally declare, independently of Congress, protected national
monuments from tracts of existing federal public land,” it proved to be a formidable tool
for the conservation-minded executive.32 “During the early history of the Antiquities Act,
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presidents,” most notably Theodore Roosevelt, “used the law freely to protect public
lands.”33 The Antiquities Act provided sympathetic presidents and preservation advocates
with the path to bypass the sometimes arduous and cumbersome process of passing a bill
through Congress for the creation of a national park. Significantly, the “Act was the first
law to systematically enable the creation of large-scale nature reserves for scientific
(rather than scenic or economic) reasons,” exemplifying the marked change in the
nation’s attitude toward land conservation in a relatively short period of time.34 For Dorr
and his associates, the act provided an alternative route to achieve their goals, a way for
them to hedge their bets: if a park on MDI could not be established based upon its scenic
beauty, the Antiquities Act opened the door to the possibility of the creation of a park
based on its scientific value.
Perhaps Dorr, Eliot, and others had reason to doubt their ability to successfully
establish the park since the lands which they were advocating for the inclusion into the
park system were unlike any others under the system’s administration. When Secretary of
the Interior Franklin Lane described the proposal in a letter to President Wilson, he noted,
for instance that “‘“lands included within this proposed National Monument have never
formed a part of the public domain but through the patriotism and generosity of the
present owners…are presented to the United States by a deed of gift.”’”35 Dorr, writing to
Lane, emphasized the uniqueness of the park location, noting that with the initial 5,000
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acre donation, the government would preserve land ‘“rich in historic association, in
scientific interest and in landscape beauty.’”36
Dorr and his associates were successful as Sieur de Monts National Monument
was established on Mount Desert Island in 1916, and he as well as all others involved, on
MDI and in Washington, understood that the creation of the monument was merely the
first step toward their ultimate goal to create a national park on the Maine coast.37 As
historian Hal Rothman notes, “Sieur de Monts was earmarked for eventual park status
from the moment it was created. Its main features were scenic and recreational” rather
than scientific as per the Antiquities Act, and so its inclusion alongside the nation’s other
parks “changed the national park criteria for the NPS.”38
In 1917, as Dorr, Eliot, and others sought to gain National Park status for the
monument, Eliot, in a letter the American Civic Association’s National Parks Committee
discussed the legal and practical differences between monuments and parks, noting not
that monuments were required to have “’prehistoric, historic, or scientific interest apart
from its character as lanscape[sic].’”39 Eliot emphasized Sieur de Monts’ suitability,
declaring, “The Island has an astonishing amount of landscape beauty.’”40
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During a subcommittee hearing on the matter, Secretary Lane and Theodore
Roosevelt emphasized the uniqueness of the addition of a national park that bordered the
sea. Roosevelt further remarked, “‘it constitutes a wild life sanctuary under national
guardianship at a spot where such a sanctuary is greatly needed.’”41 Other advocates also
emphasized the importance of protecting the area’s wildlife and plant life. Merrit Fernald,
for instance, advocated for the creation of a conservation area on the premise that such a
reserve carved from the lands surrounding one of the nation’s most exclusive enclaves
would not only serve the interests of the natural world but would have a positive effect on
the people who called Mount Desert Island their summer home. Fernald, writing in the
Sieur de Monts Publication, explained that, “The fame of the island as a playground,
habitual or occasional of a vast and highly intelligent portion of our population, also
renders it remarkably appropriate for such a natural reservation; and should such a
reservation be established there…its influence upon the intelligent peoples of America
will be indeed far-reaching.”42
George Dorr’s term as superintendent served as a bridge between the premonument days of the VIA and private stewardship and the new, more rigid government
management. As the local and summer people relinquished control of the development of
the land, the conservation efforts were solidified. The Bar Harbor Times announced the
creation of the national monument by noting that “the reservation will become a place for
the protection of fauna, especially bird life.” The original park encompassed an area “of
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value chiefly for its scenic beauty and forests.”43 The Washington Post coupled the
announcement of the creation of the monument with promotion of “national touring
week” for automobile enthusiasts.44
The park served as a laboratory of ideas for landscape design and, by extension,
park management. As part of the newly created federal system of parks, Acadia
benefitted from a network of managerial and landscape architectural expertise. Some of
the same landscape designers and designs employed at the larger western parks also
helped shape Acadia National Park. The creation of the park system coincided with the
professionalization of the field of landscape architecture, and some of the most influential
landscape architects such as Charles Eliot and the Olmsted Association dominated the
National Park System’s designs, thereby dictating how visitors, whether at Acadia or
Yosemite or parks in between, experienced the parks. With so many elite having ties to
the island and among them, noted figures in landscape design, Acadia and other parks in
the system were shaped in accordance to the will and desire of this group. From its
beginning, the site of Acadia received the attention of the nation’s foremost experts in
landscape design. The Olmsted Association “participated in the earliest planning of
Acadia National Park and later in the design of a shoreline motor road.”45 Rockefeller
hired Beatrix Farrand “to make recommendations for clearing vistas and adding plantings
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along the carriage roads.”46 Besides the contributions of Farrand, the National Park
System in general was influenced by the work of Charles Eliot and his partners, the
Olmsted brothers, at whose firm Eliot worked until his death in 1897.47 Charles Eliot, the
son of the president of Harvard University, who was “influenced by his own formative
experience at Mount Desert Island,” was “concerned with the development of vistas
within parks.”48 Among Eliot’s “important contributions to park design was his insistence
on planning,” and because he “recognized that what made certain areas distinctive…was
the beauty of their vegetation or the scenic views,” his input helped define the park
system’s aesthetic. 49 As historian of the NPS Linda McClelland notes, “From Eliot came
a philosophical basis for much of the common landscape work in national and state parks,
including clearing of vistas, meadow protection, roadside and lake cleanup, and selective
thinning of trees.”50
World War I brought with it both an urgency to use every resource available to
the American people and an accompanying hesitancy to exploit all of these resources in
insufficiently thought-out haste. The quest for efficiency and resources threatened the
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newly established parks. Formal, codified conservation laws and projects were still in
their fragile infancy, and Sieur de Monts, like many other parks, remained vulnerable.
The parks had gained protected status, but just exactly what that meant remained open for
interpretation. Sieur de Monts, like other parks and monuments, faced pressure to utilize
their so-called “wasted” land in ways that benefited the economy and the war effort.
One proposal sought to use the area’s mountainsides for sheep grazing. From the
point of view of proponents of such land use, it seemed like common sense and an
efficient use of an otherwise wasted resource. From an ecological standpoint, the
proposal was an anathema to the spirit of the ethics of land preservation. Among the
voices of protest against this proposal was Mrs. John Sherman, who took pen to paper to
voice her concern. Writing in the Bar Harbor Times, she stated:
Our own Sieur de Monts National Park is in danger of being despoiled of its
beauty by certain sheep raisers throughout the country if legislation is enacted
turning over all National Parks for pasture lands. This is unnecessary as the space
thus afforded is comparatively small while we have vast tracts of wild lands
suitable for this industry. It should be the duty of every citizen to protest against
this outrage. The following article from the General Secretary of the Federation of
Women's clubs explains the situation…. Sheep owners want to graze sheep in
national parks. This would despoil the parks without greatly increasing the supply
of wool and mutton. What are our national parks for— to be enjoyed by people or
to be despoiled by cattle and sheep?51
Sherman warned that the national parks were being invaded by an enemy, sheep. Evoking
the situation in Yosemite, Sherman continued, proclaiming that “the use of our national
parks for grazing is inexcusable,” partly because “grazing of national parks discourages
outdoor recreation.”52 The same debate played out elsewhere in the country, most
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famously in Yosemite National Park, a debate that pitted the preservationist John Muir
against the forester Gifford Pinchot. But the ramifications of this conflict thousands of
miles away affected Sieur de Monts in its early years as some realized that giving the
land National Monument status would not necessarily be enough to save it from being
despoiled or misused.
In some quarters of Bar Harbor, the acceptance of the use and management of
park lands for best use (Pinchot’s ideas for conservation) quickly gave way to notions of
total preservation. Once the specter of the possibility of sheep grazing on the slopes of
MDI’s mountains was raised, concerned citizens pushed back against it. Sheep were no
strangers to MDI. In early days of the island’s settlement, Virginia Somes Sanderson
notes, “practically every man on Mount Desert Island owned sheep.”53 MDI sheep
farming coincided with a “sheep boom [in]…the 1830s and 1840s….[which] made
mountain farms profitable.”54 The sheep boom did not last, but some locals still kept
small flocks, and in the early years of the park system conflicts were viewed as
management issues to be dealt with internally. Only after the creation of the National
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Park Service and then some time after, did a truly unified approach to conservation
emerge.
Once a united bureaucracy for the governance of public lands fell into place, park
policies implemented nationwide soon existed to aid the parks or possibly possess a
threat to a particular park’s status quo and local governing influences. Suddenly, issues
that threatened or concerned parks out west, such as the grazing issue in Yosemite, could
have a direct bearing on MDI.
Shortly after the creation of Sieur de Monts, efforts to attain National Park status
gained pace. “Senator Frederick Hale of Maine has introduced a bill to change the Sieur
de Monts National Monument…to the Sieur de Monts National Park,” declared the Bar
Harbor Times. The paper added, “The name Monument…. fails utterly in such a case as
this to describe the lands to which it is applied,” for the park “already stands third on the
whole list of national parks in the number of its summer visitors.”55 National park status
translated into increased publicity cache for the tourist business. Advertisers leaped at the
chance to promote the country’s first national park east of the Mississippi River. The Bar
Harbor Times, for instance, affirmed their stance that “Lafayette National Park is to bring
unprecedented prosperity to all of Mt. Desert Island and that the great need at present is
for publicity and then more publicity for this, the greatest of our assets.” 56 Once Sieur de
Monts had achieved national park status, area businesses wasted no time promoting the
new park. Beatrix Farrand described the change as giving Bar Harbor “new dignity and
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importance in being the chief entrance of the new Lafayette National Park.”57 Lafayette
National Park’s name was later changed in 1929 to Acadia National Park.58
Federally, the park, although the only one of its kind east of the Mississippi River
for several years, did not garner the same amount of attention as its sister parks. Both the
Park Service and the Department of Interior focused most of their attention on the great
parks of the west such as Yellowstone and Yosemite. For the first director of the park
service, Stephen Mather, and his successor, Horace Albright, the western parks
symbolized the epitome of the parks’ ideal. They and many of their contemporaries who
were conservationists believed it was their life’s work and the mission of the parks to
provide responsible management of large tracts of land and resident wildlife.
Furthermore, Mount Desert Island, although possessing a dramatic landscape, did
not conform to the established mold of a national park. It did not have the vast acreage of
the western parks, the miles upon miles of unspoiled land. It did not have large
populations of popular game like Yellowstone or Denali, and neither was it the home of a
well-known and highly visible and visibly endangered species such as the egret of the
Everglades or the buffalo of Yellowstone. About the only thing that initially
recommended Acadia for the vaunted status of a national park was its rugged coastline
and granite mountains. In a May 13, 1918, letter to Mather, then Secretary of the Interior
Franklin Lane identified Mount Desert’s physical features to justify its existence. Lane
stated, “You should seek distinguished examples of typical forms of world architecture;
such, for instance…the high, rugged portion of Mount Desert Island as exemplifying the
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oldest rock forms in America and the luxuriance of deciduous forests.”59 Several years
later, Horace Albright succinctly described the evolution of institutional thought
regarding a proper national park. In 1933, he stated, “Formerly a western institution, of
recent years the National Park System has moved to the East. The Acadia National Park
on the Maine Coast has ancient granite mountains.”60
A Boston Globe article on the creation of Acadia National Park credits Dorr,
Eliot, and other “far-sighted men,” such as the members of the Hancock County Board of
Trustees including notable local men such as Charles Pineo and A. H. Lynam. In the
article, Secretary of the Interior Lane identifies the island as being of “’great scientific
interest’” and mentions that, “‘But the gift was made for the purpose, not alone of
preserving these features for public use and enjoyment, but to commemorate the
discovery of Mt. Desert Island by Samuel de Champlain’” to serve as a monument to
Champlain. Furthermore, he mentions that, “’Probably nowhere else in the country has so
valuable a tract been acquired and in a lump been presented to the nation without a cent
of cost to the public.’”61
By the 1910s, many recognized the positive step that the establishment of the park
symbolized for the local communities. Though still remote enough to retain much of its
“wild” splendor, the new park promised to provide Americans with the experience of a
true national park without making the long trek out west. In 1916, the local paper
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declared, “The new national park is by far the most available to the majority of the people
of the United States living in the eastern states.” The writer continued by predicting that
there will be more visitors to the island, “for the words ‘national park’ will be a subtle
advertisement.’”62
The island was more accessible than ever before, but the paper perhaps overstated
how accessible it would be for most Americans. Part of the island’s ease of access lay in
the fact that visitors had been coming to the island in large numbers well before the
park’s existence. The park possessed the benefit of having a “built-in” population of
visitors, a distinct advantage over the more remote western parks. However, the park lay
among the least developed and most remote sections of the otherwise densely populated
East Coast of New England.
The locals clearly were relying on the cache of the prestige a national park
evoked, a subtle difference from the island’s long-established ties to the nation’s
wealthiest families. Bar Harbor and Mount Desert Island had for decades boasted the
prestige and honor of hosting the country’s richest and most famous, but with the creation
of a national park, the island could lay claim to a different sort of prestige, one tied not to
the exclusionary idleness, but to a public space whose existence was enshrined in the
government apparatus of the republic. With the creation of the park, Bar Harbor had
transitioned, at least nominally, from exclusive resort enclave, to an addition to the
federal government’s system of parks, controlled not by the locals or summer residents,
but by government in Washington, D.C., and open to all Americans.
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George Dorr, for instance, and others, despite their prescient views regarding
preservation and the need to safeguard lands from development, still only thought of the
park “in terms of local preservation.”63 Even the most forward thinking and active
proponents and administrative officials in the park system could not have anticipated all
of the issues and needs that would affect the parks in the proceeding years.
While efforts were underway to establish the national monument, elsewhere in the
state important changes in the management of the land were taking place. The state
legislature pushed for “protection of the forests of the island of Mt. Desert. The act
provides that any person cutting any wood or lumber on the island of Mt. Desert shall
remove to a safe place or burn or otherwise destroy all brush produced by such cutting.”64
The same week that the state senate voted to allow automobiles on the island, the creation
of a national park on the island was announced. As one commentator put it, “it is safe to
say that if anything at all is done by the way of developing it, it will be a big boon which
will assure a bright future for this popular resort on the north shore.”65 While the creation
of the park ensured that its land would never be blighted with the development of
cottages or other buildings, it did nothing to really solve the ongoing question concerning
wildlife management, namely the management of the island’s resident deer population.
An editorial from 1916 notes that the creation of the national monument ended all
hunting within its boundaries, which constituted a sizable portion of the island, and
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therefore, it made sense to adopt a “regulation forbidding the use of rifles on the
island…that would not be unreasonable and would ensure the protection of deer.”66
Around the same time, a petition was circulating in Bar Harbor to “make Mt. Desert
Island closed to hunting.”67 Furthermore, long before the creation of the park, the
booming tourist industry placed pressure on the state’s game bird population not only
from sports hunters but from visitors as well who had never fired a shot in their lives.
The concern for bird populations stretched beyond the shores of MDI, and
ironically, Bar Harbor’s trendy resorts bore some of the blame for the predicament of the
state’s bird population. The Maine Game and Protective Association, for instance, was
concerned about the population of partridge and ruffle grouse in eastern Maine because
there was a great demand from visitors for these birds in Bar Harbor’s restaurants. 68
Similarly, there was local agitation to restrict fishing and deer hunting, even
before the establishment of the park. In 1896, for instance, the “board of Fish and Game
commissioners” received “petitions, presented in their behalf, to prohibit fishing in Eagle
lake for trout or salmon between the months of October and May, and also to prohibit the
taking of deer on Mount Desert island for periods of four years.” One of the proponents
of the ban on deer hunting, E. B. Rodick, justified his position by stating that he believed
deer “should be preserved as an attraction by all means.” 69 A few years later, in 1903,
MDI’s committee on fish and game held a meeting to pass an act instituting a “close
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time” on deer hunting on the island. To dispel the notion that only summer residents were
involved in the efforts to place restrictions on hunting, the paper noted that “Charles Fry
of Boston, a prominent summer visitor to Bar Harbor….explained that the petitions
requesting the passage of the act were signed by the members of the Bar Harbor board of
trade” and several of the island’s VIAs as well as many other locals and summer
people.70
Even after the creation of the park, poaching was an issue for concerned citizens.
George A. Phillips of the Fish & Game Association, wrote to the Bar Harbor Times
pleading with readers to consider game on MDI. Phillips raised the alarm about “the
unquestionable disappearance with each year of our game in the towns, including and
surrounding Mount Desert Island. Why? Because many who come to our island offer
prices so large, so beyond the measure of the poacher’s honesty that he gets the birds and
the sportsmen suffer.” He further declared that “partridges…[were] practically
annihilated” in Hancock County.71
The issue was revisited several times during the proceeding years. The state Game
Commission released a report recommending a ban on hunting on MDI in 1917.72 The
deer management issue persisted well after the creation of the national park, and with the
protection of the species, in part due to its value to tourists who enjoyed viewing them,
the island’s deer population continued to increase. By the 1930s, park officials had
released a report detailing the problem of the large deer population, noting though that
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the “absence of strong public opinion against poaching” meant that people on MDI
provided the greatest “check” on the population.
Although the report notes that visitors enjoyed viewing deer and that the deer
population thus was a valuable part of the island’s tourist industry, locals blatantly
disregarded state and federal hunting laws. The report, for instance, notes that “a
considerable number of deer are shot from automobiles.”73 In the battle against poaching,
government officials had to contend not only with the poachers themselves but also with
public sentiment borne from a tradition that held poachers as practically folk heroes, or in
the words of one author, “Maine Woods Robin Hoods,” and with the island’s large deer
population, warnings against poaching often went unheeded.74 In 1938, the park reported
that, “the deer population problem is not now acute,” but was large enough that the park
needed to consider “taking measures to prevent the development of a critical situation.”75
Controlling the deer population would become a persistent issue at Acadia.
In 1919, several likeminded residents formed the Bar Harbor Fish and Game
Association. The association set itself to the task of stocking area lakes and ponds and
“breeding game birds” with the intention of building up the island’s population of game
birds and fish. Members of the association viewed this as an entrepreneurial act intended
to assist the island’s tourist industry. With an economy largely dependent on tourism the
possibility of attracting game hunters for the season appealed to some islanders. The
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presence of the newly created park, rather than dispelling this notion served as further
ammunition for hunting advocates. As one advocated declared, “anything that can be
done to make Mr. Desert Island more attractive to summer visitors should be done….the
Lafayette National Park offers a unique opportunity for the development of bird and
animal life here.”76
After several bills had been introduced in Congress for the creation of the national
park, a bill was finally signed in 1919 by President Wilson to convert Sieur de Monts
National Monument into Lafayette National Park.77 Discussing the differentiation
between monuments and parks with Charles Eliot, a member of the American Civic
Association’s National Parks Committee, J. S. Pray, remarked that “with most of these
men [committee members] the idea is that the landscape should be if not of unique at
least of very striking and unusual character” in order to be considered worthy of national
park status.78 Eliot responded by agreeing to the view, but impressed upon Pray that it
was erroneous to believe that parks had to, by definition, be of enormous size like those
that had hitherto been created in the West. Eliot states in his reply to Pray that “the idea
that extent or large area is an essential feature in either National Park or National
Monument is without foundation in fact.”79 Working against the perception that that
national parks had to be of vast size, a precedent established by the western parks, Eliot
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stressed that it was the uniqueness and beauty of the landscape that made MDI a valuable
addition to the nation’s national parks.
Protection from human encroachment, however, did not translate into protection
from human activities beyond the park’s boundaries. Nor did it protect the park from
natural disasters. The specter of a raging forest fire loomed over the island like it did the
rest of the state during particularly dry years. The creation of the park and removal of
hundreds of acres of land from development, logging, and grazing only increased the
likelihood of a future catastrophe. Islanders were no strangers to wildfires. Fires had
burned periodically, often occurring with passing notice unless they grew large enough to
threaten human habitations.
In 1883, the New York Times reported on forest fires on the island in several
locations including near Green Mountain. The paper reported that “smoke, like a heavy
pall, envelopes the island and renders respiration difficult.”80 In 1920, a fire on Beech
Mountain on the west side of the island near Southwest Harbor burned approximately
500 acres, much of which was within Lafayette National Park, with newspapers
proclaiming it the “worst” fire on MDI in years. 81Although the 1920 fire scarred
hundreds of acres of park land, another fire in 1947 dwarfed it in size and sheer
destructive power. The fire of 1947 not only burned over the forested mountains of the
park but threatened the village of Bar Harbor itself. In all, the 1947 fire destroyed sixtyseven cottages, five of the nine hotels, 170 year-round residences, Jackson Laboratory,
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Building of the Arts, and 10,000 acres of Acadia National Park.82 The fire’s destructive
force altered the face of Bar Harbor, eliminating several buildings associated with its long
tradition as a grand resort. The fire swept across the mountains and valleys around the
village, eliminating trees and brush and hotels and cottages along with the last remnants
of the old Bar Harbor lifestyle. The St. Saveur Hotel burned. The Malvern Hotel and the
Belmont Hotel burned. So too did Stanwood, the house of James Blaine, and other
cottages along with the town’s Building of the Arts and the Kebo Valley Golf Club’s
clubhouse.83 Furthermore, the fire blackened and burned the surrounding acreage
including much of the land used and viewed by summer visitors. Although temporarily
ruining the picturesque landscape that tourists sought, the fire proved beneficial for the
park. In its wake, several landowners, including cottagers, saw an opportunity to turn
their losses into something positive by donating their charred lands to the park.84
In the first few decades of the twentieth century, Bar Harbor transitioned from a
resort town that exemplified the Gilded Age, with its grand hotels and long, summer
sojourners. But as forces beyond the control of visitors and locals alike transformed the
country, the island was inevitably impacted by the changing times. Automobiles, income
taxes, and the rise of middle and working class leisure were a few factors that contributed
to the old, prestigious resort’s demise. The final nail in the coffin of the cottager lifestyle
for which Bar Harbor had become famous came in the form of the raging fire of 1947.
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The loss of many of the island’s cottages changed the character of the community,
for it was the cottages that had come to exemplify Bar Harbor and had made an indelible
mark on the town. Pondering the history of the development of Bar Harbor, historian
Stephen Hornsby noted the immediate geographic effect the park had upon nearby real
estate. Portraying the creation of the park as a concerted effort to protect their elite
enclave, he remarks that the cottagers’ political connections contributed to their ability to
exert their will on the island to direct and impede development to suit their interests,
stating that the “successful enlistment of the federal government on the side of the
cottagers depended as much on their Washington connections as on shrewd arguments
about the aesthetic, scientific, and historic importance of the island.”85 Hornsby states
that “Through a combination of federal protection and private money, the cottagers had
effectively surrounded Bar Harbor and other resorts on the island with a national park.
Their enclaves were secure.”86 Hornsby’s contention was that the park, largely the
brainchild of a select set of summer cottagers, allowed for these owners of the island’s
most expensive real estate to remain exclusive.
Hornsby paints a picture of the VIA and cottage community at odds with the local
residents on issues pertaining to the innate value of the land. As an example, he states,
“The aesthetic vision of the cottagers was not widely shared. The signs that the
improvement association installed to mark trails often were ‘deliberately pulled down,
shot away, or carried off’ (BHVIA 1922).”87 The deliberate push back against the VIA
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and the cottagers’ efforts to direct the improvement projects on the island illustrates how
the cottagers’ efforts had indeed exerted an impact on the area. Enough so that local
residents took notice, and some responded with resentment. In this view, the cottagers
determined not only the character of the island’s development but also used their wealth
and powerful connections to stymie further development that did not concur with their
community’s needs and desires, regardless of the local population’s efforts to develop the
area as tourist attraction.
Local residents and summer cottagers were at odds on this issue, to an extent.
Married to the tourist dollar, locals endeavored to cater to free spending visitors who
trekked northward from the nation’s cities each spring seeking a place to relax and
mingle with fellow socialites while taking in splendid scenery. However, as Hornsby
alludes, many cottagers did not entirely trust the locals to make decisions regarding the
island’s future that would ensure the status quo was maintained. What was “best” for Bar
Harbor just so happened to be what was best for the continued lifestyle of the cottage
community.
The fact that by the late 1880s, state officials recognized that Bar Harbor was the
crown jewel of Maine summer resorts was evident in the state’s interest in quantifying
the importance of the town and all resorts in Maine. The state formed the Bureau of
Industrial and Labor Statistics, and in its first annual report in 1888 it issued a special
analysis of the import of the tourist industry, with Bar Harbor showcased. The report
determined that 10,673 people had visited Bar Harbor in 1886, out of the
“estimated…100,000 persons from out of the State” who had made the trek to Maine for
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pleasure.88 The bureau released another report on summer tourism in 1893, examining the
impact of the developing tourist industry on employment and wages. The 1893 survey of
Maine hotels offered a mixed outlook for the tourist business. Statewide from 1892 to
1893, 68 hotels reported a decline in profits while 56 reported an increase and 37 reported
the same amount earned. In Hancock County, the numbers were 10 making a profit,
compared to 6 businesses suffering a loss and 8 reporting no change.89 The state
expressed interest in collecting statistics regarding how many guests, including the
number of out of state guests, visited Maine as well as the amount of money each guest
spent in state at the area hotels, and what attractions they visited.90
Among the summer residents of the island, there were many who were well
connected and inculcated in the progressive ethics of conservation. Within the progress
clique’s ranks were those whose passion for the natural world was manifested as a
concern for the fate of the world’s avian species. Many of the summer residents on MDI
were peers of those wealthy east coast advocates for conservation. Efforts to protect
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several bird species became public causes for some conservation minded progressives,
and the birds in Maine benefitted from the presence of these advocates.
However, after the successful push for changes to the state gaming laws, some
year-round Maine residents expressed their dismay at having the summer residents’
views thrust upon them, particularly since they had to live with the consequences of the
part-time residents’ actions and ethos. Remarking on the mood of the local population,
one local wrote, “There are residents of Maine…who do not approve completely of the
bird protection measures passed by the legislature in recent years.” Referring to the
“multiplied nuisance that the gulls are making of themselves” as a result of the
legislation, the disgruntled Mainer noted that the ban on bird hunting was the result of the
efforts of “bird enthusiasts, supported by the bulk of the summer colony.”91 While some
Mainers may not have appreciated the new protections for birds, the newly created
national monument provided an additional refuge for coastal wildlife, and the monument
quickly began promoting its importance in such capacity.
Sieur de Monts National Monument, as part of its series of publications, released
“Sieur de Monts National Monument as Bird Sanctuary,” penned by Henry Lane Eno, in
which Eno outlined the monument’s invaluable role in the effort to protect several bird
species.92 Eno identified three impetuses for preservation, the “[a]esthetic, [s]cientific,
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and [e]conomic” advantages of the conservation of birds.93 While Eno promoted the
ornithological assets of the park, others promoted the island’s importance in other fields
of study. Prior to the creation of the national monument, the island had attracted the
attention of not just ornithologists, but of geologists and botanists as well.
Late in 1889, the quiet and unassuming botanist and founding member of the New
England Botanical Club (founded in 1895), Edward L. Rand, published in the Mount
Desert Herald an impassioned plea for forest conservation on MDI.94 Rand, who would
later co-author the definitive guide to MDI flora named Hunter’s Brook valley as what
was once a “beautiful spot” until “a ‘practical’ man saw dollars in the timber of the wild
valley…and established a logging camp. Utter ruin followed, the wild woodland became
a desolation, and this priceless beauty was lost forever.”95
But not all was doom and gloom. Rand also praised Northeast Harbor for a
“partial realization of at least the practical value of beauty,” a subtle nod to his friend
Charles Eliot and his other compatriots in the Champlain Society who had for several
summers made camp near Northeast Harbor (founded in 1880).96 The society studied and
produced reports on ornithology and other natural sciences as well as having members
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study fish, invertebrates, and similar fields of natural. 97 At a 1884 meeting of the
Champlain Society, “Mr. C. Eliot made a speech on the necessity that existed for an
organization for the preservation of Mt. Desert.”98 “I would also suggest that we use
every effort to interest every lover of Mt. Desert in our work,” wrote Edward L. Rand in
the Champlain Society report of 1882.99 Rand appealed to the pocketbooks of local
businessmen and outside interests: “With the destruction of the forest-beauty and the
impairment of the scenery will come depreciation in land values and diminished
attentions as a summer resort.”100
For the born and bred people of MDI, preservation meant something besides
shorelines kept free from trespassing rabble or a village ideal molded in the image of the
elites’ Romantic imagination. The conservation of the natural landscape and the resources
that resided therein was integral to the way of life and survival of the islanders. These
resources existed to be used wisely in a manner that ensured their sustainability, when
applicable, thereby perpetuating the way of life associated with the Maine coast. In this
manner, the traditional way of life was married to the concept of conservation.101
Summer people, so desirous of maintaining a pristine landscape (as much as it suited
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their interests) embraced the idea of preservation of the landscape of their summer
playground. With land set aside for public use, the boarder, the day visitor, and the yearround permanent resident no longer had to fear accusations of trespassing from cottagers
or contend with cottagers’ exclusion of wandering excursionist.
A retrospective writer in 1887 gave his thoughts on the rapid development of the
resort, having visited the island fifteen years prior. Describing MDI as a “howling
wilderness,” the writer praised the new Bar Harbor as a “’city in the wilderness,’” a
triumph of American progress (even though “there is still a crudeness and laxity at some
of the hotels.”)102 Such a mindset, so prevalent in this period, equating development and
the eradication of wilderness with progress, saw no contradiction in its views and the
necessity of the continued existence of wilderness for the continued success of the town.
A tamed, artificial wilderness satisfied the benchmark of respectable progress while
sating visitors’ appetite for escape from urban chaos. Though visitors craved the rustic
feel of the small, isolated village and sought the calming influence of nature, they
certainly were not going to forego the conveniences of modern life in order to obtain
them.
At Bar Harbor, being one with nature meant one did not have to sacrifice comfort
for a back-to-nature experience. The visitor, whether cottager or hotel guest, found great
attraction to Bar Harbor precisely because it offered him a chance to mingle with other
society people while enjoying a sufficiently respectable amount of the local scenery. Bar
Harbor struck a delicate balance: if too rustic and wild, visitors would find the
inconveniences distasteful; if too developed, there would be little point in venturing there
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and visitors would shun Bar Harbor for becoming too much like the places they were
trying to leave behind. From the point of view of some residents, Bar Harbor’s balancing
act required proper management, and who better to manage and direct the growth of the
village than the learned members of the VIA?
The VIA constituted both the ethos of the City Beautiful movement with its
impetus to structure and improve upon nature and endorse the nascent conservation
movement. For instance, an article about the VIA acknowledges the natural beauties of
MDI but asserts that “still, with all these charms, the future prosperity of Bar Harbor is
not assured unless man exerts his influence to second Nature’s work.”103 This view,
common among nature enthusiasts during this period, acknowledges the necessity to act
to protect nature from the threat of unbridled industry, but to do so within the unspoken
societal norms that accepted that humans tame and control nature. A more nuanced article
published just a few days later reiterated this position but also provided substantive
suggestions for how local people could and should support the VIA’s mission.
Acknowledging that “nature has done a great deal for this place,” the author admits that
“they cannot improve on it [nature], but they can assist it in many ways. They can furnish
ways of access to beautiful scenery… One man can do more to hinder the growth and
injure the prosperity of a place, than all the rest of the community can do in its favor.”104
The author concludes with a call to civic action and plea for cooperation.
These passages reveal that although the idea of conservation as proper
stewardship of the land existed in Bar Harbor, it was perhaps incompletely formed in the
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minds of the people. Nevertheless, the notion that humans needed to act to preserve a
valuable asset was understood and accepted. When the VIA proposed to “purchase of
forest trees on some of the different drives to save them from the woodman’s axe,” it was
exerting its developing idea of conservation that was gradually shifting.105 The VIA’s,
and by extension the rest of the community’s, interest in the protecting the landscape was
changing from prioritizing the aesthetic of a well-structured and controlled landscape to
emphasize more the welfare of the nature that they sought to protect.
Long accustomed to catering to the wants and needs of its summer population, the
island’s locals adapted to the shift in the island’s visiting demographic groups by
promoting the park as the island’s newest attraction. One enterprising observer
commented on the changing situation with the creation of the park, “it is exceedingly
important that all of us know as much as possible about the park and the history of Mount
Desert Island. This is not sentiment. It is business. The park is sure to bring many new
people to Bar Harbor this year…. The business people of Mount Desert Island should
study the Lafayette National Park as they never studied in school.”106
The same year, local people looked to the park for seasonal employment as park
guides and rangers. To prepare the population for such work, some suggested that the
park work with the YMCA to provide training for the future guides. Proponents of such a
program envisioned that the staff would consist of “those under 16 years of age who will
show the summer guests to points of interest near town and those over 16 years of age,
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who will be trained to act as guides over all the mountain trails and back into the interior
of the Mt. Desert Island.”107
Local businessmen quickly moved to develop plans to capitalize on the additional
tourism that they anticipated the new park would draw to MDI. In 1920, for instance,
local businessmen proposed that the village purchase a tract of land that would serve as a
connection between the park and the village and host the site of a recreation center.108
When the editor of the Times asked, “Our principal business is the selling of
scenery and if we do not know our own product, how can we sell it?,” he was channeling
the sentiments of many of the town’s businessmen and women.109 The people of Bar
Harbor realized the potential resulting from the park attracting a steady tourist trade, and
their attitudes after the creation of the park exhibited more certainty in regard to their
future plans for the village. For example, long before the creation of the park, people
lamented and fretted over the town’s continued prosperity. In the newspaper article “Bar
Harbor’s Future,” one concerned citizen cautions that the economic growth of the town
could not continue, that resorts as part of their natural lifespan “fade” over time, but also
worryingly, Bar Harbor could very well “’become a city…people will not come from a
city to a city.’”110
Prior to the creation of the park, others fretted over the progression of the tourist
industry in Bar Harbor as it transitioned from primarily a resort town dominated by grand
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hotels to the host of privately-owned cottages for the nation’s wealthiest visitors. The
effort to make nature more attractive yielded to discussions of using nature to make a
profit which in turn necessitated the management of these resources. An editorial signed
“A Citizen” complained that “there is a tendency to complain that the cottages are driving
out the hotels.… Now what did the hotel people do? Speaking generally—nothing. They
did but little advertising.” The author continues his defense of the cottagers by assessing
the changes to the town in the past decade, noting that “complaint is made that the
owners of these cottages have shut up the land. There is plenty left a little further off, the
shore is perfectly accessible everywhere and the water is as free as ever.” The author
notes that the past decade of catering to cottagers had necessitated many improvements
that the local residents had benefitted from, such as the establishment of a telegram
office, and improved and faster transportation.111
By acknowledging the complaint that the cottagers had bought and built upon all
of the most desirable properties, the author unwittingly acknowledged one concern that
would take center stage in the future development of the town and the island: the
preservation of the land. Although the writer may not have known it, he (or she) had
stumbled upon a question that would dominate the economic and social character of Bar
Harbor: Would Bar Harbor and the rest of the island be “shut up,” its lands held by a few,
elite or would steps be taken to ensure that the mountains and valleys would be still be
the majestic, picturesque attraction a generation thence that they were at the present?
Would people come to the island to view hillsides dotted with mansions and surrounded
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by lands they could not explore without trespassing, or would there still be some of the
scenic, wildness left for all visitors to enjoy?
An editorial in the Record tried to shame the town’s people, by relating a tale
about the swift shift of the town from quiet village to the summer social scene’s center of
gravity, noting the trend of farms and other properties passing into the hands of people
from New York and Philadelphia. It asked, “How have we recompensed those who have
raised Bar Harbor from a little fishing village, to rank with the first summer resorts of the
country?.... Have not many of us been content to get all the money that we could out of
them, honestly or otherwise, at as small an expenditure to ourselves as could possibly be
achieved?”112 Observing that not only had the influx of summer visitors resulted in
previously unimagined prosperity for the village, the paper identified some of the less
attractive results of this sudden wealth, including the propensity to take the town’s
newfound prosperity for granted along with the people who provided the means for it.
The concern that some of the townspeople were taking advantage of wealthy visitors and
so souring visitors on the Bar Harbor experience. Furthermore, locals dealing honestly
with visitors were at risk of turning off visitors, not by charging exorbitant prices, but by
failing to anticipate needs and desires of summer visitors, many of whom were of
discriminating taste. The lurking fear was that visitors, bored with the same amenities and
diversions, would tire of Bar Harbor and seek their amusements and relaxation elsewhere.
As the tourist industry in Maine grew, the state government began to keep track of
the volatile and lucrative industry. Tourism had grown substantially in the 1870s and
1880s, but the 1893 state statistics show that the efforts of those who sought to make a
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living from tourist dollars were met with mixed results. In 1893, fifty-six hotels made
more than the previous year, while sixty-eight made took in less money, and thirty-seven
broken even. In Hancock county, ten hotels had a better year in 1893 than in 1892, while
six lost money, and eight finished the season with about the same take.113 In 1887, the
Maine Bureau of Industrial and Labor Statistics “estimated that 100,000 persons from out
of the State made up the army of ‘summer visitors’ during the past season.”114
Commercial interests, private individuals, and the government all realized the
importance of tourism to the economic welfare of the state. Consequently, there were
efforts within and by the state to promote Maine as a tourist destination, justified by the
claim that Maine tourism is good for all citizens, including farmers “as it gives to him a
home market for his produce.”115 Lydia Vandenbergh notes that “the demand for local
produce prompted the development of new farms and greenhouses. Families who had
abandoned farming in the past took it up again in the name of tourism.”116 The people of
Bar Harbor weathered the changing times, adapting to a changing social and economic
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landscape while shaping and being shaped by the natural landscape around them as the
world around them was commodified and as the people of the town and outsiders who
came to partake in the atmosphere struggled over the use of that land.
The changes that came to MDI accelerated in the years after World War I. With
the creation of the park, the trajectory of the island’s development was dictated more by
the federal government, and the local people could only respond accordingly. After
World War II, “park visitation increased…but trail use did not….attributed to the
romance of auto touring.”117 By mid-century, much of the work of the VIAs was rendered
obsolete because of the rise of the automobile as America’s favored mode of
transportation and the resulting NPS strategy to cater to the auto tourists. Locals who
catered to automobile benefited and demonstrated that, despite the early contentions, it
could be profitable, much more so than the trail building pushed by the VIA in the past
decades.
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Conclusion
Acadia National Park’s position and development was unique for it was not
created from remote, sparsely populated land as were some western parks nor from spent
land inhabited by some of the nation’s poorest communities as were some federal lands in
Appalachia. It came into being on an island in close proximity to well-established,
affluent communities. The years leading up to the creation of the park were marked by
both conflict and cooperation among the people who called the island home. Issues of
economic development and preservation of the natural landscape played out amidst
efforts to maintain a viable, stable community based on tourism. Summer people and
locals and opportunistic businessmen (local and from elsewhere) sought to leave their
mark on the island or at least cash in on the exploitation of the area’s natural wonders.
The decisions made by these individuals more than a hundred years ago still affect the
island communities today and still inform the decisions made by the townspeople and
park staff as they seek to capitalize on the landscape while also preserving it.
A cadre of the cottage elite armed with their desire to maintain the island’s beauty
with which they had become familiar and backed by a culture that valued nature and
landscape for their aesthetic and scientific attributes sought to preserve their own
personal coastal oasis from the intrusions of modern development. They wielded their
considerable influence to induce the federal government to establish a permanent solution
to the problem of encroaching development, resulting in the establishment of the park.
However, their interactions with the local and foreign business people revealed that in the
years leading up to the establishment of the park, there was considerable discussion and
anxiety over how the town would develop and maintain itself with an economy based
almost solely on catering to the needs of tourists. Over time, the face of tourism changed
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and so too did the discussions regarding the future of Bar Harbor. New innovations such
as the automobile and changing national economic and cultural trends altered the
population of residents and visitors and with them the value and use of the landscape
around them.
A close examination of the decades of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century on the island reveals that the unbridled development of land combined with the
entrepreneurial spirit of locals and non-locals alike helped shape the public’s
understanding of the value and need to preserve the island’s landscape. Pursuing the
avenue of federal ownership of the land ensured public access to the land as well as
protection from real estate developers, the tourist industry businesses, and the public
itself.
The power struggles between competing business and private interests helped
formulate people’s attitudes toward the conservation of the area’s landscape. The frenetic
land boom of the 1880s, the efforts of the Bangor businessman to construct a railway
through the heart of Bar Harbor, the complaints of trespassers on cottagers’ land, and the
concerns over noisy sawmills and crude automobiles all contributed to the public
discourse regarding the future of the town and the place of prominence that the landscape
held and would continue to hold in Bar Harbor’s future. The contests for control of the
landscape would continue to shape the relationships between local people, summer
residents, and the park system. Locals continue to live in close proximity to the park’s
boundaries; on the island, interaction the park and, by extension, the federal government
apparatus is unavoidable, a fact of which citizens are made aware on an almost daily
basis. While the people of the island take pride in their generations’ long stewardship of
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the land and its resources, they have had to reconcile this part of their history and culture
with the looming behemoth of federal control over their beloved landscape. Although on
the island, locals have accepted the benefits that park brings in the form of tourist dollars
and the altruist mission of preservation, occasional confrontations still occur.
Trespassing, poaching, vandalism, and gripes concerning government mismanagement
crop up occasionally.
Yet, questions regarding the proper use of the land and methods of preservation
are never wholly settled. It took nearly a century for Acadia National Park’s boundaries
to solidify as the park, parcel by parcel, slowly expanded to encompass a significant
portion of Mount Desert Island. It took years of work, discussion, and bargaining for the
park to even exist in the first place. In the process of its creation and management in the
proceeding years, the park and the people impacted it elicited questions regarding role of
the federal government’s control over lands long held and used by the local people and
how the park and the people balance the need for natural resource preservation with the
needs of visitors and local businesses. As long as people continue to visit and live near
the nation’s national parks, on Mount Desert Island and across the United States, these
issues will never be truly settled; they will continue to evolve as the locals and park staff
continue to try to strike a balance between these sometimes contradictory needs.
This work examines the development of the conservation idea on Mount Desert
Island, taking into account the island’s unique place in Maine and New England coastal
history. Although summer resorts and village economies built around the tourist trade are
not rare in Maine, Mount Desert Island and the village of Bar Harbor in particular is a
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place where the tensions leading to the development of the conservation ethic played out
in a magnified and, sometimes spectacularly public, form.
In 1938, Alpheus Hardy’s cottage, the first of its kind, was demolished and with it
came the symbolic end of an era.1 In 1955, the famed landscape architect Beatrix Farrand
ordered her home, Reef Point, razed.2 These were just two of the many opulent cottages
that met their end in the mid-twentieth century, with some succumbing to the fire of 1947
while, in the 1950s and 1960s, the owners of others chose to dismantle the remnants of
Bar Harbor’s indulgent past rather than allow their mansions to fall into ruin.
Upon its creation, George Dorr declared that Sieur de Monts National Monument
“initiates…a new departure on the Government’s part, a broadening of its policy for
nature conservation” by establishing a park “amidst the older eastern country.”3 On
Mount Desert Island was created a park that was the culmination of decades of work and
discussion by residents, both local and seasonal. The park continued to grow until 1986.4
Today, Acadia National Park encompasses over 47,000 acres of land on Mount Desert
Island, Isle au Haut, the Schoodic Peninsula, and several small islands in the vicinity, and
the park greets more than two million visitors a year.5 The events on Mount Desert were
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unique in the history of the American conservation movement and the history of the
National Park system. The development of the park among well-established communities
and amongst one of the most popular resort towns in America helped shape the future of
the park system and the idea of conservation in the minds of the people.
Acadia National Park was the result of a unique set of circumstances. The island
on which most of the park rests experienced economic growth as it developed from a
collection of small rural villages to a playground for the nation’s wealthiest visitors. The
struggles the types of industries that would dominate the island and who would control
the development of it shaped the peoples’ understanding and acceptance of ideas of
conservation. Local people, businessmen, and summer cottagers vied for control of Bar
Harbor, Mount Desert Island, and its future. Ideas and conflicts amongst the local people,
summer residents, and outside interests about what a resort town would look like and
who would control its amenities shaped the people’s understanding of the value of the
natural landscape.
Mount Desert Island served as a laboratory of ideas for the nation’s conservation
movement and, by extension, the National Park Service. It was during the late nineteenth
century, when Bar Harbor was experiencing the effects of unbridled growth and the
volatility of the tourist industry, that many of the island’s summer residents embraced the
progressive ideas of conservation. It was on Mount Desert Island that reform-minded
individuals could enact their ideas and undertake projects to beautify the island and
improve the quality of life for the people through the creation of improvement projects.
The preservation of the land was just one facet of this movement.
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George Dorr, John D. Rockefeller, Charles Eliot, and other members of the
island’s summer population, working in concert with some civic minded local people,
were responsible for the creation of Acadia National Park. But their achievement
occurred in the wake of years of debate, competition, and struggle among the island’s
people for control of its most precious natural resource, its landscape. This work has
examined the issues that defined the area’s development and dominated the public
discourse leading up to the establishment of the national park. This work puts the
establishment of the park into the social and economic context of the vicinity in which it
was established. While most early national park lands were created from lands already
held by the federal government and in sparsely populated regions, the national park that
was established on Mount Desert was quite literally created in the backyards of the
people who lived there. Therefore, understanding the events that led to the creation of the
park and how the people of the area understood this development provides insight into a
unique chapter in the history of the nation’s parks and coastal Maine. By examining the
issues and debates regarding the use and exploitation of the area’s natural landscape, this
work traces the shift in public thinking from the explosion of development on the island
to the impetus to set aside lands for preservation.
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